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Where you can
stick it.

Viruses, disk swapping, single sided internal drives, disks which won't back up. Is there no end to the whingeing
of the Atari user?

At Power, we want to tell youjustwhere you can stick yourdisks and worries. In factwe will show you.Theslot in
this picture belongs to our PC720B, the first intelligent disk drive. Insert a disk.

Now you can boot from it*, back it up at lightning speeds using the inbuilt Blitz Turbo hardware, with free, new
software, (even if the disk is from a PC). And if your computer picks up a virus, the switchable virus blockerwill
protect both your drives (a bit like a hardware write-protect).
Virus blocker

Boot from this drive

Blitz hardware

Top Quality Mechanism

on-off switch

When you do not want these features, switchthem off and the PC720B will pretend to be simply an extra drive.

The PC720B, the only drive to include Blitz Turbo, lets you boot from an external drive and combat viruses, is
only available direct from Power, priced at just £65.

We have noticed how pricey unintelligent drives are. Perhaps, its your turn to tell people
where to stick it.
•Internal drive is disabled while this feature is in use. Compatible with most models of Atari ST

1988 COPYRIGHT ACT

Power Computing Ltd., neither condones nor auth
orises the use of it's products for the reproduction ol
copyright material.
The backup facilities of this product are designed to
reproduce only software such as Public Domain

£65

material, the user's own programs or software where

permission has been clearly given.
It is illegalto make copies, even for your own use, of

copyright material, without theexpress permission of
the copyright owner,or the licenceethereof.

Only available at
POWER COMPUTING LTD

Unit 8 Railton Road Woburn Road Industrial Estate Kempston Bedford MK42 7PN
Tel: 0234 843388 Fax: 0234 840234
Price includes VAT and is subject to change. Specifications are subject to change without notice.

POWER COMPUTING
NEW
New Series 900 Hard Disk

LOW

L I M L I N E

PRICES
ORIGINAL SERIES 900

New Atari TT workstation

-*^%%%sj.

i

I
40MB Slimline Hard Disk

100MBSIimlineHardDisk

available

£299
£449

nowl

• Powerful 68030 32MHzprocessor
For Quantum &Sony 11mS Access
• Super-slim metal case
• Low profile mechanism

drives, add £35

Series 900100MB Hard Drives

• No need for a cooling fan

POWER

• Buffered Thru'port

DRIVES

The ideal high-power machine for

SPECIFICATIONS

• Optional battery backed up clock
•
•
•
•

• High speed 20mS seek rate

• Write protect switch, protect your
valuable data

• Power supply
• ICD Interface & Utility disk

• Upto26MBRAM
• Many graphics resolutions

High quality NEC mechanism
Auto booting as standard
32MBpartitions on STE
Thru'port for external devices

office word processing and publishing
2MB
4MB
8MB
Hi-res colour monitor

• Fast20mSdrive

• ICD utilitiesincluded

B

• 1 year guarantee

40MB

£329

100MB

£479

40MB

100MB

with clock £339

with clock £489

• Copiesfromthe internal to the

POWER SPECIAL OFFER PACKS

Lattice CVersion 5, £55(normally £89)

PACK

PC720

Built-in power supply

NEW! 512K RAM Expansion

1

PC720E

Powered through joystick

£45

ST RAM Expansion

ICD

• PC720 Power floppy drive

ICD interfaces areideal as a startforbuilding

• Power supply
• Power mouse

Ad-SCSI with Thru'Port

• Any twopieces of software from:
HisoftDevpacv2,HisoftC,
Hisoft Proflight, Neodesk v3, PC-Ditto

Add-SCSIPlus with Thru'Port &Clock £99

£499

£499

• 100MB SERIES 900

2MBRAMExpansion

£99

W

A

R E
£89

• Power mouse

HisoftC

£29
£29

E G

A

STe 1

£169
£40

F T

.atticeC V5

STe 2

PC720P

S 0
DevpacV2

Official internal drive
£45
{no case cutting, but must be small button)

• Uses latest high capacity RAM chips

£199

• Lattice C v5

PC7200I

• Expandto2MBor4MB
• Plugs directly insidethe ST
• Full fitting instructions

£69

• Powersupply

The prices areonly forthepacks described andcannot besplit

• No soldering required

Micro-SCSI Internal Mega Drive

AdSpeed

PACK

£35

INTERFACES

yourowndesk unit. Theyare compatible with
the powerfulICD hard disk utilitiesand come
withfull fitting instructions.

PC720B

Atari internal drive

£20

• Power mouse

• 100MB SERIES900

PC720I

40 seconds

• Switchable between drive &Blitz

PACK

Built-in Blitz Turbo and virus blocker
& boots from drive B

external drive

• Cleverly by-passesyour ST's disk
controller chip

• Back-up an ST disk in around NEW
£499

• 100MB SERIES 900

• Power supply

£45

4MBRAMExpansion
1MB Simmsfor STe Expansion

TURBO

• Back-up your disks at lightning speed

Othersizes available

With any Power Hard Disk

for all STFM Machines

£1879
£2229
£2449
£469

Including PSU

£50

NEW Supercharger

525" External drive

£95

Power Mouse

£799
£1149

Pro Flight

£249
£15

£29
£45
£24
£29
£29

Harlekin
Wercs
Knife-ST
PC Ditto
NeodeskV3
AT-OnceST +

£34

£189

C H
l/IMU

P s

£28

DMA

£28

Power Computing Atari STtech support telephone 0203 661136 Mon-Fri 5p m-8pm
All prices inciude VAT. delivery and are subject to change

All trademarks acknowledged.

Specifications are subject to change without notice

POWER COMPUTING LTD

Unit 8 Railton Road Woburn Road Industrial Estate Kempston Bedford MK42 7PN
"Tel: 0234 843388

VISA

Fax: 0234 840234

Next day delivery C4-50
POWERCOMPUTINGSHLITALYVia Delle Balear., 90 00121 Osna Ltdo ROMA

POWERCOMPUTINGFRANCE 15 Bid Voltaiie 75011 PARIS FHANCE

2 Lines (06)5646310o FAX 5646301

TEL. (1) 43570169 (6 lines)- FAX (1) 43380435

POWER COMPUTING ENQUIRIES TO ACL Engir
(09)4810555
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EDITOR
ART EDITOR
NEWS EDITOR
TECHNICAL EDITOR

GAMES ED/TOR
PRODUCT/ON EDITOR
STAFF WRITER

Eddie McKendridc
John Buffers

MarcYoung
Julian Boardman
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Phil Morse

Sound Maestro

Daniel Whitehead

EDITORIAL ASSISTANT

Jonathan Maddock

MARKETING MANAGER

NeilDyson

GROUP AD MANAGER
SENIOR SAIE5
ADVERTISING SALES
AD PRODUCTION

Timeworks II
The revamped, rewritten and
redesigned DTP package comes
under our steely gaze

Terry Th/ele

COVER STORY

REVIEWS

A digital music editor for the ST?
Surely no! Can such a cheap
tool be worthy of attention?

Jane Conway
Usa Bracewell

49

Ruth Priestley
Michelle Allcroft

CIRCULATION MANAGER

David Wren

PRODUCTION MANAGER
SYSTEMS MANAGER

Sue Cantrill
David Stewart

DesK

File
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ST artists! Wc offer
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some helpful
£5

Published by Europrcss Publications Ltd.
Europa House, Adlington Park,
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CHAIRMAN

FINANCIAL CONTROLLER

Calling all you budding

Derek Meakin

Ian Bloomfield

works of art

Richard Williams

on your ST.
Grab your mouse
and join us on

Tel:0625 878888 (All departments)
051-357 2961 (Subscriptions)

Avant Vector

Fax: 0625 879966

Wc regret AtariSTUser cannotoffer technical help
on a personal hash either In telephoneor in
writing.AHreader enquiries shouldbe submittedto
the addressabove for possiblepublication.
Atari STUserwelcomes articles for publication.

Following in MegaPaint ll's

footsteps, AvantVector allows
you to use vector images

99
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Material should be sent on an ST readable disk. The

return of material cannot be guaranteed.
Contributions can only be accepted by Europress
Publications on an all rights basis.

THE COVERDISK

©1991 Europress Publications Ltd. No material may be
reproduced in whole orin partwithout written permis
sion.While every care istaken, the publishers cannotbe
heldlegally responsible foranyerrors inarticles, listings
or advertisments.

News Trade Distribution: COMAG 0895 444055

PUYORRESS
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For over sixyears Atari STUser has
been the leading magazine for ST
enthusiasts. As a key member of
the Europress magazine group.
AtariSTUserpromises to inform,
educate and entertain its readers each

month with the most dedicated coverage of
the ST available.

AtariSTUser* AmigaComputing • PCToday
SharewareShopper• TheMicroUser
Cames-X • AmigaAction • 57" Action
Computer Trade Weekly
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The best ST CoverDisk brings you even more great

a mind0f id own;

plus

programs and games for your collection.
For the games players there's a playable demo of
Psygnosis' brand new Obitus, plus Serendipity, the
world's most insulting puzzle game!

'NUDE THE rnrllw.

grips with such beauties as AccTool, with its many
uses, and a TCB Tracker module converter. Plus, a

working demo of Avant Vector, so you can see if
you agree with our review!
All this plus your usual Runtime programs!

The DISK starts

on nage 27
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dedicated ST musician
should ever need to

If you want to help
your children learn,

municate from com

Do you long for your ST
to be something else?

and have fun at the

puter to computer. All

Then tune in to our

azines, newsletters or

know. Every month in

same time, then check

Emulation bonanza and

ST User!

out Pat Winstanley's
monthly guide to edu
cational software. im,i

the news from the
world of modems and
bulletin boards.

leaflets, the professional
way!
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chat to anything from
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The fastest way to com

Everything that the
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The more serious minded among you can get to

Hints and tips on how
to make your own mag

Amigas to PCs.

Keep on top of your
bank account, and use

your ST to guide you
through the financial
storms. We'll tell you
how!
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INSIDE USER
REGULARS

SPECIALS

ATARI ST USER NEWS
What's been happeningin the Atari world

7

Piracy
Areyou flying the Jolly

PIRACY

Roger? Atari ST User sheds

IS THEFT

some light on computer
crime
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PUBLIC SECTOR
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All the best PD and shareware

BEGINNER'S GUIDE
Further steps for the novice ST owner

WRITE NOW
Don't bottle it up - tell us what you think! ....

ADVICE SERVICE

Tech troubles? Turn to the best for help .... I UO

*^jg^ MAMM

Samplers
Remix your record collection

for your friends. A guide to

the best ST samplers
MT'

MSfAYT T«

YLL
sexy.

GRAND GRAB
GALLERY
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ST art at its finest,
W

v

RUNTIME: STE

What exactly can be done with the video I U V
VB

_^H

Did you win last month's
prize? Could you have won

this month's prize? Just by
buying this issue you could

RUNTIME: STOS
The mystical world of STOS graphics,

jVfP
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have won some hot new

games releases!
The number on the cover

could have earned you a
copy of Terminator 2, The
Simpsons or a bundle of

Mirror Image
goodies!

ET1

Don't miss our GREAT offers for
new subscribers!
THE LAST WORD
Sex, drugs and sausage roll

154

Turn to Page 152

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT, COURIER DELIVERY
DISCOVERY EXTRA

FAMILY

PACK

CURRICULUM PACK
• ATARI 1040STECOMPUTER

• ATARI 520 STECOMPUTER

• lmb DRIVE

• 1 mb RAM

•DIGITAL STEREO SOUND

•DIGITALSTEREO SOUND

• DRAGONS BREATH

•FIVE EDUCATIONAL MODULES

• SUPER CYCLE

1)Play &Learn
2)Junior School
3)GCSE Revision
4)Business Computing
5)Creative Computing

• ANARCHY
• INDIANA JONES
• NEOCHROME

• FIRST BASIC
• ST TOUR

£399.99

£329.99

PLUS FREE WITH EVERY ST PACK
•TEN TOP GAMES COMPRISING

Asterix • Chess Player 2150 • Driving Force • Live &Let Die • Onslaught

Pipemania • Rick Dangerous • Rock 'n Roll • Squeek • Trivial Pursuit
QUICKSHOT TURBO MICROSWITCHED JOYSTICK • HIGH QUALITY MOUSE PAD • TAILOR MADE
DUST COVER

w

COLOUR/MONO MONITORS
ATARI SM124

PHILLIPS 8833/MK2

£129.95

£249.95*
*FreeF19 Stealth Fighter

DISK ACCESSORY PACK
• 100 HIGH QUALITY 3.5" DS/DD DISKS

•120 CAPACITY LOCKABLE DISK BOX
•3.5" DISK DRIVE CLEANER KIT

All for just £44.95

CONSOLE CORNER
ALL PRICES INCLUDE COURIER DELIVERY &2 YEAR GUARANTEE

CONSOLE SYSTEMS

COLOUR PORTABLES

Sega Master System
Sega Master System Plus
Sega Megadrive

£59.95
£79.95

Atari Lynx
Sega Game gear

£84.95
£99.95

£129.95

We slock a wide range of software and peripherals for all of the above ring for details

w

f

iM #1/

computers

PLUS A COMPREHENSIVE 2 YEAR GUARANTEE! PRINTERS

ORDERING
MADE EASY.

All printers come with connecting cables free of charge
STAR

CITIZEN

GOLD STAR DEALER
LC-20 MONO 9pin Dot Matrix, 180/45 cps.

PREMIER SUPER DEALER
120D+ MONO 9 pin Dot Matrix, 120/25 cps.

£149.95

£149.95

LC-200 COLOUR 9 pin Dot Matrix, 185/45 cps.

SWIFT COLOUR 9pin Dot Matrix, 160/40 cps.

£214.95

£214.95

LC-24/200 MONO 9pin Dot Matrix, 180/45 cps.

124D MONO 9pin Dot Matrix, 144/48 cps.

£259.95
£209.95
LC-24/200 COLOUR 24 Pin Dot Matrix, 220/55 cps SWIFT 24 COLOUR 24 Pin Dot Matrix, 160/50 cps.
£309.95
£3 f 9.95

Simply call our Head Office quoting your Access/Visa number on

%

0234 218060 (5 lines)

f

BY CALLING PERSONALLY

m

Simply call into your nearest FutureWorld store where our fully

£

requirements

?Q trained personnel will be more thon happy to deal with your
•

BYPOST

Make cheques, Building Society drafts orPostal Orders payable
H

FUTUREWORLD COMPUTERS LTD
UNITS 25-27 SERGEANTS WAY
ELMS INDUSTRIAL ESTATE
BEDFORD MK41 OEH

PRINTER STARTER PACK
•UNIVERSAL PRINTER STAND • QUALITY DUST COVER • 200SHEETS OF PAPER

B3 S

BY PHONE

M

Please write cheque guarantee card number on reverse of cheque to ensure
same day clearance

AN for only £9.95

r-JH REMEMBER

LJ| I ALL PRICES INCLUSIVE OF VAT &COURIER DELIVERY
FINANCE

Finance available tosuit your specific needs. Written details on request.
Instantcredit is available in all FutureWorld stores.

AUTHORISED PROTAR STOCKISTS
THE VERY BEST INPERIPHERAL ADD-ONS

PR0GATE 20 meg Hard disk
PR0GATE 40 meg Hard disk
PROGATE 60meg Hard disk

£279.95
£341.95
£437.95

Configurations up to160 meg - please coll for details
PROGATE 60meg Tape Steamer
PROGATE 150 meg Tape Steamer

£581.95
£792.95

PROTAR'VISTO'COLOUR MONITOR

Identical to Phillips 8833 MKII

£248.00

PREMIER GOLD CARD

• 7day money back guarantee if not completely satisfied
• 30day exchange for new policy should ofault occur
• 2 year guarantee giving free collection anddelivery service should a fault
occur

• Exclusive Premier Gold Card with Personal Membership Number entitling
you tospecial offers

• All this for only £19.95 per item purchased
2 YEAR GUARANTEE

For the whole guarantee period, warranty service will be completely free of
charge
TECHNICAL SUPPORT/ON SITE ENGINEERS

Being authorised service centres for AMSTRAD, COMMODORE &STAR, we
areequipped todeal with the majority of queries
FULLY COMPUTERISED ORDERING SYSTEM

This enables our telesales staff toprovide up-to-the-minute stock
information coupled with efficient dispatch
FULL TESTING PROCEDURE

All computer hardware is tested prior to dispatch maintaining our motto:

POWER DISK DRIVE STARTER PACK
New PC880B intelligent disk drive featuring: Blitz Hardware,Virus Hardware, Anti-click, Thru-port,
Isolating Switch * Ten 3.5" DS/DD disks with labels • 40 capacity lockoble disk box • 3.5" disk drive
cleaner kit

1U
B

S

X

Only £79.95

YOUR NEAREST W^kMm(j{)&jM STORE
BEDFORD

70 High Street Bedford Telephone 0234 217070
1-7 College Street Northampton Tel: 0604 33996
WELWYN GARDEN CITY

16 Church Road Welwyn Gdn City Tel: 0707 390029
• .

.• "•'•:.

•

(c) Connect Software Ltd

7cannot letthis opportunity passwithout repeating mysatisfaction with Money
Manager. Iamusing itforthebook-keeping of several small businesses. Before
Iretired recently after 40years inbanking, 24 of which were as abranch manager,
I would have beendelighted ifmysmall (and some notso small) business

MOMEV fiflHAGER SI

Data file: BUSINESS Business data sanole Jan-89 to Oec-89

customers hadpresentedme with figures andstatistics of theirbusinesses as
produced byMoney Manager. Itreally is aprogram which, beingso easytouse,
couldsave manybusinesses from thechaosanddisasterwhich can,andso often

does, result from poorornon-existent book-keeping.' (R. A. L. Cheshire)

• IHVIIUHTM
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anager

The GEM version of the top selling
PC small business and personal accounting program.

TRIED AND TESTED VALUE
ST users now havethe opportunity to use the top
selling small business and personal accounting
software which has become the standard with over

50,000 users in the UK alone.

EASY TO SET UP AND USE
If you can use GEM andcan read an ordinary bank
statement then you can use Money Manager ST.
You do not need specialised accountingor
computing knowledge.

MONEY MANAGEMENT

PUTS YOU IN CONTROL

= SUCCESS

• Define up to 20 bank accounts of any type
(current, deposit, cash, creditcard, clients,

Money Manager is used by businessmen,
bookkeepers, clubtreasurers, doctors, schools,
consultants,self-employed and privateindividuals.
Regardless of how you earn your money, Money
Manager ST can helpyou manage it effectively.

POWERFUL REPORTING
Money ManagerST's comprehensive reporting
features can analyseyour finances and keepyou

TROUBLE-FREE VAT

fully informed and incontrol ofyour financial

Ifyou are VAT registered, yourVAT return
will now only take a couple of minutes.

situation

You will have at your fingertips
all the information you
need to keep the

VAT manihappy!
happy !
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FEATURES

You can choosefrom a wide varietyofdetailedand
summary text reports and tables, or display the
information graphically with pie charts and bar
diagrams.

SP
$*'

suppliers, etc)
• Define up to 50 classes of income and
expenditureto suit yourown affairs
• Easydata entry - mistakes or omissions can be
corrected at any time
• Record business or personaltransactions
• Quickly access 12 months information and all
previous years' accounts
• Set upas many differentsets of accountsas you

•

Bank statement reconciliation

•
•
•
•
•
•

Standardentries/standing orders
Part-VAT/part-exempt entries
Up to 8 differentVAT rates
Up to 50 marks for extra identification
Text string search facility
Reports can be exported to a discfile

•

Context-sensitive HELP windows

• Pop-up five-function calculator
• Macro facility to record and play backoftenused sequences of key strokes
• Compatiblewith all colour or monochromeSTs,

>S»s*

*&

o^

TTs and STACY

• Data filescompatiblewith PC version
• Works with dot matrix, daisy and laser printers
• 2 sample sets of accounts included for self

_cf\*

training
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' re- By Phone with credit card details. By fax with this coupon.

UrQCriflg! By post with this coupon and credit card details or cheque
for £49.95.

t\

i l , By first class post, the same day we

JL/GSPcllCn. receive your order.

•

Name

I enclose a cheque for £49.95
(made payable to Connect Software)

Address

•

Please charge my Access/Visa/
American Express card
mmst

Post code

Telephone No.
Company

(JOIlIlCCt Software Ltd

Card number

I

Signature

1

Expiry date

3Flanchford Road London W12 9ND Fax 081 743 8073 Tel 081 743 9792

THE entry level STbundle has been
refreshed and Atari are continuing
their policy of repositioning the
machine as a "serious" computer
with the release of eight applications
in time for the Christmas peak selling
period.
Discovery Xtra will have all its
games replaced with up-to-date soft
ware, including USGold's Final Fight

Atari give a
^^^

selling for
for £19.9'
£19.99 is Basicprogram

which features in the bundle before

ming which includes HiSoft's Power

its official release. The other games
are Sim City, 9 Lives and Escape from

Basic.

the Planet of the Robot Monsters.

All the games can be played with
the keyboard or mouse, which has
enabled Atari to withdraw the free

joystick that had been packaged with
earlier bundles. It will continue to be

little Xtra

During the summer the pack's
price jumped by £30 due to poor
exchange rates between the pound
and dollar and Atari promised to
review the situation by September.
At the time of going to press the
company would not say whether a
price fall back to £299.99 was on the
immediate horizon but company boss

Calligrapher Lite, Superbase Personal,
Masterplan and various programming
utilities each sell for £24.99. Every
pack comes with its own QuickStart
tutorial, a guide to take users though
the first steps of running and using

By John Butters

based on the half megabyte 520STE
and the three starter programs
remain unchanged.

The final four modules introduce

professional software to ST users.

the software.

Discovery Xtra. Module One is Home

"We recognised early the way com
puters with keyboards are moving
away from the games element as
games consoles are becoming
more powerful - we are helping to

is covered in Module Two with pro
grams MusicMaker Plus and Sampler
Master Plus. Accounts packages
Personal Finance Manager Plus and
Datafax make up Module Three,
Personal Finance. The fourth pack

Productivity and includes introduc
tory programs taken from the Family
Curriculum Pack such as wordprocessor ST Word, database ST Base and ST

Calc, a spreadsheet. Sound and Music

push that move," said Atari's
Darryl Still.

"To back that up we are launching
eight modules of heavily subsidised
software to introduce first time users

BobGleadow said the firm were regu
larly looking at the pricing of their

Atari are shouting

to serious applications.
"The reason for these applications
is to encourage users to use the STto
its full capabilities which is very

about the success of

their first non-games
bundle, the Family
Curriculum Pack,
and are continuing
to reposition the ST
by selling a range of
heavily subsidised
software packages

products.
Repositioning of the ST is set to
continue. Since March Atari have

been trying to market the STas a
computer rather than games playing

device and as part of their campaign
are advertising the new range of eight

which are to be
advertised on the

software modules on the back of

Xtra

important.

"In turn, we hope, it will encour
age development of serious software,
extra sales, a growing market and the
spiral goes ever upwards," he con

back of Discovery

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

cluded.
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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The end of

the founder

As we go to press, BThave confirmed that they are to close Micronet, their
leisure computing database.
The videotex service will cease on Friday October 31 1991, eight years
after its inception. BTmade the announcement after probing by Atari ST
User's Editor, Eddie McKendrick. They have stopped signing up new sub
scribers and existing Micronet members will be offered favourable terms to
join the giant CompuServe information service.
Closure marks the end of constant speculation about the future of

Micronet, Theservice has never met anticipated acceptance levels. Despite
time charges being dropped this April in a last ditch attempt to keep the
service afloat, it will close with just over 11,000 members - well below
financially viable targets.

Information about Micronet'sclosure was given to Atari STUser by a
concerned BTinsider. The rumour was initially dismissed by senior
Micronet officials but within hours it was confirmed as accurate. Only

when we cont

of leisure

Micronet write

inform them oi men

-•

oows out

fate did BT take

action. "I am disappointed, but not surprised," confided one Micronet edi

tor after ST User revealed his area was closing. "It's typical of a large com
pany like BT that I should find out from a magazine that 1am no longer
needed."

Commenting on Micronet's closure, former editor-in-chief Paul Needs
simply offered: "It's the end of a dream."

Are you a Micronet subscriber? If so, contact us
on 999900386 with your views. Next month we

will publish the complete Micronet story

ST enthusiasts flock to Glendale
THE LARGEST Atari exhibition in the

US was held recently at Glendale,

image backup speeds.
Codehead had their new

California and while it seemed like an

MultiDesk Deluxe - see news item

up market version of the UK's All
Formats Fair, most important firms
were there. About 50 companies
exhibited and during the weekend

this month - and packages Avant
Vector and ReproStudio which have

3,000 ST enthusiasts visited.

show was Gadgets BySmall who
talked about their new 40MHz plus
go faster 68000 board for any ST.
Fitted alongside Spectre GCR,
Gadgets' new device will enable an ST
to run faster than any Macintosh. It is
not yet shipping.

been translated from German to

English by System Solutions and are
being distributed in the States as a

Other firms making the trip to the
Los Angeles suburb included ICD
with their ADSpeed and host adaptors

The only European software house

Glendale Show is organised by a

They were also promoting products
from German company Shift includ

Font packs
released
SEVEN new font packages for use
with any application that accepts
Calamus fonts have been released.

They have been designed with the
aim of providing "smooth, even

weight balance of printer matter".

5081 S. McCarran, Reno, NV 89502,

firms.

ness, Gribniff had many more prod

tive desktops and a new file compres
sor for saving hard disk space. Backup
software was available from Oregan
Research, a small developer whose
program is reliable and works at true

described as the "snaziest ever seen

on the ST,that manipulates Asciifiles
almost like Deluxe Paint paints a pic
ture". Sudden Incorporated are at
USA.

ucts than GST seem to be selling.

Double Click Software had alterna

Ascii file editor which has been

result of the new deal between the

Number one in the desktop busi

ing Arabesque.

A new firm in the States is Sudden

Incorporated. Their first product is an

exhibiting were Compo Software,
who were also present at Vancouver
earlier this year. US releases of wordprocessors That's Write and Write ON

were being shown and PC Speedand
AT-Speed C16 were the best selling
emulators at the show.

user group called HACKS, standing
for Hooked on Atari Computer
Knowledge Society. "Basicallywe are
just a group of enthusiasts," says the
group's president John Tarpinian.
"We went to Atari and proposed they
help us with an STshow six years ago
- they said yes and it's been a success
ever since".

"We put a proposal to Atari and
they backed us all the way. They help
with advertising, they provide
machines for developers and they
have a major presence at the show".

SOMETHING WE

Packs 10,11 and 12 each have a

604 944 2923).

Credit: AtariExplorer magazine

DON'T?

Although AMSTuJn

ofcontacts fo tne "^^ scores

^JohnButtJsSo°^otnews
now on 0625 87888s ',neWs'd«Jc
non ^Iied mil ^inf0^-

The fonts feature true optical char

Libraries face

used by long-established type
foundries. The new font packs each
bundle several fonts, according to

legal action

Organiser: Bruce Everiss
(0225 868100)

Venue: Royal Horticultural Hall,
London

10 November 1991

Venue: National Motorcycle
Museum, Solihull

Bringstogether a collection of
small firms and PD libraries that

don't attend the big events.

All Formats Computer Fair
Venue: CityHall, Candleriggs,
Glasgow
14 December 1991

Venue: Royal Horticultural Hall,
London
15 December 1991

Venue: University of Leeds Sports

PUBLIC domain and shareware

libraries to send written confirmation

of products which they have dropped

5 to 8 December 1991

from their catalogues.
The most popular products listed

Computer Shopper Show
Organiser: Blenheim Pel .
(081-868 4466)
Venue: Wembley Exhibition Halls

libraries have been warned by Atari to

Font Pack 7 has Cherry Benjamin
Gothic in four faces and is good for
body copy and headlines. Pack 8

withdraw copyrighted material or

are paint packagesNEOchrome and

face further action.

NEOchrome Master and leisure soft

includes two ornamental fonts:

manager, Robert Katz, lists Atari
copyrighted software and asks

A letter from the firm's software

STE doubles resolution
AN adaptor to enableall STE ownersto useTitan Design's (021-706 6085)
Reflex Graphics Card is now avail
able.

ReflexGraphics Card increases the

ware Joust. Katz adds that distribu

tion of derivative products is also
illegal.

He says: "While we wholeheartedly
support the notion of public domain

play, making it a cheap option for
users who would normally need to
buy a large high resolution monitor.
It supports a wide range of moni
tors such as the Atari SMI24 and

ing increasingly apparent that several

7 to 9 February 1991
5th International 16-bit

cept by including copyrighted soft

Computer Show
Organiser: Westminster Exhibitions

But most libraries are not treating
The Reflex Graphics Card plugged
into a Mega ST. Now all STE owners
can get the increased resolution on
normal ST monitors

50,000 visitors.

software libraries are abusing the con

"We will monitor software being
distributed by PD libraries and will
not hesitate in taking further action
against individuals or companies
found to be illegally distributing soft
ware products".

than double its normal screen dis

An opportunity to buy some bar
gains before Christmas. It's
expected to be much larger than
last year's show with more than

software and shareware, it is becom

ware in their collections.

resolution of the monitor to more

service is available.

3 November 1991

All Formats Computer Fair

Plenty of bargains and heaps of
public domain software.

function.

SM125, Samsung 15-inch, Eizo 5500
17-inch, Eizo 6500 and Hitachi 21inch. The adaptor is priced at £25
and the card costs £228.85. A fitting

Aimed at all computer users who
want to pick up software and hard
ware bargains.

Centre, Leeds

acter spacing, a "by hand" approach
to spacing that is similar to methods

Glissade and Pirates, a striking initial

TheComputer Market Show
Organiser: Rex Centre
(021-773 9090)
Venue: Rex Centre, Birmingham

1 December 1991

caps font. In number 9 there is Fura,
Cherry Font's rendition of Futura.
script/display combination, five fonts
each pack and in number 13 there is
Cherry Max which is comparable to
Lubalin Graph. Each pack costs
CDN$49.95 from Cherry Fonts (010 1

11 to 13 October 1991

the move with anger. Mike Goodman
of Goodman Enterprises said: "They
have just made the position clear. A
lot of people have been breaching
copyright without knowing it."

(081-549 3444)
Venue: Novotel Hotel, Hammersmith

The first post-Christmas show for
ST owners.

• If your company is organising •
a show relevant to the Atari ST

and it's not listed, let us know so

we can include the information in
the diary.

High quality, top of the range
products supplied by

FASTMML ORDER SERVICE

PANDAAL

With full after sales assistance

and technical support.
All prices inc. VAT and postage, except where stated

| Evesham Micros |

Befit ^0234 85 7777

prytar
DRIVES

TRUE 400dpi

DASTA

• 3.5" external floppy drive
I Full 1 Mb unformatted capacity
1720K formatted capacity
I Citizen/Sony mechanism
I Slimline design
I Very quiet

SCAN
DAATASCAN Professional is a complete image
capture package of outstanding quality and
excellent value for money

"Superb combination of top quality
hardware and versatile software.

Excellent image quality both in print and
on-screen. Value for money"
ST FORMAT Issue 15 October 1991
value 93%

DA»TA

I Power on/off switch on unit

I Long reach cable

I Dedicated power supply

FEATURES

MOUSE

• 400 dpi with 64 grey shades
• Variable brightness control
• Text mode and 3 photo modes
• Full 105mm (4.16") scanning width
• Real-time scanning display
•

ONLY £54.95

DAATAMOUSE, high quality
replacement upgrade mouse, so fast it
uses 70% less desk space than a

Save as IMG, DEGAS and TIFF

HARD

standard mouse.

• Flip, rotate, crop, invert, pixel editing

g SCANNING!

ONLY£149.95

•
•
•
•
•

Bi-compatible with ST & Amiga
Optical mechanical encoder
Amazing unmatched 360dpi
Ergonomic lightweight design
Anti-static, easy to

DISKS

clean mechanism.

DAATASCAN PRO A4
The most efficient, practical and versatile
combinatjion of hardware and software ever
seen

•
•

A4 scanner with sheet feed
D'scan Professional software
PSU and interface

MOUSE

ST FORMAT GOLD
Issue 23
June 1991 value 96%

PAD
ONLY £24.95

ONLY £499.95

prvtar
I Capacity 20-160MB
I Selectable boot partition
I Up to 12 partitions

I Write protection and password
I DMA throughport

COLOUR
DA3TA

20Mb
30Mb
40Mb

MONITOR

SOUND
DAATASOUND, high quality, low cost
sound sampler and sequencer.

Phone for prices on higher
capacity drives, removeable disk
drives and tape streamers

Additional STE sound enhancements.

MIDI compatible. Runs in low (colour)
and high (mono) resolutions
• Samples at 6, 7,12,15, 20 and

IEvesham Micros

25khz

• Cut copy, paste, splice, flip, loop,
echo, amplify, compress and soften
•

Real-time monitor with echo

•
•

Graphical sample display
Oscilloscope

• Magnify editing
facility

S «o»sito
( SJQjB)

• Built-in 18 sample Vr°*flfl)7j

New NEC SCSI mechanism

MONSTER

prytar

Three position monster stereo cartridge
capable of output to a Hi-Fi Works
with any program/game inc.

NOW ONLY £24.95

VISTOA14CM
• Colour stereo monitor
• 14-inch dereflected screen

• 600x285 pixel screen resolution
• Complete with Atari lead

Daatasound

sequencer

ONLY£248

dddd

IDC Interface and software

DMA throughport & cooling fan

40Mb
100Mb

£325
£469

performance with quality and high
capacity

TOTAL COST £

METHOD OFPAYMENT pleasespecify andsendto 182aBedford Road, Kempston, Bedford MK42 8BL

nnnn nnnn

•

Fully autoparking

These units combine excellent

£19.95

C ty B«at ATARI FAST MAIL ORDER please send me
card no nnnn

£280
£327
£341

exPdd dd

Name

• CHEQUE made payable toCity Beat Ltd

• VISA/ACCESS pleasecomplete carddetails below

signed

ADDRESS
..POSTCODE

STU NOV'91

Tel No..

Music for

Europe
MOREmusic products are heading
to the ST thanks to a new deal

between The Digital Muse and De
Gale Marketing (081-965 8199),
who become European distributors
of TDM's range.
The first program will be
Virtuoso, a Gem-based sequencer
with a scoresheet selling for £305. A
junior version with all the parent
version's features implemented to
"a very competent standard" will
also be available.

Prodigy is for people with no
knowledge of sequencing and has
online help and a comprehensive
manual to take users step-by-step to
creating music. Price: £135.
The products "are designed by

Fun School keeps Teddy and Freddie
ONE of the most popular series of education programs is
set for its fourth ST release. Fun School 4 retains the popu
lar characters Teddy and Freddie the Frog and adds
Sammy the Spy to the line up of educational fun.

Through a series of interactive learning games, the pro
grams in the new software have been developed to con
form to the National Curriculum. For under fives, Teddy

returns in a pair of Reeboks and a baseball cap, with six
educational programs giving games for art, maths, words,
karaoke and others.

Freddiethe Frog carries his skateboard to the street for
5- to 7-year-olds. He features in games covering

sequences, maths, word sorting and typing, to improve a
child's keyboard skills.
Eight to eleven-year-oldslearn with Sammy the Spy,
who by travellingthe world teaches geography, maths,
general knowledge and timetables. Europress Software can
be contacted on 0625 859333.

Fun School 4 is set for release in the next few weeks.
It continues to teach elements of the National
Curriculum with characters from earlier versions

musicians for musicians", says

TDM's Tony McGuire.
"Therefore they maximise the
musicality of the computer pro

Codehead come
to UK

grams. TDM products are
cheaper and, feature for feature,
outperform competing equivalent
products."

A DEAL has been struck between

System Solutions (0753 832212) and
American firm Codehead Software

for joint distribution of software.

Luther De Gale at De Gale

Under the deal all Codehead

Marketing said: "Despite having the
most user friendly multi-tasking
sequencer which offersexcellent
value for money, TDM have made
little impact retail wise.
"With an array of modules in
development, the TDMmodular
system will allow musicians to
build a complete recording studio.
Our job is to ensure that TDM
receives the retail success its prod
ucts deserve".

Software'sproducts will be sold
through System Solutions in the UK.
One of the first programs heading
to the UK will be Codehead's new

MultiDesk Deluxe, a major upgrade
to their desk accessory loader and
unloader. It continues to enable res
ident DAs to be used and now also
enables non-resident accessories to

New Joysticks were common at the stands of CES.
The most interesting was from Dynamics, with their
twin controllers called Pro Uanix Twins

Avant Vector

gets cut
A CUT-DOWN version of

monochrome art package Avant
Vector is to be released early next
year by System Solutions (0753
832212).

It will automatically convert
bit images into vector graphics in
.CVG format for Calamus, Repro
Studio or Genus and .GEM/3
Metafiles for use in other ST desk

top publishing packages. Existing
clip art or specially scanned
images in a wide range of file for
mats can be used for auto-tracing.
Avant Trace will require at
least one megabyte of memory
and runs in high resolution on
the ST and medium and high res
olution on the TT. Priced at

£99.50, users will be able to credit
the full cost against a later

upgrade to Avant Vector.

Atari quiet at CES
ALTHOUGH they had a stand at the recent trade-only Computer
Entertainment Show, Atari waited until a press conference the following
week to announce details of new software and Discovery Xtra contents.
The main emphasis at CESwas on the hand held games console, Lynx,
and new leisure titles for the ST. Games software dominated the show -

as was always intended - but even this aspect was poorly represented,
with several major players choosing to hire rooms at the nearby
Gloucester Hotel rather than pay for floor space at Earl's Court II.

Away from leisure software, there were scores of new joysticks at the
show. Models came from Power Play, Cheetah and Spectravideo but the
only original design was from Dynamics.

Competition Pro Manix Twins are two hand held controllers which
operate together. One controls direction using an eight-way switch while
the other has three fire buttons and extra control keys for special func
tions.

be loaded when selected and wiped
from memory when closed.
All non-resident DAs share the

same memory space, giving access
to many more DAsand freeing
memory for use by applications.
Booting is also faster because only
the DAs' names need to be read
from disk.

The program's new reserve buffer
gives desk accessories the power to
be used within programs that try to
grab all the computer's memory for
themselves. MultiDesk Deluxe works
with almost all ST desk accessories

which do not require modifications
or special coding techniques.
"The main drawbacks to

MultiDesk were that it could eat up
a lot of memory because all your
DAs had to be loaded at once and

that you couldn't load or unload
DAswhile running a program." said
its author Charles Johnson, "Well,

The entertainment show was also the launching ground for education
software from Ablac (0626 332233). Under the banner Edutainment, the

this new version of MultiDesk tran

firm will be selling a range of STeducation titles covering a range of sub

scends both those limitations in one

jects.

Titles include New Math Blaster Plus!, My Letters, Numbers and
Words, Kids Stuff, Memory Lane and 2nd Math. The software covers the
age range 2 to 16 years old.

leap."
Selling for £49.95, existing users
will be able to upgrade for £20
which will include a copy of the
new manual.

T-'rW- -T
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with the best in educational software

Study

Change Sammy's
money at the

historical

events to find the
secrets
of
the

international

exchange

pyramids.

FORMAT Amiga

PRICE £

24.99

ST

24.99

24.99

C64

Spectrum

CPC

Tape Disc

Tape Disc

Tape Disc

12.99 16.99 12.99 16.99 12.99 16.99

Archimedes and PCW versions will follow in early 1992.

Spectrum, C64 & CPC available early November.
Amiga ST & PC available end of October.

e

desk.

UWPRESS
SOFTWARE

Europress Software Limited, Dept STU 1, Europa House, Adlington Park, Macclesfield, Cheshire SKIO 4NP
On sale at top retailers nationwide. Selected formats available at larger branches of WH Smith,
Menzies and Boots. For credit card purchases call 051-357 2961
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... with Protext 5.5 because the pop-up thesaurus will
provide you with inspiration whenever you need it. With
words provided by Collins the thesaurus has 43,000 main
entries and 827,000 responses!

Protext 5.5 introduces enhanced text formatting options.
Automatic hyphenation lets you produce a well-spaced
page layout without the bother of manually putting in
soft hyphens. Protext determines the correct hyphenation
points by algorithms and look-up tables. Elimination of
widows and orphans is also provided. You will no longer
need to worry about those infuriating single lines ot the
top or bottom of pages. Protext formats the text to avoid
these as you edit the text. Extra blank lines atthe top of
a page can be suppressed.
New document analysis features provide a wealth of
information about your text. You can examine a list of
all the words used - alphabetically or by the number of
occurrences. Other statistics shown include average word
length, average sentence length and a table of the
number of lines on each page.

pfaa> maw "****'

imf2MW&Me"to/ - • •

it's bloody brilliant"
//

ST FORMAT

one hell of a performer"

COMPUTER SHOPPER

if you need a professional word
processor Protext is perfect"

it Enhanced file selector with different sorting
methods, bulk copy and erase.
,V Prodata users - mail merge directly from Prodata
files, no need to export.
,Y Mail merge: nested repeat loops.
ft New window-based help facilities.
ft Improved line drawing.
ft Spelling checker finds repeated word and missing
capital letters.
>V Conversion to and from WordStar 5.5 and

//

nothing else available comes close

//

Microsoft RTF

ft Full printed documentation of new features.
AMIGA COMPUTING

ST APPLICATIONS

PRODATA 1.2

rKILtb (including VAT and delivery)

New version of Prodata now with pull-down
menus, mouse or keyboard operation,
automatic record numbering, merge database,
instantaneous filtering, prologue form, edit

For Commodore Amiga, Atari ST orTT.

fields in any order, 2-across label printing. Full
details available from Arnor.

Price: £85+VAT, upgrade from vl.l E30+VAT.

Protext 5.5

£152.75

Upgrade from 5.0to 5.5
£30
Upgrade from 4.2/4.3 to 5.5
£60
Please return your original disks when upgrading
French or German spelling dictionary £35.25
When upgrading please return any extra spell checking
dictionaries for afree update to the revised version.

^^i^tdud^ • • Choice of pull-down menu or keyboard operation,
extensive printer font support and proportional
formatting while editing, up to 36 files open, split screen
editing, characters for 30 languages, index and contents,
footnotes, newspaper column printing, file sorting,
macros, indent tabs, mail merge programming language,
exec files and the fastest search and replace around.
Altogether the most comprehensive word processing
software for your Amiga or ST.

Both Protext 5.5 and Prodata require 1Mb of memory

tWI^

Arnor Ltd (stu), 611 Lincoln Road, Peterborough PE1 3HA. Tel: (0733) 68909 Fax (0733) 67299

Children get
double keys

Circuit boards

get CAD
A VECTOR-oriented program for
computer aided design and out-

YOUNG children are to have their

computing life made easier with the
release of a keyboard overlay which
shows both lower case and upper
case letters. Designed to fit most
types of keyboards, Keys to Please
has been laminated to make it longer
lasting.
Thompson Computers proprietor
Mr Thompson said: "Children are
taught small letters first, so they can
not understand a computer key
board. This overlay will help them
use computers more effectively."
Price: £2.95 from Thompson
Computers (0733 331796).
Educational users get discounts.

putting printed circuit board layouts
and circuit diagrams using the ST is
almost ready for shipping in the UK.
In conjunction with a plotter or
graphics printer, Platon enables cam
era-ready layouts to be produced
and, with an xyz-machine, PCBscan
be automatically drilled or tracks and
pads cut for prototype production.
Front panels can be milled and
with the help of output drivers for
Gerber photo plotters and CNC drill
equipment, appropriate service
industries can manufacture complete
PCBs.

wwN

Top CAD pack
gets better
THEleading STcomputer aided
design package, DynaCADD has
been upgraded to v2, which has
been given new "state of the art" fea
tures.

Pepe is the main character in the latest releases from Prisma Software.

The mouse is used to add fun and lasting appeal to the education
programs

The 3D maths has been rewritten

using consistent and improved algo
rithms, a new 3D Face/Solid entity
type has been added and plotting,
printing and PostScript have been
improved.
Another new feature is Hidden

Line Removal, which removes hid
den lines from all selected views and

DXFImport has been upgraded to
include the layer colour and style

Learn with Pepe
TWO new ST education titles have been released for junior school-aged
children, each with five games covering a range of topics.
Aimed at children between four and seven yearsold, both packages
are based on a cartoon character called Pepe who makes the software
fun to use while retaining its educational value.
Subjects covered in Pepe's Garden and Pepe's House include maths,

enhancements to the DXF In and

science, pre-reading and readingskills and simple logic. Each game is
set at a different ability level to enable children to keep enough interest

Out translators and a DXF Out 3D

to progress through the software.

option has been added.
Andy Marsh at distributor
Expressworkssays: "Existing users

Their designerTrade Salisburycommented: "Pepeis such a loveable
character. He's alreadyattracted such a greatdeal of attention and

information. There have also been

were after 3D output - we've given
them what they wanted." Upgrades

interest that I feel it's the best educational software title available."

Each costs £25.53 from Prisma Software (0244 326244).

costs £111.63 and for new users the

price is £763.75. Expressworks who
can be contacted on 0252 726255.

CompuServe gives UK more
COMMUNICATIONS giant CompuServe (0800 289458) have added new

Two into one goes
A LETTER published in AtariST User
complaining about the position of
the joystick and mouse ports has led
to the manufacturing of Joyplex, an
adaptor which plugs into the mouse
port to give two easy to access ports.
Both ports are identical and can

be used for either a joystick or
mouse. Once connected, users gain
joystick control by pressing the Fire

button or can enable the mouse by
pressing the left button.
Price: £20 from Quasar Electronic

Designs, 16 Thornhill Road,
Sparkhill, Birmingham Bll 3LL.

services to their system for UKsubscribers.

One is the UK Newspaper Library which has articlesfrom the main
British broadsheets in its directory of newspapers. Theycan be searched
individually or simultaneouslyby key words or phrases.
For computer enthusiasts there is a new UK ComputingForumwhich
contains discussion on a range of subjects such as information about hard
ware and software, computer shows and meets. Most popular shareware
programswill be added and UKshare will give the opportunity for sub
scribers to chat online with program authors.

Up to six 932mm by 832mm PCBs
can be held in memory simultane
ously and worked on at resolutions
up to a maximum of 1/2000th of an
inch. A maximum of eight layers,
chosen from a possible 100, can be
displayed at the same time offering
flexibility over screen views and final
layouts. It is controlled by using drop
down menus, pop up menus, icons
and keyboard commands. The
German program is available from
Expressworks on 0252 726255.
Platon costs £195.

77 gets Fortran
ONE of the first products designed
especially for the TT is a Fortran com
piler. Fortran TT is based on Prospero
Software's (081-741 8531) STrange of
compilers.
It has been redesigned to use the
68030 and 68881/68882 processors to
their maximum potential. All mathe
matical functions are calculated in

line without recourse to library rou
tines to give optimum performance.
It includes an integrated editor
environment and fully documented
support for Gem. Price: £199.75.

A perfect hotline
A TWELVE HOUR helpline has
opened for WordPerfect UK cus
tomers needing assistance with the

firm's wordprocessor. The line oper
ates between 7am and 7pm on 0932
850555.

Financial information plays a major role and this section has been

extended with the additionof the European Company Library. It gives
informationon more than two million European companies and is sup
plied through top databases.

CompuServe have recently set up a 9,600 bits per second London tele

On the move
PRODUCERS of Tunemaker, Rhythm
Kitand an education pack for C-Lab

phone number. It is available on 071-490 8881.

Notator, Impac Resources (0751
77456), have moved to Unit 4B,

• Atari ST User can be contacted on CompuServe. Mail to 75300,1505.

Thornton Industrial Estate, Pickering,
North Yorkshire, Y018 7JB.

L PRICES INCLUDE VAT & DELIVERY

lEvesnam Micros]

3V2" EXTERNAL FLOPPY DRIVES
LOWEST EVER PRICE I

£54.95
including VAT & delivery

PRICES INCLUDE DELIVERY
AND VAT @ 17.5%
Express Courier Delivery (UK Mainland Only) E6.50 Extra
BUY WITH CONFIDENCE from one of the longest
established companies in their field, with a
reputation for good service and prices. We have
invested heavily in a computer system to enable
our Telesales staff to provide up-to-the-minute
stock information, coupled with highly efficient
order processing. Our fully equipped Workshop
enables us to carry out almost any repair on our
premises. We feel sure that you won't be
disappointed if you choose Evesham Micros.

INCLUDES ITS
OWN EXTERNAL
PLUG-IN PSU

• Very quiet
• Slimline design
• Cooling Vents

Beware of other makes of

drive that take their power
from the joystick port!

• Sleek, high quality metal casing"
• Suits any Atari ST
• Quality Sony/Citizen Drive Mechanism
•

Also available:

On / Off switch on rear of drive

5.25" External Drive

• Full 720K Formatted Capacity
• Long reach connection cable

40/80 Track Switchable

Only £99.00 inc. VAT & delivery

HOW TO ORDER

SOLDERLESS MEMORY UPGRADES FOR ST's

0386 765500

* Fits STF, STFM and MEGA
series computers

Lines open Monday-Saturday,
9.00am - 5.30pm

t*f Uses SIMMS RAM Modules for

/2*n Sencl Cheque, Postal Order or
l^-u ACCESS/VISA card details to :

Effortless Upgradeability

Evesham Micros Ltd

*# Probably the neatest ST RAM
Upgrade available!

Unit 9, St Richards Rd.
Evesham, Worcs

RAM Upgrade with board unpopulated.... £ 44.95

WRIT 6XJ
ACCESS/VISA
Cards Welcome

is?

Government, Education & PLC orders welcome

Same day despatch whenever possible
Express Courier delivery E6.50 extra
Please note that 5 working days must be allowed
for personal cheque clearance.

I Mail Order Fax: 0386-765354
All our Showroom outlets hold large stocks of most
items and also supply from a far wider product range
than advertised. Please do not hesitate to ring any of
our showrooms and discuss your requirements with a
member of our highlytrained staff.

Unit 9 St Richards Road, Evesham
Worcestershire WR11 6XJ

Upgrade the memory of your ST quickly and easily
with our new, fully software compatible RAM upgrade
board. Designed for pre-STE machines, the unit
accepts SIMMS slot-in memory modules, making
RAM fitting simplicity itself. No electronics knowledge

RAM Upgrade With 2Mb RAM Installed upgrades a 520/1040/Mega1 to 2/2.5Mb.... £119.95

needed! Available with or without RAM modules.

upgrades a 520/1040/Mega ST to 4Mb

Allows upgrade in stages of 1Mb, 2 / 2.5Mb and 4Mb,
as and when necessary. Straightforward installation full, comprehensive instructions provided.

RAM Upgrade With 4Mb RAM Installed -

£199.95

N.B. Due to the large variance in design of Ihe AtariST. there is a small
minority of boards in existence which may require a litlle soldering.

ATARI STE RAM UPGRADES

PLUG-IN, SOLDERLESS RAM
UPGRADES FOR MOST

520/1040 ST COMPUTERS

"S 0386 765180

*.,«..,<•.. j-i-««h-«4«»"fc"

520STE 1Mb upgrade (2x256k SIMMS)
£ 30.00
520/1040 STE 2Mb upgrade (2x1Mb SIMMS)
£ 80.00
520/1040 STE 4Mb upgrade (4x1Mb SIMMS) ...£ 160.00

fax : 0386 765354

OpenMon-Sat.. 9.00-5.30

520STFM 1Mb RAM Upgrade kit. requires soldering
520STFM 1Mb RAM Upgrade, fitted by ourselves
Mega ST2 4Mb RAM Upgrade, fitted by ourselves
520STFM 1Mb Internal Drive upgrade kit. with full fitting
instructions. Requires very slight case modification

5 Glisson Rd, Cambridge CB1 2HA
•S 0223 323898
fax : 0223 322883

Open Mon-Fri,9.30-6.00 & Sat, 9.30-5.30
Corporate Soles Dept. •

RAM Upgrade With 512K RAM Installed upgrades a 520 to a total of 1Mb RAM
£ 74.95

£ 49.00
£79.00
E 149.00
£ 49.95

IBMdealer

PLEASE NOTE THE CHANGE OF
ADDRESS OF OUR BIRMINGHAM

SHOWROOM FROM 4th NOVEMBER
251-255 MOSELEY ROAD,

HIGHGATE, BIRMINGHAM B12 0EA
S021 458 4564

With our compact plug-in RAM
Upgrades, you can expand the
memory of your ST to as much
as 2.5Mb, quickly and cheaply!

fox: 021 433 3825

Open Mon-Sat.. 9.00-5.30 • Easy Parking

TECHNICAL SUPPORT •

^0386-40303
Lines Open Monday to Friday, 10.00 - 5.30

12 MONTHS WARRANTY
ON ALL PRODUCTS
All details correct at time of press
All goods subject to availability
Please note: Prices that include On-Site Maintenance

(On-Site Warranty) are UKMainland Only.

2 versions allow upgrade 10 1Mb, or 2/2.5Mb • Compact design
• Quick installation procedure • Simple, fast and effective

RAM upgrade path • Designed to litalmost any 520 or 1040 ST

PROFESSIONAL ST REPAIRS
Our fully equipped service department is ready to
handle almost any Atari ST repair.
We can offer fixed price repairs on any ST computer. Our price include
return postage and covers any fault occurring in normal use. includingdrrve

problems. We reserve the rightto refuse any machine that we consider to
have been damaged other than in normal use, eg substandard repair

work, lightning and physical damage- these are quotedforseparately.
ATARI ST FIXED RATE REPAIR
£ 65.00
If in doubt, please contact us on 0386-44644 1

Atari ST Service Exchange on Power Supplies
£ 35.00
Atari ST Power Supply Module available separately for... E 55.00

model • Requires no soldering or technical know-how
Please note: Not suitable for STE machines
512K VERSION:
UPGRADES 520 STs TO
1MB RAM

2MB VERSION:
UPGRADES 52071040 STs
TO 2/2.5MB RAM

LYNX Hand-held Games Console

ONLY

£49.95

Only £109.99
Electro Cop
Slime World
Klaxx

ONLY

£99.00
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INCLUDES POWER SUPPLY AND

GAMECARD OF YOUR CHOICE !
£ 21.95
£ 21.95 Xenophobe
E 21.95 Blue Lightning
£ 21.95

£21.95

Roadblasters

£ 21.95

Paperboy
Rygar Warrior

£ 21.95
£ 21.95

Zalor Mercenary
Ms Pacman

Gates of Zendocon .£ 21.95

Chips Challenge

£ 21.95

£ 21.95

Shanghai
Rampage

£21.95
E 24.95

£21.95

Gauntlet3

£ 24.95

Evesham Micro's

LL PRICES INCLUDE VAT & DELIVERY •

NEW! TOP VALUE 400dpi

•

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT & DELIVER}

4 ST FORMAT GOLD AWARDS 1990

HANDY SCANNER

ST Company of the Year 1990 • 2 to 1 Majority Winner

QUALITY
SCANNING
AT THE
RIGHT PRICE

HIGH SPEED, SUPERIOR QUALITY

Representing outstanding
value for money, this complete
package combines top quality scanning
hardware with the distinctively powerful

HARD DISKS FOR ST's
Our units incorporate new technology, high capacity

DAATASCAN PROFESSIONAL software.

NEC SCSI hard disk mechanisms. No other ST Hard

At a genuine 400dpi scanning resolution, this new scanner produces truly
superb quality scans. The scanning head itself is a full 105mm scanning
width, featuring variable brightness control and selectable resolutions of
100, 200, 300 and 400dpi. Also supplied is DAATASCAN PROFESSIONAL
scanning and editing software which features the special Real-Time
scanning display, and allows scanning in either line art or in up to 16
halftones. Provides powerful editing features including image crop, rotate,
flip and invert as well as pixel touch-up. Saves as IMG, TIFF or DEGAS file
formats, giving excellent compatibility with all major Desktop Publishing and
Paint packages, eg. Fleet St. Publisher, Timeworks DTP and Touch-Up.

Disk offers all these features at such a low price!

ONLY £119.99

including VAT
and Delivery

^A

Autobootlng and Fully Autoparklng Hard Disk
Features ICD Hard Disk Interface and Software

Includes DMA Throughport and Cooling Fan

Hfc

Dedicated Power Supply and all cables included

High quality compact grey metal casing
Extremely easy installation procedure

«>""
40MB VERSION £299
PRICES!
100MB VERSION £449

TRUEMOUSE
WE GUARANTEE that this Is the

smoothest, most responsive and
-accurate replacement mouse you can
buy tor the Atari ST. Excellent

KICK OFF FREE! MM EVERY ST Pack

1performance, with a higherresolution
ot 300dpi. Amazing new km price!

GAZZA ot

GOLDEN IMAGE OPTICAL MOUSE
£ 29.00

TRACKBALL
Excellent new high performance trackball, directly
compatible to any Amiga or Atari ST. Operates

from the mouse or joystick port. Supersmooth, accurate and versatile - you
probably wont want to use a mouse again
after using this Trackball ! Total onehanded control. Top quality construction
and opto-mechanical design, delivering
high speed and accuracy every lime. No

(RRP: £25.53)
(RRP: £20.42)
(RRP: £25.53)
(RRP: £24.99)
(RRP: £25.53)
(RRP: £24.99)
(RRP: £7.99)
(RRP: £7.99)
(RRP: £9.99)
(RRP: £9.99)

* 'SUBBUTEO'

* 'THE BALL GAME'
* 'TREASURE TRAP'
* 'ASTERIX'

LUMMn
ElTBXB!

ST/Amiga compatible - excellent travel & accuracy
assured. NEW LOWER PRICE!

* 'GAZZA 2'
* 'TRACKSUIT MANAGER 90'

with

f*1 fi QQ SAT,$FACT,0N
GUARANTEED

EVESHAM MICROS PRICE PROMISE WE WILL BEAT ANY GENUINE ATARI ST
PACKAGE OFFER ON A LIKE-FOR-LIKE BASIS

*'SKIDOO'

* 'LEONARDO'
*TOP QUALITY JOYSTICK

* 10 X 3.5" DS/DD DISKS

TOTAL RRP OF EXTRAS: OVER £180.00 !
ALL OUR ST prices include mouse, user guide, etc. PLUS 5
Double Sided disks full of specially selected Public Domain

software including paint program, two word processors, games,
graphics & sound demos, desk accessories and utilities.

520 STE DISCOVERY
EXTRA PACK

1040 STE FAMILY
CURRICULUM PACK

Speciallyfeatured package representing top value, including the

Special pack features five categories of extra software, including :

driver software needed !

Atari STE which features 1Mb Drive, 512K RAM,full digital stereo
sound, PLUS extra software including:
'Sim City'• 'Escape fromPlanet of Robot Monsters'• 'FinalFight

ONLY £29.95
GOLDEN IMAGE HANDY
SCANNER & TOUCH-UP
Outstanding quality, excellentvalue for money - this package
includes a 100-400dpi scanner with dither options, plus the

•

'NineLives'* •Neochrome'•

'FlrSTBASIC• 'AtahSTTour1

£329.99 WITH 1MB RAM FITTED

£299.99

£369.99 WITH 2MB RAM FITTED

inc.VAT & delivery

£439.99 WITH 4MB RAM FITTED

'Read & Learn' word recognition & sentence constnjction •
Quizzes, Spelling & Primary Maths • GCSE Maths, French &
Geography revision • Wordprocessor, Database & Spreadsheet
(RRP over £100) • Hyper Paint. Music Maker and FirST BASIC

£369.99
inc.VAT & delivery

£419.99 WITH 2MB RAM FITTED

£499.99 WITH 4MB RAM FITTED

amazingly powerful TOUCH-UP software package when

drives the scanner direclty. Scanner includesviewing
window&backlightfor accurale scans every time.
Scan either line-artor grey images up to 400dpi.

^| Many image enhancement & special effects

Prices include VAT,

PRINTERS

delivery and cable

^ipg,.- available Irom within Touch-Up. Asensible
pP^ ""• •
investment for Desktop Publishing work.

EVESHAM MICROS SPECIAL OFFER I

NEW SUPER LOW PRICE!

All STAR Printers include 12 months On-Site Maintenance

Only £145.00
PHILIPS 15" TV/MONITOR
With its dedicated monitor Input, this model
combines the advantages of a high quality medium
resolution colour monitor with the convenience of

remote control TeletextTV- at an excellent lowprice !
NEW Versionfeatures dark glass screen for improved
contrast, plus full range 3-way speaker sound output.

£269.00 delivery
lncludlngVAT
& cable

Star LC 200 9-Pin Colour. 4 fonts. 180/45cps
Star LC 24-10 24-Pin. 4 tonts. 180/60cps
Star LC 24-200 24-Pin. 5 tools. 200/67cps

NEW! STAR LC20 last 180/45COSsuper 9-pin. excellent value

E 139.99
E 209.00
£ 209.00
E 249.00

Star LC 24-200C 7 colour version of above

E 289.00

Automatic Sheet Feeder lor above printers (pis state model)
NEW! Star XB24-2O0 COLOUR 24-pin, 80 col. power printer

£64.95
£ 399.99

Panasonic KXP1124i Fast 24-pin with many features
Epson LX400 popular budget 10" 9-pin printer 18GV25cps

C 279.00
E 139.00

Hewlett Packard Deskjet 500 Good quality 300dpi Inkjet printer
Canon BJ-10e Portable Inkjet Printer New Low Price!
Olivetti JP-150 Inkjet 300dpi. firstclass quality - exceptional value
Olivetti JP-350 Inkjet Fast 300opi with superior features to Desk|et

E 399.99
E 229.99
E 269.99
E 389.99

Atari SM124 Monochrome Hi-Res. Monitor

E 129.9S

Atari SC1224 Colour Medium Res. Monitor

E 269.00

VIDI-STwith VIDH-CtiromeVideo Digitiser Package, great value
£ 99.95
VIDI-Chromecolour separation VIDI accessory for B&Wcamera users.. £ 16.95
VO-RGB automatic colour separator VIDI add-on for colour input
£ 64.95
PC-Speed Hardware PC emulator which tits neatly inside the ST. Please
state either STFM or STE version when ordering
£ 99.95
AT-Speed Hardware PC emulator (16MHz 80286) with DR-DOS v5.0 and socket
for maths co-processor. Supports VGA/EGA (with SM124) and EMS
£229.95
Supercharger External V30 CPU-based mufti-tasking PC emulator with
1Mb RAM& MS-DOS 4. Plugs into DMAport. STE compatible
£ 289.00
Atari Megaflte-30 30Mb Hard Disk
£ 439.00
Atari Megafite-60 60Mb Hard Disk
£ 589.00
Joystick / Mouse Ports Accessibility Adapter for STF/STFM/STE
£ 4.95
£4.95 available for any MEGA,.. £9.95
Dust Covers - available for any ST

LC-10, WITH MANY FEATURES
AND A FASTER PRINT SPEED
Providing superlative paper handling, fou^
excellent NLO lonts and a new super 4
fast print speed of 180cps in draft
and 44 cps in NLQ. the LC20
appropriately supercedes the

=-,

phenomenally successful LC10

^

INCLUDES CONNECTION CABLE
& 12 MONTHS ON-SITE MAINTENANCE

LJi

ONLY £139.99

Citizen PRODOT-24 COLOUR
Professional 24-Pin Colour Printer

ST SOFTWARE
First Word Plus
WnteOn

Philips CM8833 Mk.ll (stereo sound) - latest model inc.cable .. £ 239.00

NEW! STAR LC20 9-Pin Printer
NEW SUCCESSOR TO THE STAR

£ 57.95
£49.95

Data Manager Professional
Cyber Paint 2.0
Cyber Studio (CAD 2.0)
Degas Elite
Deluxe Paint

.£29.95
£ 37.50
£ 37.50
£22.50
£44.95

DigitaHome Accounts
£ 23.95
Personal Finance Manager Pro... E 28.95
Timeworks DTP

Replay 8

Desktop Publishing
package complete with

graphics import facilities.

Available with any
hardware purchase

fhom front panel Q Graphics res.360 x
180dpi U Farallel and Serial Interfaces.
Tractor & Single Sheet Feed as standard

• 2 Year Manufacturers Warranty
Normal RRP: £ 746.35 inc.VAT

ONLY £269.00 inc.VAT, delivery &cable

D.T.P.'

PROFESSIONAL 24-PIN COLOUR PRINTER WITH

©KEY

D 200cps indraft. 50cpsinLQ mode3 7 Coburoutput; Grapticsres.360X1BOdpi '3

£115.00
£29.95
. £ 37.00
£ 22.00

£22.50
£29.95

Simpty the best replacement desktop /
file management environment for STs.

>AH3AH3Q y IVA BOniDNI S3DIHd 77V

printer _l 200 cps output in
draft. 66 cps in LQ mode (5 true
letter quality fonts) U Full control

'FIRST WORD
PLUS' &
'TIMEWORKS

..£22.50
£44.95

NooCLI

D Highly versatile letterquality

I

£63.95
... E 37.95

NEODESK 3

We are offering a complete
Wordprocessing and

|

over £75.00.

GFA BASIC 3.6

MavisBeacon Teaches Typing

SPECIAL
OFFER ///

£69.95

GFA BASIC Compiler
HiSoft Devpac 2.23
Lattice C 5.06.02
PowerBASIC
Alari Fastcom 2
Atari Archive

- at a budget price!

iff

£24.95

[sojaiutueusJAn

Olivetti DM124C COLOUR
FULL 12 MONTHS ON-SITE WARRANTY COVER !
Huge 40k butler 3 Tractor 8,Single Sheet Feed J 12 MONTHSON-SITE WARRANTY

ONLY £269.00 inc.VAT, delivery&cable
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M o s t software relies on

graphics to give it appeal,
excitement, explanation,
impact and clarity.
Computers and
images have been living together
since high speed number crunching
became technically feasible.
Computer graphics was once the
province of boffins using vastly
expensive machines like
Quantel, but now we all

have access through our
home micros to effects

we could once only
goggle at when they
appeared in films
and on TV.

The best art package won't make you an artist
Mo Warden offers some practical tips for
perfect pictures and looks at
a range of art software

With the excep
tion of games, one
of the biggest
ranges of software
for home machines

is in graphics applica
tions. It covers a huge
field in itself - animation,

CAD, 3D modelling, pure painting,
image management... even creeping
into "serious" software like DTP and

accounts and, of course, games,
which would be lost without graph
ics. The designer produces the
bridge between the player and
the programmer, the player
appreciates the programmer's
skill through the images.

onto a medium where it
can be scrutinised. A lot of

people resign themselves to
being armchair critics. It's a lit
tle like asking someone if they
can sing. Most people say no, but
everyone can to a degree. Ask a pro
fessional singer and the answer will
be a confident "yes", but they will
admit that the practice makes the dif

Dimensions
There are two main types of
graphics utility - the ones
which are purely bit-mapping
and those which allow you to con
struct 3D objects. The difference is
quite simple - the former is pick
ing up a colour and drawing

pixels onto the screen, the
result of which is saved as a

bitmap which is two dimen
sional. The latter relies more

on where you place those
points in space - they have
an extra dimension of

depth. The computer
can then calculate

ference. So it is with art.

ware, but never

manage to produce a
screen of their own which

Learning to use a piece of software is
the relatively simple part, after all
they were written for ease of use.
More difficult is knowing what to do
with the package once you know its
ins and outs. I've met lots of people
who can demonstrate the fancy
effects contained in their new soft

they're happy to show off.
It's not surprising that most people
would like to able to draw. Computer
graphics apart, being able to paint
something impressive is generally
regarded as an exceptional skill, evi
dence of a vivid imagination and an
ability to place that mental picture

*A their relative posi
tion to one another and

HERD

construct an image which

,i
1

has been transformed,

1

producing a sequence
which can be chained

CHEST

together to give the
illusion of move
ment.

I'll be concentrating here on

bitmapping - object editors are a dif

RLL
ROUGH LV

EQURL
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You don't necessarily need art
school training to be able to draw.
Some of the best artists are com

pletely self-taught. All you have to do
is to learn a few basic rules, find a

good package that does what you
need without hindering you, be
determined to succeed and give it
time and patience.

Observation
So you're sitting there with
the STon and a package
loaded, ready to produce a
masterpiece. Wrong. Turn it
off. Probably the worst start you can
have is a blank screen staring back at
you. Get your image sorted out first,
commit it to paper, know what you
want to do, then load your graphics
software.

HIP ^

If there is a "trick" to drawing, it's
observation. We all see what goes on

ferent breed and deserve to be treated

around us, but few of us watch.

separately.
Since the ST first appeared on our
shelves in the mid-1980s, a huge
number of graphics packages have
been written for pure painting, and

Everyone knows what a tree looks
like, so why can't we all draw one?
The answer is focus - a particular tree
Narrow the field down within your
mind, think of the tree in the garden
or street, visualise it. Better still, go
out and sketch it, look long and hard
at it - it won't object. Ignore the
neighbours. Your drawing might not

THIGH

Jfl
<

the choice can be difficult. What I'll

try to do here is to describe some of
the packages you might choose, and
how to make a start with one.

Roughly showing body proportions. Dem bones first, in line, then pad out

sunlight,
water,ice
•H-JuT-li
richness,
cool,rtoonlight,
Jan^e r a
shy,distance
happiness
light jU-a-ratfi
nature,caltt,
darKness,niqht
happiness,
quiet,cool
intrigue,
comfort.

uneasiness

mystery•
The colour wheel showing the "moods" of each colour range. Choice of colours in relation to subject matter is important

tage, a pretty sunset,

something where you can
have differences between

be up to much, but it'll be better than
the one you would have drawn from

art. When you learn them - from a
library book, from your own observa

imagination. Now try finding a pho

tion, from an art tutor - they seem

tograph of a tree from a magazine or
a book. Draw it again using the pic
ture. The difference is marked. It may
feel like cheating, but most artists
rely heavily on source material. As
long as you're not directly copying
someone else's work, you're creating.
Nature rarely repeats itself. If you
can't copy that tree exactly you may
be depicting another. You only need
to remember the limitations of the

!*J|kw

object, recall thestrange
shapes you've seen. If it looks
unnatural, exaggerate it - art
happily allows abstraction.

There are sets of "rules" dominating

common sense. Proportions of the

body, delimiting landscapes, con
structing scenes may seem dependent
on fixed rules, but these can be easily
understood, and when they've been
put into practice a few times they

your image and the original
without them being too
obvious. Trying to draw a
perfect Countach is not
something I'd recommend
to a beginner. There are lots
of places to find good source
material. Most homes have maga
zines and books around which will

contain plenty of photographs to
choose from. If you're looking for a
specificsubject, try the local library.
A clothes catalogue is a good place to
select a figure from. Newsagents will
have specialist magazines with a
choice of pictures.

become second nature.

Colours

and brown with blue sky, but draw
ing all the trees in the same few
greens can look unnatural unless they
are all the same species, and even
then distance will affect the apparent
colour. The composition of an image
can make or spoil it. By condensing a
picture into its main outlines you
should be able to get an idea of
whether they detract from or
complement the subject. The
viewer will be subconsciously
led by these lines, if they direct
the eye out of the picture then
they're working against the
effect. They should lead to or
surround the focal point to
emphasise it.
The focus isn't necessar

ily central in the scene - it can

Picking a subject to draw can be
tricky. Most people tend to choose a
picture of a favourite object, which is

It's important to bear in mind that
your chosen image will have to be

within the frame -

why there are so many screens of

executed in sixteen colours. There are

sports cars around! If you're not com
pletely confident that you can
achieve a good likeness, pick a sub
ject which will allow some "artistic

a few packages which allow palette
splitting, but as a general rule of
thumb select something which has a

position draws the
eye to it, it will lose

limited number of colours. That

unless the lines are balanced and

licence" - a country scene with a cot

woodland scene may look all green

thought out parts of your work may>

be virtually anywhere
but unless the com

strength. Of course, a picture need
not have a focal point at all, but

A fairly quick
abstract, designed
to utilise palette
rotation

I
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STEREO SOUND SAMPLING & OUTPUT CARTRIDGE
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Now from Microdeal, the first ever STEREO sound sampler for the ATARI ST range of

computers. With the superb high quality reputation of ST-REPLAY, this completely new
hardware cartridge contains DUAL Analogue to Digital and DUAL Digital to Analogue

Q.

o
o

converters to ensure the ULTIMATE in 8 BIT sample quality. The system can record in high

quality STEREO from its twin PHONO input sockets, taking sounds from any suitable STEREO
equipment such as Portable Cassette or CD. players or from any other 'Auxiliary' or 'Line

o

o

level' source. The twin PHONO outputs provide the user of a standard ST, STF, STFM or
MEGA computer, with high quality STEREO output. Users of the STE, MEGA STE and TT
machines are not left out either ! The software will allow samples to be played out from

o

the connectors at the rear.

REPLAY STEREO
EDITOR

o
>
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STEREO BEAT
DRUM MACHINE

The STEREO EDITOR program provides the user with the ultimate in power and
sophistication, packed with features which appear for the first time on ANY home computer.
This fully DESKTOP and WINDOW styled program allows individual samples to be loaded
into the computer and edited separately. However, this is just the beginning. The program
will allow the user to load in samples of 8, 12 or even 16 BIT resolutions in MONO or
STEREO formats and freely convert between them. It is possible to take a cutting from a
16 BIT MONO format sample and edit it into a STEREO 8 BIT sample without even realising
that the two sample files were different, the program manages all of the sample translations

The STEREO EDITOR supports many useful editing functions including Mark, Hide, Cut,
Paste, Insert, Delete, Clear, Fill, Overlay, Repeat, Gap, Reverse, Fade, Volume, Loop, Loop

Join, Loop Cross Fade, Channel Swap, Channel Copy, Channel Cross Fade, Sample Pan,
Sample, Pre-Sample, Play, Monitor, Scope Left or Right, Load and Save and more !
As if the list above was not impressive enough, the STEREO EDITOR can also perform more
advanced forms of editing suchas frequency 'Re-Sampling', Sample FOURIER analysis, Digital
filtering, Digital Hall, Room, Echo, Reverb and Flanging effects, Play up to 10 different samples
from an external MIDI keyboard or sequencer and MUCH, MUCH more.

<
UL

The 'STEREO BEAT' program can load KITS of up to 15 different samples into memory
at once and then play 3 channel (LEFT, CENTRE and RIGHT) sounds outfrom the STEREO
PORTS of the cartridge at the same time. Memory permitting, KIT samples can be up to

o
an

1 MByte in length EACH, permitting the user to record sections of their favourite music and
completely RE-MIX them using STEREO BEAT. Patterns of BEATS are arranged on a grid

U
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set to 1/8, 1/16 or 1/32 with or without Triplets. SONGS are constructed from simple lists
of PATTERNS with LOOPS and SONG POSITION JUMPS. A SONG can contain up to 99

separate song entry stepswhose tempo can be varied from 40 to 239 B.P.M. STEREO BEAT
can act as EITHER a MIDI SLAVE or MIDI MASTER and can both generate or respond
to MIDI START, STOP and SYNC commands.

The STEREO REPLAY system is also supplied with routines and examples of code which

o

o

format PATTERN EDITOR and can be varied from 4 to 32 BEATS in length with timing

FAST FOURIER
TRANSFORM DISPLAY

Q.

o

z
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to

o
o

them!

The ULTIMATE STEREO SOUND SAMPLER

>
OS

provided with the system is also packed with new features. STEREO REPLAY does not just
set the standards by which other samplers are measured, it has COMPLETELY re-defined

quite automatically !

UJ

UJ

As you have come to expect from MICRODEAL and Audio Visual Research, the SOFTWARE

© MICRODEAL 1991
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

m

system from Machine Language or from High level languages such as HISOFT, GFA and

co

STOS BASIC.

>

What more can you possibly need ?

STEREO REPLAY ORDER FORM
STEREO REPLAY IS £89.95 POST & PACKING £1 (ALL PRICES INC V.A.T)
BY POST: with Cheque • Postal Order • or Credit Card

BY PHONE
WITH

Name

CREDIT CARDS
Address

(0726)68020

TO

enable the user to play 8 BIT MONO or STEREO samples recorded and edited with the

Postcode

Credit Card Type

Expiry Date

Number

PLEASE ALLOW UP TO 28 DAYS FOR DELIVERY

SEND TO: MICRODEAL, PO BOX 68, ST AUSTELL, CORNWALL. PL25 4YB

;s
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>• not be noticed at all. Choice of

colouring and lighting is important
too. The effect of distance will be

enhanced by careful "greying" of
objects further away. This is called
tonal perspective. It will also assist
with the apparent scale of objects imagine two hills, one behind the
other but both in the same shade of

grassy green. They will look close
together. If the more distant one is
bluer or greyer, it will appear to be
much further behind and will also

seem to be bigger. Tonal perspective
is flattened by bright sunlight, while
oblique light givesmore interesting
shadows and a "mistier" look to the
horizon.

Line perspective can be difficult to

master but if it's wrong a scene can
be ruined. Parallel lines appear to
converge at a focal point, which is
always on the eye line (horizon).
There can be multiple vanishing
points in a picture - find them by
using a ruler. Linear perspective can
work against as well as for you imagine a landscape with a cottage in
the foreground, to one side. If the
lines of the wall appear to converge
within the frame of the picture,
attention will be drawn along them
to the rest of the scene. If they lead
out or are flat, the effect is lost.

Try to use brush strokes and lines
which compliment your subject.
Strong, hard lines may spoil a scene
of gently rolling hills, while fiddly lit
tle lines will take the boldness out of

The software
Cyber Paint £51.00
Electric Distribution 0480 496666

Superb package withgreatanimation facility.
Partof thefamous Cyber suite.Canbeusedsep
arately butitsfullpotential canbe realised
when it'sused withCyberStudio, loading object
files. Imports pictures from other artpackages.
Effects include spinning andminiaturising, and
candefine eelsas in traditional animators, cre
atefadesandcut/paste frames. Very flexible.
HyperPaint £24.00
Gasteiner Technologies 081 365 1151
Colour ormono, STE support, Gem interface.
FullIMGgraphic file support (from scanners).
Very userfriendly andcapable withGdos sup
portfordifferent fontsetsandprinting images to
various outputdevices. Can have 10 screens
openat once,lotsofpowerful tools.Oneof the
onlypackages I know withan algorithm to
rotate a block without distorting it. Excellent.
Quantum Paint Gold v2 £24.95

Power Computing 0234 273000
Improves on the original Quantum Paint which
allowed 4,096 colours on the standard ST low-

resdisplay at thesametime. Chokeofpalette
herefrom128 to 4,096 colours. All the neces
sarytoolsarepresent plusanti-aliasing, blend
ingand animationoptions. Clever useof Gdos
fonts. Very goodpackage butnotrecommended
forbeginners - Its a bit awkward to use.

a dramatic face.

Thirds

PMNnmBjv

rounder, squarer, thinner. Combine
several rounded shapes to give the
best result. Put a rectangle round
your oval and divide that down the
middle (no point in drawing both
sides when you have software to copy
it for you). Split it horizontally into

rough thirds and in half as well and
another halfway to the line above it.
Put another horizontal line

look very wrong. He could have
shorter arms or longer legs without
looking like an alien, as long as the
exaggeration isn't too great.
Faces can also be built following
certain rules. Again, there's a lot of
leeway within them, but if you're try
ing to depict a convincing face then
stay fairly close to it. The head is a
basic oval, but this varies a lot:

between the bottom of the rectangle
and the lowest of your thirds lines,
slightly higher than halfway between
them. The line just above the centre
line will be the eyes, the top onethird line is the brows, the lower onethird line is the base of the nose and
the line between that and the chin is

the mouth. Take a look at my dia
gram (overleaf).
Drawing an animal can be very dif
ficult, but it can be simplified by visu
alising the skeleton beneath the skin >

Landscape drawing is governed by
the "Rule of Thirds". This simply
divides the scene into three parts:
back-, middle- and foreground. These
three areas aren't necessarily an exact
third of the picture, neither are they
distinct parts - they must blend into
one another. If you remember this
when you choose your palette it will
help with the effect.
The human form can be a little dif

ficult. There are rules dictating the
composition of a body, but observa
tion will provide these anyway. You
may be able to visualise the way a
man will hold a heavy weight in one
hand away from his body, but if you
see him do it your drawing will
almost certainly be wrong. Even the
way an amateur will do it compared
to a professional - the muscles will
build in a particular way, he'll stand
in a certain pose through practice
and the facial expression will differ.
Figures are easier to construct if

Spectrum 512 £24.00
Gasteiner Technologies.
512 coloursonscreenat once on the ST, an
excellent range of toolswithsomespecialfea
tures likeanti-aliasing andgradient fills. User
Interface is a bitdaunting tostartwithbuteven
tuallyyouget the hangof this very powerful butrather slow - program. Goodmanual.Not
forbeginners.
Prism Paint£79.O0

Condor Trading 0734 810066
TTcompatible, runs in all STandTTmodes
and supports a rangeof graphics boards. Can
handlemostpicture formats exceptIMG.

you follow a basic guide to the pro
portions of the body, but these aren't
hard and fast rules. There's a great

deal of flexibility within them and as
long as you stay within the limita
tions of reality your figure will look
human. For example, your man could
have a large head and still seem nor
mal, but if it's too big in comparison
with the rest of the body then he will

Once you've drawn your scene, grid it up carefully to match the way
you've prepared the screen. It's a lot easier to grid the screen first,
then imitate it on paper than the other way round. Most good packages
have a variable size grid function

Hair Paint £24.95
Database Software 051-357 2961

Canbe installedas a desktop accessory. Front
endis a bitpussy at firstbutwithpractice its

quite good. Alltheusual tools plusBezier curves,
12 levelsof zoom,powerful fill function,
Selective Painting (fixcolours so theyaren't
overwritten) andDesktop Acesincluding clock,
calendar, notepad, mouse speed, printcontrols.
On thenegative side, themanualdoesn'thave
an easyIntro, no beginner's quick tutorial.
Art Scribe £24.95

SPL Distribution PO Box 8,

Hampton, Middlesex.
All thebasictoolsandupto six screens in mem
ory- if youhaveit-but without fontedit.
Simple andadequate.

"Cartoon" doesn't necessarily mean Garfield. It's much more fun to make up you own, and not
difficult. These are still based on the proportion rules, but exaggerated, greated and stylised

> and then the distribution of muscles.

This applies to people too. First con
struct a line drawing of the basic
anatomy before filling it out into the
shape.
So far I've only talked about realis
tic artwork. Fantasy work can be
much more fun and less frustrating
or shortcomings in technique can be
made to work in your favour if the

Sythesis
Adapting an existing image is much
easier and more successful than try

ing to hold a mental picture for long
enough to get it onto the screen.
Combining elements from several
sources can produce interesting
. - -.._ images. For example, if you

CRP-1 find it indispensable for
transferring my drawings to screen.
Getting the outlines into the com
puter is the point where most people
fail. If the basic lines are wrong, the

either by copying the block and
drawing over it in another colour

piece won't succeed as a whole. If
you're not confident in your start, go
back and try again.
Now you have the lines drawn, the
next step is to choose a rough palette.
Using your source material - or your
imagination! - divide the colours into
groups - reds, browns, whatever, and

then removing the original lines
before repeating the process, or by
using multiple screens and treating
them like a "flip pad", skipping back
wards and forwards until you have

than striving for perfection. Mistakes

subject matter is stylised. Even so,
unless your piece is pure abstraction
it will benefit from being based on
reality.

it. Animation can seem daunting but
if you follow the techniques of pro
fessionals you can achieve good
results. Start with a basic line drawing
of your object and animate it in line,

mary colours which realism so often
lacks. All sorts of tricks like palette
rotation can be used to great effect,

the movement correct.

and this is one of the few times when

Some packages will even draw the
"tweens" - the intermediate stages for you, and allow you to cut them as
brushes but this is generally limited
to scaling and rotating if it's a picture
eel rather than a moveable object.
Once you have your line drawings,
the best way to detail them is with
multiple screens, or by
cutting a stage into a
brush and printing it
over it's predecessor,
then using "undo" a

doodling straight onto the screen is
the best start.

Cartooning is great fun and fairly

easy. The STlends itself well to this
type of work because bold, solid
colours suit it. These characters tend

to look best when they have a black

) | want to draw an angel, find a

' large picture ofanowl oreagle
and a shot of an athlete - per
haps a long jumper or gym

Multiple screens

few times to see the

nast in the air - and trace the

lines of the wings onto

the same paper with
the person. Scale

together to review an
entire sequence.
Stages of putting together a face, ellipse first, trim
down, lines put in for features and then rough sketch

Now we come

screen.

take elements of several pictures and

Take your drawing or photograph
and put a grid over it, on tracing
paper. Cut it into little manageable

combine them into one tracing to

than its outline for the best effect. It

blocks, and transfer each one care

produce a complete image. Take care
that any perspective in the parts fit
into the whole properly - it may be
necessaryto adapt parts in order to

still helps to put some curvature into

the figure with shading, even though

fully onto the screen, which you grid
in the same way. Concentrating on a

the dark outline will flatten it again.
Start with frame lines, simple cir

small area is much easier than trying
to draw the whole thing straight

cles, ovals and rectangles, and then

away and a small drawing or photo
can easily be scaled up this way.

which are perfect for this kind of
work. It also gives you the opportu
nity to use those lovely bright pri

fill them out. Keep your lines to a
minimum and avoid too much detail

as cartoons are meant to be simple. If
you can design a nice little character,
remember how you constructed it
and use the same shapes to animate

Composition lines
are drawn in first and
block-filled in solid

colour to help with
the palette
adjustment. Detail
the surfaces and
anti-alias

Copying
It's also possible to tape a traced
drawing over the screen and draw in
black on white behind it. There's a

handy little gadget available called a
Tracey, which is a cross-hair puck you
can attach to the side of your mouse.
By keeping the mouse straight and
following the lines of a drawing with
the cross, your image can be trans
ferred to the screen. Those of you
who feel you can justify the expense
might consider investing in a graph
ics tablet, and there are several digitisers available.

Silica Shop have the 1st CRP
tablet, which is A4 size, for £323.85,

or the Cherry tablet - A3 size, with
puck - for £646.25. I've used the CRP
for a couple of years, although not all
graphics packages will run with it - it
needs a driver loaded as a desktop
accessory, some packages tread on the
ACC, some have their own drivers

which aren't compatible with the

I

Arts 0927 473556/0753 49422

Theold workhorse. Text-based menusystem,

multiple screens ifyouhave thememory, lotsof
useful toolsandspecial features although some
are fairly slowbytoday's standards. Stilt, a

to chain frames

a few colour slots empty for your
anti-aliasing shades, as your 'toon's
background colour must be lighter

produce satisfyingresults. A lot of
graphics packages have fancy tools

The software

industry standard. Good clear manual, reliable,
excellent valueformoney.

or dark outline, but when you choose

Pure abstraction can be quick and

mate colour, and tweak them until

you're happy with the shades. You

must. ThePI*file formatvirtually became an

your palette remember to leave quite

look realistic.

colours as the work progresses. Test

your palette roughly by filling large
areas of the drawing with approxi

Paint and NeoChrome

to the nitty-gritty, get
ting your chosen picture onto the

This technique
can be used in lots of ways I often

one. Try to leave a spare slot or two
in your palette because you almost
always find that you need extra

differences. Deluxe

Master will allow you

would be important
here - if the wings are too
small in proportion to the

build of the figure it will
look completely wrong.
It wouldn't get off the
ground!

select about three shades for each

Neochrome vl.O

Widely available
Thispackage defined thebasicrange of tools for
the ST, and although it uses a split screenfor
mat whichsome usersdislike, thegood-sized
magnification hot-spot makes upforit. Nofrills
or tricks here, justgood,easyto use tools.If you
don'thavea copy already youmusthavebeen

upa mountain in Tibet forseven years.
Essential forbeginners.
NeoChrome Master

Widely available (also see Atari ST User
June 1991 CoverDisk!)
Update of theclassic- improved filehandling
withmore formats including IFF, animation
which actually works (very well), raster handling
to allow16 colours perscreen line,STE support
anda powerfitl rotation tool.Lots of extra fea
tures which bring thisfriendly oldpackage right
uptodate.Oneof thebest.
Deluxe Paint £49.99 Electronic Arts

Lots of work screens andpowerful toolsmake
this a winner. Very flexibleand friendly front
end, either iconorkeyboard driven so menu bar
and boxcan be removed. Excellent brush manip
ulation, STE support, goodpalette andfill func
tions,Beziercurves, stencilling to fix colours and
a widerange of file formats in diskops.
Sophisticated animation andstrong special FX.
Highly recommended. Watch outforDPaint2,
comingsoon!
OCP Advanced Art Studio £19.99
Datel Electronics 0782 744707

All the usualtools,excellent spriteand anima
tiondesigner except thatblocks arefixedsizes
upto 64x64. Good dataoutput forsource.
Reasonable toolsand fairlyeasy to work with.
Clear manual andgraphics tablet driver written
in (notcompatible withCRP 1st tablet).
Paintworks £34.95

Activision 010 33 1 49 10 9995

Oldand a bit primitive now,but hidingbehind
an awkward frontendaresomepowerful toolsif
you can find them.
Canvas £14.95
Microdeal 0726 68020

Colour ormono. Lots offeatures andSTE sup
port. 3D object creator included, although it's a
bit tricky to use.
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the best gets better.
When Home Accounts was launched four years ago we
had just one goal—to create the best home finance program.
Over 30,000 ofyou agreed with us and purchased Home

Home Accounts2 is written intheUK by Digita® Which
means you'll be using a program designed for the way
British finances work, and you'll

Accounts, not only for use in the home, but also for business,

know where to come for

clubs and charities.

professional support.

Itseemed like a good idea to let you tell us exactly what

Theonlyway you canreally

to put into Home Accounts2®

Which you did.

rm.

appreciate Home Accounts2 is to
use it. Phone 0395 270273 for more

\m

J"

Some of you didn't like the

*••

•••

'•

•

information or, write to Digita,
FREEPOST, Exmouth EX8 2YZ.

restriction on the number of

Home Accounts2 costs £54.99, which includes VAT,

income accounts, expenditure
types, and transactions. So we

postage and packing. Ifyoualready owna home finance

program and purchase Home Accounts2 direct from Digita,

removed them.

Some ofyou wanted more graphics so we added pie
charts, scatter and line graphs. We thought we'd better
smarten up the bar graphs, so we added 3D effects, stacking
and overlaying, and we made sure you can print them.
Many ofyou wanted tocalculate mortgage rate changes,
loan repayments, retirement planning and soon. So we
added a pop-up calculator and interest calculator. There's
also an option to take account of inflation.

you can save £25 by returning your original program disks
with your order.

As it turned out, listening to Home Accounts users wasa

pretty good way to write software. The best just got better.

Machine support
Requires ';• MB of memory
and double-sided disk drive

Since nearly halfof you use Home Accounts for small

Supports-. Mono and colour

business bookkeeping, we added options for VAT and

ST.S'l'e, Mega, TT.

business style reports.

Then, our technical people
added a little ...
f

wage

Investment accounts, net

.

/

isM

worth statement, password,
cheque numbering, custom
reports, flexible year period. And
(to save you disturbing them on
our free support hotline), an on
line help system, should you need it.

r£sa?

hf(Tf,( N

tiktfitt*

®

They also added ourinnovative Human Interface

DIGITA

Protocol'? Which, as you can see, sets a new standard in

speed, style and elegance for the desktop. (It also contains a
screen saver, Playtime games and a few other goodies.)
Commands are logically grouped under a series ofpull

INTERNATIONAL

software tbats right

®

down menus, accessible either by themouse or keyboard.
Digita International Ltd Black Horse House Exmouth EX8 IJL ENGLAND

Tel: 0395 270273 Fax: 0395 268893

- A member oftheDigits group -

Digita, the Digita logo. Home Accounts! and the Home Accounts: logo are registered trademarks, and HIP, Human Interface Protocol and software lhats n^ht are trademarks of Digita Holdings Ltd.
Allothertrademarks andtheirowners art- acknowledged. Soldsubject to standard conditions ofsaleI:&OE

PUBLIC APOLOGY
M.D. OFFICE SUPPLIES WOULD LIKE TO APOLOGISE TO ALL ITS COMPETITORS IN

THIS MAGAZINE, WE SHALL AS EVER BE OFFERING DISKETTES, STORAGE BOXES
ETC AT REMARKABLY LOW, LOW PRICES

SEEING IS BELIEVING LOOK AT THESE AMAZING PRICES
NAKSHA
MICE
You will not have to dig deep

You cannot escape this offer
400 DSDD 3.5"plus 4,100
Capacity lockable boxes only

this suberb product with ultra

£139.95

into your pocket to afford

♦ amongst products,
A DIAMOND

Banx stackable boxes,

holds 90 lockable colour
coded dividers

smooth movement. 2 year

warranty-operation Stealth
software, mouse mat -

holder, all this and more for
only

£23.99
Atari or Amiga ^^

Why not CLUB together and take
advantage of some superb offers
we have. Here's a few accessories

to entice you.
BANX Stackable Boxes

r

Deluxe MouseMats
Head Cleaner

£2.95
£2.95

Universal Printer Stand

£6.95

Roll of 1000 3.5" labels

Locks horizontally

sparkling product

Supplied with labels and

6

Dust Cover

7

250 Extra Labels

No JOKING

unconditional lifetime guarantee

[When bought with disks)

£12.95

^^

1

100 3.5 Diskettes

2

100 Capacity lock box

3
4
5

Deluxe Mouse mat
3.5 Head Cleaner
Mouse Holder

RRP £69.70

100 Capacity 3.5" lockable box
Only £3.50

.

OR vertically, a really^L

broken by these prices, and
youII love the quality.
50 for only £26.95
100 for only £42.95
200 for only £64.99

plus lots lots more afo

(Ring for free catalogue)

£8.95

£7.95 each
£6.95 each

You will not be HEART

£8.95

100 Cap 3.5" lockable box..£8.95
Pack of 5 3.5" library cases .£4.95

DOUBLE SIDED,
DOUBLE DENSITY 880K

1

3
5

Jokers Price

£49.95

^^k

ONLY ifyou SEND this Ad

YOU CANNOT BUY BETTER '

ALL DISKETTES SUPPLIED BY US ARE T00% CERTIFIED AND GUARANTEED.
OUR PROMISE IS SIMPLE, SATISFACTION OR MONEY BACK.

The price you see is the price you pay
THIS MONTHS SPECIAL OFFER
80 3.5" DSDD Diskettes

I

RE INK
Save up to 90% off your current prices.

ONLY

Re Ink will allow you to re-use your fabric ribbon
up to 100times simply amazing and only

£39.95

£12.95

Plus Our new Banx stackable disk box

* i

18 CRESCENT WAY, FARNBOROUGH, KENT BR6 9LS. TELESALES HOTLINE: 0689-861400
(All prices quoted are inclusive of VAT and carriage UK Mainland only) E.&O.E.
EDUCATIONAL & GOVERNMENT ORDERS WELCOME

VISA
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>- may And that adjusting a colour
slightly will make it useful to another
colour group, adding some green to a
brown might make it fit with the
ground tones for shadow. Adapt
them a little if you can.
Many people make the mistake of
concentrating on the fine detail in a
picture too soon. You may be able to

produce a beautiful tree in the fore
ground only to realise that you need
to texture the ground surface and
have to spray around it. Work on the
scene as a whole for a while before

starting on the fiddly bits.
It's useful to keep two screens
going at the same time, so the back-

ground can be developed on one and
objects within the picture on

covered the subject extensively there's a lot more to say - but I
hope this rough guide has been of
some help. There are lots of books
available which can assist you fur
ther, either with general drawing
or specific areas of it. You might

another. When ready you can cut

them out and combine them. If you
want to do it this way, it's essential to
keep flipping backwards and forwards
between the two, checking the
colouring. You may find yourself car
rying the brush of your finished tree
onto a background where the colours
merge and the outline is lost.

find Castlesoft's Art Tutor (£19.95)
useful too.

It describes many techniques
needed to construct pictures on
screen or paper with lots of suggested
exercises for you to practice with, a
library of pictures on disk and some

Try to work as much on the back

ground as you do on the detail. A
sketchy background with heavily

detailed features can look interesting,
but on the whole a better balance is
achieved if the amount of work is

esting - only using a single pixel
spray to detail everything can look
good, but putting short lines in some
areas like tree bark

The software

or grass will help.
Leaving some areas
empty of texture -

First Paint £13.25

clouds, for example

HAT Software 0743 249526

- should look better

Good onefortheyoungsters togetstarted with,
from theageofaboutfive.Attractively pre
sented, very simple andeasyto use.Thesave
andloadoptions aren't quite so straightforward,
butwitha bitofpractice your ankle-biters will
bewellintothisone. Highly recommended for

keep the lighting
consistent through

them.

out your picture.

too.

Take care to

EZArtPD

Floppyshop ST0224 312756
Good PDpackage, icondriven, friendly colourful
user interface. Alltheessential tools fordrawing
and editingsuchas lines, circles, boxesetc,as
wellas fills and textprinting. Greatvalue.
Artifex £2.95

Goodman Enterprises, 16 Conrad Close,
Meir Hay Estate, Longton,

A demonstration of tonal perspective, this took me
about half an hour. After I'd chosen a range of bluishgreys from black to almost white, I used a gradient fill
(on DPaint) for the sky, sketched in mountain lines and

filled them in gradually darker tones from the back,
adding a foreground band of snow. Each level of

distance was re-filled in two colours using gradient fill
again, and the edges anti-aliased in using a single pixel
and "smooth" from the FX

mediate shades between an object

penny.
STOS Master Paint £14.95
Stallion Software 0752 569781

Written in STOSBasic, this runs either in the

normal wayfrom Desktop oras anaccessory in
STOS. Three levels of zoom, all thestandard
toolsbutbrushes andfill patterns aren't userdefinable. Some special tools anda separate
screen displays all 512 colours. Upto 100 userdefinable palettesof 16 colours can be created.
512 colour drawing isprovided butit'stricky to

even.

light, shading and
shadow will give

objects and emphasise their curva

Finally.
If you really want to be an artist,
computer or otherwise, the best tip
anyone can give you is: practice! Your

first attempts may be disappointing
but you'll learn from your failures.
Try to work out where you went
wrong, persevere with it and eventu
ally you'll succeed. Finally, experi
ment. All art packages have their
strengths and weaknesses, and the
quality of the software won't
make that much difference to

your work. It's up to you to make
the best of your talents and
abilities.

There are a huge
number of graphics
applications available at
the moment. I've listed as

many as I can remember -

please excuse the exceptions

ture. An object which is sidelit will

if you already have a
favourite that isn't

and its background colours - will

have an extra dimension given to it
by its shadow - it'll be the shape of

make all the difference to the fin

its side view.

the packages date back to the mid-

ished appearance.
Some packages will perform this

your work regularly. This is one area

function for you, calling it "smooth"
or "blend", but I have yet to find a

where we have a large advantage over
most media - we can go back to any

piece of software which can do this as
well as I can by hand. It's a time con
suming and fiddly business but well

stage of the picture if we don't like
the way it's progressing and try

no longer readily available.
I've concentrated on colour paint
ing utilities, not animators, 3D con
struction, CAD, object editors or
mono-only.

again, and we can experiment with
different effectswithout spoiling

they are part of the function of the

our work. Try doing that with an

software but not its main purpose.

Anti-aliasing - filling in the inter

use. The manual is a bit weak and there isn't

worth it.

STE support, buta goodoneforSTOS owners.

Varying the textures on the objects
in the picture will make it more inter

Art Director

Careful use of

mass to your

Stoke-on-Trent ST3 1SW

This is licensed software. A clone ofDegEltte, it
is a very comprehensive pieceof software. Switch
between screen andmenu a la Degas- all the
usual tools are there, PI1 format. Worthevery

Highlighting an
area too brightly
may bring it for
ward, too widely
may flatten it out.

onscreen demonstrations.

Obviously it's important to save

airbrush! I won't claim to have

mentioned. Some of

1980s, so don't be surprised if they're

Such packagesare only listed if

Good luck!

Discontinued, but try
Mindscape 044 486 761
Another oldpackage butquite a goody. All the
usual tools on a slidable bar but where this

scores is in someneatextras heldin thedrop
down menus. Remap, Bend, Bulge, Scrape, Melt,
Perspect and Shearamongstothers, and excellent
brush manipulation.
Itfails on a fewpoints. Thecloseuphot-spot
(nottheonlymom) is toosmalltobeuseful and
thefileformat is unique andpeculiar buta con
version utilitywassupplied.

J _---:-_

Public domain

lots ofgoodpackages availablefrommost
libraries, Sphinx Software doesan excellent
Art Pack for £9.99 - write,to:

ErwFynydd, Carmel, Llanelli, DyfedSAU 7SG
Contacts:

CastleSoft, Levenmouth BusinessCentre,
Riverside Rd, Leven, FifeKY8 4LT

>^ *V- V- Hsr* >9f

Tel:0333 21243

Tracey, £9.95
from Sidewise Ltd, POBox4,
Totnes,Devon TQ9 7EN

SilicaShop, 1-4 TheMews, Hatherley Rd,
Sidcup, KentDA14 4DX 081-3091111

First I drew in the basic anatomical lines, skull, spine and legs.
After a few hours I had the lower set, ready to animate

I

THIRD COAST

TECHNOLOGIES

Unit 8, Bradley Hall Trading Estate,

Standish, Wigan, Lancashire, WN6 OXQ
Tel: (0257) 472444 Fax:(0257) 426577
1

INTERNATIONAL +44 257 472444

Atari Hard Drives Specialists
Third Coast Hard Drives
Third Coast have been well established now for

years in the Atari Hard Drive market. Third Coast
have been the leading Atari Hard Drive
manufacturer over the last eighteen months and
we offer full technical support Monday to Friday
9-5 unlike some competitors. We offer a product
which has been on the market for years which has

AUTUMN MADNESS

Atari 65MB Hard Drive Only £399.99 Limited Period Only

been tried and tested and sold worldwide.

The idea of a hard drive without power supply is
not new. Indeed! a prototype was built some time

ago by Third Coast Technologies. The reason the
drive was not released onto the market, was

because overloading, of the power supply causes
voltage fluctuations, which leads to unreliable
data transfer.

Expandability
With Third Coast's range of Atari hard drives you

have the ability to expand by adding a second
drive or even a 155mb tape backup device.
The drives also have DMA in & out and also SCSI
in & out.

Software
All Third Coast's Atari hard drives include a free

set of software utilities which includes a word

processor, database, spreadsheet and loads of
other handy utilities. Also included are excellent
ICD Hard Disk utilities which include formating,

partitioning, auto-booting and a great deal more
hard disk related software.

Features
All Third Coast's hard drives come supplied with

a battery backed up clock as standard. The drive
is also fully autobooting and has automatic
headparking so there is no need to run a program
to park the heads. High speed programable
caching software is also included with the drive.

Hard Drive Pricing

The unit has an internal 65 watt switching power

DIY Kits

supply which is capable of powering two hard

Third Coast also provide kits so you
can take advantage of any bare hard drive

disk drives.

mechanism you may have. We offer complete

STE Compatible
Third Coast's Atari drives are fully compatible
with all Atari STE machines. Using the drive on
the Atari STE machine will not cause problems
such as data transfer errors unlike some

competitors drives.

155MB Tape Backup
As well as supplying a large range of hard drives
we also sell a 155MB tape backup device which
can be used with all Atari hard drives. The unit

will backup 20megs of data in under 2 minutes.
It uses industry standard CT600N cassettes.
For more information call

cased kits for SCSI drives and also ST506 drives
both of which include all cables, software and

manuals to get you started.

DIY Kit Pricing
ICD DMA/SCSI Adapter no clock
ICD DMA/SCSI Adapter with clock

£74.99
£99.99

Omti 3527 SCSI/ST506 Controller

£79.99

Complete kit ready for SCSI drive
Complete kit ready for ST506 drive

£179.99
£229.99

Drive upgrades available for SH204/5, Megafile
20/30/60 and Supra drives call for prices and details.

Third CoastTechnologies.

32M/Byte SCSI hard drive 25 milliauto park
52M/Byte SCSI hard drive 10 milli auto park
65M/Byte SCSI hard drive 25 milli auto park
85M/Byte SCSI hard drive 25 milli auto park
106M/Byte SCSI hard drive 10 milli auto park
155M/Byte SCSI Tape Backup Device
155M/Byte Tape Backup and 50MB drive
22M/Byte Supra hard drive
32M/Byte Supra hard drive
50M/Byte Supra hard drive
65M/Byte Supra hard drive
85M/Byte Supra hard drive

106M/ByteSupra hard drive

£319.99
£399.99
£449.99
£499.99
£529.99
£599.99
£899.99
£379.99
£349.99
£429.99

£479.99
£529.99
£599.99

Call for more details on Supra hard drives

WARRANTY All hard drives carry a full twelve months
warranty and free twelve months telephone support

Other Products

Internal &ExternalFloppyDrives
Allfloppy drives include free software utilities
" ,

NO CASE
MODIFICATION

NO CASE

MODIFICATION

1MB internal replacement offers extended track count up
to 84 tracks fully software compatible slight case

modification required supplied with full fitting instructions.
External drives have built in PSU.

1MB internal 80 track £49.99

1MB internal 84 track £59.99

1MB external 80 track £54.99 1MB external 84 track £59.99

Add £5 if you wish to receive a virus protector.

GST 40EGenlock
The GST 40E is a high quality genlock and pal coder unit. It offers resolution
capacity of 625 lines. The equipment genlocks Atari computers to a
reference signal, or a studio blacksignal and keys the computer image into
the reference video. By connecting the genlock to computer's video port
and to a reference video pal signal or studio colour black, the Atari
computer becomes a high performance tool perfect for video titling,
animation and graphics. The GST 40E does not produce degradation of the
reference video and encodes the Atari video into a composite video output.
The GST 40E will allow you to record animation titling over live video. You
could use a camera and title a still photo or moving pictures. Alternatively
you can record animation or put names, addresses or whatever you want
over your favourite video title. The scope and features are endless it's down

to your imagination. The GST 40E is fully software compatible with Degas,
Neochrome, Cyber and indeed all Atari ST related software. £249.99
E&OE — Advertised prices and specifications may change.

COVERDISK
This month the CoverDisk is absolutely crammed full of
the very best software: great games, the ultimate utilities
and truly devastating demos. Read on!
SIDE ONE
Obitus

Module Converter

If you go down to the woods today, you're in for a big
surprise. And we're not talking Teddy bears here!

If you've created song modules using the PD version of
the TCB Tracker, then this utility isthe one for you. It
convertsbetweenthe PDformatand the commercial

Serendipity

format, asgiven away on our July CoverDisk.

Serendipity (se-ren-dip-ity) n. the faculty of making
happy discoveries by accident. You'll become less than
serene once the program starts insulting you!

Midi Programming in C
The programs supporting this series can befound in full
on the disk.

STOS

Avant Vector

All the programs tosupport our STOS series to save

Aworking demo of this superb vector drawing package,

your weary typing finger(s).

with only theSave option disabled.

SIDE TWO
AccTool

Inside the STE

Amultifunction utility which lets you perform almost any
function you care toname, and itruns asa desk acces

If you've got anSTE, then this iswhere tolook for the
programs accompanying the series..

sory or a program.

did make sure you were inlow

Obitus

Configuration: All STs. low resolution.
Colour only.
Filenames:

Folder. OBITUS

resolution, didn't you?) then
use themouse to select the

required action from the

menu atthebottom ofthe
screen.

Obitus finds you "lost and

own" where "Trolls, dwarves,

Running Obifus

knights wizards and kings
infest the four shires." It all
sounds remarkably like the ST

ple. Just double click onOBFrUS.TOS(You

Configuration; All STs. Mono orcolour
Filenames:
Folder: CONVERT.MOD

alone in a world not your

OBITUS.TOS -The Demo Program

Running Obitus couldn'tbe rnuc*J™« sim

Module Fil<
Converter
CONVERT.PR'G •The Module Conversion
program

CONVERT.TXT - Instructions for using the
program

CONVERT.RSC - Resource file for the pro
gram.

To run the program, simply double
click on CONVERT.PRG. Follow the

onscreen prompts to convert your
modules.

The public domain demo of the

TCB tracker used a slightly different
file format to the commercial version,
as given away on our CoverDisk in
July. Frustrated Trackers need fret no
longer, as this program will convert
from the PD file format to the new file

format, for both MOD and SNG files.
1

eyond I

„.

Midi Programming in C

,es Folder. STOS PROGRAM.BAS «

Configuration: All STs. Midi equipment required.
Filenames: Folder: MIDIC

CH0RD0RG.C, INFERNALC, STYLOPHO.C -CSource code
CHORDORG.PRG, INFERNAL.PRG, STYLOPHO.PRG -The compiled programs
README.DOC -The article accompanying this month's programs

a ctoS scries i»» «-»--

Running Midi Programming in C

make any changes

Theprograms suppliedhere accompanythe MidiProgramming in C

diskMlinstructions
first.
dmthe Beyond STOS pages
can be founoi

series. This month's final article is on the disk (README.DOC). If you are

goingto make any changesto the programs, they should be copiedto
zine.

another disk first.

Inside the STE

Theprograms supplied hereaccompany the Inside the STE series in the
magazine and can only be run on STE computers. If you are goingto make
any changes to the programs, they shouldbe copied to another diskfirst.

Configuration: STEs only, colour only

Full instructions can be found in the Beyond STOS pages of the maga

° Filenames: Folder: SIDE2\STE '-•
SCROLLS, W0BBLE.S -The Assembler source code to accompany the series
SCR0LL.PI1, WOBBtE.PIl - Example screens required by the programs
SCR0LL.T0S, WOBBLE.TOS -The assembled version ofthe programs
STEPAL - Folder containing STE Palette editor desk accessories

zine.

The Files in the folder STEPAL should be copied to the Root Directory

(ie not in a folder) of your boot disk in order to be available. See the file
STEPAL.DOC for full information. This can be read by double clicking on

it, then selecting Show from the Alert box which appears.

uesK

rue

vector

liilb Kb tree

Help

Serendipity
Configuration: All STs. Low Resolution. Colour only.
Filenames: Folder: SRNDPTY

SRNDPTY.PRG - Program itself
SRNDPTY.SCR, SRNDPTY.SND • Data files required bythe program
READ.ME - Program documentation
SOURCE • Folder containing the Csource code for the complete game
Running Serendipity
Makesure your STis in low resolution, then double click on
SRNDPTY.PRG. Help is available by clicking on the Info and
Help buttons.
Full instructions can be found within the program, but do

makesureyoutry every option to get the bestresponse from the
program! Oh,and youwouldn't dreamof pressing the button
labelled "Don't click", would you?

AVoni

SERENDIPITY

Vector
Configuration: All STs. Mono only

OPTIMISTIC
TRIPLES
MIDDLING

Filenames:
Folder: SIDE2\AVANT

AV_HELP.TXT - Information and tutorial for using this demo.
AV_DEMO.PRG -The demo program itself
DESIGN.IMG, FRANCE.CVG

OASIS.CVG - Example graphic files to use in Avant Vector.
Running Avant Vector

•' 1 GAME I

•
ANYBODY

OUT

THERE

With Serendipity the computer not only plays a mean game,

it also insults you if you take too long or make a mistake

??

I

Full documentation on running Avant Vector is the file
AV_HELP.TXT. Double click on this file, then select Show

from the Alert that appears to read the instructions. For
help during the program, right-click on an icon, or point
and press the Help key.
Avant Vector allows you not only to manipulate vector

graphics, but to create vector graphics automatically
from a bit-image graphic. The demo supplied here is fully
functional except for the Save and Print options.
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•

•

Standard SM124/5 monitors to 1024x960
- Actual screen display without scrolling

Optional 15 inch A4 Portrait monitor

I

- Essential for full page DTP work

•

Selection of A3 Landscape monitors
- Superb clarity, FST or MultiSync capability

•

Ultra Fast operation using 128K VRAM
- Compatible with Blitter - no speed deficiency

•

Resolutions up to 1024x1024
- Compatible with virtually all software

•

Music DTP v2J

Performance software utilities v2.0

- Zoom, Scrolling, Screen save f others
•

by

Simple plug-in fitment to all Mega ST's

(ake'C'OnXAAH/

- For TOS V1.2 upwards

•

The Ultimate Notation Program

Interface available now for 520/1040 STe
- Unimaginable performance for the basic ST's

- MUSIC with MIDI •

Cost-effective graphic power at £249
- Minimal investment for high specification
•

—]

1024 Graphic Card
Reflex/ Adaptor for STe

£249
£25.50

£1.00

Music l

v2.1

£260

£2.00

Music t

demo disk

Reflex

Sam*" *

A4 Monitor
Flexscan CAD

A3 FST Monitor

HiU

£1.00

£15.00

£1.00

£399

£10.00

£699

£13.00

£795

£15.00

£995

£16.00

Eizo 2

A3 Flexscan

Atari 1

Monitor Cable to Eizo £24.95

Atari 1

... Please call for prices

£1.00

••

Music DTP v2.1

•

••

^ The Ultimate Music Publishing System
^ Highest quality print-out available

--u

} Full MIDI implementation

} Note entry from MIDI keyboard
j1 Playback via MIDI or sampled sounds

J> Import/Export of MIDI & Graphic files
} Edits scores up to A3 size
Insuiui

Jniversity
Vincent

} Compatible with standard Atari hi-res and
Reflex High-Resolutions (see above)

Full PC AT Power jm
Your ST
ST Format Gold 92%

Issue 25 - August '91

The new SCplus 286 co-computer is not an emulator,
it is a full 16MHz 286 PC ATcomputer that you
attach externally to your Atari ST or TT. This gives
you full TOS/DOS multi-tasking power at your
fingertips - you can run an animation package on the
PC while you desktop publish on the ST!
The SCplus 286 has two built in 16 bit PC slots that
allow the use of any PC card that you desire - Super
VGA, Scanner, Hard Drive, Fax Card, etc.

Comes complete with:
1Mb Ram (expandable to 2Mb or 4Mb)
Two 16 bit expansion slots (plug in any 16 bit PC card)
80287 Math Co-Processor socket
DOS 4.01

Built in Power Supply
DMA through port

Spectacular 16 MHz
New £389.00
Price

plus VAT

CONDOR TRADING LIMITED
6 Bacchus House, Calleva Park

Aldermaston, Berks, RG7 4QW
Tel: (0734) 810066 Fax: (0734) 819791

Fame and Fortune!
(Well, fame and a few quid anyway!)

Have you written a utility you just can't wait to share with everyone?
Is your latest program the best of its kind? If so, send it to us.
We only include the best software on the Atari ST User CoverDisk.

TEN TIPS TO COVERDISK STARDOM
1. Check yourprogram before sending it in. Makesure there are no obvious
bugs, and that it works "as advertised".

2. Where possibleinclude only one submission per disk.
3. If at all possible, include an executable version of theprogram. If this is
not possible, state in which language theprogram is written.
4. Write yourname, address, phone number and theprogram name on the
disk label.

One of the, erm, less interesting options available from AccTool

AccTool
Configuration: All STs. Colour or mono.
Filenames:

Folder: SIDE2\ACCT00L

XACCTL.TOS -The self extracting archive program
READ.ME - Instructions for de-archiving the program.
Running AccTool
The program and data for AccTool have been archived to fit on the

CoverDisk. To de-archive the files, copy X_ACCTL.TOS onto a blank, for
matted disk, then doubleclickon it. Full de-archiving instructionsare con
tained in the diskpages. This program should notbe run from the CoverDisk
directly.

Once de-archived, the following files should be on the disk:

ACCTOOL.ACC - Thedesk accessory version ofthe program
ACCTOOL.DOC - The program documentation

5. Include a separate piece ofpaper describing theprogram and how to run
theprogram. Also tellus what machine(s) theprogram has been tested
on (egUk/IMb memory STFM/STE). Ifpossible alsoinclude a printout
ofany documentation.

6. Stateclearly whether theprogram is your copyright, orin thepublic
domain orshareware etc. We areunlikely topayyou if the program is
already freely available orhas been published elsewhere.
7. If you wantyourdiskback, enclose a large sue.
8. Send your program toAtari STUser CoverDisk Submissions, Europa
House,AdlingtonPark,Macclesfield, SKIO 4NP.

9. Bepatient! Although wewillacknowledge receipt of allprograms, it
takes some time to evaluate and testthem on different machines.
10.Once the program hasbeen evaluated, wewillwrite and letyou know.
Even if we donotpublishy your masterpiece, we will at least letyou
know why not!

What's in it for me?
Although getting a programaccepted for the CoverDiskshould be reward

enoughin itself, we do pay for original submissions. Don't expectto get
rich, but programs of sufficientqualitymay earn you morethan you

READ.ME - A list of the files which should be available

ACCTOOL.PRG - Theexecutable version ofthe program
ACCHI.RSC - The resource file for high resolution monitors
ACCTOOL.RSC - The resource file for colour monitors

ACCTOOL.TXT - The program documentation
To run AccToolyou can either double-click on ACCTOOL.PRG or boot
the STwith ACTTOOL.ACC and the relevant Resource file in the Root
Directory (ie not in a folder) of the boot disk. The two files ACCTOOL.PRG

andACCTOOL.ACC are, in fact, identical - simply renaming themwith
.PRG or .ACC will make them act asa program or desk accessory as
required.

Fulldocumentation on running AccTool is the file ACCTOOL.TXT.

CoverDisk Queryline
Gota problem with the CoverDisk? Our
Queryline will help you out

Double click on thisfile, then select Show from the Alert that appears to
read the instructions.

Dial 0732 360966

AccTool gives you access to a number offunctions, such assetting up
your printer, copying files, formatting disksand so on, from a desk acces

Mondays from 3pm to 7pm

sory. This gives youthe freedom to carry out normal housekeeping tasks
without leaving your program.

For example, as longasyour software allows access to deskaccessories,
you can create a new folder while in your wordprocessor, or format a disk
from you art package.
Executing HCCTOOL.PRO.

Our Technical Editor will be

working overtime every Monday
- except Bank Holidays - to
keep the Queryline open
between 3pm and 7pm, allow
ing you time to get home after a
hard day at the office or class
room.

Before calling the Queryline

f|Tg^2TI|l|T^| The main menu
showing AccTools
many funtions

having problems with, the name
of the program, what model ST
you have and exact details of
what your problem is.

Take a little time before ring
ing to write down all the details
- it will save your phone bill.
Please be aware that,

although we do check the pro

please check that you have

grams before they get onto

made every attempt to get
around the problem yourself.

the disk, we have not pro

Read the instructions in

and so may not know the
most intimate workings of

grammed them ourselves

the disk pages carefully and
check for any instructions
on the disk. If possible phone

all of them

with the disk and ST in front

outside the hours of 3pm and

of you. Make sure you know
which issue CoverDisk you are

7pm on Mondays will not be
answered. Sorry!

CoverDisk queries received

Follow these simple instructions to

Using the
V

E

3et the most out of your CoverDisk
It's easy when you know how!

R

D

I

S

K

Some of the programs on the
CoverDiskhave been packed
using an archiving program.

the file to it. Then put the disk con

drive A and drive B icons are visible

just one file, X_PROGNM.TOS.

taining the program into the drive,
and double click on the program. The

on the Desktop.

Double click on this.

This is done to ensure that we can

files will extract themselves.

mouse pointer, press and hold the

fit as much as possible onto your
Disk. To make the de-archiving pro

left mouse button, and drag the file

14. The program will now auto
matically de-archive all of the
files, writing them to the

cedure, follow the numbered instruc

over to the drive B icon. When the

same disk. While it runs, a list of

cessas painlessas possiblewe have

tions below for a step-by-step guide.

drive B icon is highlighted, release

filenames will be displayed on the

the mouse button.

screen. When finished, the

the file is called X_PROGNM.TOS:
1. Put the CoverDisk in drive A,

7. If you have an external drive,
put the blank, formatted disk in it

Desktop will return, with the win
dow now containing a number

switch on computer, monitor and
any external disk drive.
2. Make sure you have a blank,

now. Ensure this disk is not write

of files as well as the

protected.
8. An Alert box will appear,

formatted disk. This disk should

showing one file to be copied. Click

X_PROGNM.TOS file.
15. Point the mouse pointer at
the file X_PROGNM.TOS, click and

not be write protected.

on OK.

If you are still not clear on the pro

For this exercise we will assume

used a self-extracting archive
program.

In short, this means that all you
have to do is copy one program to a
blank disk, then run it and all the
archived files for that application will
be extracted.

To make the self-extracting pro

grams easier to spot, the filename

3. Ensure the CoverDisk is write

used will alwaysbe of the format
X_??????.TOS where ? may be any let
ter or number (X_RAMDSK.TOS for

protected and then put the

example may hold archived files for a

icon on the Desktop to open a win

ram disk).

dow.

Ifyou find a filewith this type of
name, simplyformat a disk and copy

file is visible within it, and the

CoverDisk into drive A.
4. Double click on the drive A

5. Size the window so that the

6. Point at this file with the

Disk B in Drive A, put in the blank,
formatted disk, ensuring it is not

ton.

write protected, then click on OK.
When prompted to insert DISK A in

16. You will be prompted that
you are about to delete one file.

drive A, insert the CoverDisk and
then click on OK. Repeat this as
often as requested.

Click on OK to confirm that this is

drive: when prompted to insert

10. Put the previously blank disk

SIDE TWO SERVICE
IMPORTAl
ANNOUNCEMENT

hold the left mouse button and

drag the icon to the wastebin on
the Desktop. When the wastebin is
highlighted, release the mouse but

9. If you do not have an external

in drive A.

11. Reboot the computer by
pressing the reset button.
12. Double click on the DRIVE A

icon. This will open a window.
13. The window should contain

correct.

17. The disk in the drive now
contains the unarchived files.

Depending on the programs con
cerned, you may be able to run
them now, or further files may
have to be de-archived first.
Consult the instructions on

the disk pages.

Over the last few months there has been a steady decline
in the number of readers who do not have access to a dou

ble sided disk drive, and therefore require the Side Two
—

Service.

ARCHIVING - WHAT IT ALL MEANS

in the future, please write to SideTwo Service, Atari ST

data files for a spreadsheet, or
tune files for a music program. In

using the program ARCX.TTP. But
to make things simple, we're now
using a self-extracting archive.
This is a utility which turns an
archive file into a program which,

User, Europa House, Adlington Park, Macclesfield, SKIO

order to fit as many programs as

when run, extracts all the files

possible onto the CoverDisk, com
plete with all their associatedfiles,
the archive program was written.
Although there are a number of

from the archive and writes them

access to a double sided disk drive, and therefore still

Many programs on the ST are
large and use lots of files, such as

require the Side Two Service.

resource files for a Gem program,

We need to know how many of our readers do not have

If you need the Side Two Service eithernow or perhaps

4NP.

Remember, if you don't write we won't know you're out
there. If we don't know you're out there, we may drop the
dual format disk altogether. You have been warned!

different versions of the archiving

AT YOUR SERVICE

program they all achieve more or
less the same result. A number of

If youown a single sided drive, and you'redyingto get
your handson the goodies on Side Two of the CoverDisk,

files are taken, compressed and

don't despair!

file, which is smaller than the sum

Just send a chequeor postal orderfor £1.50for each of
the two disks required to Atari STUser DiskOffer, Europa
House, Adlington Park, Macclesfield SKIO 4NP. We'llput

of the individual files.

the programs from Side Two on to a single sided disk and

essary to run another program

send it out to you.

which loads the archive file and

If youonly require the second sideof one of our
CoverDisks, please be sureto let us knowwhichone!

writes the uncompressed files

Remember, it is £1.50 per disk.

previously used on the CoverDisk,

merged together to form one large

To extract the original files
from this archive it's usually nec

back to disk. This method was

to disk. No more ARCX.TTP.

The self-extracting archive pro

gram appears just like any other
program on the ST, and for this
reason we've adopted the follow
ing standard. All self-extracting
archive files will have the prefix
X_ and the suffix .TOS
As an example, the filename
X_lSTWRD.TOS may be the self-

extracting archive of the 1st Word
program and associated files.
These self-extracting archive
files should be copied to a blank
disk before being run because they
will attempt to write out to the
disk from which they're run.

* Ui>.
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£39.95
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1
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Introducing "The Ultimate", the last word in Atari ST Cartridges. "The Ultimate" can take control ofyour Atari ST, whatever program it is
running, and let you look around inside it. Whether you're aprogrammer, games player, orjust curious about your Atari ST, The Ultimate
gives you the power that you need!

• Control your Atari ST whatever it is doing • Read Memory • Search

programs • Load &save graphic screens • Low level disk editor • Disk

Memory • Print Memory • Disassemble • Disassemble to disk • Edit

analyser • Examine formats • Format analyser • File editor • Directory

memory • Search for graphics • Search for sprites • Edit screen
configurations • Set up colour palettes • Alter plane configurations •
Load and save screen displays • Run external TOS programs • Load TOS

editor • Formatter • Break &restart function • Search for infinite lives •

Look for music • Play music • Load &save music • Search for

soundtracker music • Search for sound samples • Many more features.

POWER COMPUTING LTD Unit 8 Railton Road Woburn Road Ind. Estate Kempston MK42 7PN

Telephone 0234 843388 Fax 0234 840234

The cartridge the ST has been waiting for!

GRAPHICS AND
PRESENTATIONS

COMPUTER

^

£114.95
£36.95
£59.95

Timeworks DTP Version 2

SUPPLIES

Easy Draw 2

Supercharged Easy Draw 2

£44.951

Deluxe Paint ST

Suppliers ofDiscount Software since 1984

£10.95
£19.95
£22.95
£39.95
£39.95

Canvas

Educational, Local Authority and government orders welcome. Overseas orders please call or write lor quotations.
All goods subject toavailability, prices subject to change without notice. E&OE

Prices Include VAT and delivery by post, Courier delivery available on any item £5 TO ORDER: Please call the telephone number listed below to place credit card orders (Access/Visa) or send a cheque/POs made out to MJC Supplies to:

Degas Elite
Spectrum 512

Cyber Studio (1 MB req'd)
CyberPaint

PROGRAMMING
Tempus 2-Programmers Editor

MJC SUPPLIES (STU), Unit 2 The Arches,

£29.95
£15.95
£39.95

GSTC Compiler
HisoftC Interpreter

Icknield Way, Letchworth, Herts SG61UJ. Tel: (0462) 481166 (6 Lines)

£99.95

Lattice C version 5

PROTAR PRODUCTS
DisCache Models

PROGATE HARD DRIVES

Protars superb range offast hard drives, fully com

patible with all ST's, offering up to 12partitions per
disc, selectable boot partition and a wide range of
configurations to suitall requirements, from
20Mbyteto 160Mbyte.

Progate 20 (20.4 Mb formatted
Progate 30 (30.7 Mbyte)
Progate40 (42.9 Mbyte)
Progate60 (61.9 Mbyte)
Progate80 (80 Mbyte)

£280.00

are fitted with 64Kb cache memory, which can

reducedisk access times by up to 50%. Guarantee
extended to 2 years.
£423.00
Progate 50DC
£565.00
Progate 100DC
£922.00
Progate 160DC
Protar's VIST0 C141M is a medium resolu

£327.00

tion monitor based on the Philips 8833, but

£341.00

with improved circuitry. Supplied complete

£437.00

with ST cable.
£248.00

includesfree courierdelivery

ORDER ANY PROTAR PRODUCT &YOU CAN ADD TIMEWORKS DTP 1&FIRST WORD PLUS FOR JUST£49.00

THE COMPLETE COLOUR DIGITIZING SOLUTION
ROMBO RGB SPLITTER

VIDI-ST

The bestvalue digitiser forthe Atari ST. Grabs 16
shademono images from anymoving or still video
source, including your home VCR. Mono images can
besaved inDegas or Neochrome formats foruse
with your favourite DTP or other graphics program.
Included is the Vidi-Chrome software, which allows

you todigitise from your camera three times, each
time using a different coloured filter (supplied) in

Fits in line between yourvideo sourceand the VidiST unitto filter out red, green, and bluefor use with
the colour software. With a cable, (add£4.95) grab
bing with Vidi can beautomated.
£59.95

Thecomplete package, comprising
VIDI-ST
VIDI-CHROME
ROMBO RGB SPLITTER
SPECTRUM 512
ST G-BASE

splitter with any still video source, grabbed three
times. 512 colours on STFM, 4096 on STE. Also

includes Spectrum 512 colour software, and ST GBase,graphics database.

AND ALL LEADS AND POWER SUPPLY
RRP £179.00
OURS £139.95
OURS £89.95

RRP £129.00

All the power ofversion 5 and more! Athesaurus
is thefirstthing you'll notice, butalso includes
automatic hyphenation, revised dictionaries, new
word count options to aid style analysis,

improved print formatting help and line drawing,
and better data importfrom Prodata
RRP £152.75

£33.95

STOS THE CREATOR
STOS- Interpreter
STOS - Add on Compiler

£19.95
£12.95

BOTH THE ABOVE - STOSAND COMPILER

£29.95

£7.95

STOS- Maestro software

£15.95

STOS - Maestro Plussampler

£39.95

The Game Makers Manual (Book)

£11.95

DATABASES/FINANCIAL
Prodata 1.2

Data Manager Professional
Super Card 2, by B. Ware
3-d CalcSpreadsheet
Mini Office Spreadsheet
Personal Finance ManagerPlus

See New Releases
£29.95
£24.95
£21.95
£12.95
£29.95

WORD PROCESSING
Protextversion5.5 (1 Mb)
Word Flair (1 Mb)
First Word Plus
Word Writer

£109.95
Call for Price
£57.95
£49.95
£36.95

SAMPLERS
Mastersound 2, playback via monitor

£29.95

Replay 8, output for Hi-Fi ormonitor

£59.95

Replay Stereo, twin outputs for both

(Due 1stOctober, but call before ordering)
New Pull-Down Menus, automatic record numbering, 2
across label printing, instantaneous filtering andmore
RRP £99.88

OURS£69.95
TIMEWORKS PUBLISHER 2

(Due 21st October, but call before ordering)
Text flow around irregular objects,extrafonts,
Protext file import & more.
OUR PRICE £114.95

OURS£109.95

£36.95

Playback gives stereo to STFM's

£24.95

Mini Office Communications

£12.95

Mini Office, Presentation Graphics

£12.95
£34.95

Harlekin 2 new version
Hisoft Knife ST

Flexidump (for9 pin mono)
Flexidump Plus(all dot matrix)

£19.95
£17.95
£31.95
£24.95

CUMANA CSA 354 DISC DRIVE

(While stocks last)

Quality external, double sided discdrive, including

TIMEWORKS DESKTOP PUBLISHER 1

TIMEWORKS DESKTOP PUBLISHER 1

PLUS

VIDI ST(as £89.95 pack above)
and FIRST WORD PLUS (no mail merge)

£69.95

£99.95

Quartet v1.54 voice music synth

ForgetMeClock 2

SPECIAL OFFERS

GOLDEN IMAGE MOUSE

£64.95

MISCELLANEOUS
PRODATA 1.2

(Due 1stOctober, but call before ordering)

£69.95

Replay Prof, mono, Hi-Fi/Monitor

NEW RELEASES
PROTEXT 5.5!

Hisoft High Speed Pascal
Hisoft WERCS Plus(inc. GDOS)

Protext 4.3

THE COMPLETE COLOUR SOLUTION

front of the lens. Also allows you to use an RGB

£33.95

STOS - Sprites 600

PROTAR MONITOR

£486.00

Nevada Cobol (CPM Inc. emulator)

PLUS

£134.95

PSU and cable.

£69.95
NAKSHA MOUSE

Upgrade version including Mat, Mouse House, and
Operation Stealthgame.

TIMEWORKS DESKTOP PUBLISHER 1
PLUS

CUMANA CSA 354 SECOND DISC DRIVE

and FIRST WORD PLUS (no mail merge)
£124.95

MINI OFFICE PROFESSIONAL
SPREADSHEET
PRESENTATION GRAPHICS
COMMUNICATIONS
£12.95 EACH
£25.00 FOR ANY TWO

£21.95
GOLDEN IMAGE

400dpi OPTICAL mouse; completely without balls
Includes optical mat, and mouse holder.
£34.95

.

EDUCATIONAL SPECIAL
SOFT-STUFF

DISNEY SOFTWARE

Spellbook (4-9)
Things to Do with Words (5-12)
Things to Do with Numbers (5-10)

£14.95
£14.95
£14.95

Let'sSpell at the Shops (4-10)
£14.95
Let'sSpell at Home (4-10)
£14.95
Let's Spell Out&About (4-10)
£14.95
All of the LetsSpell range show picturesof various
locations, and the child selects an object, and is
asked to spell it's name. Mouse controlled.
Puzzle Book 1 (5-Adult)

£14.95
£14.95

Puzzle Book 2 (5-Adult)

From the world's best animatorscomes a range of
educational software including all of your favourite

LEARN TO READ
WITH PROF.
Prisma Software's complete reading course for 4 to i
year olds. Assumes no initial reading ability.

characters.

For 2 to 5 year olds
Goofy's Railway Express
£19.95
(Learn about colours andshapes)
Donald's Alphabet Chase
£19.95
(Learn aboutthealphabet)
Mickey's Runaway Zoo
£19.95
(Find andcounttherunaway animals)

1. Prof Playsa New Game
£19.95
includes story tape & 5 reading books
Teaches a sight vocabulary to beginner readers
2. Prof Looks at Words

£19.95

Teaches spelling to beginner readers
3. Prof Makes Sentences

£19.95

Teaches writing sentences to beginners
4. Prof Hunts for Words

£19.95

Develops anddemonstrates theability to reason

KOSMOS EDUCATIONAL
SOFTWARE

FUN SCHOOL

KEYS TO PLEASE

Theall time best selling educational software from

Database Educational. Anumber of programs per

Answerback Junior Quiz (6-11)
£14.95
An excellent, expandable program. Supplied with
general knowledge questions on 15 subjects, with

package coveringa wide range of subjects.
"An excellent educational experience"
STU Sept. '91

extra more specific 'Factfiles' available.

Factfile Arithmetic (6-11)
£7.95
Factfiole Spelling (6-11)
£7.95
10 other subjects available.
Factfiles are datafor Answerback Quiz only.

8 PROGRAMS PER PACKAGE

KOSMOS LANGUAGE
TUTORS
Theideal aidto learning vocabulary for anyone
approaching GCSE's or who remembers 'O' levels
and wishes to brush up. Add your own vocab. lists
for homework or businessjargon.
French Mistress
German Master

£14.95
£14.95
£14.95
£14.95

Spanish Tutor
Italian Tutor

has done it before! FITS ALL
COMPUTERS.

FUN SCHOOL 2

FOR2 TO 6 YEARS
FOR 6 TO 8 YEARS
FOR THE OVER8's

£12.95
£12.95
£12.95

FUN SCHOOL 3

£15.95
£15.95
£15.95

LCL SOFTWARE
including a 100 page pluspaperback book, with 24
programs. All LCL titlesare produced bypractising
teachers.

Primary Maths Course (3to 11)

show looking at letters or numbers. INCLUDES FREE
WATCH.
Letters for You
Numbers Count

£15.95
£15.95

FOR FURTHER
INFORMATION

maths".

Micro French (12/adultto GCSE)
Includes cassette for pronunciation.

£19.95
£19.95

B.WARE

EDUCATIONAL
Asuperb range of educational softwarefrom a well

We have produced our own "Educational Supplement'
to givea little more detail on our range of educational
software. Ifyou would like a copy please send a selfaddressed envelope or ask when placing an order.

B.Spell (5 tn 8 years)

TELEPHONE YOUR
ORDER ON

0462 481166

words.

Master Time (3-11)
£12.95
Teachestime telling and more. A memory game and
Doodle "etch-a-sketch" game.

COMPUTER

ji

SUPPLIES

Suppliers of Discount Software since 1984

E3

£10.95

Aclassic programfeaturing digitised speech.
Schooltime Maths (over 5's)
£10.95
Ananimated school teacher talks the childthrough
subtraction, addition, and multiplication.
Playspell (over7's)
£10.95
Aplatform and ladderstype game whereyou need
to collect letters in the correct order to spellvarious

CREDIT CARD HOLDERS

U

£17.95

established and highly rated company.

£19.95

For GCSE self-tuition or revision.

£17.95

More fun with Henrietta and words.

SESAME STREET
COLOURING BOOKS

includes book: "Help your child withthe new

Micro Maths (12/adulttoGCSE)

Hooray for Henrietta (5-12)
Subtitled "Fun Maths", and rightly so.
Henriettas BookOfSpells

Mixand Match with Maggie
£17.95
Anew character and three new gamesfor pre-readers,
to teach recognition, discrimination and memory.

Use the mouse to colour in the characters from the TV

Each package is designed as a complete course,

SCETLANDER
SOFTWARE
GOOD FUN, GOOD DUALITY SOFTWARE

8 PROGRAMS PER PACKAGE

FOR 2 TO 5 YEARS
FOR 5 TO 7 YEARS
FOR THE OVER 7's

On it's own £3.95

// yourtotal orderexceeds £10
£2.95
One of the problems with most computers, espe
cially for youngerchildren, is that the keyboard
shows onlycapital letters. This is a set of laminated
stickers showing upperand lowercase. A brilliantly
simple ideathat makes youwonder why nobody

THIS MONTH'S PRIZE
Last month every copy of Atari ST User featured a unique GRAND GRAB serial number. The panel
below contains 500 randomly selected winning numbers. If any of these match the GRAND GRAB
number on your personal copy of Atari ST User issue 68, you are already well ontheway towinning a
Golden Image hand scanner oroneofeightytop games from Kixx andGremlin.

The prizes

How to win
13705

10543

13739
13783

10658

13801

10S62
10993

13827
13856

11286

11475
11-98

1 OS?

11642
11845

17463
17638
17777
17839
17924

•2595

12454
12487
12554

12612
12647

12699

18821
18922
19233

25194

25273

30554

25376

19573

25487

30612
30647
30699

32667
32756
32769
32864
32888
32954

30753
30794

33004
33165

38276

33276

38400
38487

19768
19946
20016

14485
14499
14576
14663
14667

20199
20286
20398

14756
14769
14864
14888
14954

20881
20991
21076
21165
21234

15004
15165

21456

20400

20631

21974
22001

15489
15594

22163

13002

15643
15780
15791
15873
15995
16100
16265
16309

13288

13310
1339!
13421
13425
13487
13523

42276

30454
30487

15387

13274

37697
37768
37843
37946
38018
38199

25000

15487

13155

32485
32499
32576
32663

24890
24910

i2»5o
12911
12915

13185

41643
41788

18354
18645

12832

13101

41448
41567

18743

15276

13065

30146
30295
30376
30390

36821
36922

37153
37231
37233
37330
37498
37573

13936
13955
13987

21544
21785

12753
12800

32111
32156
32264
32364

13871
13923

14264
14364

'2375

29976
29988
30056

24643
24788

14156

11954
11976

29954

24587

18153

11857

11988
12056
12146
12295

24264

24342
24487

22273
22464
22588

22711
22980
23187

23294
23312
23476
23576
23645

16465
16533
16650

23649

16753

23765

16888

23876

13588

16980

13611
13622
13682

17010

23888
23932

17164

24005
24109

17265

25505
25674

25732
25843
25902
26176
26223
26583
26642
26731
26849
26932
27089
27287
27374
27494

27588
27622
27832
27990
28005

28048
28176
28284

28398
28476
28543
28658
28862
28993
29286
29475
29498

29587
29642
29845
29857

30800
30832

30856
30911

33387
33487
33594

31185

33643
33780
33873
33995
34100
34211

31274
31288

34465

31310

34533

31398

34753

31421

34888
34980

30915
31002

31065
31101
31155

31425
31487

31523
31588
31611
31622
31682

34265

35010
35265
35463

31705
31739
31783
31801
31827

35524
35638
35777
35839
35924
36001
36123
36153

31856

36295

31871

36299

31923

36354

31936
31955
31987
32008

36488
36550

36645
36743

38367

38586
38631
38724

38787
38994
38881
38991

41890
41910

42089
42187
42374

54265

54394
54427

55078
55186
55298

43076
43102
43117
43213
43323
43487

48811
49458
50010
50499

55397
55453
56494
56578

50655
50983

56789
56880

43578

51024
52349
52505
52857

56934
57123
57145
57287

43621
43775

44287
44394
44443

39407
39588
39645
39711
39740

44586
44622

40342

47332

47475
47550

48435
48550
48774

42965
43006

39001
39273
39387

39932
40153
40296

54164

54505
54686

43876
43946
44100

39876

53955
53987

47234

54739
54876

42788
42873

53002

57354

53065

57498

53101

57567

53155

57689

53185

57702

53274

57889

53288
53310

57999
58173

44799
44865
45003

53398

58237

53421

58315

45104
45286

53425
53487

58487
58569

45387

53523

57694

45498

53567
53588
53611
53622

58898
58943
59154
59214

45553
45639

40494

45763

40583
40645
40888

45843

53682

59345

45990

53705

59486

45996

53739

59564

41000
41111
41236

46187
46222
46395
46494

53783
53801
5382?

59668
59703
59824

53856

59991

41394

NEXT MONTH'S

53871
53923
53936

47045
47187

47771
47991

38234
38456
38785

39765

46573
46666
46789

48133
48224

42445
42685

\
What's up grabs?

lucky readers have won a
superb 400dpi hand scanner
from Golden Image. Check
the number panel on this
page and find out if one of
them is you!

Gremlin and Kixx.

t All remaining winners will collect various runner-up prizes including soft
ware, Atari ST User subscriptions and T-shirts.

Games galor

smash hits HeroQuest and
Switchblade 2, with an addi
tional 50 winners collecting

some classic games software
courtesy of Kixx.

hit releases froml

Ocean, one of the beggestl
names in ST entertainment!

Next month we will be giving
away fifteen copies of Amies all
action
movie
seque
Terminator 2. Join the Austrian
T800 in level after level of blast-

'em-up action. It's all in the
game of the T-shirt of the book
of the movie... and it can be yours totallyfree.
Don't have a cow man
Thanks to Atari ST User and Ocean, you can join Homer,

I

I

smash

It's nothing personal

GRAND GRAB claim form

I

from Ocean!
The ST Carrier team have been busy rounding up the very best
prizes for this month's Grand Grab extravaganza.
Topping the list we have two

software.

• If your GRAND CRAB number from tori 57 User issue 68 (October 1991)
Thirty lucky winners will col
matches any of those listed above, carefully complete your claim form.
• Photocopies of winning GRAND GRAB number panels will not be accepted. lect copies of Gremlin's
• The first two fully completed GRAND GRAB claim forms tobe drawn from
the compiled entries on Thursday November 7,1991 will each win a Golden
Image Scanner. Afurther 80 winners will pick up great software prizes from

Games galore

Get scanning
Break into image processing
with the help of Atari ST User
and Golden Image. Two

Marge, Lucy and Maggie and of course Bart in an everyday
Name

tale of American cartoon folk.

Fifteen lucky GRAND GRAB winners will be able to help Bart
save planet earth from evil space mutants and still have time to

* Address

I

ride his skateboard. All]

I

this and animation]
you won't believe, in J

I Daytime telephone

The Simpsons game/

AttachGRAND GRAB winning number panel here:

- Bart versus the'

I (Photocopies not accepted)

Space Mutants.

I

1 Question:
I What is the is the name of 57Carrier's News section?

(a) Upfront •

(b) Onword [

(c) Newsbeat •

| Send this completed coupon to: GRAND GRAB CLAIMS, Atari ST User, Europa
House, Adlington Park, Macclesfield, SK10 4NP.

' All entries must be received before Thursday November 7,1991.
I

I

1. Atari ST User GRAND GRAB isopen to all readers with
the exception ofEuropress Group employees, agents and advertis-

4.All remaining claimants will receive unspecified runner-up
prizes.

ers>
2. Each claimant MUST complete the skill question on the
GRAND GRAB claim form before their entry becomes valid.

5. Atari ST User reserve the rightto substitute prizes without
notice.
6. The editor's decision isfinal and no personal correspondence

3.The main GRAND GRAB prizes will beawarded to the first
three claimants drawn from assembled entries onThursday

can be entered into as aresult of a GRAND GRAB claim.
7.All successful claimants will belisted infuture issues ofAtari ST

November 7,1991.

User.

X-RAy

SPECS

ZQ5Q .
SCORE

LIVES

Til

"s

r

j

^>

\

GRAND GRAB EXTRAVAGANZA
Thanks to Atari ST User you can relax with the
very vest in games action with the help of
Ocean and Mirror Image

A games grab bag
from Mirror Image
Do you remember ST classics like Carrier Command, 3D Pool, Waterloo
and Rocket Ranger? Well those awfully nice people at Mirror Image are
giving these excellent games a new lease of life at a very affordable bud
get price.
We are going one better
though! Thats right, next .

month Atari ST User will be giv- I Qgt

ing away fifty Mirror Image I
classics totally free. All you need
to do is keep this copy of Atari
ST User safe until next month.

^^*pRw»m

eatiVe MEDIA STORE HIGHEST QUALITY! LOWEST PRICES!
FLOPPY DISK LABELS

RIBBONS
sua

£ 0 49

StarLCIO

-ITMEDIA ...RIBBON
...5As'
. 24 ft.

£12.99

Oleic Acid

Per Pack of 6

35±4

™

each

Caliper
3.9±0.3ln
Thread Count. .284±10/ln:

AUDIO CASSETTE

m

PRICE
EACH

PRICE PER
PACK OF 6

nstrad
nstrad
nstrad
nstrad
nstrad

£2.99
£3.24
£5.99
£3.49
£3.49
£3.99
£3.24
£3.49
£3.49
£3.99
£2.99
£3.24
£5.24
£2.99
£2.99
£2.99
£4.49
£3.99
£3.49
£2.99
£3.49
£3.49
£2.99
£3.49
£3.49
£3.49
£2.49
£2.99
£4.49
£4.49
£4.24
£3.49
£3.99
£4.49
£4.24
£3.49
£3.49
£3.49
£2.99
£3.49

£14.99
£15.99
£29.99
£17.99
£17.99
£19.99
£15.99
£17.99
£17.99
£19.99
£14.99
£15.99
£25.99
£14.99
£14.99
£14.99
£22.99
£19.99
£17.99
£14.99
£17.99
£17.99
£14.99
£17.99
£17.49
£17.99
£12.99
£14.99
£22.99
£22.99
£21.99
£17.99
£19.99
£22.99
£21.99
£17.99
£17.99
£17.99
£14.99
£17.99

DMP2000/3000/316
8512/8256
LQ5000
9512 M/Stnke
8256/8512 M/Strike

nstrad DMP4000

nstrad 9512 Nylon
nstrad LQ3500
other HR 15/35 M/Strike
other M1409
other M1109

other HR15 Nylon
other 1509/1709
anon PW1080
tizen 120D
DmmodoreMPS801

Dmmodore MPS 803 Nylon
jmmodore MPS 803 M/Strike
IT0H 8510/550/2500
ablo Hy-Type 2 Nylon
abloHy-Type2M/Stnke
json FX 1000

JSonLQ 400/500/550/850
)son EX 800

)son LQ1000
3Son LQ 1500

asonLX 80/86
json MX/FX 80, MX/FX88
. TallyMT80/81 Nylon
. TallyMT85
ECP2200/P2+
:CP5

EC Pl/2/6
:C P3/7
[C P6+/P7+
kidata 182/183/192/193
anasonic KXP1080/1081/1180
anasonicKXP1124

arLC24-10/24-15/24-200
tarMicronicsNLlO

3you need labels 'gas

mailers?^asYtSn

0

CD

>K NOTCHER— ForApple, Atari & Commodore

puter Owners, cut yourdisk costs in
^ O QQ
oy accessing the other halfofyourdisk XrOi«7*7 each
HEAD CLEANING KIT -

liaruse of your newcleaningkit helps £ f QC
J data loss and increase productivity
X*J-a«7w each

OW TO ORDER
ices includeVAT at 17.5%.To order bymail: Completethe order
with your details.On a separate sheet of paper listallitemsyou
to purchase,the quantitiesrequired, indicating size where
opriateand the priceper item. Add the relevant

age/packaging &insurance charge. Make your cheque/postal

K
u>

~)t
DESCRIPTION

SIZE

Audio Cassette

3'/xl9/I6
lxl

Disk Index Tabs

3'/2x3/5
3'/xl'/16

File Folder

Floppy Disk(51/")

CO

3

Price Marks (4 wide)

lxl

2% x 2%
33/,x23/8

MicroDisk (3'/,")
Name Tags
Recipe/File Cards
Rotary Index Cards

5x3

4x2'/B

3

DS/DD

30p eachinlotsof 500
32p eachInlotsof 250

uct or refund your money.

?£E CATALOGUE AVAILABLE
CALL OR WRITE

0

o

40£

<

}

PRICE MARKS

and Standards for:

• Magnetic Retention
• LightTransmission
• Thickness & Shape

3

DC

PRICE

DESCRIPTION

SIZE

Shipping Labels

£2.49

Std Clear Matte

£2.49

Std Removable

£7.49

Std 3 Wide

£3.99
£5.49

Std 2 Wide (9.5 car)
Std 2 Wide (8" car)

4x2%
3y2x7i.
3'/2x%
3y2x%
3'/2x%
372X7,6
3y2x7,6

£4.49

Std Permanent

£5.99

Video Cassette (VHS)

£5.49

Write Protect Tabs

QTY
250/pack
200/pack
250/pack
1000/pack
1000/pack
1000/pack
1000/pack
100/pack
200/pack

PRICE
£7.49
£5.49
£2.99

£5.99
£7.49
£5.49

£5.99
£6.99
£4.49

BRIGHT COLOURED PAPER
Medium weight 201b paper has a 'clean edge' perforation.

The 9y2" by11" size tears down to a standard 8%" by11"
NO. OF SHEETS

COLOUR

25 MATCHINGENVELOPES

100

250

2000(case)

5%'x4'/.'

9%'x4V,-

Kelly Green

£5.99

£9.99

£64.99

£1.99

£1.99

Cherry Red

£5.99

£9.99

£64.99

£1.99

£1.99

Wild Pink

£5.99

£9.99

£64.99

£1.99

£1.99

Electric Blue

£5.99

£9.99

£64.99

£1.99

£1.99

Brilliant Yellow

£5.99

£9.99

£64.99

£1.99

£1.99

Rigorous Testing

Box of 10

3V2"DS/DD

£4.95
3V2" DS/DD Diskette Specifications
Inner 25mm, Outer 86mm
Biaxially-oriented polyethylene
terepthalate (P.E.T.)

< 125%

ABS Plastic

Automatic
Greater than 10 million revolutions

with head on a single track; with
less than 20% signal reduction
in signal amplitude

Certification - Every diskette is tested and
certified to be 100% error-free. All disks are certified
to meet or exceed ANSI standards.

ui-

DESCRIPTION

QUANTITY

PRICE

Double Density
Double Density
Double Density
Double Density
Double Density

10
25

£4.95

£9.95

250

£80.00

500

£150.00

1000

£290.00

BANNER ROLLS

45 feet with no seams

or perfs!

Creating largemessages was nevereasier.Saygoodbye to seams, perforations
and tape! Now you can produce professionalbanners and signs withBANNER
ROLL. This revolutionary computer paper is a continuous tractor feed roll of

medium weight quality paper that has no cross perforations and microperf edges
for clean, finished output.
Print you next sales
promotion, convention
slogan or party message on

BANNER ROLL Forty-five feet
of 201b paper in eight
fabulous easy to read colours

M0USEPAD
M0USEP0CKET

COLOUR

PRICE

COLOUR

Powder Blue
Harvest Gold

£7.99
£7.99

Neon Orange £8.99

Pastel Yellow

£7.99

Arctic White

£7.99

Neon Green
Neon Red
Neon Pink

PURCHASE ORDERS

NAME
ADDRESS

PRICE

£8.99
£8.99
£8.99

£2.99 PRINTERSTAND
£5.49
£1.99 PRINTERSTANDWITHTRAY...£6.99

3%* DISK BOX (50 capacity). .£3.95 MONITOR CLIP
3%' DISK BOX (100 capacity) £4.95 DESK COPY HOLDER

In order to offerthe products at the lowest price,all Purchase
Orders must be accompanied withyour payment.

£3.99
£8.99

DELIVERY INFORMATION
All products, exceptpaperand evelopes, are sent by1st Class Post.

INSURANCE
AND
PACKAGING
CHARGES

nased fromus, return it and we will be pleased to exchangethe

0

£4.49

Special Quantity Pricing
29p each In lots of1,000

re telephoning

anyreasonwhatsoever, you are notsatisfiedwith anyproduct

o

o

K

QTY
100/pack
25/pack
250/pack
250/pack
1000/pack
100/pack
100/pack
200/pack
200/pack

3V," DOUBLE DENSITY DISKS

Paper and envelopes are sent byParcelPost.

satisfaction is unconditionally guaranteed or yourmoneyback,

I"

-J 0

STANDARD 2 WIDE

)r

r payable to Creative MEDIA STORE or completeyour creditcard
ilsand postyour orderto us at the address below. Credit card
rs are accepted bytelephone, please haveyour orderready

CONDITIONAL GUARANTEE

'

0

STANDARD 3 WIDE

" DISK MAILERS - Sturdy, bend-resistant construction

of50

WRITE PROTECT
TABS

•

Shutter:
Media Life;

s ofyellow, green, blue, red andgrey £r J. • W

BZZB i

0

Cartridge Material:

£ * QQ Per pack

Htijfi

VIDEO CASSETTE (VHS)

1

RECIPE FILE CARDS

Overwrite:

"USER LABELS —In combi

a—

ROTARY INDEX CARDS

1

Coercivity:
Nominally 600 Oersted
Coating:.... Non-oriented cobalt enhanced iron oxide

^ O QQ p"'1*
X*9a«7«7 of25

NAME TAGS

STANDARD
SINGLE LABELS

DISK INDEX
TABS

I

Diskette Diameters:
Substrate:

amage free delivery.
[y ships eight 31/, diskettes.

3

EJB

SHIPPING LABELS

ESCRIPTION

FILE FOLDER LABELS 3%"MICRO DISK

POSTAGE,

ORDERAMOUNT
less than £19.99
£20.00-£39.99
£40.00-£74.99
£75.00-£99.99
£100.00-£149.99
£150.00 and above

POSTCODE
CHARGE
£2.25
£2.50
£3.50
£3.75
£3.95
£4.25

Ienclose a Cheque/Postal Order for £.
Please charge mycredit card
No

Signature _
Expiry Date,

Tick box to receive a copy ofour FREEcatalogue

c

„ *-2~ ^lkJirr r \ i a C ti^> i-% T7 Defford Road, Pershore, S 0386 553222

VeatlVe MEDIA STORE Worcs., WRIO1AZ

FAX: 0386 55655!

You can tell

Page

Style Text

Graphics Help

C:\PUBLISH\DTP\EXAMPlE.DTP

Timeworks
Publisher to save

your current
document after a

preset interval, or to
beep to remind you

Defaults can be

set paths, import
formats, view size
and various

system options

Timeworks DTP or Timeworks

Publisher STas it prefers to be
called, was first launched in

files, and the settings of rulers, frames
and view size.
Timeworks Publisher is a frame-

1987 and has become the staple diet
of home publishers and a fair few

based DTP, meaning that text, graph
ics, even single lines can only be

business users ever since.

placed on the page within a frame.
This philosophy, which is tidy but
can force a certain long-windedness,
is kept up in version two. Now,
though, frames can be grouped

This is partly due to the program
being the first desktop publisher on
the ST and partly due to its reason
able price. It's mainly due, though, to
the good smattering of useful layout
and typographical controls built into
an easy to use application which
works at a reasonable speed, even on

together and moved, copied or
resized in one go. If you've put
together the contents of an advert or
coupon and want to shift it from one
page to another, grouping can be
very useful.
Pages themselves can be added and
deleted singly or in ranges. If you
want to re-use just the title page of a
document, for instance, you can now

delete all the other pages in one sim
ple operation... and there can now be
up to 999 of them.
The borders of frames are no

longer sacrosanct. By selecting a cus
tom border from the Repel Text dia
logue you can redefine the left- or
right-hand edges of the frame. The
technique is rather like creating a
string picture, by stretching the frame
border around corners defined with

The first new release of Timeworks

the mouse pointer.
The most obvious use for this tech

nearly all aspects except the installa

nique is to wrap text directly around
a graphic, rather than just around the
graphic frame. Asbefore, when you
lay a graphic frame on top of a text
frame, the text automatically reflows
around the graphics frame. Now,
though, the frame needn't be rectan
gular.
Although manual adjustment is a
more laborious technique than hav
ing an automatic wrap - particularly
since there's no way of editing the
custom border - it gives you the
option of creating you own special
wrapping effects. You can specify the

tion routine and extra fonts. It came

stand-off of the text from the border's

with parts of a photocopied manual

edge, too.

a single drive 520STFM.

The new package, inspiringly
called Timeworks Publisher 2, follows

the same basic philosophy and
extends itself in several logical and
helpful ways. All the features current
users know and love are retained,
while some of the more irritating
shortcomings have been tackled -

though not all. The result is a worthy
update to the original.
The product reviewed here was a

late beta-test sample, complete in

Publisher in four years hits the streets this
month, Charles Michael rates it highly

in a similar state of readiness. GST

says that the finished product will
look similar in most respects to the
IBM PC version. This is a high qual
ity, professionally finished package. If
the sample STmanual pages are any
thing to go by, it will be an easy to
read and comprehensive document
in a larger than normal format.

Pages and frames
Whereas paper sizes were restricted in

the first version of the program, a

Font bits
The bitmapped fonts offered with the
original Timeworks Publisher are still

supplied with version two, though
four extra faces are included:

Autumn, Brushwood, Diamond and

Sage. These display faces are supplied
in a reasonable range of sizes, but not
in bold or italic styles.

The font capabilities of the pro
gram may be the single biggest prob
lem for it, in comparison with the
other well known STDTPs. They are
bitmaps, so you can't put together
any sizes not supplied with the pack

much wider range is available now,
including "A" sizes, organiser, fanfold
and a custom options, where you can
specify any size up to 22.5in square.
You still have to specify the size of
your paper before you start to lay out
the page.
Master pages are handled much

important as Calamus, Fleet Street

the same as before. You can add

and now PageStream all come with

guides, repeating text and pictures to
them, but can't import text, only
type it direct from the keyboard. You

scalable outline fonts.

Timeworkswill support FSMGDOS,

can save master pages along with the

Atari's own scalable font extension

paragraph tags which make up a style
sheet, but you can now also save
defaults paths for text and image

for the ST and TT ranges.
Unfortunately, this extension is still

age. Although GSTwas keen that the
program should continue to run on a

basic 520STFM, the need for a good
range of fonts is becoming more

To try and get around this,

unreleased and is unlikely to be

^

> included with Timeworks - you'll
have to go to Atari to buy it, and the
fonts that go with it. This is not GST's

•™tt«*nMi3iBa

m

fault, of course, but it would have

been good to see a font generator
included in the new Timeworks pack
age, so at least you could chose the
sizes of your bitmapped fonts.
Text editing is quick and easy and
the program has in general lost little
of its original speed. It's also one of
the best looking programs, if you are

Page §\\'UM Text

Graphics

Help

Ci Font/size.,, MT [LED.DTP"~"

ttispossibli

Horn.il

KH

Bold
Underlined

KB
BU

Three new text

styles are
provided with

Light

/ishtousel 2"Hined
White

FEATURES: The new

" "'"mi eithi

Superscr
Superscript Bt

Subscript

feature line-up is strong, but
is it strong enough?

Timeworks

!•!-

Box

Publisher 2: box,

Rounded box

rounded box and

Strikethrough

EASE OF USE: Hard to

strikethrough

nil the browser.!

fault, good tutorial, good
manual, automatic backup

set to run on a medium-resolution

screen. All the supplied fonts are easy
to read, even at small point sizes, and
text in the browser and in dialogues
uses a highly legible caps-only font.

You can now

have up to 14

Import and export

tabs and set
them all to a

default. Spaces
are specified

Timeworks Publisher 2 can now read

from a much wider range of
wordprocessors, including

from one tab to
the next

WordPerfect, WordStar,
Protext, Le RCdacteur,
I.UI.IiMJ-.UWI'llMMMTTTirilTMHr

That's Write and Write

On. As you'll notice,
several of these are

non-ST applications. It
A wide range
of text import

makes sense to include
formats from other

formats are

machines, particularly

supported.
Other

the PC, as text for use in

wordprocess

any ST DTPis increasingly
likely to come from one of these

ors can

import using
a

sources.

common

format

As before, loading text is a simple
matter of selecting the file format and
locating the file. Now, though,
imported text can include informa
tion which will automatically select
paragraph styles, insert soft hyphens
and hard spaces, and include nonkeyboard characters from the Gem
character set. These extras are known

as markup codes; paragraph tags are
entered simply as the name of the

tag, enclosed in angled brackets.
If you're importing text, another
useful new feature is the ability to
automatically flow text, creating

extra pages and frames according to
the layout of the master pages. If, for
instance, you have the entire text of a
chapter of a book to print, you could
lay out a pair of master pages and
import the text directly into the doc
ument, with Timeworks Publisher 2

generating all the new pages. If you
have already incorporated typograph
ical information into the imported
file, headers, footers and chapter
titles would all be created during the
import, completely automatically.
Text entered at the keyboard can
now be named, so that it shows up in
Hold down Shift and
click on several
frames to

temporarily group
them, for moving,
copying or resizing

the story browser and can be flowed
into other frames or moved easily to
another part of the document. Any
text within Timeworks Publisher 2

can be exported back to disk, but
only in Asciiformat. It's a shame

there aren't equivalent filters for
export, and that new tags aren't
saved back as their equivalent
markup codes.
Graphics import has also been

improved, with a wider range of sup
ported formats, including PIC, TIF,
PCX and encapsulated PostScript
(EPS). EPS files don't display
onscreen, of course. As before, there's

no colour support with Timeworks
Publisher.

Inkjet additions
The range of supported printers has
been extended. In addition to the

Atari lasers and 9- and 24-pin Epson
dot matrix machines, there's now

support for Epson and HP lasers, the
NEC PinWriter and inkjets from HP
and Canon, including the popular
BJ10E. You can also print to
PostScript printers.
The new printer drivers offer better

quality printing of grey scale images
than before and you can now install
Left- and righthand borders
can be

redefined, so
text appears to

wrap around the
graphic itself

up to four printers at any one time.
This is handy if you proof pages on a
dot matrix or inkjet before sending
them to a laser or a PostScript image

setter. This is a worthwhile upgrade
to the market leading desktop pub-

lisher. GST has listened to the

requests of its many users and has
extended the program in ways which
will make it a lot more useful.

Improvements
The import filters give it compatibil
ity with a wider range of wordproces
sors and art programs. The increase
in document size and autoflow of

text makes automation of long docu
ments easier. The grouping of frames
and customising of frame borders

and page sizesopen opportunities for
new designs and easier layouts.
Though none of these improve
ments is earth shattering in itself,
they combine to give a program
which loses little of its ease of use,

while gaining new features. The main
doubt remaining is the bitmapped
font system. Even with the extra
faces, this lags behind the other main
contenders in the market - and some

straight wordprocessors. FSMGdos
may remove this doubt - the asking
price of Timeworks Publisher 2 fore
stalls most other criticisms.

Timeworks 2

GST, Meadow Lane, St Ives,
Huntingdon, Cambs. PE174LG
0480496666

£110plus VAT, £129.25 inc.
All STs

t: We are Ihe longest established Atari dealer in ffie UK. We have developed an extensive §
%customer service poBcy which means that we test alHardware/Software prior to
§

adbroke

imputing

International
Specif
offers

i despatch toensure that goodsarrive in working order Although our pricesarenot

%

| magazme. not tor 'the number of boxes shifted: but tor quality service.

%

%always Ihe cheapest wedo endeavour tooiler consistently goodservice and backup. %
| This isn't just our opinion, wewere voted 'Best Dealer 198ST bytie readers ofSTWorld%
%On Site Warranty We have recently extended our backup programme by offerhg onsite%

.

t warranty asan option on all STs. We already offer this service on. Al Star printers and If
| PhUps monitors feted
•$

ZIP Stick AutoKre joystick
Golden MQ Optical Mouse (ST/Amigai

I Al prices are correct at copy date 16/09/91 and are subject to change without prior j

£1199
MCS Mouse (ST)
£1699
£3499 That's Write (ST)
£7999
£200
Trak Ball (ST or Amiga)£H9i

StarNB/24-10
Tempus2

£2939 Write On (ST)

';; notice. Al pricesareaccurate while slockslast Phone torupto dateprices. Al prices 1

| include WT. there are no hidden extras (WYSIWYG DeSvery (n Mainland UK) isfree, on |
| orders over £100 (add £10 lor next day courier delivery. Al prices available on Mai
%

£4499

I Order. Shop prices may ditler.

Al systems include 12 Mnths
on site maintenance and
DOS 401

286 -12MHz
Mono VGA
Mb RAM suppied.upgradeableto 4Mh 80287 Co-Processor socket
Colour
VGA
40Mb 24msHard dnve. 2x ATand 1x XTIres expansion stats, Mouse,

GB/1 a 1st Wford choice of1x525' floppy or1xa5' (loppy

E734.99

£839.99

Colour S-VGAE839.99

Qi 100 tracks storage. 20 tracks playing

Midistudio
Master Now
£99.99

arruitaneously.

Mftu -16MHz
Mono VGA
£1049.99
2Mb RAM supplied, upgradeableto 8Mb.80387sx Co-Processor
Colour
VGA
£1159.99
socket 40Mb24ms Hard drive4x ATand 1xXT freeexpansionstate,
Mouse,choice ol 1x 525' floppyor 1x3.5' floppy
Colour S-VGAE1259.99
386™-20MHz
2Mb RAM suppied, upgradeable to 10Mb80387 Co-Processor

Mono VGA

£1259.99

socket 40Mb24ms Hard drive4x ATand1xXT freeexpansion state. Colour VGA £1369.99
Mouse 1x525" floppy and 1x35'floppy
Colour S-VGA£1469.99
386b* -2SMHz

Mono VGA

£1789.99

4Md RAM suppied. upgradeable to KSIvb 32K Fastcache RAM
80387 Co-Processor socket 40Mb 24ms Hard dnve 4x AT and 1x

Colour VGA

£1889.99

XT freeexpansion stats. Mouse1x525" floppy and1x35"Ibppy

Colour S-VGAE1999.99

Roctec ST 3.5" drive.

£59.99

Roctec Amiga 3.5" drive.

£54.99

ST Internal drive upgrade.

£54.99

Quantitv

Loose

10

£

4."

40

£ 19.20

100

£ 44."

ft

N

w

<**4
(%

T

<ks

Boxed in 10s

y7RySwdbtu*

*J •

plastic box

£* %• m
r

/%

disc box

£

8."

£

32.49

*J+J +

dijcbox

Q Works on 1040STRMXE)

Use your ST or Amiga to send faxes
Futty featured modem accesses
bulletin boards/commercial systems.

PC Emulators for ST

Fully Hayes compatible.
Autodial/answer
300/1200/2400 Baud

PC Speed. XT Ermiator

E

AT Once. AT Emulator

E 19999

AT SPeed (16MHz)

E249.99

Includes DR DOS 5
Socket for 80C287 Co-

For ST or Amiga
Cannot receive faxes Not BT

15Mb Amiga board unpop
E
15Mb Amiga brd 1Mb installed £

9999

Processor
Norton factor of 8.2

37.99 15Mb Amiga brd .5Mb installed E 55.99
72.99 15Mb Amiga brd 15Mb installed £88.99

Zydec 15Mb board requires connection to Garry & 13 Kckstart Includes clock.
Amiga 512K no clock
£ 2B99 Amiga 512K with clock
£ 29.99
Exchange STFM PSU

£

5999

Please check the configuration of your machinewithour staff before orderingany
upgrade and have your machineopen when you phone.Al upgrades/repairscarriedout by our
service centre cany a 90 days partsand labour guarantee. Or service centre can repair/
upgradeany ST, Amiga Please phone for repair/upgrade charges. Pisase add £150 P&Pfor
upgrades priced under COO.

GO Includes xlOO

11 "Lockible,

Midistudio Junior
Now £29.99

£224.99

r" QQ Includes xlO

4-

Q[ Loop record

Q Mid soft keys

approved

Sony Brand

Boxed

240 ppq resolution.
Midi Standard FJe format option.
Realtime scrolling arrange window.
11 levels of quantise, includinghumanise.

Q Pipeline/Module system.

Q
Q
Q
Q
Q

The ST internal driverequires ST case modffication Buihstnjctions suppiedl Add C3.5P&R

Bulk Sonv or Kan

Q
Q
Q
Q

£

79."

4? Hf. 99«^^"x150
/ U*
Staccabfe
£ 59." JO
£ 118.49 "Power of the Mac, without the price."
Alldisks include labels&carrya ifetime guarantee. Pleaseadd 80p P&P foreach 10disks.

150

disc box

Q Reads, writes and formats Mac disks.

9 Supports Harddriveand second floppy.
Q Compatible with STE Stacy.
520STE discovery Extra
Amiga 500 Computer

£299.99 1040STE Curriculum Pack
£299.99 CDTV

£379.99
£599.99

We can supply upgraded STE packs for the extra pricas shown below
520STEto1Mb

add £25

1040/520STE to 4Mb

add £150 See aries upgrades

1040/520STE to 2Mb

add £75

Q 30% bigger screen area than Mac Plus.

Spectre GCR V3
£290
Phone for 128K

Q Runs 20% faster than Mac Plus.

ROM's

We are the consistently longest serving supplier

I
3
a

3

200 Dpi scanner.
16 grey scales or Black/White mode.
High quality thermal image printer.
Acts as photocopier.
ST & Amiga £399.99
PC version £429.99.

Requires 1Mb RAM
while stocks last
IMG scanner £49.99

Atari SM124 Mono

£

139.99

Philips 8833Mkll Colour £ 249.99
Phaips 15" cube TV
£ 269.99

All dot matrix printerscome complete with IBM Centronics cable. Al Star printersinclude
12months on site warranty. UK Mainland only.
StarLC-10

M0/36cps £ 13999

Includes: FST. remote control Scart input
(giving near monitor quality display). 60 tuner

StarLC-24/10

£ 199.99

Star LC-200 coloir printer

£ 20999

presets, sleep timer and Fsstext
Al displays come with Scart cable Deduct

Star LC24-200 222cps
£ 244.99
Star LC24-200 colour printer £ 299.99

£10 from Monitors only, if bought with

Atari SLM605 Laser

Star MB 24/10 £

Citizen Swift

192/64cps

Star XB/24-K) Colour
Star LCIO colour ribbon
Star LC10 dustcover
£ 1049.99 Printer stands from

199.99
£
31999
£ 339.99
£
5.99
£
399
£
1t99

computer.

You can phone your Access or Visa card

details or send a cheque/postal
r orders made payable to Ladbroke '
Computing International. Please

allow sufficient clearance time for cheques.

":

(0772) 203166 Fax 561071
Shop &Mai order premises: 33 Ormskirk Road Preston. Lancashire. PR1 2QP Open Monday to Saturday
930am to 5.00pm Phonosanswered from 9:00am.Dealer enquiries welcome.LadbrokeComputing
International is a trading name of Ladbroke Computing Ltd All trade marks recognised

I
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disks, look no fUR-rnzn ]] ©I
'AMAZING OFFERS ON 3.5" DSDD DISKS^ ©©
25 DSDD 135 tpi
50 DSDD 135 tpi
75 DSDD 135 tpi

11.95
21.95
31.95

100 DSDD 135 tpi

37.95

§

ALL DISKS SUPPLIED WITH LABELS AND ARE 100% ERROR FREE 2 FOR 1 GUARANTEE
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RAINBOW

DISKS

GENE

THIS WEEKS

(RED, GREEN, YELLOW,ORANGE, BLACK, WHITE COLOURS AND
QTY'SOF YOURCHOICE)

3.5" DSDD DISKS
25 DSDD

5.25" DSDD DISKS

13.75

25 DSDD

10.45

SPECIALS

ATARI DUSTCOVER

MOUSE POCKETS

1.50

&~ft OFFER 1 ttk

AMIGA DUST COVER

3.95

50 DSDD

26.45

50 DSDD

18.95

100 DSDD

44.95

100 DSDD

34.95

200 3.5" DSDD +

200 DSDD

84.95

200 DSDD

67.95

2 100 CAP BOXES

Z9r9t

(ALL DISKS 100% ERROR FREE AND
ARE SUPPLIED WITH ENV./LABELS)

SSORIES
MOUSE MAI

67.95

3.95

3.5" CLEANING KIT

1.95

2 PIECE PRINTER STAND
5.25" CLEANING KIT

5.95
1.95

GENUINE SONY

# # OFFER 2 ^r&

3.5" DSDD BULK DISKETTES
25
12.45
200
79.95

NAKSHA MOUSE +

BANX BOX

POSSO BOX

MAT AND POCKET

HOLDS 90 3.5" DISKS

HOLDS 150 3.5"
OR 70 5.25" DISKS

50

22.95

500

179.95

100

41.95

1000

339.95

34^5

22.95

CAN BE STACKED

ORIZONTALLY AND VERTICALLY

CAN BE STACKED

,.8.50

ikik OFFER 3 ft&

(ALL DISKS 100% ERROR FREE AND

ARE SUPPLIED WITH ENV./LABELS)

HORIZONTALLY AND

1.00

VERTICALLY

'.50

ONLY 15.95

CUMANA EXT.DRIVE
3.5" HIGH DENSITY DISKS
10

9.95

25

23.75

50

39.95

100

3.5" 100 CAPACITY

PLUS 512K RAM EXP.

WITH CLOCK

92r9T>

84.95

5.95

3.5" 80 CAPACITY

5.45

3.5" 50 CAPACITY

4.95

3.5" 40 CAPACITY

4.45

5.25" 100 CAPACITY

5.95

5.25" 50 CAPACITY

4.S

59.95

ftft OFFER 4 fti*

(ALL DISKS 100% ERROR FREE

INCLUDES LABELS)

DEDUCT £1.00 FROM

CUMANA EXT.DRIVE
JOYSTICKS

RIBBONS

COMPETITION PRO

10.95

COMP. PRO EXTRA

12.95

ZIP STICK AUTOFIRE

12.95

PYTHON ONE

WE STOCK A RANGE

94^0

BOX PRICE IF
PURCHASING DISKS

89.95

#& OFFER 5 ft#

\MIGA 512k RAM

CUMANA

EXPANSION

EXTERNAL DRIVE

MOUSE MAT

BOARD

ONLY 59.95

MOUSE POCKET

WITH CLOCK

PHONE FOR A QUOTE

ACCESSORY PACK
5.25" DISKS
DSDD

DSHD

30

9.95

18.95

50

13.95

21.95

100...

10 FOR 7.50

ERIPHERAL

MANY MACHINES

(MANYMORE AVAILABLE

QTY.

FOR 4.50

OF RIBBONS FOR

9.95

PHONE FOR DETAILS)

PLUS XCOPY PRO

5

24.95

36.95

200...
46.95
68.95
(ALL DISKS 100% ERROR FREE INCLUDES ENV./LABELS)

DISK CLEANING KIT
DUST COVER

A9(f

7.99

ONLY 29.95
/ithout clock

only 26.95

DATEL
action replay ii

only 57.95

WE ONLY SELL HIGH QUALITY DISKETTES, OUR 3.5" DISKETTES ARE MADE BY K.A.O. AND OUR 5.25"
DISKETTES ARE MADE BY ATHANA. WE DO NOT SELL SUB-STANDARD DISKETTES FROM THE FAR EAST.

OMQLHOD^ 0>DLF3
M "V

JPOS'ii"

'';•:/'

COMPUTER SUPPLIES LTD,
Dept. STU, UNIT 3,
RAILWAY ENT. CENTRE,
SHELTON NEW ROAD,
STOKE ON TRENT.
ST4 7SH

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT. £3.35 P&P PER ORDER. £9.00 NEXT DAY (UK MAINLAND ONLY)
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y Marc Young with
I the low down on

When two or more PD libraries send

in the same program for review, you
can usually bet it's pretty good. This
is certainly the case with Iain

f

the latest free

^programs from the

MacCallum's Puzzle Creators which is
on Goodmans disk GD1245 and

Floppyshop disk EDU.44.

H

The disk contains four programs
allowing you to create WordSearch,
WordSpiral, Crossword and Multiplechoice puzzles. The first three of

worldof

:h| PD and shareware

these are linked in that the data used

by one can be accessed by all. This
means that you can create a list of
words and clues, then generate all
three types of puzzle.
Having created your word list and
decided on the size of your puzzle,
the program will attempt to fit the
words in. As it does so, a list of the

great deal of time and effort. The

number of words successfully
achieved, together with the maxi
mum so far is displayed. As it will
often be impossible to fit all the
words, you can abandon the attempt
using the right mouse button.
The word list and puzzles can be
saves independently, and each of the
puzzles printed. Only Epson compati
ble print is supported, although it is
planned to add Gdos output in the

multiple-choice exam generator is
also a very convenient way for teach
ers to set tests quickly and easily for
A Typical

those dreaded end of term exams!

Buzzbox

loading

Alternatively...

screen - this
one taken
from issue 15

A wordsearch-only generator is avail
able on the South West Software

Library's disk No. 1649. Written in
Fast Basic, the program looks a little

future.

neater than the version reviewed

good puzzles are

If you enjoy creating puzzles, then
this suite of programs will save you a

above, but has less options, and can
not import a word list. Two very

included, as is the fast
Basic source code, so

F.B. programmers may

like to get their hands on this as a
good example of what can be
achieved using the language.

The

generated
crossword,
showing the
solution

& &wy\
Buzzbox Computing have been
releasing monthly PD disks for some
time - 17 months at the time of writ-

Comprehensive
print options are
available for your

PRIHT CROSSMDRD

puzzles, as long as
you have an Epson
compatible printer

Vou Wish To Print The Crossword Rod Clues Or

The Answer Tenplate Without Clues?

ing. What makes these disks excellent
value for money is the huge amount
packed onto each one. At £2 per issue
including postage and packing for
upwards of 1.3Mb of files the disks
have probably the highest bytes-perpound ratio of all PD disks.
Each disk also comes with a small

newsletter detailing the contents of
the disk, any special instructions,
news of other products available, and
the odd - and I mean odd! - joke. To
give an idea of the typical contents,
this is what was on Buzzbox 17:

Uhat Oualits Of Cutout Do Vou Require?
Print Clues In 1 or 2 Colunns?
For-nat For Crossword Title?

SOUfCeLiSt

Options

DRRFT1

Billia

The latest edition of Invoice from

; 1 ]O
I LEFT

Brian Campbell; Game-Low, a Seuk
game; Translat, the German-English
translator; a usable Pagestream Demo;
Guardian, an anti-virus program;
Concept, a graphic file handling
package; STEFix to fix the medium
resolution STEbug; Cheater, a pro

Uj!li;H RIGHT I

HHtarl ST User Prije Crossword,

2x SIZE

"NO HdrlE
UordSearch

Press Any Key Or House Button

Cancel

OK

KP.SSERPORUEUJXTSBS
SHRJXDOIQKTSCYLPOU

EFUflSHLSNAMDOOGERI
LECDUKIUGCGv'NVCBDB
PTVHCORrtSTBKEYCBJJ
KRGLNEhULGIPQRUDSB
NEUNLETCLESCXYKISD
YRDUMRfiXXSTUSERTIU
YCHGGFNFCHBIPODXYL
PFL.0PPYSHOPFKJFSLB
XGGJJUTUPHCHRFEPXG
UELZZUPPUBLICCSCCN
OJHJKESHHREHAREODK
TCSFXDKPGFEQTLURXE
BODKGBHTXFOJRNOugu
The Wordsearch generated
on the same word list as
the crossword

Desk File

Questions

Text

Block Settings Options
TEST.MLT

gram giving hints and cheats for
many popular games and Make512 /
MakelMEG - two programs allowing

Question 1 Fron fl Total Of 2 Questions
1) Public Donain software is ...

* fl) Software to which the copyright is relinquished
Bl Pirated software

C) Very expensive

Please

Enter Choices For This Question

fl) Software to which the copyright is relinquished
B) Pirated software

lMb+ owners to make their ST think

The multiplechoice

generator in
action. Use it
to create

simple quizzes
or exams for
schools

it's got only S12K ram.
Many of the programs are packed
and/or archived, but a very fast dearchiving program is provided. If you
want an example of some of the bet
ter PD software without spending too
much cash then you could do a lot
worse than buying a copy of
Buzzbox. Buzzbox can be contacted >

MT SOFTWARE, Dept STU,,.

MT Software

Greens Ward House,

The Broadway,

PUBLIC DOMAIN,
LICENCEWARE,

"v 0983
- _756056
.

Totland. I.O.W.

K

P039 OBX

RING OR WRITE FOR OUR FREE CATALOGUE

SHAREWARE FOR
ATARI ST/STE

FOR EVERY 3 DISKS YOU BUY, YOU MAY CHOOSE
ANOTHER DISK ABSOLUTELY FREE
r^m^TTT^
rwm

l:%?H:M',l,',li:iMr
G212 -Number Guesser

G106-Don't Bank on It

G211 -Pool, Roulette, Craps
G209 -Bellum, Bubbles
Massee, Blockade,
Bossier
G207 -Zos

G158 -Pyramid of Muna

G202 -Zedonoid

G201 -Pop Music Challense
G200 -Hunt the Wumpus
G198-Boins
G196 -Llamatron
G195-CoreWars

G151 -Daniels Dunseon
G153 -Froggy
G191 -Droid

U009 -1st Base - Database

G159 -Battle of Philips Asainst
the forces of Creation

G160 -Undersround
Adventure
G162 -Tamoret
G164 -Sir Ramie Hobbs and

the High level Gorilla
G165 -Quest for the Holy
Grail

G193 -Caverns of Nerak

G194 -Haunted Monastery
G147-Jitterbus
G146 -Bonk the Gonk

G143-Glob

G141 -Boxins Champ

BIOS

P40 -Gemdos Users Guide

Database

P39 -GFA Basic Programs

P27 -Modulo 2 (2 disks)

P38 -GFA Basic Tutorial

P37 -XLisp
P36 -Toy Prolog

G179-Ghost Town
G180-AFable

G055 -Hero
G038 -Wizards Tower
G037 -Under Berkwood

DATABASES
DEMONSTRATION DISKS
DESK ACCESSORIES
DATA PROTECTION
DISK & VIRUS UTILITIES

P29 -Fast Basic Programs

U034 -Double Entry Accounts
(DS)
U110 -Gemcalc - Spreadsheet
U042 -Opus 2000 Spreadsheet

G177 -Easter Esg Hunt

hundreds of disks . . .
ACCOUNTS
ART & GRAPHICS
ASTROLOGY
ASTRONOMY
BUDGIE UK
BULLETIN BOARD SYSTEMS
CHEMISTRY
CLIP ART
COOKERY

P49 -Database Programmer

Count
U017 -Home Accounts

U030 - ST Sheet
U078 -Sheet V2

P26 -Pascal Information

P25 -Pascal Programs
P23 -C Tutorial

P22 -STOS STE Upgrade
P17 -C Programs

EDUCATION

P14 -GTM Information
P11 -ST Basic
P07 -Forth

P05 -Adventure Writing
System

U041 -Typing Tutor
U040 -Inventory Pro

P04 -Forth 83

U070 -Address Book

P00-Tosv1.2

P01 -ST Basic Programs

U090 -Filofact

•

G117-Key to Atlantis
G136 -Grand Prix
G127 -Battle Command
G126-Wheel of Fortune

C PROGRAMMERS PACK

U111 -How to Make Money

J.nrji

6 DISKS ONLY CI6.99

With Your Micro
G157 -Noah
G199 -GCSE Maths
G204 -Franglais 2, World at
Risk
G142 -Dot 2 Dot, Kidcolour,

G125 -Hedsehos
G124 -The Name Game
G119-Chess

r

G104-Bermuda Rule 2

G102-STumped
G072 -Bumper Jack
G049 -Tennis

G019-STVesas
G116 -Chunnel - French Tutor

G044 -Fllsht Simulator
G103-Topof the Pops

G139 -Mix 'n Match
G138 -The Body Shop,
Match
G137 -Solar System

G135
G134
G133
G098
G094
G079

Perfect

Geography
-Geography Tutor
-The Search
-Zoo Maker

G056 -Empire Builder,
Jumpster, Lost Treasure

G036
G023

-Histow File (3 Disks)

G022

-Kidpotato, Kidsabc,
Kidsketch, Kidstory
-Maths Made Easy
-Spelling Made Easy

Kidgraph, Kidgrid 2

G043 -Treasure Search

-Kidpublisher, Kidsong,
Numeric Go Round

G016
G009

'

G131 -Bounce, Pacman,
Reversi

G130 -Naval, Columbus,
Arkanoid

G113 -Napoleon
G076 -Shanshei
G067 -Pentimo

G064 -El Bozo City, Sherlock,
Squixx, Happy 4
G063 -Around the World in

80 days
G029 -Space Invaders, Chess,

EDUCATION PACK 1

s disks ONLY £10.99
Lots of educational programs
for the younger STer. Includes
Kidpotato, KidsABC, Kidsketch,
Kidstory, Kidsong, Numeric Go
Round, Kidpublisher, Number
Maze, Kidmusic, Kidpiano,
Kidgraph, Kidgrid 2, Colouring

LBook, Shipwrecked, Hangman,

'" EDUCATION PACK 2 N'
10 disks ONLY £19.99
•

NOW STE COMPATIBLE *

A bumper education pack
that includes G9, G16, G22,
G23, G41, G36, G94, G98 ,

ONLY C19.99

RING FOR DETAILS

colour TV/monitor
U079 -Colour Emulator - run

colour programs on a
mono emulator

ORDER YOUR

MUSIC & MIDI

FREE COPY
NOW

M07 -Accompany ST
M30 -Noisetracker ST
M42 -Kawai K1 Editor
M29 -Kawai K1 Librarian

M53 -TBS Tracker (OS)
M52 -Midi Music Maker
M51 -Yamaha DXvTX Voices
M48 -Make Music

What's new from Budgie?
B74 -Firegame
B73-Seventh Heaven
B72 -Avina Blue
B71 -Dark Wars
870 -Pacman

M38 -Roland Juno Editor

M34 -Quartet Samples

A59 -Mandlebrot Adventure

A61 -Electric Image (not STE)
A44 -Sprite Studio + Sprite ST
A43 -Low Cost Cad (OS) (SH)
A41 -IMG Utilities
A34 -Animate
A24 -Ani-ST

M33 -Quartet Music
M31 -The Midi Guide

M28 -Quartet Samples
M24 -Sampling

B69 -Douglas Rockmoor CA

M23 -Stacatto
M22 -Piano

B68 -Blackstar Mountains
B67 -Paco and the Tunnels of
Doom

meg)

M21 -Music Writer (mono)
M17 -Roland DSO Librarian

B65 -Space Welter
B64 -Coloney

and DX patches

A22 -Eplan (mono)

M13-yamahaPSS Editor
M10-FB01 Voice Ed
M09-TX812 Voice Ed
M08 -MT32 Voice Ed

A20 -Fractal Zoom

M03 -Casio C2101 Progs

B63
B62
B59
B58

B56 -Garb

We have many disks of Clip Art
for use with all DTP packages

CLIP ART PACK

A09 -Vangoch, Studio 2
A08 -Degas Extras

See our catalogue for the
entire range

"\

6 DISKS FOR ONLY £16.99

5 Double Sided Disks full of

A05 -Graphic Artist

Clip Art + 1 disk full of format

A01 -Pallette Master
WP15 -LC10 Font Generator

ALL DTP packages.
• Animals • Office • Sport •
Flags • Maps • Fonts • Food

converters. Ideal for

Calamus, Pagestream + Signum

Christmas • Trademarks
• and lots lots more

fonts also available

We have all the latest prod
ucts and machine demos

including the complete POV
collection

BLANK DISKS & ACCESSORIES

MT SOFTWARE

INTRODUCING ATARI ST MACHINE CODE

PRICES - £3 each + 1 FREE with
DISKS ONLY

every 3

BOOK COMPLETE WITH DISK! only £19.99

CODES - DS = Double Sided. SS

= Shareware. 1 Meg = 1 Meg
memory required. Mono =
High Resolution. Not STE =
Not STE compatible
OVERSEAS - Europe add 10%

(over 400 pages)

I The comprehensive book introduces the reader via manyassemblylanguage
examples how to program the ST No knowledge of assembler is assumed. All
examples in the book are held on disk and can be assembled using the
supplied text editor and assembler. The disk also contains a complete resource
construction kit for producing dialog boxes, drop down menus etc.
Learn to program like the professionals! Registers, GEMDOS, XBIOS, GRAPHICS

to total. World add 25% to
total.

DISKS*100 CAP box

10 Disks

£4.99

£11.99

25 Disks

£11.99

£18.99

50 Disks
100 Disks

£22.99
£42.99

£42.99

£29.99

ST/STE Dust Cover-£4.99

Immediate despatch by 1st Class
.

-Castle Frankenstein
-Missile Alert
-Guided Missile
-Football Genius

B57 -Bert the Squirt

A36 -Picture Converters

A19 -Easy Text Plus demo
A18 -Printmaster Library
A12 -Pearle 3D Raytracins

PROGRAMMING
SPEECH SYNTHESIS
SPREADSHEETS
SATELITES
TYPING TUTORS
WORD PROCESSORS

and much, much, more

M39 -Yamaha 4 up Editor

A57 -Alt Help Disk
A58 -Fractal Chaos (DS)

ELECTRONICS
FILM INFORMATION
FOOTBALL
GAMES
GENEALOGY
MUSIC & MIDI
OPERATING SYSTEMS
PICTURE DISKS

in ST Format

J

mono programs on a

A complete assembly language programming environment for the beginner and
intermediate ST Programmer. Learn assembler the easy way, step-by-step!

LpROP DOWN MENUS, DIALOG BOXES, WINDOWS and much, much more

EASY TEXT PIUS ^\

U019 -Mono Emulator - run

-Racing, Monkeys +
Balloons, Spectral
Sorcery
-Kidmusic, Kidpiano,

G041

G018 -Floyd the Droyd

\

-Shipwreck
-Colouring Book

G011 -Give Us a Break
G106 -Die Allien Blob

Complete package for
anybody learning C.
Comprises Sozobon C (fully
configured and ready to use)
+ 4 disk tutorial. Ideal if you
are following the series

A fully featured desktop
publishing package that
produces stunning results on 9
pin, 24 pin and laser printers.

kidshape

G110 -Company
G109 -Fruit Machine (not STE)

G021 -Puzzle, Pacman
G014 -Anduril, Runners
i
Revense

P43 -HitchHikers Guide to

U072 -TCOS Graphical

P34 -STOS Tutorial
P31 -Small Talk

G118 -Mutant

Arkanoid

U039 -WG Data - Database

WP02 -Spell Check,
Mailmerge, Word

G208 -The Mystic Well
G096 -Dudley Dilemma
G084 -Elven Crystals

G120 -Escape from RA

P47 -STOS Soundtracker
P48 -MODPAS Pascal

WP01 -ST Writer Elite
WP10-First Word

G197 -Operation Blue Sunrise

G123 -Tracker
G122-Overlander
G121 -Chance

Database
U036 -Card ST - Database

G166 -Dragon Slayer
G167 -Son of Stagefright

G174 -Elfs Adventure
G175-Star Portal
G176 -Pork

Our catalogue details

Builder kit (DS)

G168 -House of the O's
G169-Fast Lane
G170 -Crusade Adventure
G171 -Adventures of Alice
G172 -Paranoia

G173 -Squynchia

G192-Wizard

P45 -STOS Programs (OS)
P46 -STOS Shoot-em-up

U012 -D8 Master - Database
U013-Data Handler -

Mouse Mat-£3.99

Post. Mail Order Only.

COLOURED DISK LABELS
50 coloured labels
£1.50
100 coloured labels
£2.50
1000 coloured labels
£13.50
TRACTOR FED LABELS
100 tractor fed labels
£3.00

200 tractor fed labels
£5.00
1000 tractor fed labels....£17.00

OUR FREE CATALOGUE CONTAINS FULL DETAILS OF THE ABOVE DISKS PLUS MANY,MANY MORE
••'

•• •

"• "

••

J

S>
>• at Buzzbox Computing, 5 Balmoral
Road, Moorlands, Lancaster, Lanes
LAI 3BT.

Ts&moi QMOfo

We rarely review demos in the PD
pages, partly because there are so
many it is almost impossible to keep
track, and partly because it is rare
that something new comes our way.

text file and leave it at that. But

wouldn't it be great if you could
include diagrams, sound effects etc?
Using Hype! you can do this, and

This month however we have

received two demo disks, each unique
in its own way.

more.

Ripped Off demo disk

Hype! is described as the world's
first Hypermedia package for the ST.
The PD demo explains what you can
do with hypermedia, using hyperme
dia to explain it! The demo uses a
program called View, which is in the
Public Domain, to execute a Hype!
script. This script contains a number
of pages of mixed text and graphics
which show the capabilities of Hype!
A picture is, as they say, worth a

This disk (RIP-101 from Caledonia

PDL) contains 14 demos, all appar
ently created using a commercial
package called the Demo
Construction Kit. Currently available
only in France, this package allows
you to create demos with little or no

programming knowledge. If the qual
ity of these demos is anything to go
by, then this has got to be a package
worth investing in.

Desk

File

Edit

Layout

Mien

Style

shots shown, you can follow the
thread of part of the demonstration.

DEM.793 from Floppyshop contains
the Tea Party Demo, which again
contains 14 demos of very high qual
ity. What makes this disk somewhat
unique, however, is that the demos
were all written using Basic! The ver

Object

screen. This has been set up so that
the user may click on any of the
four boxes to proceed to the next

@-DA2\EV2\E\N\E-oriE +20\N

Wilt iHr'oop lelecitL.pieu

IRgyp Sferasaa.
lorieiton Kt/,voo'tl [El»i\tu

^***S^

If /CO bb'.rE It,I! iL-JCltl:!

lost el in PaprBirearrr, yon
.MPicrMleJrjiIlitio *nl Jijril

Dot dh Ibt simple.

level. Default, Next and Previous

.c:.y
.U; inf |be;ann^ itpbrii.q^a t, bill rviib ibt ItKi-^bjeci

bek .
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function keys or the drop down

box. It is not obvious from the

to play samples or "chip music" and
to execute other programs.
The only real criticism I could
have of Hype! is its speed. As every
page is held as a separate file, which

menus.

Screenshot two shows the result of

clicking on the "What is Hypertest?"

Basic, as it would be too slow. These

screenshot, but at the foot of the

are loaded from disk one at a time,

screen the user can click on the words

Picture, Graph, Text or Map to go to
example screens of each of these

running from floppy is almost out of
the question, ram disk or hard
disk speeds up the operation, but

have assumed the demos were writ

types.

it still could not be accused of

ten in assembler.

Screenshot three shows the result

of selecting Map from the previous
screen. Also that the option of full
screen mode has been taken, remov
ing the Gem window.
Not shown here, but available on

If you wanted to write some docu
mentation on disk, you'd normally
use your wordprocessor to create a

the demo, the program has the ability

Help

Start here for a full

explanation of what
you can do what you
can do with Hype!

TABLE OF CONTENTS

being speedy.
As well as the demonstration

program, a cut-down version
of the Hype! program itself is
included on the disk. This allows you
to create limited Hype! scripts
and to get a feel for the program
before registering to receive the full
version.

Registration is £19.95 which gets

you a fully working latest version of
Hype! plus the first major upgrade
free.

The Hype! v2.0 demo disk is avail
able from your local PD Library or
direct from WoolleySoft for £3.
Remember to state whether you want
the high or medium resolution
version.

WoolleySoft are at Humblesknowe
Cottage, Ramoyle, Dunblane,
Perthshire, Scotland, FK15 OBA

From the ST Club disk WPR.85 comes

a disk of PageStream utilities. A num
ber of different files are available,

including some tutorials from
SoftLogik themselves, a file of 100 fill >•

The Great Powers?

On the outset ofjjs
the Horld War "
1514-18

Desk

WHERE
FROM
File

TO GO
HERE

HaperTeKt

Help

Is
Before Computers there Here Books,,,
...Mhich Here fine for great Horks of
literature, but not so good when uou nanted
to describe a subject nith nords and
pictures, and there Here lots of cross
iinks betnecn

itens,

Hypertext is a solution to this problen,
Instead of the linear page-bg-page approach
dictated by the physical format of a book, a
Hypertext program presents the user with a
neWork of screens through nhich he/she nay
nauigatc freely.

Simple explanations
like this make

Hype! an easy-tounderstand package

L*-1.

One of the Pagestream documents showing how to
achieve text rotation using a simple macro

demos certainly show that to be a
complete misconception - indeed if
the scrolling text hadn't told me, I'd

I

'<-'•••

options are also available using

is the standard Basic given free with
the ST in many European countries.
Many people will dismiss the idea
of "proper" demos being written in

CONSTRUCTING
SCRIPTS

Global

• • • • • •'• • •• •

M.IM..-.MJ..V.Item, Ibtn.crtalt JbiiM

Screenshot one shows a contents

sion used was Omikron Basic, which

HyperText

Text

thousand words. In the three screen-

Tea Party demo disk

Desk File

Fornat

pgs-circdoc;;

For instance, fron here you can go and look at a picture, a graph, sone
text, or a nap. Just click on the appropriate nord. If you hit Fl
(iihir.li goes to the default next screen) you'll see something to nake all
you IBM documentation fans feel at hone!

TH

Want to travel without leaving your ST? Hype! can help

Who's who
Special thanks to the following RD. Libraries:
Caledonia PDL, 250 Oldtown Road, Hilton, Inverness, IV2 4PT

Goodmans International, 16 Conrad Close, Meir Hay Estate, Longton,
Stoke-on-Trent

ST Club, 49 Stoney Street, Nottingham, NG1 1LX
STUG Norway, c/o S A Jensen, N-3630 Redberg, Norway
The South West Software Library, PO Box 562, Wimbome,
Dorset, BH21 2YD

Floppyshop ST, 45 Provost Graham Avenue, Hazlehead,
Aberdeen, AB1 8HB

Buzzbox Computing, 5 Balmoral Road, Moorlands,
Lancaster, Lanes, LAI 3BT

Woolleysoft, Humblesknowe Cottage, Ramoyle, Dunblane,
Perthshire, Scotland, FK15 OBA

D ivision 2

Blackburn Rov

-u-

Brighton

-u-

Bristol Rov
Charlton nth

-v-

Ipswich Town

-V"
-v-

Newcastle Utd

-v-

Hillwall

Tom and Jerry on the ST. It may take a while to load but
it's a great demonstration of the ST's graphics.

• patterns from 1 to 100 per cent and
so on. A must for the PageStream user
(PageStream is required to view most
of the documents).

TktktidiMUhl
Disk 1753 from the South West

Software library may take a long time
to load -1 minute 15 seconds - but

the results are worth waiting for!
Animated Tom and Jerry cartoons
with sampled sound. It's almost like
the real thing! Slightly jerky cuts
between frames lets it down a little -

definitely not a Fred Quimby produc
tion - but in general a fun piece of
software. The presence of a number
of files suffixed MBKand a program
TOMJERRY.BAS makes me suspect
that this was written in STOS, which

is even more impressive!

Grinsby icwn
Middlesborough

can store the bootsector, and it will
be detected in future. With this in

Plynouth Org

as "keeper of the bootsector". You
can send him any new bootsectors,
program information and so on. He
will keep all information in an ever
expanding library which will be avail
able to allow your system to become

boot sectors, as well as details of

many of the most widely used pro
grams which it uses for checking for
link viruses.

This program has been translated
from the German by Stein Arne
Jensen of STUGNorway. Though the
latest version of the program has not
been translated, as it no longer uses
resource files, it is still included on

disk. One of the major strengths of
this program is that it can be updated
by users. If you find a virus of which
the program is not aware, then you

Barnsley

-y-

Southend Utd
Sunderland

-u-

Oxford Utd
Bristol Citu
Derby Countu

-v-

-*-

void

more secure.

The program is also available from
a number of UK PD libraries, so you
will not have to fork out for extra

postage to order it from STUG
Norway.

1991/2 Football League Season
Please note that due to the increase in the

nmber of teans in the League, viv 4 now has

The trouble is, if
the program
makes the right
prediction, how
many other

B 9 I I T r D £ an odd nunber of teans. This version will not
BY UUrirUlcKO accomodate this, therefore whenever you wish

jWt& dii

3 TEASEL WALK

to select 'SltflKT', sou should select the space

MQMECAMBI:
LANCS. LA3 3<fQ

beneath '(Wit CITV. 'MffiT' will then be
selected correctly.

Tel: (8524)

Another popular shareware release is

Free Menoru = 1443K
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8B8
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8D8
8E8
8F8

VIRUS
G8
82
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65
6F
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TV
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GENERAL

Bootsector contents
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bb

H7
KA
KA
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4F
H1
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1 7
bl

Basic and machine code, and now

allows three different methods of pre
diction to find those all important
score drawers.

The software has been substan-

j:;:!;:;;:;

I:;;:!;::;:;::

tially rewritten in a mixture of GFA

certain libraries licensed by Bay
Computers, and so may not be
available from your regular PD sup
plier.

0116 respectively. This software is
only allowed to be distributed by
DESK

jackpot with?

REGISTER AS II USER TODAY - FGR ONLY £15

Predictor program from Bay
Computers. Both Goodmans and

I:::::::: ::••!:
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233 words identical (10QZ),

bootsector virus on the disk.

A great deal of information is available about different bootsectors,
though it does take 45 seconds to load it all from floppy!
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The bootsector is executable, since checksun is $1234,
The bootsector contains the bootprogran:
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Bootsector-test

readers will I have
to share the

831162

the latest version of the Pools

sion 3.02, on disks GD1312 and AU-

hundreds of commercial and virus

-v-

V4

a

Once you have entered the fixtures for forthcoming matches, the results
can be input to help the program calculate the results of future games

Caledonia PD Libraries sent in ver

Direct from the Atari ST User Group
Norway PD Library comes Sagrotan,
one of the most popular virus killers
on the continent. This program holds
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PUBLIC DOMINATOR
EST 1986. OVER 25.000 CUSTOMERS WORLD WIDE. BUDGIE LICENSEWARE DISTRIBUTOR. WE STOCK P.O.V. AND HAVE
OUR OWN HUGE COLLECTION.

ARCADE CLASSICS
An amazing pack full
of nostalgic arcade
games including:
Space Invaders, Pac
{Man, Galaxians.

ARCADE PACK 2
Shoot 'Em Ups: Some

Platforms: Explore dif

brilliant arcade attacks

ferent worlds in these

with

brilliant all new plat
form games: Zerphold,

Only £12.00.

baller and Fuzzball.
Order Code GPS2.

Exterminate,

Onyx, Hostile Recep

Parabulum, Pullezer,
Gold Rush, Dr Boris
and Birt the Squirt.

tion, Tri Heli, Cosmos,

Nova, Motorcycle,Azarians, The Droid, Space- m m

Dash and. Order

ARCADE PACK 3

ARCADE PACK
Mixture: The first of our

special arcade packs
with shoot 'em ups and
platform type games
includes Fruit Machine,

Detonator, Boulder
Code GPS1.

ALL DISKS SUPPLIED ARE DATAPULSE BRANDED, VIRUS FREE, DOUBLE CHECKED.

LLamatron and Temon.
Excellent! Order Code

Only £10.00.

BOARD & CARD GAMES

Only £12.00.

GPS3.

G

E

A

Order Code GPS4.

ARCADE PACK 4

S

Mixture:

A mega compilation
LlamaTron mega bias! 'em up.
Temon a brilliantshoot em op fullrjackg*ourxJ scrolling.
GNUChess excel em text based chess game.
1MB. NOT STE 1.62. The Stat Trek game.
Pop Eyed a 60's music triviastrip quiz.

of of classic board

and card games
includes Othello, Safe
As Houses, Fire
Game, September,
Triple Yahtzee, Draw
Poker, Cribbage,
Monopoly and Pat
ience.

Order Code

GPS5-

G33

G97

G1G3

Only £10.00.

G1C6

The Name Game.

Gilt

Stocks and Bonds a slock market
simulation.

G115

ADVENTURE GAMES
Four

excellent

simulation.

Soko ST. A blue and tile game.
Virus Ihe Game, you must protect your ST against the Melt
ing Screen virus the scene is Ihe circuit board of your ST.
Slider a great version of the There's one missing and you've
got to get ihem in order1games, this game features murti
levels and some great graphics. NOTSTE.
Snakes and Ladders the game.
1MB, Anagrams, you enter a word and it
willshow ali the possible anagrams.
Damonoid a good space game. £3.00
Football 88 league simulation. £3.00
BlitzIIIaction shoot 'em up. £3.00

adventures to take you
into different worlds.

Includes Don't Bank on

it, Awe Chasm, Mystic
Well, Ditch Day Drifter,
Hack, Larn, Star Trek,
Colossal and Darkness

Forever. Order Code
GPS6,

The following 7 Cliplt! packs are allBlack

Valentines, horses, eyes, alphabets, hands, 1930's trade

marks, zodiac, carsetc.plus lots more. E12.50.
CIS2 - Subjects covered: men, women, Illuminated AtoZ,
arrows, stars, explosions,humourous,cartoons, pointing
hands; food and more. £12.50.

CIS3- Subjectscovered: Fruit, herbs, meat, arrows, spe
cial occasions, vegetables, kitchen utensils, cups and

glasses, artdeco andbreakfasts. £12.50.
CIS4 - Subjects covered: More Art Deco, Babies, Boys
and Girls, lots of humourous, illuminatedA to Z, scrolls,

more special occasions and calligraphic ornaments.
£12.50.

CIS5- ChristmasClipArtPack: over one hundredImages
of Christmas fromboth the 19th and 20th centuryfrom

Pong,Puzpuz,Luckey One

Sharks. Hang-man type game, except that you do not get
hanged, you get eaten by a shark instead. £3.00
Travel Game. You have to visit 37 cities across the globe.
Dead Or Alive,Text adventure with a vast plot. £3.00
Crush. Your cityis being bombed by a maliciouscraft.
Superb 630O0 code and sound effects. £3.00

ner Revenge, Arka, Bailer,
Space War, Mine Field, Soli
taire, AndruilCavern, Elimina

tor, Space Invaders,Squixx
and Runner. Order Code

GPS8.

Only £10.00.

M15 - The Accompanist MIDI 16 voice
sequencer byHenryCosh.

' M1S7M19.'M20 - Soundtracker player andSoundtracker modules converted from the Amiga. Also

D1S8/D159*I>1M • NOT STE. Batman Ihe movie demo. Excellent 3 dish lull

colourdigitised demoofthedim.£9.00.

D230 - Movie shows off the stereo sound and the blit-

terchip.

D231 - 1MB. BOING a bouncing ball with colours
scrolling through it and the sounds of Axel-F
D233 -1 MB.3D Scroller, sounds of The Cure and verycolourful scrolling message, actually scrolls from the
bottomofthe screen to the middle then straight up and
out of the toplWithbouncing bobs and all!
D234 - 1MB. Psychedelik House II By The Overlan-

documentation and some source code in 68000 and

GFA basic on Soundtracker formats and different

D2Q2- NOTSTE. Predator film.
D207 - Snowman demo.
D210rD213-1M8. The Star Wars Walker UN animation. £6.00,

frequencies. £9.00.
M21- Npizetracker.

D221i"0222 •NOT STE. 1MB. Dragons Lair game animation demo byIRS. £6.00.

M22/M23 • Quartet samples lots of samples for use with

0236 - Inner Circle Decade demo.

Quartet. £6.00.

D240 - StarTrekTheEnterprises leavesdrydockand^excellent animations of the
Reliant flying through space.
D247 -TheLostBoysLite's a Bitch demo.
BD3-TheLostBoys- OohCrickey wota Scorcher. Blesstheircotton socksitcertainly
is! £4.00.

POV1-92 - Special Offer1 Theentire Persistence ol Vision democollection of92double
sideddiskscrammed lullofthebestdemosfortheSTloronly£90.00 fully inclusive!

jjj& •" Li -68000 Assembler, Xlisp, STLogo,

^^r Tiny basic.

der.Aciiiidl

12 - STBasic.

D251 - The Black Cats STE demo excellentl
:-i: StarterUtility Pack:thispackwas compiled withthe

L5 • PD C v2.0 C compiler.
L6- ToyProlog,
L7 - Xlispv1.7.
L8- ForthfromBradleyFirmware.
L13/L14 - Modula-2 development systemv1.0.£6.00.
L15-SozobonC compiler.

awSTuserinmind, a tile compresser, RAM disk, Printer
Spooler. BIG colour emulator, Monochrome emulator, Virus Killer

2,picture converters, diskformatters, timeand date setters,clocks,

Mtree,autoGEM andlotsmore. PlusSTWriter Elite theword procesr,DataHandler thedatabase andSheetthespreadsheet. Only £8.50!
MP7 - Home Business Pack:Datahandler andFirstBase2 databases,
STSheet andSheet2 excellent spreasheets, STWriter Elite theexcellent word
processor andDouble Sentry theaccounts package. £8.50!

HI Fl.

.159- Databases:Addressbookvt,21, Oatabase,Firstbase and Datahandier.

weird and wonderful creatures

- STSheet a simple spreadsheet
•Personal Finance helpsyoutohandle yourpersonal accounts,
AM- Sheetv2.0. Brilliant spreadsheet.
Atoa- 1MB. &Stat. sophisticated graph, statsanalysis.

including death masks, dragons, gargoylesand lots more!

CIS7 - Flower PowerClip Art Pack: pictures of the most

MPS - GDOS GEM Font Pack -171 fonts,

popularflowers, plus arrangements,silhouettes,flowers in

A121 - Pools- ExpertResultsPredictor v3.02.
W2- STWrrter Elitev4.twordprocessor.

l GEM Font Master font editor and a PD

vases andtypesetting borders. A3disk pack for £8.50.

'.'i-:i •TeX thedocument processor andtypesetting system. £20.00.

i of GDOS plus full details on using

A125-1MB. Opusv2.10excellent spreadsheet

3.50.

SPECIAL OFFER

HP4 - GraphicsPack 1: ANI ST the excel

A13B - Doubte Sentry vO.OO small business accounts.
A15• STSWitcher will spitan STsmemory into2 separate pa* allowing youto use 2

- Calamus FontPack 1 - 40 fontsforonly£8.50!
- CalamusFontPack 2 - 32 fontsforonly£8.50!
MP15- Calamus Font Pack 3 - 34 lonts for only£8.50!
MP12Signum Font Pack 1 - 73 x 24 pin printer/screen

lent animation package allows you to create
your own animations! Pearls the ray
tracing package with full examples. Mini Paint

programsat once.

A31 - 1ST Word printer driver fles.
A4C,;A5Z'A172 •HardDissUtilities: Includes TheVault backup andmuch more. £9.00.
A41 - Monochrome Monitor Emulator v5.

the excellentfully featuredpainting package. NEOMaster the excellentpainting program,and pictureconvenors.

A&S- DCFormatv3.03 THEST disk formatterinduces MSOOS.

A90• Superboot v6.0THESTcustom bootprogram, ScieenDump24 v2.0AlUHeip
screen dump toEpson LOB00 orcompatible.
A91 -VYusKilerv2.0l. FJespyvl.Ofiledisplayer.

fonts. £8.50!

MP13 Signum Font Pack 1 - 68 x 24 pin printer/screen

£8.50!

MPS - Graphics Pack 2: MasterPainterthe excellentfully
featured paint package that includes multipyscreens,

STW41 -FSeleav3n 989 excellent alternative fte selector.

fonts. £8.50!

BP18 - Fun Time 1 and 2 for ages 3 to 6 this disk is
crammed with delightful tuitionon many subjects such as
shapes, clock,pictures,money, seasons and more,£4,00.
BP10 - Classroom Mathsfor students age 7 to 12. £4.00.
A212-Spanish VerbTutor
A213 - French language tutor and Chemistryfor beginners

which include: Pacman, Pool.

Arm Bandit, Diamonds, Run

0197- SpaceAceAmazing animation.

£12.50 •

3 to 10. £4,00.

'

monochrome monitor an

£.00.

world:Japan, Europe, China, India, North America,South

MP16 - Education Pack 1: Manyexcellent
programs fullof colour and music for under 8's
covering the following subjetcs: Shapes, Puzzles.
Songs, Create Stories, Drawing, ABC, Mr Potatoe
Facei KidDTP, Graphs, Grids. Music, Notes, Piano and
Spelling. £8.50.
MP17 - Education Pack 2: Many excellent programs for
the over8's coveringthe following subjects: Understanding
Algebra. Geometry, Ratios, Trigonometry.Ship Wreck an
adventure scenario to teach maths. World a quiz about
countries and their capitals, Chemical Structure Interpre
ter, Chemistry Element Periodic Table, Maths Test,
Numerical Go Round, and two study aids - Quizz and
Study.£8.50.
BP17- Splash Isan art packageforyoungusers aged

• ET

excellent variety ol games

I - Mind Bombmegamusthavedemo.

Americaetc. some dating back 400 yearsl Allsorts of

BuyVolumes 1-4 for£45.00
BuyVolumes5-7 for £30,00
BuyVolumes 1-7 for£70,00

•

Only £12.00.

D12ZD125 - NOT STE. 2 classic demo disks The Union

demo.

D254 - TomorrowsWorld3D stereo demoll Experience
real 3D stereo on your STE when connected to your

•• Q

«n

•

MONOCHROME GAMES PACK

andTCBCuddlyonly£5.00.

D229- 1MB.The Jungle demo!

ders. Perfectforcreatingposters, cards and invitesetc for
any Christmasoccasion. £12,50.
CIS6.- Fantastic and Mythologicaf Creatures and Mon

ISf
r

For owners of an Atari

Clacker. A Klax clone with a twist. £3.00

D144 -TheOfficial Atari France demoi
D228 - 1MB. AN COOL from The Care Bears

D252 - The 2nd French STE demo brilliant!

Order

Code GPS7.

0149.0150 - 1MB. NOT STE. Delirious demo from the alliance.

father Christmas to borbals, to Christmas trees and bor

sters: an excellent packof creatures from all overthe

Avena Blue.

Pi

and

has been captured by the evil tyrant Mr X.£3.00

Atari STE

tains 3.

CIS1 - Subjects covered: sports, Hags, animals, car

Frankenstein

Dennis and Denise. Control Dennis and rescue Denise who

These demos willonly work on an

and White clip art spot illustrationssuitable
for any program with graphic capabilities.Each
pack contains 5 disks except pack 7 which con

forms and more shoot

•'em ups includes
G-orb, Colony, Castle

Slippery Sid great maze game. £3.00
Hostile reception Xenon type shoot 'em up. £3.00
Exodus superb graphics arcade game. £3.00
Douglas Rockmoor the greatest ever
imputation of Boulderdash. Briliiantl. £3.00
Dark Wars. A role-playing adventure with 3D view. £3.00
Avena Blue A superfast horizontalscroller where an endless
tunnel has to be negotiated at a mind-bogglingspeed. £3.00
The Blagg. A great adventure that attempts to followthe line
of a routine Police investigation of a robbery. £3,00
Clunk. A puzznik look-a-like with a few novel ideas. £3.00

England Team Manager footballgame.
Top of the Pops record company

G121

Another |^_^'

excellent pack with
shoot 'em ups, plat

Bandit the one armed bandit. £3.00

Flight Simulator.

G117
G118

new

toons, humourous, Xmas, Jewish, Borders, Halloween,

Pro Darts 501 down. £3.00

BallZone the breakout game. £3.00
Moneyspinner the slot machlno. £3.00
Zenith arcade space battle. £3.00
Word puzzle generator. £3.00
Make a break trivia quizz where you
play snooker byanswering the questions. £3.00

Upstart a shoot the cherries up arcade
game, excellent!
Spaceballer an platform excellent game.
The Rush is an excellent platformgame.
Bumper Jacky a great platform game.

G-U3
G1t4

Only £12.00.

All 1 • Headstanvi.iautobootGEM wograms. Manual MaXertf.O requires GDOS.

A120 • Copiers: copybeet,supercopy,copyv2,copytrack, diskcopy. trttter andoth-

A25/A60 - Font Master an excellentdocument processor
withmanyfonts. RequiresMonoMonitor. £6.00.
A45- Star LC/ML printerfontdesignerand installer.
A63/A64- Font KitV3.31an Epson printer, ST screen and
Degas fonteditor.

ColourBurst II the 800/3200 shades on screen at once

A128 - Recover alowsyouto recover lostdata.Boobhfo allows youto putanytexton
screenatbootup.

paint package, Fine Line the drawing program, Fractal

A134 • BootDrive Selectallows youtoselecta drive tobootfrom whenyouresetyour
ST.GralTool andChanmaker are2goodgraphcreators.

Zoom the most comprehensive fractal generator on

the ST, the Atari IMageProcessor (1MB), MegaBlitthe
paint package, Studio and VanGogo2 excellent paint
packages. £8.50!
GR1 - NEOchrome Master v2.1 excellent graphic
package.
GR6 - Degas disk - 155 fills, 10 brushes, 7 fonts, printer

•Custom Formatter allows you specify how much storage space you requie.

. A158- TheCorrrpiete Amateur Astronomy Guide.

A163 •Gemini desktop replacement Excellent replacement Desktop simitar toNEOdesk.
Al67 - BIGColourEmulatorcolourscreen emulatorfor monochromemonitors.
BP8 - Music Cassette Label Printer. £4.00.

A173- ARCv6.02the filecompressor, ARCshellvl.98, LHarc v0.5band v1.13.Turboarc,ARCrl auto arcs and unarcsentiredisks.

A181 - Interprint2 the ultmateprintercontroller. Printpius vl.l pants1STWord decu

| A1B2 -Expander expands asingle sided disk toadouble sided. MedRES STE afix to
A44 - StarNet BBS. Setup your own
Bulletin BoardSystem.

driverfiles.

| themedium resboot upbugonSTEs. Turbo STspeeds upyour ST.

GR14 - Public Painter vO.I. Requires a Mono

I AlB6-FCopy 3theexcellent disk copier.

Monitor.

A191 -Video Manager v4.0 allows you tocatalogue your videos.

Wt-Type It! The bnlliant touch type tutor.
BP20 • Video Master. Design video scrolling sequences with fades, timings, scrol1

A48 - Uniterm v2.0c. Features: Xmodem, Ymodem, Kermit, VT100, 102 and VT200 and much

GR17 - Picture Convertors. Print Master, Degas, Neo,
Tiny. IFF.Spec512, !MG,AIM, Postscript.

speeds, graphic imports, backgrounds, text etc£4.00.

A202 • Grundplot is a mathematical plotting program lorpotentials, exponentials, togs

more.

A166 - Vanterm v3.71. Features: Xmodem, Ymodem,
CompuserveB, AutoDialand muchmore,
A119 - Flying Start vl.04 1200/75 comms program for

;

generation programavailable.

GR20 - ,IMG picture fileutilities: Convert2IMG v0,9con
verts any Degas, Tiny, NEO, Macpaint, Spectrumpicture

; A206 • Resource Fie Analyzer allows youtoloadresource files andprim outcomplete

•

Prestel.

GR19- FractalZoomv3.l the most comprehensive fractal

trigonometry, arc, hyperbolic, area, singum,integrals, and entier(unctions. Mono

Plan met islor surface calculation. Mathcalc lets you define variables and functions.
I A204/205 - HP Deskjet disks -Loads ofutilities and drivers torthe DeskJet printer. Tele
I phone for details. £6.00.
break down of the contents. Mono,

to IMG format. Plus an ,!MG slide snow and viewer.

A207 - Grabber, thisprogram allows youtostoreany4 prograrrs inRAM andexecute

A8/A118/A105 -Packet ham radio software, £9.00,

A93 - Txtv2.0a teletext program.

GH21 - ANI ST the fully featuredanimation p
GR24- Pearlethe3-Draytracing package.

themfromwithinotherprograms.

: A208 -Astro22 vl.0calculates the position oltheplanets, cusps and zodiac positions ta
[

within30 seconds olarc.

| A209-Pools Coupon Perm Checker andToneFone

YourSecondManual ToTheAtari ST.Having gotyourcomputer and readthe manual that
camewith it,youare probably still inthe darkaboutthe insandoutofusingthe ST.Thebook

Your Second Manual goesindepth inaneasytounderstand way about every aspect ofusing

PDOM SUPPLIES
Ml Sia-ik Datapu seBranded csks wiiaoes

•

| 10

-...-

£700

l~i$ 1

yourST. Ifyouare a newST userthen this is the bookforyou.£8.00.Ordercode Y2M.
NOTE: HasyourSTgota double sideddiskdrive?HasyourSTgota TVoutput?

Iftheanswer isNO then please contact usbefore ordering.

Disk prices arefully inclusive andPER disk: 1to5- £3.00 each, 6to10- £2,75 each, 11 to50- £2,00 each,

51 to10Q-£1.50each, 101 to250-£1.25 each, 251 to400-£1.00 each, 401 to500-90p each, 501 ormore-£0.70 eachA
NOTE! Licenseware products codes B, BD, BP and GP can only bepurchaser/at full pnee indicated

•

._

Disk born:

*-^ 10 capacity
|

11.00 MJ

Datapulse Branded disksanddiskboi

CATALOGUES

Aconciseprinted catalogueissupplied witheachorder.Adiskbasedcatalogue showing full detailsofall
our products costsonly£1,00oris freewith anypurchaseof£10,00ormorel
TOORDER Simply quotethe ordercodegiveninRED.

Blank disk labels:

WE ARE

PublicDominator Atari DeptSTU
PO Box801, BishopsStortford,Herts, CM233TZ,UK. Tel&Fax: 0279 757 692

Monday -Saturday 9am - 5pm
All pricesare fully inclusive no moreto pay.Foreign ordersmustadd £2.75forregistered post.

Mn Disk Clearing MB
1 Mousemas

—

furxi f-1^
£400 1

1

WITH EVERY 5 BOXES OF BRANDED DISCS

"A 50 capacity Disc Box"

100% ERROR FREE/MITSUBISHI BRANDED DISCS
MITSUBISHI BRANDED
THE THREE DIAMOND DISKETTES

PROBABLY THE MOST RELIABLE DISKETTES ON THE MARKET
NO QUIBBLE REPLACEMENT. 100% ERROR FREE. MADE IN JAPAN

M-2D

M-2HD

MF-2DD

MF-2HD

51A" DSDD

57/ DSHD

37." DSDD 1 Meg

3V2" DSHD 2 Meg (1.44)

1 Box

£6.00

1 Box

2-5 Boxes

£5.50

2-5 Boxes

6-10 Boxes

£5.00

6-10 Boxes

£8.95
£8.15
£7.60

1 Box

£8.65

1 Box

£15.75

2-5 Boxes

£8.15

2-5 Boxes

£14.70

6-10 Boxes

£7.10

6-10 Boxes

£13.65

FREE GIFTS WHEN YOU BUY MITSUBISHI BRANDED DISKETTES!
1 BOX
FREEMOUSEMAT
5 BOX
FREE 50 CAP. BOX
10 BOXES
FREE 100 CAP BOX
COMPUTER MATES - THE FIRST MAIL ORDER SUPPLIER OF MITSUBISHI BRANDED DISKETTES

3.5" MITSUBISHI BULK MEDIA
LIFE TIME WARRANTY
3.5"
50 Disks
100 Disks
200 Disks
500 Disks

DSDD
£18.50
£35.50
£68.50
£152.50

1000 Disks
£295.50
INCLUDING LABELS

DSHD
£32.50
£63.50
£125.50
£295.50
£580.50

5.25" BULK DISKS

COLOURED DISKS

Packed in 25's with Envelopes,
Labels, Lifetime Warranty

Lifetime Warranty

48tpi
25Disks

£16.00 £16.25 £23.00

£28.00 £28.25 £43.00

Lifetime Warranty
No Quibble replacement
10 Tapes
50 Tapes
1 Tape

E180

E240

£17.00

£30.00

£75.00

£125.00

£2.00

£3.50

Sorry!

THE LARGEST DISK MANUFACTURERS IN
THE WORLD. IN ADDITION OVER 200
LINES OF PERIPHERALS IN STOCK. ASK

DSHD

25 Disks

£9.00

£16.00

£12.00

£20.00

£17.50

£30.00

£20.00

£35.00

100 Disks

£31.00

£51.00

£39.00

£68.00

Includes labels, for available colour's please call.
Normally Red, Green, Yellow, White &Orange

5.25"

120 Cap
100 Cap
80 Cap
50 Cap
40 Cap

£9.50
£7.90
£7.50
£6.50
£6.00

140 Cap
120 Cap
100 Cap
50 Cap

£8.75
£8.25
£7.50
£6.50

ALL ABOVE BOXES LOCKABLE + 2 KEYS
£2 OFFBOXES WHEN ORDERING 100 DISKS OR MORE

10 Cap.
5 Cap...
1 Cap...

.£1.50
.£1.15
.£0.50

10 Cap.
5 Cap...

.£1.50
.£1.00

Call SAM or PAT Now!
on 0753 631101

PRINTED CARDBOARD BOXES WITH LABELS. 100% GUARANTEED
BAMBI-2DD

MF-2DD 30's

MF-2DD10's

M-2D48TPI10'S

M-2DD 96TPI 10'S

25 DSDD 3V2" IN 25

30 DSDD 3V2"

10 372" DSDD

10 DSDD 574"

10 DSDD57/

CAP STORAGE
1 BOX
2+
5+

1 BOX
2+

£14.00
£13.00

1 BOX

..£6.00

1 BOX

£4.25

2+

.£5.00

2+

£3.75

1 BOX
2+

£4.75
£4.25

5+

£11.00

5+

..£4.50

5+

£3.25

5+

£3.75

BOX
£14.00
£13.00
£11.00

FOR OUR COLOUR CATALOGUE & PRICE

BAMBI-2HD

LIST WITH YOUR ORDER OR SEND 22p

25 DSDD 3V IN 25

MF-2HD 30's

CAP STORAGE BOX

£21.00

1 BOX

.£8.50

£20.00

2+

£18.50

5+

SCALL0753 631101

DSDD

ALL BLUE BOX PRODUCTS ARE COMPLETELY PACKAGED ll\l

BLUE BOX PRODUCTS

WE DO NOT PRICE MATCH BUT WE DO

GIVE QUANTITY DISCOUNT, WITH
SERVICE, QUALITY AND BACKING FROM

3.5"

50 Disks

Tapes only available if purchased with Disks
(the only way to keep costs down)

NEW NEW NEW

DSHD

3.5"

VIDEO TAPES

DSHD
£35.00
£69.00
£137.00
£325.00

DSDD

STORAGE BOXES

LOOK

2 for 1 Life Time Warranty

SORRY! SORRY! SORRY!

£8.75 £12.00

100 Disks

COMPUTER MATES
BRANDED DISKS

50 Disks
100 Disks
200 Disks
500 Disks

£8.50

HD

50 Disks

NEW NEW NEW

.5" Disks
DSDD
£21.00
£41.00
£80.00
£182.00

96tpi

5.25'

1 BOX

£21.00

2+

£20.00

30 DSHD 3'/2"
1 BOX
2+

5+

£18.50

5+

MF-2HD10'S

M-2HD10's

10 372" DSHD

..£6.50

.£8.00

10 DSHD 57."
1 BOX
2+

.£7.00

5+

..£5.00

..£6.00

DATA CARTRIDGES
VERBATIM DATA LIFE
DC2000
£17.80
DC300XLP
£17.80
DC600A
DC6150

£19.60
£21.50

FED UP WAITING?

COMPUTER MATES LTD

WE GUARANTEE 48 HOUR

TEL: 0753 631101 (3 Lines)

CHEQUES/POSTAL ORDERS TO:

DELIVERY TO YOUR DOOR

FAX: As Above
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bucks
SLO ONH

°

AT NO EXTRA COST!!!
WITH 90% OF PARCELS

m&
ARRIVING NEXT DAY!
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT & CARRIAGE

A f t e r years of using magnetic
tape, the recording and
broadcasting industries are
beginning to adopt computer tech
niques for editing sound. Based on
large capacity hard disks, these
machines use the same techniques to
turn sound into numbers as the com

In professional studios, magnetic tape is
already being superceded by a new
generation of digital systems. Roger Derry
investigates an affordable option, based

pact disc. They usually cost anything

around the Atari...

from over £250,000 to about £30,000.
However one enterprising com

pany, Audio & Design of Reading, has
developed a device that costs about
£5,000 including the computer - an
Atari, of course. With this you can
edit a digital master for a compact

Desk

Session

Take

Sequence

I-CHI

Digital audio uses an immense
amount of data. If you thought A4
300dpi image files were bad enough
then you should try audio. Normal
Atari add-on sound samplers rarely
have the detail and resolution

required for professional use. The
compact disc has a capacity of about
500Mb or more, giving an hour or so
of playing time per disc. I am not
being inconsistent with my spelling,
by the way - my broadcast back
ground means that I deal with radio
and television programmes using LP
and compact discs which sometimes

Not just a song, but an entire song in one huge sample. Amazing

Desk Session

Take

Sequence |ffH

involves me with computer programs
using floppy or hard disks.

Powerful
For any digital audio device to be
considered by professional audio peo
ple it must be capable of recording
two channels of audio using 16 bit
resolution samples at up to 48,000

Hidden
Sitting beside the studio mixing desk
was the familiar SMI24 monitor and

times a second. This means that

Mega keyboard, but there was no sign
of the Mega processor box itself. It
seems that it normally lives in a cup

48,000 x 2 x 16 bits per second are
needed. This is 1,536,000 bits per sec
ond (192,000 bytes per second) plus
any overhead for error correction and
synchronisation.

board with the hard disks so that the
noise from the choir of fans does not

Example of the system's power as we zoom in on a split second of the song
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oped by York University. When they
started in 1986 they chose the Atari then brand new - as being the most
EETJ

DURATION

handle 90 minutes of stereo as nor

seven of these.

B7.33"
002'

54,32"

I °"c I

B7.33"
B07' 53,55"

Anbience -3_
Pavanne

11

SIDEOHE

Anbience -3.
Mass-

11

48,000 16-bit samples a second. It can
mally sold, requiring a large capacity
750Mb hard disk. It can handle up to

finbience -3_
Introit-

11
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SoundMaestro handles the three

standard rates of 32,000, 44,100 and

Edit

FULL |flUDI0VVDESIIiN^j!lM774^

SOuWMbeSTRO

SoundMaestro uses software devel

powerful, affordable machine around.

Sequence

EMPTY |

neatly at the back of the keyboard.
Now why can't Atari do that?

Until recently systems were based on
an unadulterated MegaST4 running
at its standard speed of eight mega-

running on the TT.The overall four
times speed increase was not unex
pected but parts of the program were
running 25 times faster! The program
has just been rewritten "from the bot

to add more facilities.

was: "Where's the Atari?".

pollute the sound studio.
For my demonstration they had
been brought in to the studio and sat
at the back behind heavy black metal
panels, on 19in rack mounting.
Audio and Design have found that
the keyboard output can be extended
to about 25ft along with the feed to
the monitor. They fit a reset button

had received of the SoundMaestro

tom up" to take advantage of devel
opments over the last five years and

disc.

The SoundMaestro digital audio
editor uses the Atari's cartridge port.
Because it is cased in a 19in profes
sional rack, it is possibly the largest
"cartridge" for the ST available. I
asked myself whether it was a case of
plugging the cartridge into the Atari
or the Atari into the cartridge!
You can buy a system to use with
an ST4 or TT if you already own one,
but usually Audio & Design case the
Mega 4 into a 19in rack-mounting
unit and the system becomes indis
tinguishable from the other audio
equipment in a studio. Indeed when I
entered Jeff Addiss's Recording
Associates studio my first reaction

hertz. This is the version I was shown

by Mike Beville of Audio & Design.
Nowadays systems are fitted with
Hypercache to give the extra speed of
16MHz operation much of the time.
Mike eagerly told me of reports he

tion. The rest of the hard disk or disks

67,33"
BB1' 22,13"

Anbience -3_

8'

OBB1 97,33"

are recorded using a proprietary sys
REHEARSE

tem that doesn't use Gem files, which

B7.33"

["STOP f'PAUSE"|"NEXT IH^^i'0^ *^°7"

When you switch on the Atari the

desktop shows you disk C in the nor
mal way using a standard size parti

r^-j
12.5EC

|BBB'B4,44"||

A look at the more subtle side of mass sampling with the addition of ambience

are restricted as to how long they can
be. Another problem using standard
file handling is that Gem, MSdos and
most other filing systems often frag
ment large files when they are
>

Unit 8, Bradley Hall Trading Estate,
Standish, Wigan, Lancashire, WN6 OXQ
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Upgrades Available Upto A Realistic 4 Megabytes!

ST Format "The very best ram upgrade
boards on the market"

Easy To Install
Upgrading the memory of your Atari ST has
never been easier using Third Coast's range of
memory upgrade boards. We have plug in
upgrade boards to take your machine upto a
realistic 4 Megabytes so you get no more out of

memory headaches. Third Coast's range of
memory expansion boards take around 1/2 an
hour to install and come supplied with full
fitting instructions for all revisions of Atari's. If

you should get into any difficulty fitting any of
our memory upgrade boards are technical staff

will give you any assistance you need over the
telephone. Third Coast's memory upgrade
boards are fitted by plugging a socket over the
MMU chip and the Video shifter chip and
require no soldering whatsoever.

Expansion Policy To 4MB
With Third Coast's 1/2 megabyte plug in board

1/2 megabyte plug in board Atari ST User September 1990

for Atari's with and without surface mount

"Features-Excellent

MMU chips we offer an expansion policy to
4MB. What this entails is, if you purchase a 1/2
megabyte expansion board from us and you
decide you need either 2.5 megabytes or 4
megabytes. Return the board to us and we will
discount you the price tou paid for the 1/2
megabyte board off the current price of the 2.5
megabyte or the 4 megabyte board. You are not
left with 16 useless chips like the solution
offered by offers but merely a cost effective
simple way of upgrading your machine to 1
megabyte, 2.5 megabytes and eventually to a
full 4 megabytes.

Ease Of Use-Good"

Expansion Options
If you have a 520STM, 520STFM or even a
520STFM with surface mount MMU ch^> we
have the solution to take your machine upto 1
megabyte with the expansion policy to 4
megabytes as described above. Third Coast also
offer expansion to 2.5 and 4 megabytes for
520ST owners. For 1040ST and Mega 1 owners
we have an expansion board to take your
machine upto 2 megabytes, 2.5 megabytes and
4 megabytes. For Mega 2 owners we offer a plug
in board to take your machine to 4 megabytes.

Z-Ram 4MB expansion board Atari ST User July 1990
"Features-Excellent

Ease Of Use-Good"

Fully Compatible

Pricing

Third Coast's range of expansion boards are all
auto configuring and compatible with all

520ST-1040 Ram Upgrade Kit Requires Soldering. . £39.99

software for the Atari ST.

Warranty
All memory expansion boards carry a full 12
months warranty and free 12 months telephone

520ST-1040 Plug In Board Socketed MMU Chip. . . .£59.99
520ST-1040 Plug In Board Surface Mount MMU. . . .£59.99

1040ST-2MB Board Requires Minor Soldering. . . .£169.99

Software

1040ST-2.5MB Plug In Board Expandable to 4Ma . £169.99

with a ram checker which checks every chip on

the upgrade so you know if you have fitted the
upgrade correctley. Also included is a ram

disk, print spooler and several other useful

1040ST-4MB Plug In Solderless Expansion Board. . £199.99

For more information on any of Third Coast's

products please return the form below to the
address listed at the top of the page.
Name:

Address:

Mega 1-4MB Plug InSolderlessExpansionBoard . . £249.99

Mega 2-4MB Plug In Solderless Expansion Board. . £169.99

public domain utilities.

520-1040 Plug In Board Unpopulated

1MB Internal Floppy And Upgrade

(takes4 256'4 Drams)

For those Atari owners who have a machine

4MB Board Unpopulated (16or 32 megabit Drams). . £59.99

with 1/2MB drive and memory we offer a 1MB
internal drive and a 1/2MB soldering upgrade
kit for the special price of £99.99

All Third Coast's ram upgrade boards fit
under the RFI shielding so that you get no
interferance on your screen.

520ST-2.5MB Plug In Board Expandable to 4MB . . £149.99
520ST-4MB Plug In Solderless ExpansionBoard. . . £249.99

support.

All Third Coast ram upgrades come supplied

RFI Interference

Postcode:

£29.99

Tel:

Interests:

520STE-1040STEPIugInSimms

£39.99

Please Make Cheques/Postal Orders Paybable To

520STE-2.5MB Plug In Simms

£129.99

Third Coast Technokisies Ltd. We Also Accept

520STE-4MB Plug In Simms

£229.99

Access And Visa Over The Telephone.

>• changed. This leads to extra time

Digital audio: The low-down

taken while the head checks the

directory and then skitters over to
the next cluster in the list.

Aswell as analogue inputs, you
can transfer recordings made with
digital recorders directly to the hard
disks. Editing and control uses our
old friend the mouse with Gem slid

ers and buttons. Likemany a simple
sound sampler, the screen can show
the wave-form of the audio.

SoundMaestro has the option of
zooming in so that about 12/1000th
of a second fills the edit window. This

means that edits to one sample reso
lution are possible. This is rather bet
ter than the mere l/120th of a second

quency of the highestfrequency you wish to han
dle is called the Nyquist limit after HarryNyquist
ofBell Telephone Laboratories who first defined
this. In a practical system, 2.2 time the highest
frequency is a better rule of thumb.
This leads one to a reasonablevalue of44,000
samplesa second. When CDs were first developed,
the only machines able to record at this rate were
video machines and, for technical reasons to do
with video, this led to CDs using a sampling rate
of44,100 per second. Moremodernsystems
includingRDAT and the new Philips Digital
CompactCassette have standardised on 48,000.
Broadcasters have traditionally restricted their
frequency range to 15KHzbecause of the limita
tions of the FMstereo transmission system. The
BBC, for example uses 32,000 samples a second to
distribute its Radio and TVnetworks' sound feeds
around the country. A special coding technique
called NICAM is used to reduce the sample size to

Forprofessionalpurposesaudio is measured using
16-bit words, usually called samples in the audio
field. The range of human hearing is up to 20,000
Hertz - the correct termsfor cycles per second in
honour ofHeinrich Hertz who did much of the
fundamental work on electro-magnetic waves.
Sound is created by something vibrating. That
produces variations in air pressure which cause
the diaphragm of a microphone to vibrateand
generate a voltage, which varies analogously with
the air pressure waves. It can be recorded by using
the voltage to wiggle a cutter on a lacquer-coated
disc or by variations of magnetism on a tape or

that traditional razor-blade tape
splicing can achieve.

disc.

If the highest vibration speed we want to han
dle is 20,000 times a second then we must sample
the wave-form often enough so that at the very
least two samples occur in 1120,000th ofa second,

Background noise
In practice an instantaneous, "hard"

cut would usually not work, even if

to define the positive and negativeexcursionof
the original air pressure wave.
Thisprinciple ofsampling at twice the fre

you cut at a point where both "out"

and "in" samples were zero. This is
because subtle variations in acoustic

background noise can produce a click
or plop. To prevent this, each edit
consists of a mix of the two parts of
the recording, with one fading out as
the other fades in. This can be

adjusted to take anything from 3mS
to 6.5 seconds.

SoundMaestro performs the crossfades in ram, so when you play an

edit you hear the output straight
from the hard disk up to the edit.
This is followed by the crossfade
played from ram. Finally you hear the
direct output from the section of
hard disk containing the new mate
rial. The machine I was being shown

10 bits.

was occupied with music destined for
two compact discs. The Mega's func
tion keys are loaded with pre-pro
grammed commands to ease editing
and to mark cue points. Mike said
that most producers would listen to
the material as it was being copied to

quickly - no spooling of tapes. As
well as going straight to cue marks

you can "spool" through the record

SoundMaestro and enter cue

Take

Sequence

Edit

Start Session

marks at points where they
expected to make edits "on
the fly".

BUDIO ^DESIGN!

Record to Disk

ing by moving the Gem slider to
arrive almost instantaneously where
you want to go.

Hard disk blues
I asked Mike for his view of the Atari

and he told me that they had never

had any problems with it. It had
always been the hard disk units that
had failed, particularly after they had
been running for about a year, and
not the computer. After experiment

This allows them to find

the right point extremely

ing with different manufacturers,
they standardised on
Hewlett-Packard units which
from the outside look

SOUNDTlbeSTRU
Channel default

BE333 rUDHF

If you want to reserve disk size for the
Master track please type in the nunber of
ninutes to be reserved,
nin

System specific extra pull downs in all their glory
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Sequence

( Haxinal

EHl

RESERVE
mwi

19 dB

~MTs

nin )

size available

IDD HPT RESERVE]
Saving huge sections of

your masters for later
experimentation, all from
one simple requester

001

bomb-proof. They are well
engineered inside as well.
Mike did admit to referring
to the computer as "The ST"
rather than risk calling it an
Atari because, despite its heavy
use with professional Midi
sequencers and so forth, it is a
machine that most people fid
an unexpected choice in this
IBM dominated world. Yet, of

course, it is only in the last
couple of years that the IBM
really has been capable of this sort of
thing - at a price.
This is symptomatic of the prob
lem that Atari have. Because of the

machine's association with games, it
is difficult to get business and engi
neering to take it seriously. Yet when
there is an application that does
make use of its power there is a reluc

1* 1
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tance to shout out its use for fear of

frightening the horses.
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Effects processing in the
twenty first century

Roger Deny is an Audio and
Broadcast Consultant
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IMPROVED

P.F.M
PERSONAL FINANCE

MANAGER

If you run a personal bank account and have an Atari ST then
you need "PFM PLUS"
AS EASY TO USE AS A CALCULATOR

PFM PLUS makes full use of ST's Gem interface, if you need

to amend or update an entry or Standing order simply click on
it. Your screen looks just like a bank statement!
STANDING ORDERS & DIRECT DEBITS EATEN ALIVE

PFM PLUS handles Credit and Debit - Weekly, 4 Weekly
Monthly, Quarterly, Yearly and even complicated regular
payments like 12 payments of £52.99 followed by one of
£12.50, PFM will check the date and automatically insert
standing orders as they become due.
BUDGET WITH EASE, AT A CLICK OF A MOUSE.

If you're the type that likes to look ahead then PFM allows you
to set budgets for both expenditure and income. Up to 28

budgets can be set over a year, a quarter or a month and then
displayed either in figures or as a bar graph for a given period.
Income/Expenditure for these budgets can also be shown as
a pie chart so you can tell at a glance where your money's
gone. PFM also allows you to display or print your budget
groups selectively so you can see your expenditure quickly and easily.
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MAIN ACCOUNT SCREEN

TREND GRAPH

BALANCE PLOT GRAPH

PERSONAL FINANCE PROGRAM BY PETER VEALE
Based on the original highly successful Personal Finance Manager, PFM
Plus from Michtron is packed with additional features, improvements and
enhancements all designed to give you better control over your
money.Take a look at this comprehensive specification.
Multiple Accounts

Printouts

Each file can hold up to ten accounts, each with its

On-screen displays and printouts for budget compari

own entries and standing orders. Automatic posting

son tables and account summaries , in addition to the

of entries between accounts is under full
the user.

control of

Automatic Standing Orders
Standing orders can be set up for each separate
account. Start and end dates can be specified, with
payment periods of weekly, 4 weekly, monthly,
quarterly, 6 monthly, yearly, or just a single payment.
Entry Posting
Transactions made on one account can be automatic

ally 'posted' to a second account. PFM Plus displays
full details of entry sources and destinations. This
feature also applies to standing orders.
Selectable Columns

Up to eight different fields available for account
displays. The choice of columns and the order in
which they appear can be set by the user. A separate
choice is available for statement printouts.

Multiple Views
Up to 5 views of any one window can be displayed
at the same time. This allows different parts of the
account to be visible through independent scrolling,
or copies of graphs to be displayed covering different

Printer Formatting

disk.

Desktop
PFM Plus uses its
may be selected.
analog clock and
calculator can be
window. Desktop
required.

own desktop from which accounts
The desktop also includes an
a four function calculator. The
used even if it is not in the top
icons can be re-arranged as

Graphs
Four different types of graph plot are available. A
balance plot, a pie chart showing selected budget
categories, a budget comparison bar chart and a

Account Files

trend graph. The trend graph can be used to show

Each file contains accounts and standing order
entries, budget details and full information on the
sizes and positions of all account windows

long term increases or decreases in your bills. All
graphs auto-scale to fit window size.
Search
Account search facility using search mask with

Full GEM interface operating in medium resolution
colour and high resolution monochrome.

wildcards

Auto Balance

Most mouse and menu operations can also be
selected by a key stroke.

Automatic account balancing against statement.
Facility to continue search for further balance
matches.

BUDGET COMPARISION
BAR GRAPH

BALANCING WITH YOUR BANK ACCOUNT IS NO LONGER A
JUGGLING ACT

When you get your bank account statement or a balance from

an autobank machine you can confirm it with PFM quickly and
easily. Simply select PFM's unique "Auto Balance" option and
type in the balance as given by the bank and PFM will attempt
to balance and highlight entries that have not yet been
processed through the bank.

normal statement and standing order printouts.
Extensive control over the format of printing state
ments allowing alternative character pitches, bold
underlined and italics printing. Printer control codes
defined in separate configuration file.
User Options
Many configuration options can be controlled by the
user. Examples include entry defaults, display column
order, initial path and data file names. All options
including desktop icon positions may be saved to

time periods. A total of 67 windows are defined.

GEM

BUDGET PIE CHART

Key Short-Cuts
Help
On-line help dialogs cover a range of key topics.

Upgrading from PFM

OTHER FEATURES
* The number of entries is limited only by memory size
* You define the file size

*
*
*
*

Old entries are automatically deleted
Automatically places entries in date order
European or U.S.A. date formats
Balance of account graph

* Moveable and re-sizeable windows

* Run multiple bank accounts by simply using different file names.
Multi-Tasking allows Multi-Account access.
* Facility to check off items against statements
* Locates cheques written months ago in seconds
* Selective print features for dates/statements/standing orders and
budgets.

FREE 30 - DAY TRIAL
Order direct from MICHTRON and if you are not 100% satisfied, return
within 30 days for a full refund.
TO ORDER:
SEND TO: MICHTRON
PO BOX 68, St. Austell
Cornwall. PL25 4YB.

Allow 28 Days for delivery.

BY PHONE:
WITH CREDIT CARDS.

TELE: (0726) 68020.
£40.95(mcl P&P).

PFM Plus includes a utility to convert original PFM
files to the new format, so you need not lose valuable
data by upgrading

UPGRADE FOR £12
If you already own Personal Finance Manager and want to Upgrade to PFM
PLUS simply return your original disk with £12 for a full Copy of PFM PLUS

IMPROVED FEATURES

NCLUDE

it Handles multiple account it Full printer report forwith Auto transfer

matting

Please send me PFM PLUS at £40.95 (inc P&P)

• Cheque enclosed made payable to MICHTRON m

• Please Debit my Credit Card Account:
Number

Expiry Date

Name

Address

it Graph of Trend Plotting it Desktop Calculator
•^r Increased Budget handling -k Extensive user configur

Signed

able options
NOT COPY PROTECTED
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the outside world
T h e word "interfaces" is the

techy term for the various
holes that lie scattered around

the edges of the ST. Into these holes
go many extras to increase the versa
tility of the computer. Interfaces are
the physical link between the com
puter and these extras.
The ST, you'll be glad to know, has
more interfaces as standard than any
other home computer. Extras, by the
way, isn't quite the right term. In the
wonderful world of computer jargon,

The slots and sockets on your ST aren't just
for dropping crumbs, coins and other small
objects into. Andrew Baker explains all, and
continues his Desktop guide
Ok, it's not
crowded, but it's
easy to

Desk

File

Vien

dealer or the Atari Helpline (081-309
7770) for assistance.

Moving round the corner to the
rear side of the ST, we come to a large
collection of interfaces. In order of

left to right these are: power input,
two audio sockets, monitor then tele

vision interface, floppy disk followed
by "DMA" connectors, and then the
printer and modem ports.

Options

The audio sockets allow connec

tion to a sound system, letting you

understand

hear the full glory of the ST'ssound
through your stereo.
An interface we looked at briefly in

extras - like mice, televisions, moni

tors and printers - are called periph
erals.

the last issue was the monitor inter

Before starting, I ought to point
out that exactly what interfaces you
have depends upon which ST you
own. I've assumed that you have the

face. This is very simple and should
be fairly obvious. From here, like the
TV interface, the ST sends out the
information needed by the monitor

latest 520 or 1040 STEs. For owners of

other models, I'll mention the differ

ences but not go into detail.
We'll start with the bottom edge,
the underworld. On the right-hand

transfer this information to a more

permanent form of storage. Cue the

the card was a plastic disk, similar to
a record - hence the second part of

side, we find the home of the mouse

disk drive.

the name.

and the joystick. These two interfaces
are both shaped like rotated letter Ds

The small, square, blue pieces of
plastic - you should have got several
with the ST- are the permanent stor
age area. They are called floppy disks,
and are the storage medium.
Digressing for a minute, you may be
wondering why they are called
floppy disks as they are fairly rigid
squares. The answer can be found in
the annals of computing history along with the definition of most

- the one on the left is for the mouse,

and the one on the right for the joy
stick.

The underworld
We covered the mouse last time, so

we won't go into any further detail.
The joystick is a device used to allow
easier control of games. You may well
have got one with the ST, and it
essentially replaces the mouse - when

playing games. Both the mouse and
joystick can be plugged into the oth
ers' interfaces without harm, but they

will not operate correctly, if at all.
Moving from the underworld,
across to the right, up and back a bit,
we come to a narrow slot. This is the

disk drive. It's not really an interface,
but a peripheral. Unlike most periph
erals, it's built into the ST, the slot
being the only part showing.

other words used to describe various

parts of today's computers.

In this case, computer floppy disks
used to be thin squares, made of
cardboard, and roughly five and
quarter inches in size. They were any
thing but rigid - hence floppy. Inside
Desk file

to display the picture.
The ST's biggest rival and most
hated enemy, the Commodore
Amiga, doesn't have a built-in TV
interface, but a rather clumsy external
box. It does, however, have a monitor

Most computers now use stronger

square disks, but there are a lot of the
older, floppy disks still around and
the name persists.
Getting back to where we left off,

interface, and systems can use the
same types of monitor.

Mysterious
When the ST was first released, there

the disks should be inserted with the

was a facility on the monitor port to

metal piece facing towards the com
puter, and the label facing up. To
remove the disk, press the small but
ton just below the slot. The disk will
then pop out letting you remove it.
It may seem obvious, but do not
insert any other objects into the drive
slot. Inside are some very sensitive

take sound in, as well as send it out.

parts that can easily be damaged. If
for any reason the disk when
"ejected" sticks and will not come
free easily, do not force it. Call your

uicH Options

Quite what Atari's plans were for this
have never been publicly announced
- perhaps some form of voice con

trol? Anyway, nothing ever happened
and in later generations it disap
peared.
The floppy disk interface allows
additional floppy disk drives to be
attached.

The DMA (Direct Memory
Addressing) interface allows custom
designed Atari peripherals to be
plugged in. These include hard disks,
which are like floppy disk drives only
very much faster and capable of stor

ing much more data, and laser print

ij

ers. Memory is transferred directly
from the ST's memory to the periph
eral attached without any processing
(for other devices the data is usually

During use, your work/informa
tion is held in a storage area inside
the computer - known as memory, or
more technically, ram. When you
turn off the computer this memory is

Stick those icons

lost, and you will therefore need to

anywhere you like

changed slightly first) and as a result
it is much faster.

The last two interfaces are the most >•

• complicated. They are the printer
(parallel) port and the modem (serial)
port. These two are similar in many
respects beside their shape - elon
gated, rotated 'D' shapes.
Both are used to communicate

with dedicated computer peripherals
- printers, modems and sometimes
other computers. The printer port also called the parallel or Centronics
port - allows a device called a printer
to be attached.

In parallel
Printers, as the name suggests, pro
duce a printed copy of the informa
tion in the computer. The words
parallel and Centronics come from

you thought train spotters were odd!
Finally we come to the last side,
the left-hand edge. Here we have five
interfaces. The first two are Midi

ports. This stands for Musical
Instrument Digital Interface and
allows...yes, musical instruments, to
be attached.

Many of today's electronic key
boards and other musical instruments

also have such an interface. Bycon
necting such instruments to the ST,
you can control them from the com
puter. You may be asking your
self why anyone in their
right mind would
want to play a
synth

an Atari STbeing used on Top of the
Pops.
After the Midi ports is a narrow
slot. This is called the cartridge port,
and was originally designed to allow
purpose built peripherals for the STto
be plugged in. Technically this is very
possible, but due to a design limita
tion, there is very little that hardware
developers can do that is of any real

wait until the green Desktop appears.
Move the mouse pointer over a pic
ture - or icon - and press the left
mouse button, holding it down. The

use. As a result there are few uses for

icon that you're over should have

this port.

we'll start the main tour of the

Desktop. This month we'll add a cou

ple of new mouse movements to the
repertoire we built up last month.
To start with, turn the computer
on - without a disk in the drive - and

turned black.

Elite joysticks
Towards the front of the ST, but
still on the left-hand side, are

two more interfaces (only
STE models will
have

the method of transfer and manufac

turer of the interface. The interface

works by sending eight pieces of
information to the printer at once,
or in "parallel", while the word

Still holding the mouse button down,
move the mouse. As you move it, the
icon should turn to an outline and

move with you. This process is
used to move objects on the
Desktop around.
The process of selecting
something, holding the
mouse button down and

^

moving the mouse is

Hk called "dragging".
When something is
turned black and ready
for further activity, it is
"highlighted" - so you've

Centronics is the name of the

original designer and manu
facturers of the interface -

Centronics Incorporated.

•j^ just highlighted the icon.

There are various

While you hold the mouse

interfaces used in

printers, the most

button down, the icon will

move with you. Releasing the
mouse button will "drop"

common one

being the Centronics inter

face. Another type is the serial RS232
interface. The modem port is of this
type and you can, if you have the
right type of printer, attach a printer
via the modem port as well.
The serial interface only has the
ability to transfer one piece of infor

(for instance) from a

Dragging's most

computer keyboard
when they've got a
perfectly good key
board on the synth
in the first place.

common use is mov

mation at time, and is thus slower. As

The answer is sim

a result the Centronics port is more
popular as an interface for printers.
The serial port, or in ST lingo, the
modem port is used primarily to talk
to other computers. By plugging in a
peripheral called a modem, you can
connect the ST to the telephone.
Once on the telephone you can talk
to other computers. Go ahead, look

up Atari STin the yellow pages there are hundreds of them out there.

OK, I lied! It isn't quite that sim
ple, but you can "talk" to other com
puters via the phone. This opens a
whole sub-world of computer usage,
and one that is really too big to go in
to here. Suffice to say that an awful
lot of computer buffs get turned on
by talking to each other, using tele
phones.
Nothing wrong with that you say,
but these people love typing their
conversations on a computer rather
than just talking! What's worse, it's
slower and thus more expensive. And

the icon.

ing or copying
icons, and the

objects they represent.
To throw something away,
for instance, you'd "drag" the file

ple. How many

or whatever to the trash can.

musicians are in

For practice, try dragging the vari
ous icons on the Desktop around,
picking them up and dropping them
in different places. If you move the
mouse pointer away from an icon
and try dragging you will notice the
outline of a box appear.
As you move the mouse pointer,
this outline grows or shrinks in size.
By "dragging a box" around several
icons and then releasing the mouse
button you can highlight multiple

their right mind?
Seriously, with

these). The

electronic instru

two circular holes are

ments sounds are held as data.

more modern joystick ports and
allow, given the correct cables, up to
four joysticks to be plugged in. The
older joystick port can only support
one joystick.
Atari, was the very first developer
of home games computers and devel
oped some of the first joysticks. As a
result, the vast majority of today's
computers all use Atari's original
design for joystick interfacing.
However, since this design - used in
the joystick port next to the mouse was getting fairly old, Atari designed

Remote control
Through the Midi ports, this data can
read, manipulated and sent back by
the computer. Being able to rearrange
sounds, add and remove bits and save

them for later use, obviously makes
creating music a lot easier. And
because when finished the data will

actually be played by the synth, there
is no loss in sound quality - a perfect
environment.

The ST, with its built-in Midi
interfaces, doesn't need the masses of

external cables that other computers,
without built-in Midi ports, do. As a
result it is the most popular computer
in the music industry - particularly
among pop groups. You will often see

a new standard.

These two interfaces are the first

commercial use of this new design.
Given time it will probably work its
way in to other computers.
Now briefly, for this issue at least,

items for selection.

Once highlighted you can move
them at all at once. This is done by
moving the mouse pointer over any
of them, and dragging. Now, instead
of just one icon moving, they all do.
And that, sweethearts, is it for
another issue. We've looked at the

interfaces of the ST, and briefly
moved on to the Desktop. Next issue
we'll start to look at the desktop in
detail - see ya around.
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Silica presents some great
offers on the award winning
range of high quality matrix
printers from Citizen. Each
Citizen printer is built in the
UK to exacting standards,
ensuring superb reliability
and output. Our confidence
in Citizen's quality is such
that we are pleased to in
clude a 2 year guarantee
with every printer. Plus, if
you buy a Citizen printer
from us, we will give you
the Silica Systems Printer
Starter Kit (worth £29.38),

GOOD

IDEA

FREE DELIVERY

Next Day - Anywhere in the UK mainland

FREE STARTER KIT

Worth £29.38- WitheveryCitizen printerfromSilica.

2 YEAR WARRANTY

Silica offer a 2 year warranty (including the
printerhead)with everyCitizen printerfromSilica.

FREE OF CHARGE!

SHEET FEEDERS
PRA1200 120D
PRA 1215 124D/S»lft 9/24
PRA1228 1240/Swilt 9/24

£71.3!
£88.70
£42.00

SERIAL INTERFACES
PRA 1189 120D+
PRA1209 Swift 9/124D
PRA1709 Swiff 24

£56.45
£32.25
£26.38

32K MEMORY EXPN
PRA1753 124D/Swlft24

£13.10

PRINTER STAND
PRA1242 124D/Swift 9124

£24.03

ORIGINAL RIBBONS
RIB 3520 IZODfSwitt 9 Bill*... £3.41
RIB 3949 Slfllt 9l Black
£7.15
RIB 3924 124DIS»itt 24 Black £4.70

RIB 3936 S»ltt 9/24 Colour... £15.63

RIB3248 PIMS Single Strike... £4.11
RIB 3348 PM Multl Strike.... £4.11

COLOUR KITS
PRA1236 Swift 9/24
PRA1240 S»itl 9x/24x

£39.65
£44.18

192 cps

PRA1148 PN4B Bitlery

£51.70

PRA1155 PN4B Cable Eltrl.... £ TBC

PRA1274 Swift 9x/24l
£30.66 PRA1162 PN48 CarAdaptor... £ TBC
AH prices include VATand Free delivery.

80 column

192 CPS

136 COLUMN

• Citizen Swift 24x - 24 pin - 136 column
• 192cps Draft, 64cps LQ

• 8K Printer Buffer + 4 Fonts
• Parallel Interface

•
•

8K Printer Buffer +
Parallel Interface

> Graphics Resolution: 360x360dp>
• Epson and IBM Emulation

•
•
•
•

Graphics Resolution: 360x360dpi
Epson, IBM and NEC P6 Emulation
A3 landscape printing - FREE Colour Kit
FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit

i FREE Colour Kit
• FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit
RRP:

PN48 ACCESSORIES

80 COLUMN

i Citizen Swift 24 - 24 pin
> 192cps Draft, 64cps LQ

£365

COLOUR KIT,.,.,....,..EBB
STARTER KIT

.....HE

WTAL RRP: £428
SAVING: £169

£259

RRP:
COLOUR KIT

£489
.....£41

STARTER KIT

E25

Mvli

^ +VAT=W10.08 ref; PHI 2574 J

MAIL ORDER:

SILICA
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

«2» I «9

Before you decide when to buy your new printer, we suggest you think very carefully about WHERE
you buy it. Consider what it will be like a few months after you have made your purchase, when you
may require additional peripherals or software, or help and advice. And, will the company you buy from
contact you with details of new products? At Silica Systems, we ensure that you will have nothing to

worry about. We have been established for over 12 years and, with our unrivalled experience and ex
pertise, we can now claim to meet our customers requirements with an understanding which is second
to none. But don't just take our word for it. Complete and return the coupon now for our latest Free
literature and begin to experience the "Silica Systems Service".
MAIL ORDER HOTLINE

081-309 1111

mucA
SYSTEMS

• 3M" Disk • Amiga & ST Drivers
• 3ft" Disk - Drivers for Windows 3
9 2 Metre Parallel Printer Cable

*

I^L l

100 Continuous Address Labels

• 5 Continuous Envelopes
Printer owners may order the Silica

4.V1T

=+E£8

Printer Starter Kit (ref: KIT 5001) for

only £24.38 incvat - £5 off RRP!

1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX Tel: 081-309 1111

SIDCUP SHOP:

Opening Hours:

1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX Tel: 081-302 8811

Mon-Sat 9.00am-5.30pm

LateNight: Friday untii 7pm

Fax No: 081-309 0017

a

To:SilicaSystems, DeptATSTR-1191 -55,1 -4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd,Sidcup, Kent DA14 4DX

11 PLEASE SEND CITIZEN PRINTER INFORMATION
Mr/Mrs/Ms: .

Initials:

Surname:

I
i
Postcode:

Tel (Home):

m

p

:.

Order Lines Open: Mon-Sat 9.00am-6.00pm
No Late Night Opening
Fax No: 081-3080608
LONDON SHOP:
52 Tottenham Court Road, London, W1P 0BA
Tel: 071-580 4000
Opening Hours:
Mon-Sat 9.30am-6.00pm
No Late NightOpening
Fax No: 071-323 4737
LONDON SHOP:
Selfridges (1st Floor), Oxford Street, London, W1A 1AB Tel: 071-629 1234
Opening Hours:
Mon-Sat 9.30am-6.00pm
Late Night: Thursday until8pm
Extension: 3914

TEMS OFFER YOU

FREE OVERNIGHT DELIVERY: On all hardware orders shipped in the UK mainland.
TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPLINE: Team of technical experts at your service.
PRICE MATCH: We normally match competitors on a "Same product - Same price" basis.
ESTABLISHED 12 YEARS: Proven track record in professional computer sales.
BUSINESS + EDUCATION + GOVERNMENT: Volume discounts available for large orders.
SHOWROOMS: Demonstration and training facilities at our London & Sidcup branches.
THE FULL STOCK RANGE: All of your requirements from one supplier.
FREE CATALOGUES: Will be mailed to you with offers and software/peripheral details.
PAYMENT: By cash, cheque and all major credit cards-.

':"-t. c""

FREE OF CHARGE!

•

SAVING: £206

SILICA PRICE: £349

EveryCitizen printerfromSilicacomes with
the PrinterStarter Kit,everythingyou need
to get up and runningwithyour newprinter

• 200 Sheets of Continuous Paper

TOTAL RRP: £555

SILICA PRICE: tm V -t-WT^£3[K33 ref: PR! 2524 d

4 Fonts

Tel (Work):

* Company Name (if applicable):

I Which computer(s), if any, do you own?
E&OE • Advertised prices and specifications may change - Please return the coupon (or the latest information.
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Data Pulsed
Quantum Mechanics

Data Pulse Hard Drives

The cached Quantum Mechanisms used in the Data-

The Data Pulse range of drives come in a variety of
capacities and include the following.

Pulse range of Hard Drives are made to very high
American Military standard and are covered by a 2
year manufacturers warranty (from date of
manufacture! They are al 3.5" mechanisms with a
height of just 1 inch and integrated SCSI controllers
They have an average access time of 11ms utilising a

Full Metal case providing good shielding
and can be used as a monitor stand

All Mechanisms used are Autoparking reducing the
risk of damage during transit They are also very low
power which means they can operate without the
need for a fan thus reducing noise.
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On/Off switch and DMA device selector
mounted on front

A

•
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Integral PSU

•
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DMA Out for Daisy chaining

tit

»

m

Space for second mechanism internally

ffl

3
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Choice of controller boards (pricesdifferi

C

•

™

GE-Soft board or ICD boardfwith clock!

m

Both boards have a data transfer rate in excess of

Mb per second Both come with formatting and
partitioning software.

A

All drives comewith a range of PD unities
and Turtle Backup software, plus demo's of

Midistudio and Midistudio Master

52Mb 11ms (GE-Soft)
52Mb 11ms (ICD+clock)
105Mb 11ms (GE-Soft)
105Mb 11ms (ICD+clock)

£
£
£
£

409.99
429.99
519.99
539.99

Al prices include \KT & Delivery Dealer enquiries
welcome.
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NtO Desk 3 Special Offer
TM

Due to the popularity of cur hard drives i
and bulk purchasing power. We can now
NEO
offer ICO Desk 3, the replacement
desktop which was voted "Software utility
of the year" for 1990 by ST Format
readers, to buyers of our hard drives for

just an extra £24.99. We can also offer '
this perfect hard drive companion to all existing
Ladbroke Computing Hard Drive owners (Phone for
details!

"Neodesk 3 is truly invaluable for the ST owner'

-ST Format-

Aries Memory Upgrades
Ladbroke Computing have been active in the field of
ST Memory upgrades for a number of years and
can offer upgrade advice and solutions for the entire
range of ST's. rt that time our engineers have gained
experience in the field and have used that
experience to research and develop our own range
of upgrade boards.
We have recently developed our own 2/4Mb

socket which is supplied.
«n>

To check your board has been installed correctly we
supply you with a disk wrich has a memory check
program If for any reason your upgrade should

3HK00ElGBBr-3-B0HEHBQHEr-:

refuse to work we have skilled technicians on hand
to offer technical support

laHHEHOHHEl EEHaaBGQEB

too

Aries Upgrades (Anv ST(F)(M))

oo

upgrade board using an in house designed. Mufti

nar^

layer circuit board which measures just 52mm x
62mm smaller than a credit card. We have achieved

this miniturisation by utilising 4 Megabit memory chip
technology. The resiit of this reduction in size is a
reduction in cost and more reliable operation, due to
the fact that the board resides under the STs

shieldng protecting it from interference and reducing
Electromagnetic emissions
The board is manufactured in the UK and hand

assembled in our workshops by skilled technicians.
The boards are then thoroughly tested before
despatch.
The board comes in two configurations, 2Mb
(upgradeable at a later date to 4Mb) and 4Mb.
The boards require some soldering but are very
easy to fit and come complete with full instructions
to fit ANY ST including Mega'sfexcept STE's which
use SMM boards! If your shifter chip is not

socketed, you will have to desolder it and install a

A

512K Upgrade Board
2/2.5Mb Upgrade Board
4Mb Upgrade Board

o

loo

joe
oo
oo

o\>

£39.99
£99.99
£169.99

leoooeo

Our skied technicians can install the above upgrade boards
for E20 inckidhg VAT and return delvery

4 or 16 chip STF(M) only

£29.99

Aries Upgrades STE
512K SIMM's upgrade
2Mb SIMMS upgrade
4Mb Simm's upgrade

£24.99
£79.99
£159.99

Al the above prices include VAT Deivery is free an orders
aver £100. Please check configuation of your machine with
our staff before ordering chip or SlrVMs upgrades.

Dealer Enquiries
Welcome.

New 2Mb / 4Mb

Upgrade board for
Any ST
(Shown actual size)

ries Upgrades

LadbrokeCompubng International is a trading name of LadbrokeComputing Ltd.Al trade marks recognised.Al prices correct at copy date 16/09/91 Phone forlatest prices

difficult to find in Italy from the deal
ers, so it is very important for people
like me, living in the deep south of
Europe. Thank you.
Antonio Aureli, Tivoli, Italy

Arcade classics
I have recently purchased a second
hand Atari ST and I would like to

know where I can buy the "old fash
ioned" Pacman and Space Invaders. I
know these are rather boring com
pared to the latest games but I still
would like to buy them. Can you
help?

turbed. I was there at 11.30am on the

Friday. 1had hoped it would be qui
eter then with kids at school, but I

think truancy records must have been
set that day. If there had been a fire
or some other emergency I shudder
to think what could of happened. It
took me long enough to find my way

It's good to hear you are getting
good service from UK firms. It
makes a nice change to hear
customers taking the trouble
to praise software houses.

Also what is all this double click

out as it was.

I did not stay to look around prop
erly and I for one will never again

ing about. I seem to be able to enter

attend a show at the Novotel unless

everything on one click. My system
doesn't respond to two clicks.
Lisa Lowery, Southall
Great versions of games like
Pacman and Space Invaders are
available as public domain on the
ST. If you want a more up to date
version of the greenie-blasting clas
sic Space Invaders watch out for
Super Space Invaders, coming soon

I've just come across a game
which actually makes use of
the STE'sstereo sound capa
bilities and blitter chip.
The game is Thailon's
Wings of Death, a vertically scrolling
shoot-'em-up, best described as
Xenon II for the STE. The game can
to emulate older STs if desired.

Please could you tell me if there
are any other games available, or in
development, which make use of the
STE's superior capabilities?

As for your mouse problem what's a click between friends?

Satisfied customer

Tony Ross, Liverpool

With the help of your magazine, 1
would like to thank two English
firms, Microprose and HiSoft, for
their good after sales service. The first
sent me completely free of charge a
game of my choice to substitute the
game Kennedy Approach, that I used
with my STtill I changed to an STE
(that program is not compatible with
my STE).
The latter sent me a complete new
manual, free of charge for the game
Proflight - my manual had several
pages not printed. All this and the
games weren't even bought from

This kind of service is extremely

The

I was at the show for the full three

So, what do you

STEs extra features.

Do you like the all new

show of 16-bit's size, but it would

Atari ST User?

ing was a little more effective. As

Do you think it could be
improved?

February will be at the Novotel, so

Write now! to:

The future is bright for the STE if

Eddie McKendrick,
Atari ST User,
Europa House,
Adlinston Park,
Macclesfield,

September's European Computer
Entertainment Show is anything to
go by. Keep an eye on ST Gamer for
some exciting developments
already in the pipeline.

Packing mem in
With reference to the over-crowding
at the 16-Bit Computer Show held at
the Novotel, I too was greatly dis-

How much I applaud your decision to change the current magazine format to
one more alike the "old" STWorld whilst also promising two cover disks.This
I consider to be a very wise move, particularly in view of the current trend in
ST specific magazines.

of STWorld. It was a most interesting and rewarding publication.
At the same time, I am also sure that the dropping of the in-

SK104NP.

it looks as if you will miss it.

STE support
I was disappointed to read your reply
to R E Riches' suggestion of more
information on software for the STE

(ST User 67).
You stated that there were "rela

tively too few STE owners" to make
his proposals workable. It may be true
that STFM owners outnumber us STE

owners, but then again, I am sure
there are a great number of readers
who do not possess Midi equipment,
use educational software, and so on.

Surely these are catering for minority
interests, so why is the STEso

goes to show the power of leisure/gaming software over having thorough
command of both machine and programming skills.
So, keep up the good work. Always remain aware of not just what your cur

rent readerswant, but also what your potential readersmay require. Keep a
close eye on continental attitude, and support the dedicated Atari-ist, and
your magazine may survive where many others have fallen, or are about to
fall, as is, I am sure, your wish.

It would appear that your editorial staff are finally becoming more
mature in both their outlook and appraisal of STusers' needs and
requirements - certainly I was not alone in mourning the passing

have been nice if the air-condition

far as we can tell, the next show in

what was demonstrated at

new user

was.

I think you have to expect a
good few people at a consumer

At last! Software is filtering
through that makes the most of the

days, so I can sympathise with your
comments on how busy the show

think of the show so far?

be switched between different modes

from Domark.

them or in the UK.

the organisers state that they have
solved the dangerous overcrowding
problem.
D Lavington, Ealing, London

STE stunner

must admit that, at one time, in a straight comparison with
Format, I thought you were losing it! Maybe you had the same
thought too. Anyway, good luck with the "new" STUser.

ElO

Finally, your layout - hopefully this will improve too Do you
really think that overlaying text on a screendump of Cybercon
III (pages 46-47, Sep '91) makes for easy reading? Choice of font,
background pattern and contrast should alwaysrender an easy
read for the consumer, no matter how avant-garde the publisher
may wish to be!

PRIZE

magazine games reviews is also a shrewd move.
I had often thought, on purchasing the many dedicated ST
magazines, that there was never enough "original" copy to justify
the continual games reviews - often, as they were, appearing in all
major STmags in the same month.
I suppose, in the halcyon days of the ST, everyone was jumping on the
bandwagon while the average STreader was perceived as a youngish game
player perhaps more interested in "piracy" and "cracking" than in innovative
programming.
Now, however, I imagine that you consider the average readers, the faithful
subscribers, and the regular newsagent copy shifters, have grown more mature
in computing tastes, and subsequently require a more serious journal to satisfy
their growing intellectual needs.
When one thinks of all that an STis really capable of, and yet, basically,
how little used its untapped potential is, it never ceases to amaze me. It just

letter

A. C. Rendell, Swansea

Well, since writing that letter you will have actually received the
first of our new look issues. I hope it compares well with your expecta
tions.

We are not de-emphasising games coverage, nor serious content.
It simply makes sense to recognise that these are two diverse interests
and covered each in-depth, but separately.
You will see that the design of the magazine has changed quite sub
stantially. Watch out for more innovation in the months ahead.

>•

• unpalatable a topic? When I

when it comes out for you to judge
for yourselves. I feel I must mention
that we are totally non profit making

upgraded from an STFMto an STE, I
did so for a number of reasons, but

one of these was the promised sup

and everybody contributes to make

port for the machine.

the club what it is and what we hope

Admittedly, many new art pack

it to be in the future.

ages use the extra colours, and some
music programs take advantage of the
stereo sound and so on, but its capa
bilities remain largely ignored by the
mainstream software companies.
If your magazine were to publish
details of new software that actually

Captain A.Jarrett, Kent
We covered how to produce a
newsletter in last month's issue, so

you have missed the boat on that
one I'm afraid.

I would be very interested to see
your newsletter though. Who
knows, we might give it a mention
in our regular DTP column.

used the STE's facilities then an aura

of expectation would be created, not
only from the public but within soft
ware houses. Asthis develops, and
the proportion of STE to STFM own
ers narrows, the demand for software

Publicity plea

that not only runs on the STE but
uses it will grow ever stronger.
Perhaps software companies
believe the added expense of paying
programmers to include additional

The reason why I'm writing is to plea
to all ST Users in Australia to drop a
postcard to the main Atari place in
Oz, (Sydney I think) and ask for pub
licity for the ST- not just as a games

routines for STE owners is not finan

cially viable. Yet I for one am much
more likely to buy a piece of software
that supports the STE.
I hope you will reconsider includ
ing information for STE owners. I
think you'll find there are more than
you think.
Douglas Male, Weybridge

than the STwill finally be shown to
be a lie thought up by an Amiga user
who spent £100 more than he needed

evenings in which we play the Star
Trek board game and role-playing

to on a new computer.

If you are planning to do a feature
on newsletters produced on the
STor anything along these lines,
would you consider us for a mention
as we do need all the publicity we

fames Naftalin, London

Capable or not, you are right in
saying that the ST version of
Lemmings, although brilliant, is
not quite as good as the Amiga ver

We do actually cater for STE own

sion.

ers and we will continue to do so

You are also right to say that the
ST is a better computer. In fact, it is

over the coming months.
The STE has been given an
important boost by Atari. Now that
it is the entry level machine more
software is bound to be produced
for it.

Take a look at our STE coverage
on the Runtime pages of this issue.

I think you will agree we do more
for STE owners than most other

magazines.

Lefs go...
I recently bought a copy of
Lemmings which I am very happy
with. However I thought the sound
effects and music could definitely be
improved.
About two weeks later I went to

Note the use of the word "seri

ously". Atari are now pushing the
ST range of machine as capable of
much more than just games.
It would have been interesting to
see an STE version of Lemmings. I
am sure that would have been

every bit as good as the Amiga ver
sion. Unfortunately the basic ST
just can't match the Amiga's DMA
sound and high capacity disk drive.
Look on the bright side though the ST has the best high res mono
mode available anywhere!

friend. After playing lots of games we
eventually got round to playing
Lemmings. I was shocked to discover
that the Amiga version had much

our fan club. The club is called

better sound effects than the ST ver

Treknet Kent and is for fans of Star

sion. This made the game even better
than it already is.
This annoyed me because I know
that the ST is more than capable of

Trek and Star Trek: The Next

Live long and prosper
I am writing to you to tell you about

Generation.

The newsletter is a quarterly publi
cation of some 40 or more pages and

producing these sound effects.I am

is produced entirely on an Atari ST.

sure that Lemmings is not the only

Our second newsletter is just about to

example of games where the Amiga

be sent out and we are very proud of

version is better but both versions

it.

could be exactly the same. In some

The membership of the club is 50
at present and gradually rising. We
have regular meetings in which we

better.

If this sort of thing is stopped then
the myth that the Amiga is better

I'm sure if enough people do their
bit and write we will get some. Please

write today and everyone else any
where if you care.
R J Birks, Queensland, Australia

I'm not sure Atari will thank you

can get.

for sack after sack of letters, but it

We would be happy to supply you
with a copy of the next newsletter

will certainly prove that users are
supporting the ST.

a tact that Atari are using in their

current advertising push. All cur
rent promotional material carries
the slogan "Seriously, it's the better
computer".

the house of an Amiga owning

cases the ST version could even be

game.

machine either.

screen videos of our favourite shows,

films and we also have gaming

AIMI$1 online!
We can be contacted on a whole host of bulletin boards and

conferencing systems. If you have anything to say, why not

get it off your chest online?
Speak to Eddie McKendrick on the following services:
Micronet

999900386

Telecom Gold

74;MIK911

CiX

stuser

CompuServe

75300,1505

TDC

uadll32

Micronet also features a weekly ST User live
letters service, key *STT

THE
ATARI ST
PEOPLE

pretcir
THE BEST HARD DRIVEAVAILABLE FOR THE ST
FROM THE UK'S FIRST AND FOREMOST PROTAR DEALER
Progate 20Mb
Progate 30Mb
Progate 40Mb
Progate 40DC
Progate 60Mb
Progate 80Mb
Progate 160Mb DC
Progate 440Mb
Progate R44 removable
T60 Tape Streamer
T150 Tape Streamer

£279.00
£326.00
£340.00
£423.00
£437.00
£486.00
£922.00
£1589.00
£610.00
£580.00
£790.00

PROTAR VISTO

PROGATE 100Mb DC

14" COLOUR
MONITOR

HARD DRIVE FOR

System 3 (Inv/Slock)

£39.95
£79.95

Wages ST
Personal Accounts Plus

£89.00
£26.90

Personal Finance Manager Plus

£34.95

Data Manager Prolessional

Superbase Personal 2 (v3.02)
Super Base Professional (v3.02)..
Digita DGBase
Prodata

...£99.00
...£29.95
....£69.95
.£175.00
...£39.95
...£59.95

DESKTOP PUBLISHING
Calligrapher Junior
Pageslream v2.1

....£69.00

..£164.99

Fleet Street Publisher v3..
Calamus
0-Line Art

..£159.00

Timeworks DTPv2.

..£95.00

..£250.00
.£159.95

COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN
Technobox Dratter v2

PCBoard Designer
BeckerCAD

Megapainlll
Megapainl IIProfessional...
GFADraft Plus v3.13
CAD3DV1.0

CAD 3Dv2(Cyber Studio)..
Cyber Control
Cyber PaintV2
Cyber Sculpt
CyberTexture
EasyDraw2

Supercharged Easy Draw 2.

..£245.00
..£135.00
....£99.00
....£79.95
..£199.00
....£79.95
....£18.95
.... £39.95
...£32.95
...£39.95
...£59.95
... £39.95
...£39.95
...£59.95

24-HOUR ORDER LINE

WORD PROCESSORS

C-LAB Nolatorv3.1
C-LAB Creator V3.1

£469.00
£285,00

C-LAB Nolalor Alpha

£199.00

C-LAB Aura
C-LAB Midla

£99.00
£69.95

C-LAB v3 Upgrade
C-LAB v3- 3.1 Upgrade
Cubeal
Cubase v2
Seguencer 1

£39.95
£20.00
£239.00
£459.00
£79.95

LANGUAGES & COMPILERS

DATABASES

TELEX 817932 CAMTEC-G

0763 263127
MUSIC

£44.95
£69.95
£99.00
£39.95
£24.95
£59.95

Sage CashTrader

AdimensPlus

JUST£565.00
protor

£245.00

ACCOUNTS
HEliYHome Accounts 2
SmallBusinessAccounts Cash
SmallBusinessAccounts Extra
Cashbook Controller
Final Accounts
Cashbook ComboPack

FAX 0763 262425

I4»o1m
**J*

MarkWilliamsC v3

£89.00

Mark Williams C Source Debug

£42.00

ProsperoC
Prospero Fortran
Prospero Pascal
Prospero Toolkit

£75.00
£75.00
£75.00
£55.95

HisoftLatticeC v5

£115.00

Hisott High SpeedPascal
Hisolt C. Interpreter
HlsoflDevpacv2.22
Hisott DevpacTT

£89.95
£49.95
£45.00
£119.00
£39.95

Hisofl PowerBasic
HisoflBasle

Thais Write
Write On
GSTFirstWord Plus v3.2
Prolexlv5
Prolexlv4.2
WordPerfect v4.1
Timeworks Wordwriler
Wordflalr

£85.00
£45.00
£57.95
£109.00
£69.95
£179.95
£39.95
£65.00

XTRA RAM FOR STFM
XTRA Ram1 Mb
XTRA Ram 2 Mb

£59.95
£99.00

SIMM UPGRADE FOR STFM
DELUXE XTRA Ram1Mb
DELUXE XTRA Ram2Mb
DELUXE XTRA Ram4Mb

£65.00
£109.00
£179.95

STE SIMM UPGRADES
XTRA RamSTE1Mb
XTRA RamSTE2Mb
XTRA RamSTE4Mb

£39.95
£85.00
£159.95

JKEHrAT Speed C16PC Emulator
PC Speed
Golden Image Hand Scanner
SLM 804 Replacement Drum
SLM 804TonerCartridge
Neodesk v3(UK)
Deluxe Paint

£229.00
£99.00
£179.95
£169.95
£39.95
£29.95
£59.95

£59.95

Hisolt Nevada Cobol (With CP/M)

£42.00

FTL Modula2
FTL Modula 2 Developer

£52.00
£69.95

FTL Toolkit

£49.95

,.

GFA BasicInterpreter v3.6
GFA Basic Compiler v3.6

£45.00
£24.95

Nevada Cobol (with C/PM)
MPE Forth 83 (GEM)

£42.00
£44.00

Minixvl.5

£149.95

SPREADSHEETS
K-Spread 3
K-Spread 4
NEW3DCalc
Logistix v1.2
Hyperchart byAtari
LDW PowerSpreadsheet
Digicalc

WE DESPATCH ANYWHERE WORLDWIDE WEEKLY
IMMEDIATE DESPATCH (subject to availability)

ORDERS WELCOME FROM EDUCATION, GOVT. & TVEI

£67.95
£89.00
£34.95
£79.95
£95.00
£99.00
£29.95

Hyperpainl v2
Hyperdraw
DegasElite

£29.95
£29.95
£19.95
£19.95
£49.95
£29.95

ArtTutor
*FlfHarlekinv2
TurboST v1.8

MODEM USERS
CALL OUR

BULLETIN BOARD

0763 261624

UNSURE OF THE TITLE? — PHONE FOR INFORMATION
All prices include VAT & delivery.
Makecheques payable to Cambridge Business Software.

NO surcharges on European orders
MANY OTHER TITLES IN STOCK

BYTEBACK
2

DELIVERY
SERVICE

V

. . . and the

Ring us now! 0636 79097 we're programmed to help

keenest prices

NUMBER ONE FOR ATARI ST USERS - FIRST CLASS SERVICE BY FIRST CLASS POST
NEW GAMES
3D Construction Kit

COMPILATIONS
27.99
..17.99
..17.99
..19.99
..17.99
..17.99

Brat

..17.99

Charge of Light Brigade
Chase HQ 2

Curse of the Azure Bonds

19.99
..17.99

F15 Strike Eagle 2

GODS

Hill Street Blues

Kick Off 2

Leisure Suit Larry TRIPLE

..17.99
..20.99
..17.99
..19.99
22.99

22.99

..17.99
..17.99
..24.99
..17.99
17.99
17.99

Prehistoric Tale

Pro Tennis Tour 2

19.99

Ghouls & Ghosts, Hammerfist, Vigilante, Ninja
Spirit, Dyn. Wars
MONSTER PACK

19.99
19.99

Cyberball, Klax, Vindicators, Planet of Robot
Monsters, Klax
POWER UP
21.99
Rainbow Islands, Altered Beast, Chase H.Q.,
Turrican, AP.B.
FISTS OF FURY
17.99

MASTERTMIX
17.99
Thunder Blade, Turbo Outrun, Crack Down,

Super Wonder Boy, Dynamite Dux
SPORTING GOLD
19.99
Games Winter Edition, Games Summer
Edition, California Games
HOLLYWOOD COLLECTION
21.99

Ghostbusters II, Robocop, Batman The Movie,
Indiana Jones

PLATINUM

..17.99

Ghouls and Ghosts, Strider, Black Tiger,

..17.99
..13.99

Forgotten Worlds

34.99
17.99
19.99
24.99

17.99

POWER PACK

17.99

Xenon II,TV Sports Football, Bloodwych,
Lombard RAC Rally.
STAR WARS TRILOGY

Ask for our NEW catalogue!

EDUCATIONAL
Postman Pat
Learn to Read with Prof.
Prof Makes Sentences...
Puzzle Bookl

Let's Spell at Home
Let's Spell at Shops
Shapes and Colours

....8.99
..19.99
..19.99

..15.99
..15.99
..15.99

....6.99

(over 8)....

..12.99

BG.64. ST-Umped; Cricket simulator
Does NOT require STOS to run!

Fun School 3 (under 5).
(5-7)
(over 7)....

..15.99
..15.99
..15.99

BG.65. Joust; Arcade classic.. .

.12.99

CAD 3D (1)....
Degas Elite....
Cyber Studio.

Battle the Ferengi . . .{not STE)
..16.99
..17.99

DA.01. 66 Adventure game solutions!

..39.99

DA.02. 62 More Adventure solutions!

BS.18. Madonna; Including those
controversial Playboy pictures
BU.01 Neochrome MASTER; Superb new
version of a Classic Art Package
BU.07.ST Writer Elite; Professional quality word

DELUXE PAINT

45.99

MASTERsound2
Quartet

..29.99

Replay Professional.
ST Replay (VIII)

..87.99

..39.99

..59.99

First Word Plus
GST Macro Assembler

...55.99
...16.99
...16.99

GST C Compiler

4.99
9.99

Pick from PD Column
Colossus Chess X

8.99

Home Accounts

...19.99

Mini Office Spreadsheet
Mini Office Graphics

...15.99
...15.99

Neodesk3

....27.99

Protext (5)

..109.99
....34.99
....19.99

Word Writer

Mavis Beacon Typing Tutor..

...19.99

17.99
...17.99
...17.99
...17.99

S.W.I.V

17.99
...17.99
...19.99

Toki

...17.99
...14.99

UMS2
Wrath of the Demon

...12.99

6.99
8.99

Daily Double Horse Racing

24.99

Deluxe Strip Poker

8.99
8.99

Shadow of the Beast
Steve Davis Snooker
X-OUT

4.99

Hitchhikers Guide to Galaxy

8.99

4.49
20.99

8.99
39.99

BU.59. ZX81 Emulator; including 38 program
files! Uses the original keyword entry system!
Great fun!

BU.61. ZX81 programs; Over 100 files to run
with the ZX81 emulator!

..19.99

Soundtracker, Amiga music program
MU.05. Sheet 2; Powerful Spreadsheet plus
tutorial. Lotus compatible!
MU.13. F-Copy III; Superior Copter! Back up
your software...
BE.02. Kids Music, Piano, Grid...
BE.03. Kids ABC, Kid Potato, Kid Story,

Quickshot III PYTHON

....9.99

Kid Sketch ...

Sting Ray Handheld
Zip Stick Professional

..13.99

BE.13. Wolf and Seven Kids; Multi choice

..15.99

adventure game for kiddies!
BE.15 Body Shop; Human Anatomy fun. Dot 2
Dot; Join up the dots...
MD.41. Robocop; Stunning digitised film
sequences! (MB - 2 disks)
MD.44 S-Express; I got the hots for you ...
Great sampled sequence!
MD.45 Fantasia; Another brilliant example of
the STE's power. (STE)
MD.48 Jungle Demo; superb demo with
amusing Cartoon animation! (STE)
MD.51 Dark Side of the Spoon; First class

Leather Goddess of Phobos

Arcade Joystick
Competition Pro Extra
Joystick & Mouse extension..
Quickjoy III Supercharger
Quickjoy Jetfighter
Quickjoy TOPSTAR

..16.99
..15.99
....4.99

..11.99
..12.99

ACCESSORIES
Locking Disk Box (40+)...
Media Box (Holds 150+).

...6.99
.19.99

FURRY MOUSE COVER

..6.99

(with eyes, ears and nose!)

8.99

Printer Stand

8.99

Mouse Mat (BEST Quality).

..3.99

8.99

10 Sony Disks + Labels
50 Sony Disks + Labels

BU.57. ANI-ST (was Aegis Animator)
professional animation package!
BU.58. File Selector, Desk Manager, Disk
copier, Virus Killer.
BU.64. Fractal; Landscape generator, and
Explorer, Mandlebrot Show

BU.73 Noisetracker; Conversion of

JOYSTICKS

8.99
7.99

DISKS
10 Disks + Labels

12.99
7.99

...17.99

All items due by publication date!
If release delayed • Sent A.S.A.P.

8.99
7.99

...19.99
19.99
...14.99

8.99

Dungeon Master PLUS

...17.99
Z-Out

processor

Deluxe Strip Poker PLUS

17.99

...13.99

Secret of Monkey Island

BG.66 Mystic Well; Dungeon Master style Role
Play adventuring
MG.08. Star Trek - Next Generation

ART & MUSIC

...44.99

7.99

BG.58. Soko; 50 level puzzle game
BG.59. Bubble Trouble; Pacman style plus:
Jumpster; Q-Bert version

.12.99

DevpacST(2)

SALE and BUDGET

BG.01. Monopoly; Classic Board game!
plus: Chess, American Football
BG.27. Strip Breakout; Knockout the bricksto
reveal the picture!
BG.55. Froggy; (Frogger).Caves of Rigel;
Original maze type arcade.
BG.57. Dungeon Master; NEWdungeon!
Needs original program to run

Fun School 2 (under 6).
(6-8)

Strikes Back

FREE PD Disk with every game!

17.99

..209.00

9.99

9.99

Rick Dangerous 2

1 disk= £1.25

10 disks + file box = £9.99
20 disks + 2 file boxes = £17.99

UTILITIES

...24.99

Robin Smiths Int. Cricket

including lead!
Star LC200 (Colour).
including lead!

..159.00

Star Wars, Return of the Jedi, The Empire

17.99
...17.99
...18.99
17.99

StarLCIO

Double Dragon II, Shinobi, Ninja Warriors,
Dynamite Dux

..17.99

.17.99

MIG 29 Fulcrum

6.99

Kick Off and Extra time!
COIN OP HITS 2

WINNING TEAM

..17.99

Indianapolis 500

TOP SHOTS

Shadow of the Beast, Infestation, Nitro

..22.99
..17.99
..17.99

Genghis Khan (MB)

Rainbow Islands, Bubble Bobble, New
Zealand Story.

..17.99
..17.99

ELF

14.99

..16.99
19.99

PUBLIC DOMAIN

PRINTERS

RAINBOW COLLECTION

Zork I

8.99

Zork II

8.99
8.99

NAKSHA MOUSE (NEW)..
+ FREE Mouse Mat
+ FREE Mouse Bracket

..19.99

collection of demos!

MD.52 Robomix Demo; Digitised film clips,
sampled speech & effects.

The above is just a small selection of our VAST range of 16 Bit software . . . Catalogue available!
All prices include VAT and FIRST CLASS POST! All stock items sent by return post
Cheque, postal
orders or credit
card facilities

DEPT. STU, 6 MUMBY CLOSE, NEWARK, NOTTS NG24 UE

are available

O n l y if you follow the writ

ings of the German philoso
pher Leibnitz, who believed
God had created "the best of all pos
sible worlds", could you summon
enough optimism to assume that the

tures, thus thoroughly deserving their
rich booty for having entertained us
all so well in the movies. They are
just thieves.
Have you ever, at school or in
work, had a real brainwave and found

thieves of this world would allow a

it impossible not to share it with a

profitable opportunity to pass them
by. Most of us see things through
slightly less rose-tinted spectacles.
In the early 'eighties, however, and

friend or colleague, only to find out
the next day that they've presented it
to your teacher or boss and passed it
off as their own idea? You have?

for reasons best known to them

Then you too have been a victim of

selves, the computer press decided to
slap the label of "piracy" on to the
type of theft peculiar to microcom
puters - software theft. The label was
a throw back to the days of "pirate"

intellectual theft.

Imagine that your living depends
on such original ideas and you find
yourself in the position of a software
author. Imagine again that your

radio stations, such as Radio

mortgage repayments depend on the

development and packaging of the
fruits of that idea, and you put your
self in the position of almost every

pressures, extremely well thought out
and cunningly pitched advertising,

one else in the leisure software

the reviews and recommendations of

industry.
Not a nice feeling, is it? I mean, if
you caught someone with his or her
hand in your wallet, would you call
that person a pirate, or would your
exclamation be rather less printable?

dozens of computer magazines, and
the soaring price of games software,
many of our readers may be thinking

Flip a

Bombarded from all sides by peer

to themselves "what about us?".

Since the release of Kick Off 2 in

1989, the consumer has watched the

average price of a top game soar from
£20 to £30 and nudge upwards

com

If we may put on another hat, what
about the punters, those whose
expenditure on leisure software con
stitutes the software companies' prof
its? From their point of view, the
piracy issue is less clearly defined.

towards the £35 mark. In that time,

we are led to believe, piracy has, if
anything, dropped off as the industry
fights back through the Federation
Against Software Theft (FAST) and the
Furopean Leisure Software Publishers' !

Caroline, so called because they were
based on ships out to sea, and in a
short space of time it became
accepted by all.
It is a complete misnomer.
Software thieves aren't to be found

climbing the rigging with swords in
their teeth, or dashing their way
through brave and romantic adven

The FAST answer
The Federation Against Software Theft (FAST), in

existencesince 1984, is the computersoftware .
industry's answer to the threat ofpiracy.
We spoke to FAST's chief executive, Bob Hay,
and asked him to summarise the state ofplay on
today's software high seas. What, we asked, is the
most alarming aspect about piracy today?
"There's an international aspect to piracy in
this country,"Bob told us, 'in that many so-called
crackingcrews are in contact with groups in

Europe and the USA on a networkofdozensor
even hundredsofpirate bulletin boards."
And is this your biggestheadache?
"Not just that. Distribution is an extremely dif
ficultproblem. Swapping and passingprograms
around is one thing, but unless money changes
hands we can find it difficult to bringaction."
You mean the sort of swapping carried out by
schoolboys?
"Yes, but youngsters who swap illegal software

are moreofan educational awarenessproblem.
We're not in the business of busting kids. It's not
an answer to criminalise them."

Who, then, are FAST's main targets?

"My targetis theprofessional pirate who is in it.
for a profit, but FAST isn'tjust aboutprosecu
tions. Ourthree aims have alwaysbeen to prose
cute where necessary, but also to launch

education and awareness initiatives, and topush
for legal initiatives."

I
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SOFTMACHIN
SOFTWARE

ATARI HARDWARE

520ST-E DiscoveryXtra
1040ST-E Family

£294.99
£359.99

Mega 1/2/4ST-E

Call

MEGA 2 ST+ Pro 24 III
MEGA 4 ST+ Pro 24 III

£614.99
£784.99

Stacy 2MbRam 20MbHD ...SI344.99
TT2Mb Ram 40Mb HD
TT 4Mb Ram 40Mb HD
TT 8Mb Ram 40MB HD
SM124 Mono Monitor
SC1224 Colour Monitor
PTC1426 Multislnc
MEGAFILE30HD
MEGAF1LE60HD
Portfolio

£1629.99
£1934,99
£2139.99
£134,99
£269,99
£409.99
£344,99
£459,99
£181.99

WORD PROCESSORS/TEXT EDITORS
1st Word Plus

£59,95

Calligrapher Junior

£69,00

K-Word2
Protext v5

£29,95
£102,95

Tempus2

£28.95

That's Write
Wordflair
Word Perfect
Word Writer

£89.95
£59,95
£178.95
£36,95

Write On

Frontier Xtra-RAM ST-E

Fleet St Publisher v3

£169,95

Pagestream v2

£164,95

Timeworks Publisher 2

• Internal SIMM RAM upgrade forAtari ST-FM and

• Internal SIMM RAM upgrade forAtari ST-E

Mega ST

computers

Devpac 3

• Easy Installation—No soldering on mostST's
• FreeRAM test, RAM disk &printer spoolersoftware

• Easy to install—No soldering required
• FreeRAM test, RAM disk &printer spoolersoftware

FTL Modula 2

• Detailed instruction

• Detailed instruction manual

£89,95

FTL Modula 2 Developer ...£69.95
GFA Basic Compiler
£23.95
GFA Basic Interpreter
£39.95

• 0.5Mb populated

• 10day money back

£35,99

offer!

• 2Mb populated

Hisoft Forth

£28.95

• 0.5Mbpopulated £62.99
• 2Mbpopulated £104.99
• 4Mb populated £179,99

£79.99

Highspeed Pascal

£74,95

• 4Mb populated

Lattice Cv5

£149.99

Nevada Cobol

£34.95

Prospero C
Prospero Fortran
Prospero Pascal

£72.95
£72.95
£72.95

Hard Drive Turbo Kit
Harlekin 2
Knife ST

£25.95
£41.95
£24,95

Roctec 3.5" Floppy Disk

Hisoft Basic 2

Call

Hisoft C Interpreter

£41.95
£111,95

Forget-Me-Clock II

mechanism

t Clock cartridgewith full passthrough port
• Sets system &keyboard clocks everytime

. Capacity: 720k

Drive

(formatted)
• Access time: 3ms
track to track

you turn on or reset your ST .Two year
~~

• Compatible with
all ST's

• On/Off switch at

I guarantee
—including
battery
• 10 day

rear

money back

• 28.5mmhigh
ah
• Very quiet]EMI

offer

• Only tTSXfll

K-Graph3

£37.95

K-Resource 2
Mailshot Plus
Neodesk 3
Twist
Turbo ST
WERCS

£29.95
£34.95
£29.95
£17.95
£24.95
£24,95

FaSTcomm2
K-Comm 2
Mini Office Comms

£39.95
£37.95
£18.95

Canvas

£10.95

Cyber Control
Cyber Paint
Cyber Sculpt
Cyber Studio
Cyber Texture

£29.95
£36.95
£36,95
£36,95
£36.95

Deluxe Paint

£42.95

Degas Elite

£19.95

Contriver Trackball

Contriver Euromouse
The mostresponsive microswitched upgrade

Save on desk space withthisultra-responsive
trackball. Featuresthree lockingdrag buttons

mouse on the market. Comes complete with

and carries a 10day money back satisfaction

mousepocket and carries a 10day moneyback

satisfaction auarantee.tiEwil

Data Manager Prof

£29.95

K-Data
Prodata

£37.95
£55.95

Superbase Personal
£39.95
Superbase Personal 2
£64.95
Superbase Professional ..£164.95
SPREADSHEETS

3D-Calc
DG Calc

K-Spread
K-Spread
K-Spread
K-Spread
K-Spread

£22.95
£27.95

2
3
4
4T

£21.95
£44.95
£67.95
£91.95
£112.95

Call
£48.95

manual

• Citizen drive

£96.95
£34.95

£44.95

Pagestream FontSets each £44.95

Frontier Xtra-RAM Deluxe

Adimens Plus
DG Base

Easy Draw 2
£36.95
Easy Draw 2 Supercharged .£59.95
Hyperpaint 2
£29.95
MasterCAD

£22.95

Spectrum 512

£22.95

Cashbook Combo
Cashbook Controller
Final Accounts
Home Accounts
Personal Fin Man Plus

£54.95
£41.95
£27.95
£21.95
£29.95

System3

£41.95
AUDIO/MUSIC

Band in a Box
C-Lab Creator
C-Lab Notator
Cubase
Cubeat

£62.95
£284.95
£474.95
£489.95
£274.95

DrT's Copyist App

£94.95

Dr T's Copyist DTP
Dr T's Omega
Dr T's Tiger Cub

£234.95
£284.95
£94.95

Dr T's X-OR
K-Minstrel 2
Quartet

£209.95
£24.95
£35.95

EDUCATIONAL

Better Maths 12-16 yrs
Better Spelling Over 8

£19.95
£19.95

Fun School 2 Under 6

£14.95

Fun School 2 6-8
Fun School 2 Over 8

£14.95
£14,95

Fun School 3 Under 5
Fun School 3 5-7
Fun School 3 Over 7

£17.95
£17.95
£17.95

Magic Maths 4-8yrs

£19.95

Maths Mania 8-12yrs
£19.95
M Beacon Teaches Typing ..£22.95
Micro French GCSE
Micro Maths GCSE

£20,95
£20,95

Primary Maths 3-12 yrs
Spell Book 4-6

£20.95
£14.95

Spell Book 4-6 Data
Spell Book Over 7

£11.95
£14.95

Spell Book Over 7 Data £11.95
Spell Book Data Creator ...£7.95
The Three Bears

£19,95

Things to do with Numbers £14.95
Things to do with Words £14.95

HARDWARE/PERIPHERALS
Philips 8833/11

Seikosha SP-1900AI Printer

• 14" colour monitor

• 192/160cps
Fast/Std Draft

• 640x 200pixels on RGB input
• Suppliedcomplete withcables

• 48/40 cps
Fast/Std NLQ
• Push tractor with

paper parking
• Auto paper load
and eject
• Complete with

tf

Centronics cable

• HltlMI

Please call us for a

price on any hardware,
software or peripherals
you may require but
can't see listed

*

• Optional
tilt/swivel base
available
• Free F-19

Stealth Fighter

• ilMHI

Citizen
Citizen
Citizen
Citizen

120D+
124D
Swift 9
Swift 24

Swift 9/24 Colour Kit
Star
Star
Star
Star
Star

LC-20
LC24-10
LC-200
LC24-200
LC24-200 Colour

£34,99
£154,99
£199,99
£214,99
£239,99
£299,99

Vidi RGB Splitter

£69.99

Vidi Colour Solution

£159.99

Golden Image Scanner

£169,99

Daatasoan Professional
Linnet Modem

.,,£169,99
£161.99

Supra 2400 Modem

£129,99

Mastersound2

£29.99

Playback
Replay v8
Replay Professional
Golden Image Mouse

£22.99
£59.99
£94.99
£19.99

Cumana 1Mb 3,5" Drive
£79.99
0.5Mb Xtra-RAM Std ST-FM ..£52.99
2Mb Xtra-RAM Std ST-FM ....£87.99
Printer-Q Buffers
from £52.99
AT Once Plus
£174,99

Naksha Mouse
Tilt& Swivel Monitor Base
Universal Printer Stand
Centronics Printer Cable
ST-FM to Scart Cable
ST-E to Scart Cable

£24.99
£9.99
£6.99
£4.99
£11,99
£11.99

Vidi ST + Vidi Chrome

100 XSony Bulk3.5"

Supra 40Mb Hard Drive ...,£394.99
Supra 105Mb Hard Drive ...£564,99

AT Speed C16c/w DR DOSv5£219.99 3.5" 80 Cap Disk Box
PC Speed
£89.99 10 x Sony Bulk 3.5"
50 xSonyBulk 3.5'
Hitachi Camera 8( Lens
£224.99

Please make cheques/postal orders payable toSOFTMACHINE. All items subject toavailability,
All prices andmanufacturers specifications subject tochangewithout notice.
All prices include VAT and UK delivery. E&OE All trademarks acknowledged.

^EE!ii£3B

£134,99
£184,99
£189,99
£284,99

SOFTMACHINE
Dept ST 11,20 Bridge House, Bridge Street, Sunderland, SRI UE

Sates Tel: (091) 510 2666 Enquiries Tel: (091) 510 2777 Fax: (091) 564 1960
Goods are not offeredon a trial basis. Goods are offeredforsale subject to our conditions of sale.

£104.99

£6.99
£5.99
£24.99
£44.99

Callers welcome, Our
hours of business are

9.30 till 5.30 Monday to
Saturday,

>• association (ELSPA). Why thediscrep

OOCKKZOCiZOZO"^^

ancy?

N|ll.ai)e»je.-iii(iM]

"We live", we were told by ELSPA's

Stunt Car Racer complete with cracking crew's
message. The disk, supplied anonymously, is an
example of how protected games software can
turn up in an entirely copyable guide

Roger Bennett, "in a capitalist society,
and a product has to pay for itself."
In other words, the software compa
nies have increasedthe pricesof their
products to keep up with inflation
and the risingcosts of developing
and marketinga successful game.
The market economy argument,

THIS IS fl PRIVATE SYSTEM

however, could be couched in

efore the

to what is left by its users and takes no responsabi':
any FILES or MESSAGES found on this BBS*.

another way. If the industryis

If you AGREE to the above statenent then type 'I AG

Pronpled. If ;.-ou dun't ,

responding to the push and pull of a
supply and demand system, then the

verysuccess of professional piracy

The piracy

operations is a clear indication of a

inner circle:

ground swell of demand for cheaper
games. Why shouldn't software

The sysop of this board thinks

that this disclaimer is enough

a London 3s»

to admonish him from the
crime of theft

BBS packed Su
with illegal

houses reduce their prices, thereby
reducing the demandfor illegal soft

•' tu this Ihen hang u,-

And renenber Ihe sysop's HAROHARE is under your cot

software -

yours for the
taking

ware?

Complex
If only life were so simple!There is no
doubt an irrefutableaspect to this

no overheads and no development

the original. Faced with thieves who

companies' rising prices, but for the

costs.

can often producecopies not only of
the disks, but credibleduplications of
the manualsand even the packaging,
softwarecompanies are in a position

rest of us there comes a time when

You can still argue, of course, that

combated with another piece of sim

low priced professional products will
win out over dodgy pirate versions,
but in the software industry a disk is

ple capitalist deduction.

a disk is a disk. Unlike in the video

No matter how cheap a piece of
software becomes, it will always be
possible for someone to rip it off and

industry where many pirate tapes are
of a dubious quality, when you pirate

argument, but in the main it can be

a game it is every bit as playable as

where they cannot compete with
pirates. In any case, the opinion of
many industry pundits is that to try
to compete would be self-defeating,
lending an air of legiti

sell it cheaper, because the thief has

the temptations of illegal but more
affordable software can be too much
to resist.

At this point, in a perfect world,
the STowner will tighten his or her
entertainment belt and settle for

fewer games. In the real world, how
ever, this is a difficult exercise.

macy to the pirates, and
smacking therefore of

*• **^2S---«-

moral submission.
Where does this leave

Difficult
What of the parent with an ST-crazy
child who brings home an obviously

the end user, who

pirated game, or clamours for some of

might spend up to £100
per month on legiti

the dodgy lookingbut cheap software
on offer at some market stalls? The

colleagues involved in sof

mate software? The ST

ing to aconviction, broug

owner with a wallet

only suggestion we can offerto peo
ple in this position is to report the

like a Tardis will be

software thief either to ELSPA or to

able to continue

FAST. Cold comfort, perhaps, but the

matching the software

only comfort we can give.
In the end, it is only through
action on the part of the responsible
ST-owning community that piracy

ELSPA "f

•vidence and leaves aname and address.

will be tamed in our section of the
Fairlight
repackage an
Ocean hit
with some
commercial flair

So „h» ha« V P" ""'""fJC',-.here g»n« "ous.. »* '*«" '""'"

market. Assumingthat there will
alwaysbe a demand for cheaper soft
ware, the only realistic way to break >

urns

cor

>^^-"S3SS

I

• the vicious circle of spiralling prices is

The budget debate

to cut out the illegal supply side of
the market equation.
As more and more pirates are put
out of business, the software industry

the high priceof leisure software to justify their Jolly
Roger software collection. Theargument goes that if soft
ware publishers want to wipeout piracy, they should

argument about piracy beingrelated to high prices loses
much of its credibility. "Our re-releasedtitles suffer
most," Andrew explained, "especially relatively unpro
tected stuff like the Infocom games. I've often seen these

remove the stimulus which leads most ordinary users to

for offer on bulletin boards."

When challenged, a great many computer users will use

will have to listen to the demands of

its consumers and cut prices. Once
companies know that they can com
pete again in a market virtually free
of illegal and totally unfair competi
tors, they will have no excuse for
continually hiking their prices, and
that's when we'll see whether they
really mean what they say about

copy games. Bringing down the priceof new games to £10
or less would, they claim, lead to many more people buy
ing the original games.
While this argument has at first a certain amount of

them for less than the price of a disk."

not the case that fewer people would pirate it.
Professional piratesare in businessto rip off the software
industry. Lower official prices would simply mean the
piratesmakingslightlyless money fromtheir operations.
There's no denying the fact that some software is more
expensive than it shouldbe, and that sometimes it seems
the copy protectionroutinesreceive moredevelopment

If Virgin Mastertronic, one of the biggestbudget soft
ware producers, falls preyto a high level of piracy, the

time than the game itself, but high prices are no way to
justify theft.

persuasive force, it takesonly a little moreexamination to
showjusthow specious it is as an explanation for piracy.
As Andrew Wright from Virgin Mastertronictold us: "The
only wayyou'llstop games from beingpirated is to sell

piracy.
Is it a threat to free competition or
a convenient excuse? The only peo

ple in a position to force the issue are
you, our readers, so get on those
phones and shop the thieves to FAST

While it is accurate, then, to say that more people

wouldbuy a particular gameif it was cheaper, it is clearly

or ELSPA. If you don't, you've only

yourselves and the pirates to blame.
Even if it's cheap - people
still want it cheaper

Legal steps
FAST came into being initially
through the impending amendment
to the 1956 Copyright Act. While the
software industry had been pushing
for the sealing of loopholes in copy

m3m
iW^

right law and the provisionof full
protection for magnetic media-based
original material, the Home Office

Copyright (Computer Software)

the number of "busts" has risen con

offices were raided on July 12 this

was reluctant to act if it meant plac
ing more of a burden on existing law

Amendment 1985 received its royal
assent and computer piracy officially

siderably since then, and Bobtold us

year, shows how FAST will settle out

he now sees at least one successful

of court when its members' interests

enforcement resources.

became a crime.

prosecution a month. Do FAST
alwaysget their man?
"We've only lost one case that
went to court. However, many cases

can best be served in that way. After a
settlement which Bob Hay described
as "amicable", the software compa
nies whose copyright had been

are settled out of court."

infringed received suitable compensa

With legal backing, FAST went

When the Home Office insisted

that the software industry make some

into action. Prosecutions were slow in

attempt to self-regulate, FAST was
conceived as the body to fill the gap.
Ayear after its formation in 1984,the

coming in the early days, as the judi
cial systemadjusted its thinking to
take computer crime on board, but

FAST is in a position where it can

A myth exploded

from companies or organisations in
an out of court settlement. This is

It is illegal to make any copyof any piece of commercial software without
having first obtained the writtenpermission of the partyor parties holding

often the most satisfactory way to

the copyright to that software. Nota particularly ambiguous position, when

malice or profiteering intended, such
as in a large company whose single
wordprocessor package finds its way

you get down to it.

You can't makea copy for another memberof the family, or one to loan
to a friend, or one to giveawayfor nothing. You can't even makea backup
copyforyour own use, despite the belief held by manypeople that to do so
is alright.

Fora goodfew years nowthere haveexisted cartridge-based copying sys
tems designedto break through just about any disk-basedcopy protection
and "backup" the protected software to another disk. Although not soldas
aidsto piracy they have, inevitably, been usedfor the wrong purposes by
some owners.

FAST's Bob Haytold us that he's seenmany cases of disks copiedby peo
ple who would otherwisenot have had
the expertise to crack the protection rou

tines had they not been making illegaluse
of backup cartridges. Forthis reason, and
after rumblings in the industry, many

computer magazines including STUser
have dropped all advertisements for such
devices.

This is yet another example of how the
actions of a minority of thieves can affect
a great many more people, from the man
ufacturers' lost sales, through to the maga
zines' lost advertising revenue, to the
innocent users of backup devices. It is a

perfect illustration of how softwaretheft
hits all of us, not just the developers.

Bob Hay - would you buy a
second hand copy of
Lemmings from this man?

tion.

However, the first leisure software

negotiate on behalf of a member
company to secure compensation

deal with cases where there was no

pirate sent to jail after a FAST prose
cution, Andrew Jayes of Nottingham,
will have plenty of time to reflect on
the error of his ways during his three
month stretch behind bars. The pros
ecution follows a year in which FAST
seized £2 million of illegal software
and made 12 successful prosecutions.

The messageto prospective pirates

onto dozens of machines.

The recent much publicised case of
The Yorkshire Evening Press, whose

could hardly be written in clearer
terms.

Dave Jones at DMA Designs was
understandably sickened when
Lemmings was "hacked, cracked
and packed" - even before release

The Digita range ♦♦
Home Accounfs2"

An advanced version of
Home Accounts, which is

System 3

A suite of programs which perform all the basicfunctions
for a small business. They may be used
***—
independently or integrated and include

?

-hnic Accounts^

limited only by the capacitylof your
computer. Sophisticated reporting with

graphics, andspecial options such as VAT
andloan calculation facilities.) Equally

Cashflow Controller, Stock Control and
»A .;•

Invoicing and Statements. £59.99
System 3e

suitable for businesses, clubs and charities

_

Like System 3, but with extended capacity

(ST and Amiga). £54.99

for customer accounts and stock items.
£79.99

8 ~Umm<R

Home Accounts

Ideal forhome users who want a simple
low-cost way to plan and manage home

Cashbook Controller

Take the drudgery out of book keepingas
this programwill replace your cash and

finances. £29.99

pettycash books. Inaddition to recording
cash, bankand VAT transactions, you can
enter credit salesand purchases, and for all
theseentriesthe program will automatically

DIGIIA

DGCalc

This fast, simple spreadsheet [includes
many advanced features, including a

your

windowing facility, so that you can look at

complete double entry routines, to ensure
records are always in balance. £59.99

different parts of the spreadsheet at the same

Final Accounts

time. £39.99

Using the information created with

Cashbook Controller, this program will

Mailshot Pius

producea completeset of accounts, inci
TrialBalance, Tradingand Profit and Loss

If you ever need to send out mailings or
print labels, this program is for you.
Animatedlabels appear on- screenas a
continuous sheet, allowing you to scroll

Account, Balance Sheet, as well as useful

accounting ratios, £39.99

backwards and forwards. You can search, sort

anddetectduplicate labels, printside by side

Cashbook Combo

A money-saving combination packcontaining Cashbook

and much more. £49.99

Controller and Final Accounts. £79.99

DGBose

Wordworth®

Ifyou're looking for fast access to
information, and the ability to create
customised reports, then this relational

The graphical nature of Wordworth makes
producing documents faster and easier.

With the enhanced printing fonts, Collins
Spelling Checker and Thesaurus, no other
word processorcomesclose (Amiga). £129.99

database is for you (ST). £49.99

%

/

Dcty-By-Day

An excellent way to get organised. You'll

bereminded of birtihdays, meetings and
appointments. It includes month/week/day
planners and automatic reminders of overdue
events. £29.99
Personal Tax Planner

Plan your own tax with ease. This simple
program willcalculateyour income tax
liability, allowing you to perform instant

3&&

The Digita range is available for Commodore Amiga,
Atari ST and IBM PC unless stated otherwise, and every
program comes with a seven daymoney-back guarantee.
The only way to really appreciate Digita software isto
use it. Phone 0395 270273 for more information, or write

to Digita, FREEPOST, Exmouth EX8 2YZ. AU prices
include VAT, postage and packaging.

'what-if' calculations andproduce pertinent
facts about your taxposition. A professional
version is also available for accountants and
financial advisers. £49.99

^ypi

®

DIGITA

E-Type

Transform your computerinto a type

INTERNATIONAL

writer. Becausetext is printed instantly, you

canlineup your form, pressreturnand space
a few timesto move to the correct place, and
then start typing. Ideal for filling in fi n
and envelopes. £39.99

software thats right

.

The Digita range isavailable to the trade through Columbus, Gem,
HB Marketing, IBD, Lazer, Leisuresoft, Precision and SDL.

Digita International Ltd

BlackHorse House

Exmouth EXg IJL

ENGLAND

Tel 0395 270273

- A member of the Digita group -

Fax 0395 268893

Digila, the Digila logo. Home Accounts' and Wordworth are registered trademarks, and'so/tuw lhals right are trademarks ofDigila Holdings Ltd.
Allother trademarks and theirownersareacknowledged. Soldsubjectto standard conditions of saleE&OE.

OUR COMPETITORS ARE SEEING RED

AT OUR LOW, LOW PRICES

Tel: (0782) 267952
FINAL FIGHT
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SHADOW OF THE BEAST 2
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3ATES OF DAWN

TJ

CHALLENGE GOLF

IUGBYTHEWORLD CUP

•LJCRUISE FOR A CORPSE

EXILE

VORLDCLASS RUGBY

13JWHITES SNOOKER

MAGIC POCKETS

WOLF PACK

RODLANDS

tlAVY SEALS

'-

•

BLADE WARRIOR
ELF
MEGA LO MANIA

R TYPE 2

B—

<4|

IK+

o

HARD DRIVIN

:L00R 13

***

AXELS MAGIC HAMMER
FLIMBOS QUEST
tj

TURRICAN 2

k'(

•JAFRICA CORPS

•Jdemoniak
I^JpEAM YANKEE

)OUBLE DRAGON 2

•

THEME PARK MYSTERY

KjSILENT SERVICE

SIMULCRA

•••DRAGON

BREED

LjlMONTY PYTHON

XOUT

I c

VOODOO KNIGHTMARE

WARZONE

C' i

F.O.F.T.

PjBORRODINO
^CORPORATION

IRON LORD

••ESCAPE ROBOT MONSTERS

O

NEBULUS

CAPTAIN BLOOD

a>

0*

a>

'a

NINE LIVES

c

CARRIER COMMAND

SHERMAN M4

Cs

NORTH & SOUTH

TAIL SPIN

RAMBO 3

WARHEAD

•

c

RUNTHEGAUNTLETT

«

TREASURE TRAP

CZ

OPERATION WOLF

«*

WORLD SOCCER

•m

KICK OFF

CORRUPTION

t^:

MICROPROSEGOLF

k!_.

ARMALYTE

k1 ^

0)

WRATH OF DEMON

SUPER MONACO G.P.

SWITCHBLADE 2

On

CURSE OF AZURE BONDS

PREDATOR 2

0

ELVIRA
C

On
•

LOOM

0'
1

**l

UMSII
OUTRUN EUROPA

MEGA TRAVELLER

w

GETTYSBURG

k'

O

THUNDERJAWS

I:
(iJ

THE POWER PACK
•

BEAST BUSTERS

DEATH BRINGER

MASTER BLAZER

NEBULUS2

BLADE WARRIOR

3D VIRTUAL WORLDS

«*«

SHADOW SORCEROR

<D

ARMOUR GEDDON
•

KILLING CLOUD

*o

ROBOCOD
UHUUKKUUK

JC

HEAD OVER HEELS
CJ ELEPHANT ANTICS

u
a>

FAST FOOD DIZZY

•

O

SPEEDBALL 2
^ t\

RED STORM RISING

i^1 \

%J

PREHISTORIK

v

NFESTATION

PROPHECY

UNREAL

ULTIMA 6

c

INDY JONES

GAUNTLET 3

JF

DARK MAN

ROBOCOP2

F16 COMBAT PILOT

POWERMONGER

SECRET MONKEY ISLAND '

kN

TOTAL RECALL

DUCKTALES

SUPREMACY

FIRE BRIGADE (1 MEG)

I"

_z

PRINCE

LOTUS ESPRIT 2

TEST DRIVE 2

•

ARMADA

O

S.E.U.C.K.

INT'NATIONAL 3D TENNIS

BARDS TALE

RBI 2 BASEBALL

TRIAD VOL 2

ROBOCOP

_c

k'

BATTLE OF BRITAIN

k'\

RVF HONDA

SUPER CARS 2

THUNDER HAWK

/

t*|

k^i

THE SIMPSONS

AUSTERLITZ

3D POOL

PAPERBOY

L—

^

DUCKTALES

DESERT RATS

On

,—

<*i

k.'v

HORROR ZOMBIES

SWIV

*r

DRAGONS BREATH

KINGS QUEST 4

LOTUS ESPRIT

FALLEN ANGEL

v

CODENAME ICEMAN

BACK TO THE FUTURE 3

w

FLINTSTONES

k'

O*

EDD THE DUCK

<-

i

<D

COLONELS REQUEST

Ml IANK fLAIUUlM

JACK NICHOLAS

FRONTLINE

k/;

HARLEY DAVIDSON
GREMLINS 2

F19 STEALTH

SIMPSONS

WATERLOO

v

JC

kj

ITALIA 1990

FIGHTING SOCCER
VULCAN

V

bHADUW Ur Inb bcAbl

PRO TENNIS TOUR 2

MAN UTD EUROPE

SCRAMBLE SPIRITS

^L

^~-\_

CASTLE MASTER

Ox

SHADOW GATE

R »^BB

L-JdRAGON BREATH

WIERD DREAMS

AWESOME

•

ADVTAC FIGHTER 2

_E

c

^j

SWITCHBLADE
••
TOTAL ECLIPSE

BLOODWYCH

PUB TRIVIA

SPACE QUEST 2

•

^2

rURRICAN 2

o

WARGAME CONST'N kit

1 WHEELS OF FIRE
•^•MIGHTY BOMBJACK

_.

kZ

•

rRACK SUIT MAN
QUARTZ

STRIKE FORCE HARRIER

FIRE AND BRIMSTONE

NINJA REMIX

'.'

TREASURE ISLAND DIZZY

««

KINGS QUEST 3
SPY WHO LOVED ME

@

TEENAGE TURTLES

•

*

EAST VS WEST BERLIN

w^

rURBO OUTRUN

SPACE QUEST 1

ERcrystals ofarborea

BACK TO THE FUTURE 3

Ci

l/IRUS

ELITE

*
*

•COHORT ROME

ZOUT

SPELLBOUND

*

%J

a>

|mAG. SCHR0LLS C0LLEC1

UN SQUADRON

MINJA RABBITS

VIZ

•wonderland

DOUBLE DRAGON

i

JAMES POND

y. _. ;

HUNTER

.EMMINGS

DUNGEON MASTER

FANTASY WORLD DIZZY

:ORGOTTEN WORLDS

ATOMIC ROBOKID

MINJA SPIRITS

ZF=

Idas boot

-iS

ICALIFORNIA GAMES

AFTERBURNER

HOSTAGES

v.. \

30DS

LIFE AND DEATH

LOMBARD RALLY RAC

JET

•

HjREALMS

SOLDEN AXE

*

TORVAKTHEWARRIOR

SPEEDBALL

IERO QUEST

V

BATMAN THE MOVIE

DARKSIDE

v

i JTOPIA

3EUTER0S

DOCKETRANGER

JC

DRAGON NINJA

-

•NAPOLEON 1

PLUNDERED HEARTS
SCRAMBLE SPIRITS
RALLY CROSS CHALLENGE

•

f

SUSPECT

•-

^x

r l SLUE MAX

SHADOWDANCER
>ANZAKICK BOXING
OKI

.,..

JjWORLD CLASS CRICKET

l/IERCS

JRIENTAL GAMES

3UBBLE BOBBLE

(NIGHTS OF THE SKY

IOBOZONE

IOLLING RONNIE

AXELS MAGIC HAMMER

RETURN WITCHLORDS

11.49

FLIGHT OF INTRUDER

23.49

KICK OFF 2

11.49

CARTHAGE

13.49

RAILROAD TYCOON

23.49

F15 STRIKE EAGLE 2

23.49

k'

HOLYWOOD STRIP POKER ,

MIDWINTER 2

23.49

L—

DEJAVU2

MIG 29 FULCRUM

24.49

^

PURPLE SATURN DAY

«*

PRO FLIGHT

Post and Packing on all orders is 50p per game, no overseas orders accepted, all items subject to availability.
Please allow time for cheque clearance, most items despatched by return, certain games may take a little longer
Please make Cheques and Postal Orders
A small charge may be made
Post to: BBS, 6 Hope Street,
payable to: A BIT BETTER SOFTWARE
for credit card orders.
Hanley, Stoke-on-Trent, ST1 5BS
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Expiry Date .

CUSTOMER No

. Titles

Price

Name:...

Address:

.Postcode:
Tel:

ST II

Please Note: Mail order companies may take up
to 28 days to deliver goods from receipt of order •
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COMMENDABLE
CARDS COLLECT

/

Games Club I

"

Bi-monthly

NRG colour

to members.

ybertoon

Don't miss it.

Biggest and Best.
Huge catalogue. Huge discounts.
Huge stocks. Huge staff.
Huge membership.

Biggest Value, Best Service
No obligation to buy

Free Colour Catalogue
Just phone our sales team on

0279600204
Open to 8pm Weekdays
and to 5pm Weekends
ANNUAL MEMBERSHIP
UK £6.00 EEC £8.00 WORLD £10.00
We only supply members but you can order as you join.

c o s t s tc7.yy extra a

Atari ST Softmre

saves you up to £120

3D CONSTRUCTION KIT'-.

3DPOOL

Annual subscription to XS NRG is just £9.99 to |

..M.16.99

-%I6.99

AFRIKA CORPS

,#18.49

AFTERBURNER

6 sets of £20 money-off coupons, redeemable |

v,:6.99

ALCATRAZ
AMERICAN ICE HOCKEY

against top items bought from Special Reserve.

ARCHIPELAGOS

6 issues of XS NRG colour review magazine for I

ARKANOID2

ARMOUR-GEDDON
ATOMINO

Amiga, ST and PC users. Each issue is packed
with reviews of new games (and some of the best

^

7.99

4D SPORTS BOXING

4D SPORTS DRIVING

Special Reserve members only. The price includes:
6 demo disks of pre-release or latest titles.

,.»»>, •'•

25.99

.'/%..7.99

•SS'TENNIS

AWESOME

$T..16.\9

BAAL
BALANCE OF POWER....

«> older ones) and utilities.

I 18 reasons to buy XS NRG \

BALLISTIX

JS

3.9$

BALLYHOO I.INFOCOM)

Enter XS NRG on the coupon
below and pay £9.99.
UK only. Special Reserve
membership is not included.

9.99

BATMAN CAPED CRUSAfER
BATTLEOF BRITAIN D/SI

BEAST BUSTERS

,j§

BETRAYAL

~.

19.99*

16.99
19.49

BEYOND ZORK (INF6&QM) ...7.99
BILLY THEKID

':%

16.99

BLACK CAULDRON .....:•.
BLOOD MONEY
•»&

BLOODWYCH

12.99

BLOODWYCH DATA DIM

Win a CDTV

BLUEMAX

THEPAYOFF

Members only. See catalogue for details.

M.16.99

.:%7.99

I

SNOOKEfi. 1999

7.99
8.99

killing game sho\%

16.99 tetris

kings quest 4 d/s .7%

12.99

...16.99

15.49

LASTNINJA2

LANCELOT (LEVEL 9}:,M.
7.99

| Cheques payable to: SPECIAL RESERVE
Overseas Orders: EEC software orders - no extra charge
World software orders please add £1.00 per item.

Non-software items please add 10% EEC or 25% World.
Overseas orders must be paid by credit card.

JBf...

LEATHER GODDESSES

(BUDGET)

DAS BOOT (SUB SIM)

1

LEGEND OF THE SWORD

DEADLINE (BUDGET)

7.99

DEA'H 'RAP

7 S9

DEFENDER OF THE CROWN
DEJA VU
DEJA VU2
DELUXE PAINT

7.99
3.99
7.99

M

LEMMINGS^-:::"

LEMMINGS%\TADISK....
LIFE AND D^TH
LOGICAL ..,%.

..10.99

LOMBARD (WC RALLY ..
_0~US ESPRIT TURBO
CHALLENGE

....6.99

(ART PACKAGE)

42.

DEMONIAK

19.49

DEUTEROS

16.9V*•MAGNETIC SCROLLS

Ol IhSOAFfN^
E^IOtf'
^»
EX|>E
f

EYE OF HORJS /
JF5 STRIKE EAGi
&F15 STRIKE EAG#E 2

pBlCPOCKETS

UNINVITED..

UMS2(1 MEG)
UTOPIA..
VIRTUAL REALITY VOL1

....

,.16.49 VIRTUAL WORLBS I

.,16.99 VOYAGER .../.,.,.b
WARZONE I
/..
WARHEAD

COLLECTION VOL

i

(GUILD OF THIEVES. FISH AND

WATERLOO

CORRUPTION) (1 MEG)

19.49

WHEELS OF Fl

MAN. UNITED EUROPE

15.49

WINNING TEAM

16.99 WONDERLAND (1 M^G.)
699 MAUPITI ISLAND
MEGATRAVELLER 1{1 MEG) 11.99 WRECKERS
/....>
•• :? MEGLOMANIA
1999 X-OUT
./
5 49 XENOMORPH ..I
6.49 MENACE . ...

8.99

. .19.99
16.99
16.99
3.

21.99

F16 FALCON MlfS'ON D'SK 2 999

MERCS. ..
MIDWINTER....
MONTY PVTHON ....
MU=tDER D/S

16-99
1199
.8 99
.. 6.99

MYSTICAL D/S ...
5 99
NEBULUS 2
1699
OPERATION STEALTH D/S ...16.99
OPERATION WOLF
6.99
PAINTWORKS

;ART PACKAGE)

PAWN (M SCROLLS)
PIRATES
PITFIGHTER

6.99

3.99
16.99
16.49

F16 FALCON PLTJS
MISSIONS 1&2

22.99

F19 STEALTH FIGHTER
F29 RETALIATOR
FERRARI FORMULA 1

19.49
16.99
8.99

PLANETFALL (BUDGET)

7 99

PLAYER MANAGER

7.99

FINAL FIGHT

16.99

POPULOUS & SIM CITY

16.99

POWERDRIFT
POWERMONGERD/S

2.99
19.49

FISTS OF FURY

ULTIMA 5 .

,,16.99

..12.99

. ... 10 99

F16 FALCON

FISH! (M/SCROLLS)

the games: summer edition 6.99

M

16.49

ELIT^.jF
ELVIRA fffelRESS

7.9

12.99

knights of legend"
KULT

DARKMAN

>v\v,cTv .VARs

6.9

16

ko 2 winning fs'ctics d/s...6.99 teenage queen

19.99

DEVPAC V.2 (ASSEMBLER) . .5^95

*> P.O. BOX 847, HARLOW, CM21 9PH

7.99 superbase personal 2 ...79.99 |

CRACK DOWN
CRUISE FOR A CORPSE

DGBASE (RELATIONAL ^^
DATABASE)
^*T!..34 99
DRAKKHEN
3f^T
11.99

Switch Issue Number

8^9 super hang on

k0 2-fjnal whistle d/s

CORRUPTION (M/SCROLLS)...3.99

MISSION DISKS 1 &2

jCredit card expiry date

kickoff 2 d "

switchblade 2

DAMOCLES +

'Cheque/P.O./Access/Mastercard/Switch/Visa

3.99 1

t.n.t

6.99
19.99

3.99

jinxter(m/sc 10j.s) \ 399 storm across europe ...19.99 |
•ge dredd ... .
v.9 99 super cars (gbh)
6.9
kickoff
^-" supercars2
16.4
ko 2 returw^ioeurope d/s 7.99

DAMOCLES MISSION DISK 1

I ALL PRICES INCLUDE UK POSTAGE & VAT

STARGLIDER 2

ko 2 Giants of Europe d/s 7.99

E-MOJfON .#

3.99

STARFLIGHT .

CORPORATION MISSION DISK 10.99

DUNGEOawTASJER

...16.491

ROBO^OU 1699 SPELLBOUND

CHAMPIONS OF KRYNN ....

DRILLER ...^..Jr.

25.49 |

7 99 SPEEDBALL

SPELLBREAKER (INFOCOM)

BOND (1 MEG) (SSI)

I Membership fee E6 UK. £8 EEC. £10 World

SKYCHASE....

J. NICKLAUS G^--' •\. • 16.99 SPEEDBALL2 . ...
6 49

CRYSTALS OF ARBOREA
CURSE OF THE AZURE

I Enter membership number (if applicable) or

OFF-ROAD RACER V

SILKWORM..

SIM CITYSPCPL-.CUS

SPACE QUEST 3 D/S

(CASHBOOK CONTROLLER
& FINAL ACCOUNTS)

CONFLICT EUROPE
CORPORATION

WE ONLY SUPPLY MEMBERS BUT YOU CAN ORDER AS YOU JOIN.

^Machine type

ENGE ...1699

iSCVER

.'.16.99

CAPTIVE

CARRIER COMMAND

CHAOS STRIKES BACK
CHUCK ROCK
15.49
COHORT FIGHTING FOR ROME 17.99

THERE IS A SURCHARGE OF 50p PER GAME ON TELEPHONED ORDERS.

Telephone _

15.49

jgTICS . . 1549

:,,. 11.99

CASHBOOK COMBO

2South Block, The Mailings, Sawbridgeworth, Herts CM21 9PG.

ST USER

19.99

16.49

CAPTAIN PLANET

INEVITABLY, SOME GAMES SHOWN MAY NOT YET BERELEASED.
Inter-Mediates Ltd. Registered Office:

| Name

7.49

M

CADAVER
%.
CADAVER LEVELS- ^|k

and 2 Game Gears

1(PLEASEPRINTINBLOCK CAPITALS)

6.99
6.99

|«

3.99
19.49

POOL OF RADIANCE (1 MEG) 19.99

XENON
ZORK 1
ZORK 2
ZORK 3

2. MEGABIAST
(BUDGET)
ET)1
(INFOCON
(BUDGET) •

ft...

'•0M\-J-

Sony DS/DD |
with labels

T^-

VISION

You can't pull it out - so don't pass it over!

World Class Rugby

10

Sweat, blood and tears, and that's only the crowd. A worthy
World Cup tie-in?

Zone Warriors

12

Epoch-hopping platform action from Electronic Arts

Obitus

14

Are aimless wandering and mindless violence
enough for an RPG? Yup!

Magic Pockets

16

Trouser bulges from an innuendo-happy reviewer

Mega-Lo-Mania

18

Hyphen-frenzy-conquering-through-time

Master Golf
"Swingin' in the rain, jus' swingin' in the rain"

F-15 11
"Bombing and shooting and killing anybody non-American
who's holding a gun

Maddog Williams
A short skinny chap with no friends runs
around and growls a lot

Beast
You've waited a year but is it worth it?

The trade show you were meant to go to
but they changed their minds.
Gamer brings the latest news
We talk to people who've spent a period
equivalent to nearly half the industry's history
writing the promising Birds of Prey

More full price games get blatantly beaten up by
hordes of budget titles in the Gallup Top 40

If you can't stand the heat, then cheat

kop rnv
CALL US C

24 HOUF

0902

OIT CARI) HOTLINE

25304

AMERICAN
EXPRESS

FAX: 0902 712751

ATARI
HUNTER
IMPOSSAMOLE

ST

HINT BOOK
ADVANCED FRUIT MACHINE SIM
AFRICA KORPS
ARMALYTE

17.50
6.99
21.50
NEW 17.50
17 50
7.99
7.99

NB J PRICE 7,99
7.99
17.50

BEACH VOLLEY
NEV

BRIAN CLOUCH'S FOOTBALL FOR TUNES .9.99

NEV
7.99
NFW6 99

CABAL

NEW PRICE 7.99

7.99

CALIFORNIA GAMES

17.50

CAR-VUP AND TORVAK THE WARRIOR.... 17.50
CARRIER COMMAND
9.99
17.50
17.50
\DE

21.50
17.50
9.99

CHUCKIEECC1 OR 2

NEV1 PRICE 7.99
21,50
17.50
17.50

NE1V PRICE 9.99
NEVV PRICE 7.99
7.99

CONQUEROR
CONTINENTAL CIRCUS

9.99

DAILY DOUBLE HORSE RACING ...

INDIANNA|ONES LAST

17.S0

DEADLINE (INFOCOM)

7.99
9.99
17.50

DEFENDER OF THE CROWN.

34.99
13.99

9.99
NEVV PRICE 7.99
7.99

DELUXE STRIP POKER
DRAGON SPIRITS

.NEW 17.50
17.50

17.50
24.99
17,50

FANTASY WORLD DIZZY

6,99
6.99
9.99

FERRARI FORMULA ONE

8.99

9.99
13.99

FOOTBALL MANAGER 2 + EXP. KIT
9.99
FOOTBALLER OF THE YEAR 2..NEW PRICE 7.99
17.50
17.50
17.50

THE GAMES SUMMFR FDITION
7.99
GARFIELD WINTERS TAIL ..SPECIAL OFFER 9.99
17.50

17.50
17.50
17.50
NEW 21.50

GRANDSTAND

HARDDRIVIN'2

13.99
ECIA L OFFER 6.99
SF ECIA L OFFER 9.99

17.50
7.99

HOSTAGES

m b •••

1 7.50

7.99
21.50

TEENAGE MUTANT HERO
TURTLES

LAST NINJA 2

7.99

LEATHER GODDESSES OF PHOBOS

9.99

L.E.D. STORM
7.99
LEMMINGS
17.50
LIFEAND DEATH
17.50
LITTLE PUFF
6.99
LOGICAL
13.99
LOMBARD R.A.C. RALLY
7.99
LORDS OF CHAOS
17.50
LOTUS ESPRIT TURBO CHALLENGE
17.50
M1 TANK PLATOON
21.50
MANCHESTER UNITED
13.99
MANCHESTER UNITED EUROPE
17.50
MAUPITY ISLAND
21.50
MEGA TRAVELLER 1
21.50
MENACE
NEW PRICE 7.99
MERCS
17.50

MIDWINTER 2 (FLAMES OF FREEDOM) ...24.99
MIGHTY BOMBJACK
13.99
MR DO RUN RUN
SPECIAL OFFER 6.99
MULTI PLAYER SOCCER MANAGER
17.50
NAVY SEALS
17.50
NEVER MIND
SPECIAL OFFER 3.99
NEW ZEALAND STORY
NEW PRICE 7.99

NINJA RABBITS

6.99

NORTH AND SOUTH

7.99
7.99
7.99
SPECIAL OFFER 6.99
SPECIAL OFFER 6.99
17.50

PLANETFALL (INFOCOM)

9.99

PLAYER MANAGER
POPULOUS AND SIM CITY
POWERMONGER
PREHISTORIK
PRO BOXING SIM
PRO TENNIS TOUR 2
PROFLIGHT

13.99
21.50
21.50
17.50
7.99
1 7.50
27.99

QUADREL
QUESTION OF SPORT

13.99
21.50

MAGNUM

R.V.F. HONDA, ORIENTAL GAMES, PRO
TENNISTOUR & SATAN AFTER THEWAR

£17.50

£21.50

21.50
7.99
NEW 1 7.50

RAILROAD TYCOON (1 MEG)

NEW 24.99

RED HEAT

INTERNATIONAL SOCCER
CHALLENGE

TREASURE ISLAND DIZZY
TREBLE CHAMPIONS

4.99

£21.50

6.99

PAPERBOY, GHOSTS AND GOBLINS,
SPACE HARRIER, 0VERLANDER

SOCCER MANIA

£17.50

TURRICAN

SPECIAL OFFER 9.99

TYPHOON THOMPSON

NEW PRICE 7.99
13.99
13.99

WATERLOO
WINNING TACTICS

NEW PRICE 9.99
7-99
21.50

WONDERLAND

WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP SOCCER
WORLD CLASS LEADERBOARD

7.99
21.50
17.50

X-OUT

SPECIAL OFFER 6.99
7.99
9.99
7.99
9.99
.NEW 17.50

9.99

ZORK1 OR 2 OR 3

£21.50

RAINBOW ISLANDS, TURRICAN,
CHASE H.Q,X-OUT,

ADDICTED TO FUN

BUBBLE BOBBLE, RAINBOW ISLAND
& NEW ZEALAND STORY

£21.50

£13.99
VIRTUAL WORLDS

DRILLER, TOTAL ECLIPSE,
THE CRYPT, CASTLE MASTER

CLASSIC 4 (Renaissance)
INVADERS, ASTEROIDS, GALAXION

£21.50

& CENTIPEDE
£7.99

VIRTUAL REALITY VOL 2

SENTINEL, VIRUS, WEIRD DREAMS,
HOLLYWOOD COLLECTION

RESOLUTION 101
&THUNDERSTRIKE
£21.50

ROBOCOP, GH0STBUSTERS 2,
BATMAN THE MOVIE, INDIANA

£7.99

SPORTING GOLD

JONES ANDTHE LASTCRUSADE
£21.50

i8.99

CALIFORNIA GAMES, THE GAMES

HINT BOOKS
_
CHAMPIONS OF KRYNN

17.99

£7.99

CURSEOF AZUREBONOS

£7.99

18.99

WINTER & SUMMER EDITIONS

THRILLT1ME PLATINUM VOL 2

£21.50

BUGGY BOY, BOMBJACK, SPACE
HARRIER, LIVE AND LET DIE,

HANNA BARBERA
CARTOON COLLECTION

THUNDERCATS, BEYOND THE ICE

YOGI'S GREAT ESCAPE, HONG KONG

£17.50 (Nat STE Compatible)

PALACE& BATTLESHIPS

PHOOEY, RUFF AND READY &
BEVERLEY HILLS CATS.
£13.99

FIST OF FURY

DOUBLE DRAGON 2, NINJA WARRIORS,
SHINOBI & DYNAMITE DUX

SEGA MASTER MIX

9.99

SPINDIZZY WORLDS

SIR FRED

POWER UP

NEW PRICE 7.99
7.99
NEW PRICE 7.99

SHUFFLEPACK CAFE
NEW PRICE 7.99
SINBAD AND THE THRONE OF
THE FALCON
9.99
SIM CITY AND POPULOUS
21.50
SIM CITY TERRAIN EDITOR
10.99
SKIDZ
NEW PRICE 7.99
SNOWSTRIKE
SPECIAL OFFER 6.99
SPEEDBALL
9.99
SPEEDBALL2
17.50

IRON LORD, NIGHT HUNTER,
TWIN WORLD, PUFFY'S SAGA &

ZAK McKRACKEN ADVENTURE &

SECRET OF MONKEY ISLAND (1 MEG)....21.50

SHOOT 'EM CONSTRUCTION KIT

WINNING FIVE

MANAGER WORLD CUP EDITIONi
GAZZA'S SUPER SOCCER
£17.50

13.99

14.99

7.99

FOOTBALL MANAGER 2,
MICR0PR0SE SOCCER, FOOTBALL ;

ALTERED BEAST

WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP BOXING

17.50
9.99
NEW 17.50

7.99

FINALE

13.99

TURF FORM/SYSTEM 8 POOLS & RACING

ROBIN SMITH'SINTERNATIONAL CRICKET ....17.50

RUNNING MAN

£17.50

7.99

19.99

RUN THE GAUNTLET

HARD DRIVIN', TOOBIN, XYB0TS,
A.P.B., DRAGON SPIRIT

TOOBIN

7.99

ROBOCOP 2
ROCKET RANGER
RODLAND

T.N.T.

VIRTUAL REALITY VOL.1

MIDWINTER, CARRIER COMMAND,
STUNT CAR RACER, STARGLIDER 2,

17.50
6.99

R.B.I 2
R-TYPE
R-TYPE 2

SPORTING TRIANGLES
STEVE DAVIS SNOOKER
STRIKER MANAGER
STRYX
SUPERCARS
SUPER CARS 2..'.

GRANDSTAND

WORLD CLASSLEADERBOARD,
PROTENNIS TOUR, CONTINENTAL
CIRCUS & GAZZA'S SUPER SOCCER

NEW PRICE 9.99

TETRIS

SNOOKER
NEW 21.50
KARATE KID 2
3.99
KICK OFF + EXTRA TIME
7.99
KICK OFF 2
1 3.99
KICK OFF 2 FINAL WHISTLE
8.99
KICK OFF 2 WINNING TACTICS
7.99
KID GLOVES
NEW PRICE 7.99

SHADOW OF THE BEAST
SHERMAN M4
SHINOBI

COMPILATIONS

SPECIAL OFFER 9.99

IIMMYWHITE'SWHIRLWIND

£8.99

MANHUNTER IN SAN FRANCISCO

SUPERWONDERBOY, DYNAMITE DUX,
CRACKDOWN, TURBO OUTRUNS,
ENDURO RACER

£21.50
' DISKS: 3 5 INCH DOUBLE SIDED DOUBLE
DENSITY WITH LABELS

0.59 I

£21.50

1250

SPORTING WINNERS

17.50

£5.99

1 3.99
9.99
NEW 1 7.50
NEW PRICE 7.99
7.99
17.50

mmm warn wmm warn mmm mm • »

ORDER

17.50
TABLE TENNIS SIM

NEW PRICE 7.99
7.99

|ACK NICKLAUS GOLF

OPERATION HORMUZ
OPERATION WOLF
ORIENTAL GAMES
PACMANIA
PANZA KICK BOXING

7.99

SWITCHBLADE

12.99

CRUSADE
INTERNATIONAL KARATE+

IAMES POND
BACK TO THE FUTURE J
BALLISTIX

17.50

NEW 21.50
NEW PRICE 7.99

INDIANNA|ONES ADVENTURE &
ADVANCED DESTROYER SIM

SEUERSI16-BIT

£5.99

worn w

mm

F O R M (block capitals please)

DAILY DOUBLE HORSE RACING,
STEVE DAVIS SNOOKER, BRIAN
CLOUGH'SFOOTBALL FORTUNES
£17.50

>i yam©

,3.5 INCH 40 PIECEDISKBOX
3.5 INCH 80 PIECE DISK BOX
3.5 INCH 120 PIECE DISK BOX
MOUSE MATS
ST AND AG EXTENSION LEADS
SQUIK MOUSE

c ompi

All orders sent first class subject to availability. Just till in the coupon and send it to: "•"
Software City, Unit 4 BDC, Temple Street, Wolverhampton, WV2 4AN.
name

address.
<~nrrl no

^

eXD date

Postage rates: please add 50p for post and packaging on all orders
nnder£5. EEC countries add ELOOper Ham, non EEC coontries add* t,T|,
..
£2.DD per Hem. Paying by Cheque: cheques payable loSoftware: b use

<Jnnnttirp

date

City. European orders: Master card, Eurocard accepted.

UUlU l 1U

^
H'

5.99
7.99

9.99
2.99
5.99

14.99

'Starship Dedalus I is stranded on Frontier Alpha,
the only way to escape is to buy your way duV

2ttt Century Entertainment Ltd• 1391
56B Milton Park • Abingdon • Oxon 0X14 4RX
Tel No. 0235 832939 • Fax No. 0235 861039

What's hot and what's not. Gamer spills the beans

on the latest from the ST games scene

i

image

IS

Excuse me a moment while I wet myself. Now I know these previews are
meant to be unbiased and containing nothing more than information, but this

product really is going to be the dogs you-know-whats. Mind-gibbering graph
ics and orchestral sound effects combine with brilliant beat- em-up style gameplay to produce what deserves to be the Christmas number one on merit alone.

.

'•«:

The plot puts you in control of a young Samurai who follows the Demon King
who murdered his master to the Japan of the 24th century in an attempt to
avenge the guy's death. Eight way scrolling horizontal action gives the player
plenty of scope to use his sword in any direction he wants. If you get the moves
right you can look really stylish by jumping up, getting a bat above you on the
way, one across from you while you're at the top and another one below you
one the way down. Flash is an understatement.
Due around November at a price TBA.

•*w»i*rW

3*Sfig*

♦y-f.'

LOUR

Infogame.
ame area is composed of a large
lumber of multicoloured diamonds. The

—*ive is to enlarge your territory to
0 per cent of the total before your
jputient does, by absorbing the diaronds adjacent to the ones you are cur
rently in possession of.
Gradually your territory begins to
grow, and hopefully faster than your
opponents. Its Russian pedigree promises
a highly addictive strategy game for

Core's

Thundcrhawk

in "It grew on

everyone. Available this November at

us" shocker
Bit embarrassing this really.
You see, we've changed our
minds. The thing is, last month
we gave Thunderhawk a mark
of 75 per cent - a bit less than
other reviews but we have a

very strong and independent

editorial policy as far as
reviews go so we didn't worry
about it too much.

Well, when Core sent us the
finished version we realised it
included a Trainer module that

made the game far easier to
get into, and therefore a lot
more fun to play when you
finally get into the full game.
So what we want to do is

change the mark. Unusual

though this sort of thing is, we
don't want to see the game suf
fer unnecessarily because we
have too much pride to admit
that we've changed our minds.
The new mark? 85 per cent.

Core have produced a fine
game.

GameR

November 1991

£19.99.

TEENAGE MUTANT HERO

TURTLES 2 - Image Works
Anyone who has actually played the coin-op version will be fully
aware that it is pretty damn good no matter what you may think of the
green buggers in a piecrust.
Well the home computer sequel to the highest selling computer
game of all time is a conversion of the much lauded coin-op. Press
response to the original was lukewarm, but the public bought it in
droves (shows how much we know, eh punters?), and even
now it hovers in and out of the charts. This time, though, it
looks as though a favourable press response is likely - how
can they mess up a good coin-op- so it will probably not
sell at all.

On the plus side the strong graphics feature a load of
different moves for either of the two turtles on screen at any
time, several different enemies and the old adversary
Shredder.

This horizontally scrolling beat-'em-up
will be released in November with its

price TBA.

THE BEAST IS BACK!

east.
vailable
soon on

THE SEQUEL TO THE TOP SELLING AMIGA GAME OF 1989
THE CONFLICT CONTINUES . . .

Your deadly struggle for freedom against the dark forces of the Beast Lord is now but a
painful memory. You try to forget the anguish of the past by concentrating on your prize

for success in the bloody battle: the return of your humahoid body.
But as you slowly adjust to your newly-won physique, the pain you thought gone is about
to return ... The Beast Mage has kidnapped your sister! She must be rescued before she
falls foul of his dark arts. You journey to a hostile alien world to face the malevolent hosts
of the Beast Mage and interact with more friendly characters to.learn of your unfamiliar
surroundings.

You must fight your way through many enemy-infested levels collecting and using

heS

weapons and objects to aid your Crusade towards confict with the Beast Mage... before
he makes your sister his own!
Screen Shots from the Amiga version

SEEING

IS

BELIEVING

.continued

POPULOUS II - Electronic Arts
What can I say? All they've told me is that it's based in ancient Greece, it is new and
improved and the graphics look fantastic. That's no bloody use to me isit?
Beyondthat it isall highlyconfidential, but it will be out in Decemberat £29.99

hard
NOVA - Electronicmercenary
Artswho has
riHRV flW •"
systems finding adventure and 6mqe^^^mtm some sort of mad
What a stonker of a game the first
one was - it redefined what a rac

ing game should look like and do.
This time out it has been improved
and it includes another car, the
Lotus Elan, This car, and I have

With all this going on it is a
wonder that they have retained the
speed and smooth animation of the
track and objects alongside it that
made the game such a winner for

Instead of the 30 tracks of the

in bars to meet and

kill people, travel
through space and

game.

would put the Corkscrew to shame,
has tyres made of glue and suspen
more remarkable.

The game asks

you to hang around

rid of one of the criticisms of that

been witness to this on a track that

sion made out of something even

Rupert Bear.

mark of the original. But if one
player wishes to go on his own, the
screen goes back to a full screen
view, unlike the original, getting

explore planets
using the hovership.
It will be available
this October at
£25.99

Gremlin.

original, this time the game's cre
ators have divided the game into
eight stages, with each stage being
made up of a number of check
points in the time-honoured racing
game tradition.

wmmmwm-mmmmW

Some innovative new effects

;•>.*>*> •

have been included that have
never been seen in such a well

.*•**»„ tM'mr

mj/m ft*

implemented manner on a home

computer before, but fans of Sega's
Rad Mobile coin-op may well know
them. The effects give a very con
vincing impression of rain and
snow as you drive through it, even
though you are not in the car but
view it from behind - visibilty is
Impaired and handling becomes
more difficult.

The best effect is fog - out of the
blank grey ahead you gradually
begin to see images then shapes
and finally the whole thing as it
passes dangerously close. Cars
loom at you from out of the fog,
and the twists and turns of the
track become even more treacher
ous.

The main new feature for the

sequel is the link-up option that
will allow four players to compete
on two machines using the split
screen feature that was the trade

November 1991
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APOCALYPSE - Image Works
Sometimein the near future a jungle scenario reminiscentof Viet
nam has reared its ugly head. A guerilla force backed by an East
ern power has humiliated a vastly superior army, and the only

answer is evacuation. You are the pilot of the heavily armoured
rr

supercopter that has the task ofpicking up the stranded con

scripts and airlifting them back to the safely oTyfcr forward
pOSt.

' fep* .«m»jJB

At the moment there is little in the game apart
from the helicopter movements and animations

but these alone are very impressive, as it it

spins around spewing death and destruction
in all directions.

When it appears in the new year it

should be rather good, if mindless death !
and destructionisyour bag. Price to b;e
announced.
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The Ace

- What a gamel Gem to Play. Magic.
- The best game ever to grace the
ST. Highest accolade Ican give.
- Brilliant. Buy-Buy-Buy.

The One

- Ultimate Soccer simulation

FINAL

W

H
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Data Disk for Kick Off 2

7 MILLSIDE INDUSTRIALESTATE, LAWSON ROAD,
DARTFORD, KENT. DA1 5BH.
TEL: 0322292513/18 FAX: 0322293422

AMIGA •£ 25.99
ATARI ST • f 25.99
j, (DOUBLE SIDED DRIVE ONLY)

irds of Prey, produced by
Argonaut and distributed
via Electronic Arts, has had

a rather long gestation period, not
to mention a name change. Origi
nally to be known as Hawk, this
flight simulation has appeared to
have taken forever to hit the
shelves.

The reason is, apparently, a sim
ple matter of a pro
tracted development
period. No-one really
knew what they wanted

combat flight simulator which allows
you to fly 40 different types of air
craft on 12 different types of mission
in a fictitious world consisting of airbases and aircraft carriers, cities,

roads, rivers, that kind of thing.''
"It allows you to choose whatever
type of mission you'd like to fly:
bombing, air interception, air superi
ority, tank busting, etc. You can also

think are appropriate and go off and
do it."

Fictitious it may be, but is there a
background scenario?
"Not really. Although the aircraft
featured are real it doesn't involve

real countries. There are just two
sides. You choose which side you
want to be on and you then fight on
that side.

Tou try and tip the bal
ance of power by your
human

element.

The

game can, almost, run by

so ideas were bounced

itself where both sides

around until something
concrete began to
develop.

other. You try and assist
your side to give them the

make attacks on each

edge."
This game is not just a

At the time of writ

ing. Birds of Prey for the

simple matter of complet
ing a list of missions, for
there are a variety of
dynamic
elements

ST does not have a

scheduled release date,

although work has
begun. To placate you
should you desperately
require some informa
tion to get you through to the final
release day, allow Chris Humphries,
designer and writer on the project,
to offer a few words of wisdom.

The most obvious first question is

- what is Birds of Prey? Chris: "It is a

included. This is because

choose what type of aircraft you
want to do it in. Although we try to
help people to choose an appropri
ate aircraft it is up to them to make
their own choice. They can then
load up whatever weapons they
iff!

you will be taking part in
a fully-fledged battle. So, while you
are hitting enemy aircraft and bases,
your fellow combatants will be
engaged in tank battles, tactical firefights, artillery bombardments, and
any other offensive action you find >

as

[<

the club and pull down your tr

VPSR LD CLASS RUGBY
AUDIOGENIC • £25.99 • 1/2 meg • Joystick • Out now
«*
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Victims of a police baton
charge, the players run for

y

their lives

y

M orld

Class

Rugby.

Hmmm, sounds a bit like

World Cup. The four options give you
the opportunity to play loads of oppo

World Cup Rugby if you
ask me. And, my word if it isn't the
Rugby World Cup this month, well

the chance to fight your way to the top
in three verydifferent arenas.

•Ha

knock me down with a feather and call

*

"

te

The overhead view is easiest

to get used to but you can't
see much of the pitch

—

v.-

—

The "radar map" on the right
of the screen can be changed
to which three sizes suit best

GameR
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On the pitch at any one timeyou will

remarkable coincidences this century.
And bugger me if there isn't another
rugby game reviewed next month. How
do I know? I'mpsychic that's how.
Rugby to the uninitiated is a complex
game - hundreds of rules make up the
sport, covering every possible situation.
Butit isn't really necessaryto know more
than the basics if you want to play or
watch a game.
This version, by all accounts, tries to

have fifteen men - eight forwards and
seven backs - the forwards being the
ones who make up the scrum. The idea
is basically to run up the field with an
oval ball, get it behind the goal and
touch it down. The problem is that you
cannot pass it forward - it must always
be passed to someone behind.
This sort of sport involves heavy con
tact which may mean that the ball gets
trapped under a pile of men and the
game effectively grinds to a halt. This is

take in all of the basics and some of the

where the scrum comes in, or if some

more complex ones, but to include
every single rule and couple it with the
infallible logic of a computer would
mean that you might as well start carv
ing a headstone for payability right
now. Fortunately you don't have to.
The match can be a friendly, in the
league, then the League Cup or the

one was at fault, various penalties. The
scrum, or the ruck when the game
hasn't been stopped, involve a large
group of men being punched forward
by the waggling of your joystick.
Coloured arrows show the position of
the ball and whether you are in control
of it. Ifthe ball goes out of playyou get

me Susan if that isn't one of the most

tr

nents in all sorts of environments, and
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hose chaps from Argonaut in gratuitous game name pun type photo opportunity
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Behind the goal looking up
the pitch we watch the
conversion attempt fail

The pseudo 3D allows you to
see all the moves on the pitch

Fastmovingand great in two
player mode.

a line-out. This set piece gives you the
chance to pick one of the seven or eight
routines available which, if you gain
possession, will be run by the computer
in a similar way to some American Foot
ball games.

I O

Rollins
Ro
around withmen has
never been so attractive.

The ball can be kicked forward down

the pitch but it must not be picked up
by anyone other than the kicker or one

eree would interpret it which is why the

from either above or a pseudo 3D that is

offside and knock on rules can be

identical to that of John Madden's on

of the opposition.
The most complex rules included in

turned off ifyou fancy a really fast mov
ing game. But when they are on it
doesn't make the game completely
unplayable, just a little bit more pedes

this version revolve around offsides and

knock ons. In the full game these rules

cause the majority of the hold-ups,
which is why rugby is given such liberal
advantage rules.
Advantage is a difficult concept to

get over to a computer in the waya ref

M

trian.

Controls are very simple. Depending

the Mega Drive, and it plays like a
dream.

There is plenty of scope in computer
rugby for the aforementioned head
stone but Denton Designs have man
aged to produce a highly playable game

on the situation, fire will either change

that should do for computerised rugby

the controlled player, pass, tackle or
kick. Dead easy. The pitch is viewed

what Kick Off did for football.
Jools
November 1991

item lost is the dead pilot's record.
It is possible to lose an aircraft and
live, by safe ejection. However, one
pilot is not allowed to lose too many
aircraft. The limit is four aircraft on

M

the easiest level, dwindling down to
one on the most difficult level. So

even if a pilot survives an ejection, if
he has used his allotted quota of air
craft, he will be grounded. A new

A heavily laden A-IO A climbs into the sky from a secret airbase
>• in an all out war.

You never see this action. How

ever, each side's progress can be
monitored via a series of reports and
graphs. These graphs, percentages
and status reports illustrate a variety
of positions such as hangars, control
towers, and so on. It is rather more

tricky to find exact details of the
enemy but there is a reconnaissance
(recce) mission you can fly to find out
what state the war is in.

The action you take part in is
totally dynamic. For example, visual
damage can be inflicted upon an
installation. However, that damage
will then be repaired over the course
of time. If you knock out a hangar
you effectively knock out all of the
aircraft for a particular base. If you
knock out a control centre you neu
tralise their control ability. If you
attack aircraft-producing factories

i^jj r^i^jj rV^^jj

you will knock out their ability to pro
duce new aircraft. The replacement
rate drops while the factory is being
repaired. You must try, therefore, to
win a war of attrition.

As mentioned above, the "dynam
ics" do not extend to other ground
elements. You do not see your side
rolling forth with tanks and men, for
example. Birds of Prey (BOP) is more

pilot will have to be created.
Intriguingly, you can also defect! If
you destroy a friendly target it is
assumed that you have defected. If
you defect twice neither side will
have you so your pilot is, again,
grounded.
During the game you will be
allowed to choose a variety of differ
ent bases. The choice has an effect

on the gameplay. Chris: "It affects the

orientated around air combat. There

are elements of ground attack but
they generally includes air-relatedtar
gets.

If you "die" you do not lose the
game, you just take on a different
persona to continue the same, ongo
ing battle. Nothing changes after
your "death". You can also save the
battle at that point if you wish. In
fact, because of the save routine you
can have a number of campaigns
running simultaneously. The only

mV,
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A massive B52 overflies a friendly SAM radar
installation on its way to deal death and

destruction to the enemy
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f you come down to fundamen
tals, then the major develop

entirely. To this day the roller-skate may

ments of the human race, tech

What about the guy who discovered
the power of steam in ancient Greece?
Now if he had mysteriously disap
peared, not only would we not have

nologically and socially, can be
put down to a handful of men and
women who made the major break

throughs, followed by a few more peo
ple who capitalised on their predeces
sors' success.

Take, for example, the loin-clothed
chappie who invented the wheel. Imag
ine if he had died or been kidnapped

never have been invented.

been able to travel from Stockton to Dar

lington in 1825 but no one would have
invented that nice little whistly thing
that letsyou know when the kettleboils.
Now, you may well be wondering
what the Sam Hill this has to do with a

Twin geeks?

40DNE WARRIOR
ELECTRONIC ARTS • £25.99 • 1/2 meg > Joystick • Out now
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the night before finally finishing his
secretive chiselling at the back of his
cave. The wheel may never have been

computer game. Well the horrendous
scenariosthat I described, the disappear
ance of eminent figures in our history, is

invented.

the idea behind Zone Warrior.

It is possible that someone else may
have come up with idea, but it is more
than likely that his mates would have
been sitting around a camp-fire to this
day wondering what that brilliant idea
of Arthur's was, having no idea but
being utterly convinced it would come
back to them ifthey didn't think about it
and talked about something else

The Earth of the thirtieth century has
been under threat for years from a race
of aliens known affectionately as the
Geeks. So far, us humans have man

aged to hold the Geeks off, but now
that may be extremely difficult. The
Geeks have captured one of two proto
type time machines that the Earth's sci
entists have been developing, and they

A Harrier preparing for take off on a carrier

enemy's ability to attack you because

that if you select an aircraft carrier

each one has a different set of

there are certain missions you obvi

defences and different strengths in

ously can't do - certain aircraft can't
fly off an aircraft carrier! That's the

terms of where it is and how far it is

from the enemy lines."
Consequently, the mission selec
tion is slightly altered, "in a sense
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only restriction."
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Another restriction is that there is

only one generic cockpit: 'To design
a cockpit as detailed as we have
done would be very difficult to do

The complex and realistic HUD overlayed on the outsideview of ytouraircraft

again and again for different aircraft
and have all the artwork stored.

interception. You'd probably get shot

We'd end up with or three of four
more disks just to contain it."

down, though, unless you were very

So there are 40 aircraft within

BOP. I guess that many readers will
be wondering just how flexible the
aircraft choice is. Let Chris explain:
"You can choose any aircraft for
any mission but it does pose restric
tions sometimes. Where it is very silly
to try and take a 747 off an aircraft
carrier, for example, but, yes, you
could take a Jumbo Jet on an air

plan to travel to key points in the devel

opment of mankind and destroy the pio
neers of that time zone, like the chap
who invented the wheel, and like the

chap who discovered steam.
You have been chosen to travel

assorted immovable objects that hurt,
like spikes or venus fly-traps, and trying
to

shoot

the

Geeks

that

around time in the remaining time
machine and destroy the Geeks before
they manage to disinvent the wheel,
and very probably disinvent your exis
know the sort of thing, because the

office as Turrican on steroids, but I don't

Wing men are nice - pity there is
no possibility of radio messages or
interaction, though.
While you and your wing men are
battling it out it is always interesting,
as the only human intelligent life
form within the simulated world, to

wonder about the enemy's artificial
intelligence (Al).

"For Al, the enemy has a general >•

dering around the maze-like levels and

next level.

It is fine whileyou are doing it, but
when you loseyour third lifeat the end
of one of the levels it becomes a real

wheel wasn't invented when it should

that has been described around the

uation."

trying to find all the hostages and the
keys so that you can progress to the

chore, not a challenge, to carry on and
do the whole level again.
Ifyou can overcome this though, or
play it in short bursts, it can be OK, if
you don't mind a lot of exploration and
map reading. It reminds me of a pint of
Tennants - it'sgood, but...

tence as an indirect side-effect. You

have been, your dad wouldn't have
knocked your mother of her bike and
seduced her on the way to the hospital,
and you would never have been born.
Ifyou don't existthen the aliens have
free rein to go and wreck the rest of
humanity, at the same time writing a
completely new history for Earth - and
you can bet that if they have their way,
by 2967 civilization has ceased to exist,
or at least civility. Hell, we lost that in
the twentieth century anyway.
Enough of the politics, what does
this game do? Well, it is a platform
game, in which you control a character

have

oh-so-cunningly disguised themselves
to match their surroundings. This bit is
dead easy, the more difficult bit is wan-

careful or your wing men do all the
fighting but you wouldn't get any
points for that. The war would be
fought and you risk your home base
being destroyed and it doesn't look
too good on your record."
Speaking of which, how are the
wing men implemented?
'They will fight for you and when
you're on a bombing mission they
will protect you. You don't communi

cate with them but you know what
they are going to do in any given sit

Jools
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Great in-game speech but few
effects.
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Hugelevelsto explore,and
later levelsare taxing.
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you want to achieve
but a turn-off after initial
failures.

believe it's anywhere near that good.
The main character is great and "well
'ard", but the gameplay is a bit short on
action.

The main body involves leaping from
platform to platform, ducking, avoiding
The pep talk to the level

Between platforms the air
flies up your trouser leg

speed." Unfortunately, the STversion
will probably lack the sampled sound
and graduated horizon of the Amiga.
However, the ST version looks like

being slightly faster than the Amiga
500 version.

Birds of Prey appears to offer a
nice blend of variety, choice, excite
ment and attention to detail. Check

out the bottom line during the full
game review in your super soaraway
Gamer- coming soon!

VTOL from the HMS
Invincible

> purpose algorithm which allows
them to taxi and take off, lock on to

targets, choose the most appropriate
target and so on. They will always
choose an air target over a ground
target even if they've been given a
ground target as their main mission
because that represents the greatest
threat."

They can only launch missiles that
that particular aircraft type carries, in
dogfight situations they vary their
manoeuvring based on what you're
doing, to a certain extent."
Although Birds of Prey is far down
the line regarding development there
are still many tactical elements that

have to be decided. For example,
Chris was still to decide whether you
should be allowed to attack city
areas to affect morale/factory man
power and so on. So extra features
may appear - or disappear! - in the
final version that have not been men
tioned within this article.

There are slight worries, on my
part, regarding the basic ST version.
As simulations increase in complexity
the frame rate plays havoc with the
gameplay. How has this problem
been tackled?

"We have a completely selectable

range of detail - so it will be a trade

off between graphic detail and

HI &

The tower where you wake up after that fateful evening in the rain

T o call this guy a schmuck

maywellbe something of an
understatement. He crashes

his Volvo during a rain-strewn night
and comes round after a slight knock
on the head (he wasn't wearing his
seat-belt. I have to say that or Volvo
will sue me for libel).
Realising that his car won't start he
doesn't decide to stay in his car until
morning when someone's bound to
come past and notice the impressively
constructed vehicle, complete with
crash protection cage, sticking out of a
ditch, and say to themself "Gee that
looks like an impressively constructed
vehicle, complete with crash protection
cage, sticking out of a ditch. Perhaps I
Novemer 1991

had better go and rescue the young
chap who is still inside but naturally
perfectlysafe because it is a Volvo."

•"«« »hiP is going to miss that plane
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After killing a pig, it mysteriously degenerates into a pile of bones

disappears. This middle of nowhere,

medieval land. I know this sounds a bit

however, contains a derelict tower

truncated but I'mshort of space and all
this rubbish about "Cor, don't my
clothes look different" does nobody
any good.
The trick is to guide this idiot out of
the land he is in, apparently called Middlemere, and sort out some way to get
home. No problem. He begins in a

the pouring rain to try and find some

with a watertight roof. So instead of
spending a night in a safe Volvo with
the heater turned on, Mr Intelligent

one to help him. What a plank!
As it happens he manages to find
no-one but a distant light that leads

ter offkipping in thistower.
When he wakes up the following

him to the middle of nowhere, then

morning he appears to be in a

Oh no he decides to take a walk in

'dont care how stealthy '* fc ""-one on

1991 decides that he would be far bet

The reluctant traveller

PSYGNOSIS

Mouse/keyboard • Out November
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As well as using waypoints to avoid radars, you can also use terrain.
Mountains are such large and Important features in this game that

Argonaut has implemented very accurate collision detection for these
features.

This means that you will be able to hug/skim the terrain at low
level. In fact you can also fly down canyons, land on skyscrapers and
on top of hangers with the Harrier!

Populated areas are, largely, patches of dark. However, there are

skyscrapers. One welcome aesthetic feature is that cities light up at
night.
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This by now familiar ship is paid a visit
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by the BS2 we saw earlier
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The graphics may well be simple but
there is so much else going on that
complex graphics would slow it down

Notice how the Stealth fighter cunningly blends in with its
background. They don't call it Stealth for nothing

wood - deep in a wood. The wood is
depicted in the bitmapped 3D that
Dungeon Master pioneered, but Obitus
does it much better.

Like most RPGs you move in one of
eight directions to the next location.
Not all of the directions will always be
available, you can stop en route to a
location, but there won't be much
there because the locations are also

junctions.
The movement between locations is

not a case of the screen going blank
then all of a sudden you are there there is full animation of all the trees

Between the wood you must run the
gauntlet of men with arrows who get
kicks out of hiding in bushes

alongside the path which give an
exceptionally smooth impression of per

A giant amonst saplings

spective. It really looks as though you
are moving intothe wood.
A similar effect is found when you
come to explore the castles and abbeys

Reasonable effects but

nothingstunning.

that you will come across, but instead

©©©©•

of the first person perspective of the

Brain teasingand
reflexjerking.

woods and the mines, it is a side-on

view, and the main sprite which you
control differs in sizeas you move back
and forth, in and out of the screen.

Moving around these sections also
gives you the opportunity to pick up
useful items like arrows and jewels, not

Finally you escape the labyrinthine Abbotswood

to mention the chance to enter into

conversation or kill various people. The

sections of then game are horizontally

things you pick up and how you use
them will prove crucial to how the
game goes. One false move may mess
up the whole game, but you may not

scrolling shoot-'em-up style sub games
where you run along dodging the
arrows and trying to shoot the knights

find out till much later on. The other

hidden in the trees with your bow.
The combination of exploration,

shoot-'em-up and high quality graphics
that perfectly match the original on the
Amiga makeObitus an extremely enjoy
able game with enough puzzles and
hasslesto makeyou want to come back
to it, ooh, at least once or twice.
November 1991
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Uncluttered, smoothscrolling
screens packed with zillionsof

weirdand wonderfulsprites.
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ockets, eh? What bloomin'

Whether or not you'rea Betty

marvellous little fellas they

Boofan, the musicis great, plus
some niftylittlespeech fX.

?m

are. Why, if it weren't for

Pleeeease release me, let me go!The Bitmap Kid gets trapped
by the killer bubble that appears if you loiter too long

pockets then the fabric of our society
would fall to pieces. Kangaroos would
be pretty useless without pockets, and
snooker players would be scuppered as
well. Just imagine: a world without kan

world totally unlike any he has ever

known. A world populated by strange
beasts and bizarre landmarks.

It's Ashton under Lyne on a Saturday

garoos or snooker.

Oh. Not so bad is it? So pockets
aren't really that wonderful are they? In
fact, they're not worth bothering with at
all. So, enough banter, let's get on and
check out the latest Bitmap offering.
Itwould appearthat I'm not the only
person to have problems of a pocket
nature. TheBitmap Kid is having trouser
receptacle bothers as well. You see. Bitty
has been blessed with, yesyou guessed

night! Except it's not, it's four levels of
scrolling platform action played over 30
separate sub-sections, with one toy

Just what's magic about them? Well,
they're big. Very big. Magically big in
fact. Just like the Tardis, the Kid's pock
ets are a lot bigger on the inside than
they would at first appear.
As well as having pockets that defy
the laws of physics, they also have an

to The Game.

an extra large whirlwind/cloud/ice

Yes, it's a Bitmap Brothers concoc
tion, and yes it's flaming marvellous. As

block/snowball which will trap the nas
ties, Rainbow Islands-style.
These extra strength power-ups also
have a second purpose, depending on
which level you are on. For instance, on

with Gods, the bruvs have taken the

standard platform formula and added a

little twist to make it a completely differ
A lot of the innovations found in

equallyspooky ability to provide the Kid
with whatever objects he desires. For

example, ifhe's lounging in the sun and
he feels a tad thirsty, he plunges his

everyone, Youhave the main character,
complete with a springy wee jump,

hand into his pocket and produces a

refreshing, cool can of Fizzy Trendy Pop

some platforms to jump on to, some
bogeymen to try and stop him, and an

drink. Great, eh?

exit at the end of the level.

this pantaloon japery. It would appear
that the Kid has accidentally lost
four of his favourite toys dans la
poche and now he wants them
back. And what better way to do this
than to whip a black hole out of his
kecks and leap in after his beloved
playthings?

Well, he could just pop down to
Toys R Us and buy some
new ones. No?

Please your
selves. Once *•
inside his trousers
- calm down at
the

back -

he

finds himself in a

November 1991

blocks and the final level has snowballs.

located on each level. And so we come

Gods crop up here too, albeit in a
slightly biggerway, but we'll get to that
later. First of all, before we get into all
the complicated bits, let's take a shufty
at how the game looks as a platformer.
The screen layoutwill be familiar to
anyone who's played a platform game
- and let's face it, that's practically

Of course, there's a downside to all

On level one, he fires whirlwinds, level
two brings clouds, the third level has ice

Like R-Type, he can fire at double
strength by holding down the fire but
ton that little bit longer. This unleashes

ent game fromeveryother platformer.

it, Magic Pockets.

Bitmap Kid can fight back with a variety
of weapons from his infamous pockets.

That's where the similarities end. The

PLA.VA.BI LITV

©©©©>W
Plentyof new touches ensure that
this is a platform game likeno
other.
ADDICTION

Each levelisdesigned to teach a
newaspect of the game,so you'llbe
drawnin likefluffto a coughsweet.

level one the whirlwinds can be used to

fling the Kid all over the screen, allow
ing him to reach higher platforms. A
sprinkling of tactical planning will be
required to puzzle your way out of cer
tain situations, so don't disengage your
brainwhen you pick up thejoystick.
The sub-levels within each main one

are designed so that no two levels will
playalike. Somerequire you to navigate
mazes of interlinked platforms, others
demand quick reflexes, and others call
upon puzzlesolving skills.
At the end of each main level, there

is a bonus one which involves using the
toy you retrieved from that level in some

sort of test. These range from the rela
tively normal, such as a bike race, to the
positively bizarre: try a boxing match
with a gorilla.

All of these little toucheshelp to keep
the game fresh and exciting by chang
ing the formula every time you play.
And that's it more or less. There are

more "little touches" than you could
shake a verylarge stick at, but you'll just
have to take myword for it.
Asyou can see from the screenshots,
the graphics are excellent. There are lit
erally hundreds of sprites, and thou-

Have a rummage in the Bitmap's pockets

Once you've retrieved your lost
boxing glove, you must use it in a
fight to the death

expect the enemy. Pretty damn clever,
huh?

RENEGADES

£25.99

1/2 meg

Joystick

Out now

Another new Bitmap invention is
the gradeable power-up. By killing nas
ties you can decide what power-ups

you get when you trap a nasty. The
more nasties you kill, the better the
power-up when you trap and burst

your next foe. Cunning or what? This
isn'tjust a gimmick either, as later lev
els require you to plan carefully what

power-ups you'll use and when - if
you'reto stand a cat in hell's chanceof
finishing it.
That, in the space allowed, is as
much of the game as I can tell you
about. Suffice it to say that I didn't
have room to tell you about the secret
rooms full of bonuses, the fun reward

The third level takes

you to the lakes,
where you must

sands of rooms - or so the Bitmaps
claim, but who's counting? - all of them

freeze the water to

laden with detail.

cross. But if you had
a diving helmet...

Each of the four levels represents a
different environment and the screens

change to reflect this. From under
ground caverns to snow covered moun
tain peaks, via the jungle and the lakes,
the graphics remain at the highest stan

bike, so now it's

dard.

time for a quick

The boring techy stuff like animation
and scrolling is brilliant as well in case
you were interested. You probablycould

race to the exit

have guessed that though.
Soundwise too, things are as hot 'n
spicyas those bits they put on pizzas to

burn your mouth when you least expect
it. The music is provided by that stormin'
rap vixen, Betty Boo.
Perhaps it's a bit of a shame that just
as the game was being completed, Ms
Boogot booed off stage for miming, but
that's the way the cookie crumbles.
Whether or not you're a Boo fan, the
music is great and suits the game per
fectly.
Thankfully you only hear that cheery
"Doing the Do" refrain at the end of
each level, otherwise there could be a

lot of unnecessary violence committed
against innocent loudspeakers. In-game
we are treated to some equally well
suited FX, with littlevoices going "Yeah"
when you get a power up and so forth.
And it'sall very, well... bouncy really.
-

Ok now comes the bit

•te

where we find out just what the

•fB Bitmaps have done to make the

|a_J| game different. Remember in
I Gods how some of the nasties

I were intelligent? Well, the same

He's found his

applies in Pockets, except that now we
have many differentgrades of nasty.
Some are passive and won't harm
you unless you actually walk into them,

others are aggressive and pelt after you
the minute they spot you, while some
are really vicious and will attackfrom off
screen and follow you everywhere you

go. Some of the baddies are weak and
can't get over the obstacles in your
way, and some are even better at jump
ing than you and can scale even
the most daunting walls. This
system means that you'll never
be able to waltz through Pockets
just because you know when to

bits when you're totally invincible and
can just leap about killing things, the
ability to kill nasties by tumbling onto
them, the TV sets that giveyou a sneak
preview of what's around the next cor
ner, the bubble gum machines that
allowyou to float up to platforms, the
plants that can be watered to grow
into new platforms, and the assorted
helmets that give you all manner of
special powers. Phew!
Yep, Magic Pockets is a big, big
game and one that should keep most
people glued to their joysticks for
weeks on end. Those Bitmaps have
done it again. What next? A Bitmap
beat-'em-up with an S-Xpress sound
track? We can but dream...
Daniel Whitehead

The option screen
where you select your

The touch of a button can allocateallthe designers you need

omewhere at the top of the
Universe isa large glassorb. it

tionof the planetintonineseparatelev
els. Sojust how do you go about win

used to be a six million watt

ning an island?

light bulb but it poppedabout 30 years
ago and no one could find a ladderbig
enough to change it.
Inside this glass orb floats a planet a wateryglobe with no more land than
28 small islands.

This planet is in the first stages of
humanoid evolution, and four God-like

deifytypes are looking to expand into a
new market-place from where they can
builda monopoly.
They all happen across this planet at
exactly the same time and they decide
to take control of 100 men and fight for
control of each of the islands one by
one.

You can choose to play any one of
the four Godsand this allows the game
to bring in four difficulty levels, the low
est meaning you collect a few rocks

island. The left-hand

head is yours, the
heads on the right are
your opponents

Well, each Epoch gives you an allo
cation of 100 men, which you must
divide in a wide and sagacious manner

The hole is an open

between the islands. Once the number

the third Tech Level

cast mine on this,

A-conquering we must gc

of men has been allocated, you must
placeyour first fort in one of the square
shaped sectors of the island.
The order in which you and your
opponents] place your fort is deter
mined randomly. Fortunately, while
you fight for every island, not every

IMAGE WORKS • £30.99

God does. The size of the island will

determine how many of the three
opponents fightyou for it.
Once you have placed your fort it's
time to get down to the serious busi
ness of evolution. In the first Epochyou
start at the very basic caveman Tech
Level circa 9000B., From there you

can "build" as many rocks to chuck

the army moves into an empty sector

around as you like, but as you progress

and is leftto hang around long enough

men will have to be allocated to the

it will build a new fort, which can then

raise its own army, design its own
weapons and live independently of the

and chuck them about until the other

From the allocation of men to this

side dies, the highest meaning you
hang around a bit, invent something
slightly more advanced and chuck that

particular island- usually just over 30 you have little for them to do in
9000BC except design weapons. The
more advanced the weapon you set
them to design the longer it will take
before the design is ready but the more
likely you are to advance quickly to the

mining of various materials so that your
designs can be builtin sufficient quanti
ties to make a strong army.
When you allocate men to the army
you can make a choice of how many
bowmen, how many unarmed men,
how many men with spears etc, but
only ifyou have the resources.
The army is really your most impor
tant asset. Without a strong army you
cannot attack with any confidence or
chance of success, and the game will

next Tech Level.

soon be over.

Once the weapon is designed you
can find out how many your resources
will allowyou to build. In 9000BC you

However, it may well be wise not to
send your army out too early, because

about until the other side dies.

This victory will see you becoming
the main man of the island, but you
then have to go on and try to win the
battles for the other two because only
by winning all three can you become
the head honcho of the Epoch.
The Epoch is what divides the evolu

have some serious decisions to make.

other fort or forts.

On an island where you fight two or
more Gods you can offer to ally with
one of them to destroy the others. This
means your army has less to worry
about and can move about more freely
as any sectors that belong to an allyare
classed as friendly sectors.
Once the other two have had their

bottoms kicked you can concentrate on
the remaining opponent, your previous
ally, and focusyour energies on the one

men in the field can't breed

and swell the population
inside your fort. You could
send out 25 men very early
in the game but then you
could wait around and

i
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send out 125.

Once you have mobilised
the army, with whatever ratio
of weapons and men, you

^

then decide which sector of
the island to move them

into. They can only move
nto a sector adjacent to
themselves or one adjacent
to a friendly sector.
If an enemy army is there
they will attack it and the comput
er controlled battle continues
until one of the armies

retreats or gets wiped out. If
November 1991
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As your Tech Level grows the number of wea
available to you to develop will increase
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HigherTech Levelsmean more buildings, more
substances to mine, and more demands on manpower

Your army running around

a-conquering we must go...

loMan

Top left is the plan of the island showing
the tactical positions of you and your foes

1/2 meg • Mouse • Out now

goal of wiping the floor with this guy
gullible enough to ally with you. The
fighting remains the most important part
of the game at all times, but as you
progress through the Epochs and your
Tech Level grows in leaps and bounds,

other pressures come into the gameplay. You have to look at the allocation
of men to designing weapons, to min
ing resources, to building installations,
to guarding the forts and the control of
the army. Fortunately the verysim
ple to use

point

sound. When each action is completed,

disappear - there is no degeneration or

or a warning messageis necessary, then
crystal clear speech spews forth from the
monitor in a very stylized manner that
evokes the atmosphere of all those

construction.

ancient Hammer Horror films.

could do it. Let's face it, some God-

For example, when a design is com
plete the Chief Designer says, with a

games are an acquired taste but your
dog won't even talk to you ifyou don't

charming speech defect: "The design's
weady", or "Ergonomically tewiffic". If

buy this.

you attack a sector and win, the
Sergeant Major shouts: "We've captured
the sector" in a triumphant manner. The
Home Guard, worried when under

quality

all

I low New

this jumping

1 Age style

around

and

I sound-

number jug

track that

easy and very quick. This swiftness is
one of the strengths of the game. For
example, should an enemy army invade
while the majority of your men are
designing a new weapon, you need to
be able to allocate them to the army

veryquickly, and you can.
The ease of use, the growing com

plexity as you get further into the game,
and the way you slowly realise how
addicted you are make this a verystrong
game.

The other strengths lie in the graph
ics and the sound - especially the

AUDIO

i:speech you
get this
1 very mel-

and I

gling extremely'

Loads of colour and detail but
needs more animations.

attack, yells: 'TowerCritical".
On top of this remarkable studio-

click system
makes

It is addictive, highly engrossing,

looks great and sounds fantastic. Not
only that, it is so simple to playa crab

The Orb would be proud of, and it
helps build on the atmosphere that adds

^
Incrediblespeech, am
sophisticatedsoundtrack.
P
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Easy to use, great funand
ridiculously absorbing.

a lot to the game.

Graphically it works very well. Each
Tech Level has its architecture and cos

tumes for the chaps who run around
fighting each other in this humorous
parodyof the diddymen (I think].
On screen at any one time isjust one
sector floating on an astral background
of stars and cosmic gases, completewith

pretty trees and looking very glossy
overall.

The only thing lacking graphically is

Epochsof conqueringand
developing.

94

the fact that buildings just appear and
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1 New Zealand Story

Hit Squad
Mirror Image

£9.99

GBH

£7.99

4 Fantasy World Dizzy

Code Masters

£6.99

5 Ninja Rabbits

Micro Value

£7.15

2 TV Sports Football
3 Supercars

£7.99

6 Lombard RAC Rally
7

8
9
10
11

£7.99

Cabal

Hit Squad

£7.99

Pro Boxing
Flight of the Intruder
Manchester United Europe
Blood Money

Code Masters

£7.99

Mirrorsoft

£34.99

Krisalis

£25.99

Sizzlers

£9.99

12 North and South

Digital Integration

£7.99

13 Rainbow Collection

Ocean

£19.99

14 Lemmings

£25.55

15 Xenon 2

Psygnosis
Mirror Image

16 Flames of Freedom

Rainbird

£29.99

Compiled

£9.99
Ms the copyrightof the EuropeanLeisure
Software Publishers Association.

17 Impossamole
18 Little Puff

BH

£7.99

de Masters

£6.99

20 Gods

Mirror Image
Renegade/Mindscape

21 Treasure Island Dizzy

Code Masters

£4.99

22 Red Heat

£7.99

23 Beach Volley

Hit Sqi
Hit Sqi
wad

24 The Games Summer Edition

Kixx

£7.99

25 Footballer of the Year 2

GBH

£7.99

26 California Games

Kixx

£9.99

27 Virtual Reality 1
28 Street Fighter

Elite

£29.99

Kixx

£7.99

19 3D Pool

£9.99

£25.55

£7.99

30 Run the Gauntlet

£7.99

31 Dungeons n' Everything

Atlantis

£6.99

32 World Class Leaderboard

Kixx

£7.99

33 F15 Strike Eagle 2
35 Armour-geddon
36. Sim City/Populous

Microprose
Challenge
Psygnosis
Infogrames

37 Teenage Mutant Hero Turtles

Mirfetoft

38 Life and Death

Mmoscape
Mirror Image
Gremlin Graphics

34 Robin Smith's Cricket

39 Waterloo
40 Hero Quest

Zealand Story goes straight in at
number one, with TVSports Foot
ball and Supercars both climbing
to number two and number three

respectively.
The only two full price titles in
the top ten are the excellent
Flight of The Intruder and the
much-loved Man. Utd. Europe.
From there it's four places until
Lemmings which has slipped one
to 14, then Flames of Freedom

two places behind that which has
slipped 10 places.

Gods slips another five places
to number 20, but don't be too

Mirror Image
Hit Squad

29 Carrier Command

Again this month budget titles
dominate the ST Top 40, with
eight of the top ten being cheapies. The budget re-release of New

£9.99

£24.95
£25.99

£25.99

•

£29.99

surprised if Magic Pockets, from
the same stable, crashes into the

top five of the next chart. Assum
ing it gets released in time.
Strangely, Railroad Tycoon has
just fallen off its perch at number
17 and disappeared out of the
bottom of the chart. The game
that was one place above it at
number 16, Hero Quest, has fall

en off as well but managed to
hang on to last place. The release
of the add-on quest packs should

£24.99

see something of a renaissance
for that game, but expect the
Quest packs to be higher in the

£25.53

charts than their parent game.
On a sadder note, Kick-Off

£9.99

£25.99

Extra Time has finally been sent
off, apparently languishing some
where around number 51.

rhe sheer pace of the game, end to end
action and tactical game play is the core
of TIP OFF, a basketball simulation -

ASIMULATION WHICH IS
GREAT FUN TO PLAY
Players' skills, attributes and fitness together
with the astute substitution of players and
change of tactics banks by the coach, holds
the key to success in basket ball. TIP OFF,
therefore includes some managerial aspects of
the game. The main features are:* Multi directional scrolling screen
* Five skill levels. Skill level of both

teams can be set independently.

* 1to 4 players option. Option to play against the computer or another playeref+eam up with another
player against the computer or another player or two players.
* Facility to practice skills and tactics.
* Facility to create a team at all skill levels and design tactics.

AMIGA, ATARI ST (ATARI D/S DISC ONLY):

* Instinctive Joystick controls to dribble, pass, shoot or do a dummy.
There are two running speeds, two types of dribbling and passing
and five types of shots at the basket Pump shot, Hook shot,
Skyhook, Running Jump shot and Slam Dunk).
* Each player on the court is an individual with a unique mixture of
attributes (Age, Height, Flair, Pace, Stamina and Composure)
and skills (Passing, Dribbling, Stealing, Shooting and Jumping).
* Two types of Leagues. Action Replay at 3 speeds.
* Extra moves are available using two independent
button joysticks using the EXORLENCE System.

IBM PC & COMPATIBLES
PRICE-£25.99

EASY TO PLAY - HARD TO MASTER
Pgblished by

Amiga Screenshol's Shown
mm

\
© 1991 Anco Games

L

Software Ltd

7 Millside Industrial Estate, Lawson Road, Dartford, Kent, DA1 5BH. Tel: 0322 292513/8

Fax: 0322 293422

B olf games. Doncha just love

Itwent straight down the middle.

'em? Actually that's the type
of question that ST owners
have found difficult to answer. Most of

the decent golf games on the market
have been sailing onto the PC and
Amiga. A good golfgame for the ST is
long overdue, therefore. Microprose's
Golf tries to fulfil that requirement.

MICROPROSE

£25.99 • Mouse • Out now

Suitable for the basic 512K machine,

Microprose Golf offers, after loading, a
menu of options that can be selected
before you dive into the serious business
of competition play.

Options for past play include loading
a previously saved round, or a replay of
that hole in one on the ninth... There is

also a demo of the play which is handy
for beginners because it screens, in one
broad sweep, the majorityof the avail

able features. You can also view your
player's statistics (see later).
However, for most beginners you will

be well advised to play the driving
ranger and the putting practice area.
Both of these areas have been well

designed. The driving range offers alter
nate strips of fairway and trees - daring
you to hit your shot "straight down the

Club selction is not important until you are very familiar with the game

middle", as one crooner described it.

The swing-ometer is how you exercise
an incompetent lack of control over
your shots

In addition to the directional guid
ance, you are offered help with distance
as the major distance landmarks are
scribed onto the fairway (100, 200 and
so on).

The putting practice area is just as
good. The view for the shot can be
changed, the speed of the green can be
altered and a grid system can be over
laid to help you observe precisely where
the ball ismoving afteryour shot.
After your practice sessions have
been completed you can select one of
many different types of competition.
Microprose should be congratulated for

just about all of the above, you can tog
gle whether a computer or human
player takes part.
Once you have selected the competi
tion you must allocate the skill level.
Novice players get things easy while a
playerwith a handicap must sufferall of
the vagaries of play, such as wind speed
and varying direction.
It is nice to see a proper handicap
system in a golf game - it means that

you are "given" a number of shots that
will be subtracted off you final score.

The viewdown the fairway as you tee up

the wide choice.

Medal is a competition for points
using a score card. Points are awarded
for each hole - the lowest score wins.

i Skins is a competition for money. A
bet is placed before each hole is

V_

played and, as you can guess,

•

the winner is the chap who

plays the hole with less shots, while a

you to playfor the number of holes won

draw means that the total is forwarded

overall.

onto the next hole.

Bestball 3 and Bestball 4 is a competi
tion for points. However, here the
match isyou or you and a friend against
two opponents with one ball each.

Head To Head is you against the
computer, playing for points. Tourna
ment allows you to playwith up to four
human players for points. Singles allows

The better you do, the lower your hand
icap becomes. Your playerstatistics can,
therefore, be saved to a separate data
disk. It is pleasing to watch how your

Threesome and Foursome is either two

players against yourself or two against
two with either two balls for two teams

each taking alternate shots, or two balls
each with the best score on each team

counting for the final card.
Threeball and Fourball is a

competition of three or four individ
ual sides who play for points. In

swooshes here and

•e but it doesn't really
natter.
PLAYABILITY

00OOGP
More playable than a Tonka.

The terrain overlay shows the lie of green. This one is

fairly flat but for more complex greens it is essential

player improves - or otherwise - over
time and competition. A close eye can
be kept on your player's statistics from
the main menu View Stats option.
Here, you can see your player's per
formance via a large bar graph plus
statistics such as average score, average
putts holed, number of birdies scored
and so on.
There is a wide selection of courses to

choose from. Deep breath: Ballybrook,
Farthing Valley, St Augustine, Fairdale
Park, Fenham Valley, Buckland Heath
and Mountsummer Point.

variables, too, that you can change
shot

is

the harder the shot. Failure to find the

straight zone will mean a hooked shot.
For putting, just click to initiate the
putt, wait to increase the shot's power
and click again to stop the strength

made,

such

as varying the foot positions, the
height of the tee and the club selection.
Other variables includea wide varietyof
camera viewpoints and an instant
replay.
Playing a fairway shot has been well
implemented. The game penalises you
for a strong shot. Therefore, it is more

Putting is sometimes a little too easy, or maybe I'm just Nick Faldo in disguise

meter.

The downside - of putting especially
- isthat you have to refer to the manual
or look at the club selection screen to

There is a welcome wide selection of

before the

difficult to hit a straight shot the harder
you hit. Basically, you click to initiate the
shot, click again to stop the "strength"
meter, then click again to try to land in
the "straight" zone - which will shrink

find out how far your club will hit. But
this is realism we are talking here and a
proper golfer knows his clubs or checks
with his caddy, the same thing when
you come down to it.
While the graphics and sound are
never awe-inspiring, they cannot be criti
cised either and are good enough for
play.
Microprose Golf has many advan
tages. One excellent feature is the

design of the topography which is
nicely contoured and contains all of the
essential obstructions including water,
sand and trees. Even better, this allows
the ball to react to the contours.

For example, the ball can "kick" if it

finds the right spot on the fairway.
Other nice features are the ability to
change the distance measurements
from metres to yards and the colour of
the player's jersey.
There are niggles, though. You do
not see tournament computer player
updates, such as in PGA Tour Golf,

a

j.

which has a commentator updating the
play. You always have to exit to the
scoreboard to find out where you are
relativeto the competition.
The are many excellent features to
Microprose Golf, which has been
expertly designed right down to the
instant terrain overlay for the greens
which is very handy.
However, it isstill the best golfgame
you'll find on the ST. It even gives other
golf games, on other formats, a hard
run for their money.
Paul Rigby

The plethora of options before the game
starts may prove too much for some

,J1

A nasty lie in the bunker may prove to make the chip onto the green more difficult than it is (waffle, commentate, commentate)
November 1991
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ob Dylan sang "the times
they are a-changin'" dur

w.

i_J

ing the heady days of
Flower Power. Little did the smelly old

remix.

hippy realise that he was damn near

frequently get together at Tupperware

rewritten it using more up to date pro
gramming methods, and adding some
of the optionsthat made things like F-l9
so popular, to keep their loyal punters
happy.
Thankfully, what could have been an

parties to throw away each other's mis

extremely dodgy idea has been turned

siles. Even the Middle East seems to be

into a pretty sound game. I have to
admit that I've never seen the original F15, but ifit was halfas good as this then

right. The times certainly have "a-

t^g^

changed".
Nowadays the Yanks and the Com
mies are practically bosom buddies, and

E&l

*T-

blowing itself up a littleless often than it

[jjlj-fjir!. .ill

used to. Yes, we are living in hopeful
times, with the prospect of world peace
looking ever more likely. So shouldn't
somebodytell Microprose?
Yes, dear and gentle reader, once
again we have another Microprose flight
simulator, and once again it's righteous
bigotry from wall to wall. Russians, VietCong, Arabs and yet

/

Rather than being a follow on from the
original F-15, the sequel is more of a

more Russians -

with

optional

extra Russians -

is the order of

the day as far as
F-15 II is con

cerned.

Mind

you, it doesn't
half make a crack

ing flight sim.
F-15 Strike Eagle
II hit the posh PCs way back in 1989,

but after plenty of twiddling and
revamping, it's ready to hit the ST.

They've taken their classic sim and

it must have been a downright groovy
little fella.

Yes Ladies and Gentlemen, F-15

Strike EagleII isa bit of a stonker. It must
be said though, that if you're a grizzled,
hardened flight sim "realism or bust"
type of person then you might be a bit
alarmed by this game. It's not really
overflowing in the realism department,
to be perfectly frank.
You tend to take off and be surround

ed by the action, all guns blazing with
SAMs flashing past and so many bogeys
on the radar that you'll be buying shares
in Kleenex. Surprisingly though, even
with all Hell breaking loose it's not all
that difficult. Your sturdy craft can take a
hell of a beating before it plummets to
terra firma, and the computer givesyou
plenty of warning when a missile is
headed your way.
Before you can experience the dubi
ous pleasures of such a dogfight

though, you must first plough
through the obligatory intro
screens. Or so I

Takes your breath away?

Microprose • £34.99»1/2 meg
• Joystick/keyboard • Out now
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The sleek and sexy Ft s zooms in

" Libyan mountains

tin? You decide
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Missiles

thought. All told, it takes about two or
three minutes from loading up to taking

base. It really doesn't matter what tar
gets you're going after as the only
weapon you can use against them is the

akin to floating than thundering
through the air in a 35 tonne aircraft.
This doesn't really affectthe gameplayto
any great degree, but it certainly won't
please the realism buffs.
Graphically the game is slightly
blocky, but the scrolling is smooth
enough. It's not up to the speed of
Thunderhawk but that may be to its
advantage as it means that it's a bit
easier to get your bearings and regain

Maverick missile.

control in times of trouble.

You have no option to arm the plane
the way you want it, so it'sjust a case of

to the usual Microprose standard as

Here's a clever

off.

manoeuvre to try at

Microprose have avoided the practice
of including long-winded briefing
screens which, let's be honest, are get
ting a bit dull. Instead you get a screen
which says "Take off here, blow up this,
blow up that, then come back, and be

quick about ityou young scoundrel". Or
words to that effect. Press Fire and

you're off into the wild blueyonder.
There are a few other selection

screens, where you do the necessary dif
ficulty level selection, and the tricky bit

home. To avoid

incoming missiles,
fly very fast at a
mountain and, er,
crash. Oh

some simulator-ish doobries bolted on.

Forone, F-l5 II is immediately playable plus you have complete freedom of
movement, the enemy come thick and
fast and there's no lackof ground instal
lations to blast.

And of course, F-15 II isseen through
the cockpit and has all the fittings of a

where you must choose which area of
the world you would like to have your
brains scattered over, but the emphasis
is firmly on getting your butt into the

autopilot. Make no mistake. F-l5 II is not
an arcade game - instead, it's an

pilot's seat.

arcade-orientated simulator.

fis I said, F-l5 Strike Eagle II maystartie some sim fans with it's action packed

It's not all wonderful and lovely
though. The biggest flaw here is that

approach, but that's not to say that it's
not a legitimate simulator. For those
who want to, there is the option to do
everything yourself, from taking off to
finding your targets to landing again,

the gameplay is very shallow. No matter
what skill level you play on, or what war
theatre you select, the missions are
alwaysthe same: destroy primary target,
destroy secondary target,

but ifthat's what you want to do then I
can't help feeling that you'd be happier
with Flight Of The Intruder. F-15 II is
much better suited to the more trigger
happy amongst you.
As a quick reference point, F-

basic sim, such as flares, chaff and

return

locked on. Prepare to eat vapour. Bandit!

locking on and firing. This doesn't dam
age the immediate appeal, but I can't
help feeling that it may become boring
in the long term.
Another gripe, and this is one that
applied to F-19 as well, is that the "feel"
of the plane is very unnatural. There's
no sense of drag or gravity, and take
offs can be performed in about 50 feet

of runway. You can literally put the
engineson full, pull back on the joystick
and go straight up, vertically. Once air

The varietyof other planes is well up
well, with all the best planes from both
the Allied and Pact armies putting in an
appearance. Also making an appearance
are those stupid oblong clouds that are
guaranteed to make the novice player
waste hours trying to shoot them. All
they do is clutter up the screen, so could
we please lose them? Thankyou.
There is also an option to change the
detail level to speed things up, but as far
as I can tell it doesn't make that much

difference to either the graphics or the
speed - it's
really a

borne, the sensation is more

to

relic

from

the PC version.

Soundwise,

things are dire. The

engine noise is an annoying

5 II reminded me of a real

whine that irritates after about five sec

time 3D shoot-'em-up with

onds, and the other sound effects sound

like they've been sampled from some
crusty old Space Invaders machine in the
back room of a pub.
There is a smattering of speech, but
it's muffled and is restricted to saying
"Bullseye" when you hit one of your two

PLAYABI LITY

An easily accessible sim with

plentyof thingsto blast.
A. D

D
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targets, and "Nice landing" when you
manage to hit ground without dying.
It's a shame, but then most flight sims
on the ST sufferfrom the same problem.
If you're a fan of in-depth flight sims
then "Flight Of the Intruder" isyour best
bet, but if you just want a fast, frantic
blast with the freedom of a simulator
then F-15 II is a wise choice.
Daniel Whitehead

Brilliant fun to begin with
but it's too shallow for a

I
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Buckle up your swash and free the kingdom

The Adventures of
GAME CRAFTERS • £29.99 • Joystick/Keyboard • Out now
S o m e people can be so spiteful
can't they? Take, for example,
the parents of the hero of this
game. Picture the scene: Mrs Williams
has just given birth to a lovely, bounc
ing baby boy, complete with ginger hair
and Douglas Fairbanks goatee beard.

He's a swashbuckling adventurer
through and through. And what do
they decide to callhim? Bob?Jim? Mont

gomery? No, they decide to call him
Maddog. What a pair of gits.
Imagine the childhood that poor old
Maddog must have had. Teased all the
time by the kids at school, all the teach
ers sniggering when they took the regis
ter and as he got older he found that no
one would cash his cheques. It's no
wonder that he threw aside all thoughts
of becoming an adventurerand decided
to stay at home and invent things
instead.

So the years passed and Maddog
went about his inventing. He never
thought to invent something that would
benefit mankind though, like a com
puter that could figure out why people
watch things with JimmyTarbuck in. Oh
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their face. It would appear that most of
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The nice king is now the nasty king. This
poor wench is being forced to go on
Blind Date

home, with very little notion of what
awaits you. Just like Monday morning

in the Gamer office. You basically go
about your business, inventing useless
things and getting thrown out of pubs,
untilyou pickup some clues and take it
from there. Quite a nice change from
the strict linear plots of other games of

the humour in Maddog is unintentional,
or at least all the bits that I laughed at
were. Would you believe that just down
the road from Maddog's house is a
satanic temple where they sacrifice vir
gins with alarming regularity?
Don't think that I don't like the game,
because I do, it'sjust that Maddog's sickeningly twee attitude is a real pain in

this ilk, I think you'll find. Oh yes
indeed.

is downstairs in his antique shop, and

The more astute of you will have

as an alarm clock that tips water

over you in the morning, and a
beer server that catapults glasses
off the bar. Which is probably

why nobody everheard of him.
Now, while all this was going
on, a terrible evil was spreading
throughout the land. As we all
know, terrible evils do tend to

spread through lands quite a lot,
and more often than not, when

they do there's always only one
man who can stop it.
Guesswho it is this time? Yup,
it's Maddog Williams. So it's up to
you to guide Maddog through
his quest to rid the land of evil,
save the damsel, make friends

and influence people etc etc.
Your mighty quest begins at

It's the king, unaware that another of those annoying evil forces is about to take over his soul

Mad Dog wakes up, stretches and heads ofl
downstairs to watch Wacaday. Sad, sad ma

the backside at times.

For instance, when Maddog is being
flung about violently by some tentacle
thingies in an underground cave, I tried
to CUT TENTACLES, to which Maddog
replied "I'd rather not" or when Maddog

no. He invented such useful items

26 l~JWMM5|It November 1991

already seen the screenshots and
decided that Maddog Williams looks
more than a bit like the Sierra games.
Well, you'd be right: it is a hell of a lot
like them. The graphics, in particular, are
a dead ringer for the Kings Quest series,
with their chunky sprites and colourful
fairytale backgrounds.
The humour is there too, although
some of the jokes in Maddog fall flat on

refusesto take any of the weapons from

the shop on his quest. A choice of
maces, crossbows, battleaxes, and he

takes his little sword. A few 10p's short
of a phone box or what?
This sort of moralistic restriction can

make the more mischievous game
player feel a bit held back, since you
can't search other peoples houses or
nick things. Still, I suppose it's good for
the soul or something. Mindyou, for the
really evil players, you can always get
Maddog stoned on the magic mush
rooms in the forest (evil cackle).
The game comes on a mammoth five

Maddos Williams
down the right track.

The feeling of an epic adventure is
very cleverly captured. I've been playing
the game for days now, and haven't
even reached the third diskyet!
The way that you can just wander at
first, and chat away to the locals about
life in general is great, although a Lucasfilm-style conversation wouldn't go
amiss. As it is, you have no control over
speech, and end up just listening as
some of the more senile inhabitants ram

ble on for hoursabout fishing trips.
The characters could have done with

a little more personality as well. In a
game as involving as this, it really adds
atmosphere if you can build up some
sort of relationship with others in the
game.

Who could ever forget the infuriating

disks, with the first disk containing the
introduction and the remaining four
disks holding the game.
Each game disk is divided into two

used ship salesman in Monkey Island, or
the embarrassing store keeper in Leisure

SuitLarry? Still, it's a minorpoint, as the
characters really only exist to give you
cluesand ideason how to progress, and
this they do verywell.
The sound is, unfortunately, pretty
basic. Thetunes are horrifyingly beepy,
sounding like the sort of aural night

chapters - where a chapter is basically a

section of the map - and althoughyou
can walkfrom one "chapter"to the next,
you can only progress properly if you
complete a special task in each.
in chapter one you must rescue a fair
maiden from the satanic temple, in
chapter two you must find your way
across some quicksand, and so on. Each
time you complete a task, or appear to
be following the correctroute, a burstof
music letsyou know that you're heading

rue

mare that would occur if Adamski and

Nigel Kennedy ever made a record
together. The sound effects too, are
bland and uninspired. We know the ST

can do better than this, so why haven't
they done it? Grumble grumble. On the

adventurer,
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Aha! Mad Dog dazzles a pirate with his amazing three combat moves

sunny side, the graphics are nice and
clear, if not very well drawn, and sum
up the pleasant feeling of the game.

seems to crop up in cheesy French car

The animation isa tad on the sticky side
though, with Maddog's walk looking

to die-hard adventurers, but a bit of a

toons on Childrens' ITV, and as such

may appeal more to the wee ones than

corker nonetheless. Gorgeous.
Daniel Whitehead

like that cheery childhood hero, Bod.
But this doesn't really matter because
the gameplay is geared more to chin
stroking pondering, rather than frantic
running around.

All in all then, a wonderfully creamy
little Pontefract-cake of a game. The
puzzles are tricky, but always blindingly
obvious in the end, and the graphics
set offthe atmosphereperfectly.
It's the sort of story that always

VerySierra-esque characters
withsome stickyanimation, but
it doesn't damagethe game.
AU D

I O

E

So sad. Horrendous tunes and

esses.

dodgy FX.
PLAVA.BI LITY

000©
Despite Maddog's annoying dogooder approach, it's a truly
enchantinggameto play.

Let'sbe honest. Couldyou live

withyourself ifyougaveup
halfway through?

Straight after breakfast. Mad Dog
heads for the pub. A man after
my own heart

Mad Dog Williams and the Temple of Doom? This
cheery place is just down the road from his house
Novermber 1991
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year

ago

Psygnosis

But wheres

released the Amiga version
of

the

much-awaited

sequel to the many-awardedShadow of
the Beast, This apparently broke new
barriers in graphics and gameplay, so
when the sequel hit town it had a lot to
liveup to
It managed extremely well but the
things it was doing with parallax
scrolling and 32 coloured layers and all
this sort of complicated stuffmeant that
the conversion to the ST, which isn't

quite as hot at handling such complex
operations, has taken a year. Has it
been worth the wait?

The story-line follows on almost
directly from the end of the first game,
where our hero managed to regain his
humanoid form. The grim part is that
the Beast Mage, having recovered from
the drubbing you gave him at the end
of the last game, has now nicked your

PSYGNOSIS
implausibly dangerous places that only
a hero like you can confront.
The ironicthing is that the Beast-like
powers that made you so strong but
you fought so hard to shed, may be
just what you need to make your way
through the treacherous place that is
Kara-Moon. Will you be strong enough?
The gameplay revolves around you
in full control of the warrior. The only

weapon he has is his mace but
throughout the game the warrior can

£25.9*

The mace is reasonably flexible in the
way it can be used though - depending
upon how long you press the Fire but
ton it extends further, giving you the
chance to thwack the opponent heartily
about the head before he has an oppor
tunity to do the same to you.

Ifyou are observantenough, you will
also be able to pick up bits of gold that
you can use to buy improved weapons
and all sorts of life giving potions. Some
of these items may well come from the

sister and whisked her off to Kara-

find and collect items that will improve

characters in that game, who you can

Moon, one of those suitably distantand

hisstrength and the power of hismace.

speak to, as opposed to the creatures
which you just hit.
Talking to a character is dead easy -

just hitA for Ask then type in what you
want to ask the character about. They
•wm-

% w " ' j9mL.
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mayanswer, they may not. But there is
always the option of killing them after
wards ifthey start getting cheeky.
The character may also be able to

help you, voluntarily or otherwise, with
some of the puzzles and traps that must
be solved and avoided if you are to

Poised for action, our hero contemplates
whether his sister is worth it

stand a chance of completingthe game.
Unlike the first game, which was criti
cised in some quarters for the lack of
gameplay, the enemy creatures have
been given a degree of intelligence this
time around in that some of them will

Warrior in "I'msorry but it was huge!" launderette embarrassment shocker

react to your actions as opposed to
blindly doing what they do.
This gives the gameplay more depth
than previously, and it makes it more
interesting. We all know how boring a

\

FRichard?

some nice parallax scrolling behind the
main play area. The problem is that the
scrolling of the coloured backgrounds
and foregrounds, not to mention the
big sprites means that the gameplay
may at first looka little slow- but slower
than it actually is.
It also means some extended disk

game gets if the aliens or whatever do
the same thing every time. This means
that the action levels are more varied

and less predictable than before, and
accordingly more fun.
This depth of gameplay is extended
further by some of the puzzles that
require more than brute force to beat.

For example the gateway to the final
part of a level may be blocked and the
only way to get past it is to talk to one
of the chaps elsewhere in the level and

get him to offer you a solution, or you
may be leftto work it out foryourself.
Naturally the graphics look great,
heaps of colour all over the place and

accessing between games and levels,
even parts of levels, but it is certainly
worth it. It may not be the fastest game
you've ever played but it will provide
you with plenty of challenge and a rea
sonable amount of puzzling before you
get closeto completingeven part of it.
It isn't the most brilliant game you'll
ever play but if you love good graphics
mixed with decent gameplay, and speed
isn't a prime requisite, then this will suit
you well.
Jools
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A little slow from some

tastes, but plenty of meat
there for others.
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Big gamethat drives you
on the complete It.

Gamer brings you a collection of white hot hacks
and cheats for your favourite ST games
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Whenyou have been knocked down, pressthe spacebarto pause and then
press Fire. You will now be invincible. You will haveto repeatthe cheat forevery
successive level.

AWESOME
Psygnosis
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Playnormally until you get to inside the
ship. Move the cursor to the shield icon
and then simultaneously press"+" on
the numeric keypad and the Fire but
ton. If you now press F5, the screen

should flash and giveyou invincibility. If
you press F6, you will get infinite
ammo'. Also, if you press any of the
keys on the top row of the keyboard
except for Esc and Del, each will give
you a different weapon.

•"finite lives.

CHIPS
CHALLENGE

•HM>^lHr JBflfl

ELIMINATOR
- Hewson

SAGITTARIANS MAKE BETTER LOVERS to

tection, then at the second attempt

receive copious supplies of keys, shields,
ice boots and magnets. Enter 09/12/57
to get unlimited time. Enter I THINK
THEREFORE IAM to avoid having to col
lect all the chips to leave the level.

able to adjust the levels of weaponry
and cargo by using the Plus and Minus

hop, skip and jump to later levels.

Level 7:FUPME
Level 8: GEEGEE

- Firebird
Type SARA as your entry for copy pro
enter the correct word. You will now be

i i„ir, ->nrl pntpr tl

Level 2: AMOEBA
Level 3: BLOOP
Level 4: CHEEKI
Level 5: DOINOK
Level 6: ENIGMA

ELITE

Level 9: HANDEL

- US Gold
If you press F during the game, the
screen will flip indicating that the game
is ready to accept these cheats. Enter

buttons.

Level 10 ICICLE

Level 11 JAMMIN
Level 12 KIKONG
Level 13 LAPDOG
Level 14 MIKADO
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BLOOD MONEY Pause the game and press Help for infinite lives.
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world's most

famous secret agent Commander James Bond!

Now, Domark are proud to
bring you, together for the
first time, his three most
exciting adventures in one
a w e s o m e collection.
THE SPY WHO LOWED ME

LICENCE TO KILL

LIVE JtND LET DIE

• Take control of this multi-level, multirole game of the latest and most
exciting James Bond movie. Now's
your chance to pilot helicopters, drive

• M's briefing was simple, "Find MrBig,
and don't come back until you do."
Q has given you his latest toy - the
fastest and most dangerous speedboat

paced and most exciting Bond thriller

articulated tankers, perform death

ever made.

to date.

defying parachute stunts and water ski

"Good luck 007 - you'll need it."

barefoot.

Source code and game format © 1988 EliteSystems International Ltd.

• James Bond

returns in a classic action-packed race
against time to save the world from the
crazed and power-mad Karl Stromberg.
With one-on-one arcade style shootouts, multilevel action and top secret
codes to crack. This is the fastest

Gun symbol logo ® 1962 Danjaq S.A. and United Artists Company
bPublic-"'-

ISCompany.AllI

'

" '

Jnited Artists Co

f are registered trademarks of Group Lotus pic. Artr
ngt, 1990 Domark Ltd.
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Domark Ltd., FerryHouse,51-57 LacyRoad, London SW151 PR. Tel:+44(1) 81 7802224. Screenshots Amiga &Atari ST.
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I t has always puzzled me that
someone who would never dream

of picking up a crayon or laying
brush to paper will spend happy
hours doodling on a computer. But to
what end? How many graphics pro
grams are actually useful, rather than
being for soft-core recreational com
puting - also known as playing
games?
Leaving aside CAD and other spe
cialised design software, the most

productive use for graphics programs
is alongside desktop publishing soft
ware, to create or modify images for
inclusion in documents.

This year two rival German soft
ware houses (Trade iT, and 3KComputerBild) are responsible for the

Before and
After

Graphics prosrams for the ST
take another step forward
with Avant Vector.

John Mallinson investigates

releaseof four new and exciting
graphics programs: Retouche,
ReproStudio, Didot lineArt and Avant
Vector.

Allof them are powerful enough
to appeal to those who are seriously
or professionally involved with DTP
or graphic design, and priced appro
priately. The first two can, very
loosely, be described as painting pro
grams, Didot - reviewed in July's ST
World - and Avant Vector are line

drawing, or vector graphics, packages.

Utility
Vector 1.2 is better described as a

powerful and clever graphics utility
than a fully featured art program. It
can, and will, be used for creating
line drawings from scratch, but what
sets it apart is its ability to trace the
outlines of bit image pictures.
Why should you want to do this?

A line drawing has many advantages
over the pixel-by-pixel-defined bit
image as produced by programs such
as Degas and Touch-Up. Line draw
ings will always be displayed or

The image took about four minutes to be
automatically traced. Here the tracing is shown
superimposed on the original image

image that you wish to blow up to
four times normal size: the result will

be a mess of jagged lines which you
will have to edit laboriously, dot by
dot. The answer is to convert the

ofthe 36icons on the left

lot of icons, but each is ,:;j:""::
identified by a message " .::"

definition, and individual elements

can be edited very simply. A vector

gram.

drawing is what you want when pro
ducing diagrams and logos rather

This is a technique which produces
logos or other scalable graphics at the
drop of a hat. To follow this course
you will need a scanner with appro-

than half-tone images.
Imagine you have a simple bit
Desk
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of the screen. That's a
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at the top of the screen as
you move the mouse pointer over it,
and a help text is available for each at
the click of the right mouse button.

The manual is good, but all this
help within the pro..:;;
gram means that
...;:;:::::::::i::;::"
you will scarcely
:{j{j{ji::j;}{:"
need it. All icons
[:::::;!j:::jj:
have their own keyboard short cut,
some of which are a little odd as they
stem from German mnemonics.

The program runs in mono on
either the ST or TT and needs one

^MJ

Or, :*
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priate scanning software, or a ready
supply of bit image graphics.
Vector is an extremely simple pro
gram to use. Most functions are
controlled by clicking on one
.:

image into a vector graphic which
can be enlarged or manipulated with
out any loss of definition - this is
where tracing comes in.
In reality you don't convert the
image, the program traces around it
and creates a new object. A likely
sequence is: create - or "borrow" - an
image on paper, scan it, trace it, edit
it, print it, or export it to a DTP pro

printed at the maximum possible res
olution of the screen or printer, they
can be manipulated without loss of

The final result of the tracing. The
boxes show the position of each
separate part of the drawing (the paths)
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The work screen. Lots of self-explanatory icons. An image
has been loaded into the window and is ready for tracing

1!

Megabyte of memory, and there are
two versions. The standard program
lets you import, edit and export vec
tor graphic files in .GEM or .CVG
(Calamus Vector Graphic) formats
and, of course, import bit-image files
for tracing. Bit images cannot be
edited and you cannot scan images
directly into Vector.
The plotter version will, in addi
tion, import and export files in
PostScript, HPGL (Hewlett-Packard
Graphics Language) and GPGL
(Graphtec) formats. The current ver

sions do not let you import outline
fonts, though this is billed as a forth
coming attraction.
Drawing Vector, like DMC's

Outline Art and Didot lineArt, really
only has two drawing tools: the
straight line and the Bezier curve. The
Bezier is a flexible curve whose shape
is set by the position of its ends and
the two internal control points which
are linked to the ends.

When you move the ends or the
internal points the contour of the
curve changes. Linked end-to-end,
lines and curves can be used to create

any sort of shape - the jargon name
for which is a path. Line thickness
can be adjusted, paths can be filled
with raster patterns, and they can be >•

>• made to overlap or overlayeach

An extreme close-up view of part
of the image. The tracing - lines
only - has been adjusted to a
perfect fit. The small steps
represent one pixel in the original
image

other to give different effects.

The editing tools let you chop seg
ments out of paths, convert lines to
curves and vice versa, cut paths into
bits, join them, rotate them, skew
them and resizethem. The position
and dimensions of paths can be eas
ily adjusted either with the mouse or
by entering values into numerical
fields.

of Didot v.2 (£305 inc. VAT) includes

Up to seven editing windows can

a tracing module but this only uses
lines, can only cope with a fairly
small image (maximum 640 x 400
pixels), and allows no control over

be opened and items can be cut or
copied and pasted between them via

a clipboard. Rather oddly there is no
freehand drawing tool - freehand
drawing in this sort of program lets
you draw a line of any shape
onscreen which is then automatically
converted to a series of straight line
and curve segments.
Tracing is where Vector comes into
its own. There are several ways in
which you can do it. If you want to
trace a complete image you just draw
a rubber-band box round it - the pro
gram then seeks outlines and traces

tracing parameters.

Curve tracing
The same area

showing a
tracing with a
looser fit and

with curves as
well as lines.
The crosses are

the tangent
points of the

<rtff

curves. The

around them.

If you only want to trace part of
the image, you just draw the box
around that part, or you can click
with the mouse pointer over one
edge and only that will be traced.

Flexible

and fine - which principally affect
the number of line or curve segments
used.

The other extremely useful way of
tracing is semi-automatic. In this

curves between them will stick to the

In most cases one of these settings
will give the desired result: if not,
there is a formidable parameters dia
logue which lets you fine-tune the
tracing process. This dialogue reveals

outline of the image. These options

some of the mathematical bare bones

make it much easier to trace what

of the program and will appeal partic
ularly to those who enjoy getting

case, you set points using the line or
curve drawing tools and the lines or

you want, how you want.
Auto-tracing can be in lines only
or in lines and curves. Line tracing is
much faster but using curves as well
has two main advantages: there will
be fewer segments, so subsequent
editing will be easier, and the file will
be smaller. There are three settings
for closeness of fit - coarse, medium,

their hands dirty.
The manual makes a brave attempt
to explain it in a non-technical fash
ion but I suspect that most people
will be happy to use the default set
tings most of the time.

Imprcressive

for most printers included.
Some fiddling may be
requiredto use imagesin

The tracing functions are very
impressive, and the flexibility of
being able to auto-trace part of an
image, semi-automatically trace
another part and so on, is very useful.
Vector will trace anything but don't
expect to make beautiful smooth trac
ings from poor quality scanned
images: the simpler and cleaner the
image, the better the results.
Output Vector drawings can be

some DTP programs

saved to disk in Gem/3 Metafile for

FEATURES: Compilable
with all STs and TT. Drivers

EASE OF USE: Plenty of
easy tofollow icons, each
with keyboard short cuts. A
good manual clears up
anything that remains
confusing

versions of the Gem Metafile format

GT3EJE
Good

Average
Bad

Appalling

mat, .CVG format, or, if you have the
plotter version, as encapsulated
PostScript files.
There are some problems here.
Bezier curves are not supported in the

*

parameters

of Avant Vector.

dialogue lets
you set the
closeness of fit,

If you do a lot of DTPor graphic
design work you will find Avant

ratio of lines to

Vector both valuable and time-sav

curves, etc

ing; it's also fun to use, but that's
another story...
Vector is a straightforward pro
gram which does a complicated job for image tracing it has no rival at the

an upper limit of 128 or 256 to the
number of segments in one path. It is
quite easy for Vector to produce files
containing over-long paths when
tracing complex objects, and if you
try to import them into other pro
grams you will probably find that the

moment.

file won't load.

The CVG format as used by

Calamus is more forgiving and
does recognisecurves. Even

_.::'
..::"

here it ispossible to create :;:',.-";iJ
files which containover- .;::" ..:;!•'
complex paths that
" :i"
Calamus will reject, and the
program may crash when trying to
load them. These restrictions have to

be borne in mind, and some experi
mentation as to what your DTPpro
gram can or cannot load may be
needed.

The standard version of Vector has

simple but adequate printing facili
ties with drivers for
.::
the Atari and HP

...::::::::::::::::::"

lasers, NEC and

::iiiiii:i-:::r"

Epson printers. The :""::::iiii:i
plotter version also """"""•

includes output to HP or Graphtec
devices: the main use for this will be

to drive cutting plotters rather than
pen plotters. Cutting plotters are used
to produce templates, cut vinyl sheets
to produce stick-on labels and so on.
What else? There are several other

auto-tracers available in Germany but
only one seems set for release over

recognised by Timeworks DTP and

here. It is contained within Didot

Fleet Street Publisher - a curve

lineArt. Didot is a more complete
drawing program than Avant Vector
but its tracing functions are much
less sophisticated. The basic version

imported into these programs will be
broken down into straight lines.
The other problem is that there is

A further £94 buys you the Bezier
module which adds curve tracing,
removes the size restriction and gives
three settings for closeness of fit. This
addition makes Didot an adequate
but pretty expensive tracing program,
and you still cannot control the pro
cess with anything like the precision

Avant Vector version 1.2

System Solutions, Windsor
Business Centre, Vansittart Road,
Vans'tttart Estate, Windsor,
Berks SL41SE

0753832212

£233.83 - standard version

£703.83-plotterversion
All STs and TT

GASTEINER
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COMPUTERS

Gasteiner Mega Drives

Atari

All drives are autobooting and parking.

POA
POA
POA

520STE (Discovery Extra)
520STE 1Mb
520STE 2Mb
520STE 4Mb

POA
POA
POA

1040STE 1Mb

1040STE 2Mb

Mega STE

POA
POA
POA

TT

POA

1040STE4Mb

V

30Mb 28ms
50Mb 28ms
60Mb 24ms
85Mb 24ms
52Mb 11ms
100Mb 11ms

£269.00
POA
POA
£399.00
£399.00
POA

MEGA KIT

MONITORS

v

POA

Atari SMI 24
Atari SC1224

POA

j

Syquest 44Mb Cart

£99.00

GE Soft Host Adaptor

£59.00

DMA Cable

£7.99

PRO MONITORS
NEC 3D

£499.00 ^

Quadram 1480

£399.00

Free Switch Box with Audio Out

PERIPHERALS
'

Golden Image Mouse
Gasteiner Mouse
Alfa Data Mouse

Golden Image Optical
Golden Image Scanner

PRINTERS

Bettle Mouse

Panasonic
KXP-1081

£155.00

KXP-1180

£159.00

KXP-1123

£209.00

KXP-1124i

£269.00

Star
LC-10

POA
£17.95
£19.95

£29.95
£149.95
£29.95

Track Ball (click & hold)

£29.95

Track Ball
Printer Cable
Midi Cables

£24.95
£6.00
£6.95

10 x Sony Discs
ST Clock

£9.95
£23.95

£169.00
£299.00

LC24-200 (Col)
LC24-200 (Mono)

£269.00

Canon BJ10

other languages also available
£24.00

£34.00
£39.00
£24.00

WordProcessing
1st Word Plus (English)

£55.00
POA

1st Word Plus (USA)

£44.00

Word Writer
1st Mail

£10.00

Replacement Desktop
NecDesk 3

Drawing Programs
Easy-Draw 2
Supercharged Easy-Draw 2
Easy Tools

£29.00
£65.00
£34.00

£32.00
£24.00

Base II

Antic Cyber Series 3D Design and Animation
Cyber Studio
Cyber Control
Cyber Paint
Cyber Sculpt
Cyber Texture

3D Developer's Disk

MEMORY
Gasteiner 2Mb for ST,

STFM & Mega 2

£99.00

1/2 Mb

£69.00

£45.00
£35.00

£45.00
£69.00
£45.00
£15.00

Architectural Design Disk
Cartoon Design Disk
Future Design Disk
Human Design Disk
Microbot Design Disk
Video Titling Design Disk

£15.00
£24.00

3D Fonts I
3D Fonts II

£24.00
£24.00

CAD 3D 1.0

£20.00

Plotter and Printer Drivers
GIST
Genesis

£34.00

Spectrum 512

£24.00

£15.00

£15.00
£24.00
£19.95

£20.00
£15.00

Languages
Mark Williams C Version 3.0
csd for the Atari ST

£109.00
£49.00

GST Macro Assembler
Fractal Generator
GSTC

£15.00
£15.00
£15.00

Prospero C Compiler
Prospero Fortran
Prospero Pascal

£89.00
£89.00

£89.00

Stand-Alone Programs
COLR Object Editor

£249.00

LASERS

£59.00

Timeworks Publisher

Data Manager Professional

Megakit, as above but also case
and power supply
£129.00
Power Supply
£34.95

£229.00

{Desktop Publishing

Databases

(includes SCSI lead & DMA lead)

Philips 8833 II

SOFTWARE

Timeworks Publisher Tutor
Scan Art
Draw Art
Borders

MEGA DRIVES

520STFM

Tel:+44 081 365 1151
Fax:+44 081 885 1953

POA
POA

Crystal
Maps & Legends
Datamap Collection 1
Datamap Collection 2
Expert Opinion

POA
POA
POA

POA
POA
POA
POA

Flash
Kermit & Remote

Navigator

Panasonic KXP 4420

£849.00

Unpop Board

£29.95

Atari SLM 605

£879.00
£849.00

STE

£22.00

Quicktran

POA

2Mb

£69.00

START
Panner ST

£6.95
£35.00

4Mb

£139.00

HP Laserjet IIP
NEC 560P (Postscript)

l/2Mb

£1799.00

Valuetime Budget Range
Let's Make Calendars & Stationery
Let's Make Greeting Cards
Let's Make Signs & Banners

ATARI ST SOFTWARE
£76.00

C-Lab Notator

£429.00

Small Business

£35.00

C-Lab Creator
Cubase
Cubeat

£379.00

Databases
Superbase Personal 2
Superbase Professional
Prodata

£59.00

£169.00
£55.00

Fleet ST Publisher
Calamus

Calligrapher
Page Streamer Pro
Credit Cards
Welcome

£269.00

£79.00

£449.00

LDW

£89.00

Word Processors
That's Write

£29.95

Write On

£45.00

POA

Miscellaneous
Deluxe Paint

£49.00

Hyperpaint

£24.00

£109.00

Calligrapher

POA

"THIS MONTHS SPECIALS"

£159.00

POA
POA

£8.00

K-Spread
Logistix

£229.00

Protext

DTP

£8.00
£8.00

Spreadsheets

Music

Accounts
Sage Cash Trader
Sage Fin Control

POA

PIE

Gasteiner 50Mb 2ms
Trade and Educational
Orders Welcome

Price of £329.00

£129.00

Unit 3 Mitllmead Business Centre, Millmead Road, L

|Personal Callers!
Welcome

Gods
Toki

17.49
17.49

Warlock the Avenger
Cricket Captain

17.49
17.49

Wonderland
SWIV

19.99
17.49

Lemmings

17.49

World Class Cricket

21.49

Jimmy White's Snooker....19.99
Advanced Destroyer Sim..17.49
Pansa Kick Boxing
17.49
Toyota Celica
17.49
Navy Seals
17.49
Shadow of The Beast II ....17.49
Beast Busters
17.49

Bubble Bobble

Hostages

5.99

Batman TheMovie 6.50

21.49
17.49
19.99

Crystals of Arborea

19.99

Das Boot

21.99

R-Type 2
Flight oftheIntruder

17.49
24.49

Hero Quest

17.49

R-Type
Mega-10-Mania

17.99
17.49

Predator 2
Pro TennisTour2

17.49
17.49

Super Cars 2

17.49

Switchblade 2
Viz
Darkman

17.49
11.99
17.49

World Champ Boxing

14.49

Kick Off2

14.49

Team Yankee

21.49

Final Fight

17.49

F19 Stealth

19.99

6.!

Lemmings Data Disk
11.99
Secret ofMonkey Island...21.49
Night Shift
17.49

17.49
17.49

Blue Max
Brat
Cohort-Rome

17.49
26.49

Fire & Brimstone

Shadow Dancer
Hard Drivin II

17.49
17.49
21.49

Rolling Ronny
Mig 29 Fulcrum

Curse of the Azure Bonds 19.99

Chuck Rock

4D Boxing
4D Driving
Afrika Corps

Bards Tale

6.50

17.49
21.49
21.49
21.49

29.49

F.O.F.T.

17.49
17.49
17.49
17.49

Dragon Ninja

Dungeon Master
Napoleon 1
Knightmare
Magnetic Scrolls Comp

3D Construction Kit

24.49

19.99

Edd the Duck

17.49

F15 Strike Eagle II

17.49

17.99
17.49

6.99
10.99

Harley Davidson 9.99

Kings Quest IV 14.99
Ninja Re-mix

12.99

Honda RVF

8.99

Loom

21.49

WE CARRY LARGESTOCKS OF

Total Recall

17.49

BOTH NEW & SECOND HAND,

Super Monaco GP

17.49

Hunter

21.49

Lotus Esprit

17.49

SO WE WILL HAVE
SOMETHING TO SUIT YOUR
POCKET.
SO GO ON RING US NOW AND
GRAB YOURSELF A BARGAIN
PHONE THE SWITCHBOARD
ON

FullConst. Kit

8.99

World Class Rugby
Utopia

21.49
19.99

Falcon Collection

24.49

17.49
17.49
21.49

6.99

Back To The Future III 9.99

Man Utd Europe

17.49

Gremlins II
Jack Nicholas
Wonderland
Life and Death II
M1 Tank Platoon

17.49
17.49
19.99
21.49
19.99

Powermonger
Supremacy

21.49
21.49

Deuteros
UMSII

21.49
21.49

Stir Crazy
Pro Flight

5.99
29.99

Verminator

8.99
5.99

Gettysburg 15.99

Voodoo Nightmare 7.99
James Pond

Prince
3-D Pool

Warhead

8.99

7.99
6.99

7.99

Post to:

EVERYTHING FROM A"GAME

BOY" TO A "MEGA DRIVE" TO A
"FAMICOM" WITH ALL THE
SOFTWARE TO GO WITH

17.49

Turbo Outrun

Inter 3-D Tennis

OUR SISTER COMPANYTOKYO
JOE'S DEALS IN ALL THE
LATEST HARDWARE AND
SOFTWARE AVAILABLE
THEY ARE ABLETO SUPPLY

17.49

Exile
Battle Command
Elvira

9.99

LOOK NO FURTHER!

Nark

9.99

Z-Out

LOOKING FOR A NEW
CONSOLE?

Robocop II

Ninja Turtles

New Zealand Story 6.50

Thunderhawk
Silent Service

Swiv
Alcatriz
Robozone
War Zone

RBI Baseball

Wolf Pack
Prince of Persia

17.49

24.49

Rugby the World Cup

14.99

Pegasus

24.49

Shadow Of The Beast 6.99

Carthage

Chase HQ 2

6.50

Rail Road Tycoon
Midwinter II

Awesome

F16 Combat Pilot
Pick 'n' Pile
DuckTales
Torvakthe Warrior
Eswat

19.99
17.49
32.99
17.49
6.99
17.49

StDragon

17.49

Castle Master

9.99

THEM.

0782 575043
AND ASK FOR

TOKYO JOES
Corporation
Conqurer

Quartz

7.
4.50

J. Lowe's Darts

5.50

. Hellfire Attack

2.00

Crackdown
Flintstones
Kick Off

5.50
4.50
7.99

Corruption
Fighting Soccer
Fallen Angel
Last Ninja II
Cybernoidll
Adv Rugby Sim
Captain Blood

6.50
3.50
4.50
6.49
3.50
4.50
4.50

Custodian

2.50

Monty Python
Dragon Breed

9.99
9.99

XOut

8.49

Savage

2.99

Gato
Armada
World Soccer
Joe Blade
Joe Blade II
Sherman M4

5.50
8.99
9.49

Interphase

4.50

Pro Tennis
Pub Trivia
Last Duel

4.50
4.50
2.50

Flimbo's Quest
NorthAnd South

9.49
6.99

2.50
2.50
6.99

Carrier Command

9.99

Mighty Bombjack

9.99

Hammerfist

5.99

Nebulus

2.50

Oil Imperium

6.99

Ninja Spirit

6.50

Jet

9.49

RockStar Ate Hamster

4.50

Tailspin

7.49

RollerCoaster Rumbler

4.50

Seconds Out

3.50

Scramble Spirits

5.50

Nine Lives

7.99

Fun School II Under 6
Ancient Battles
Vulcan
Front Line
Waterloo
Viz II
APB

11.49
9.49
9.49
8.49
9.49
11.99
6.99

Turrican

8.49
8.49

Warhead

Double Dragon

6.99

Grand Monster Slam
Switchblade

5.99
6.99

Shadow Gate

4.50

Uninvited

4.50

Weird Dreams

4.50

Speedball

8.50

Fast Food Dizzy
Tracksuit Manager

5.99
6.50

7 Gates of Jambala

4.50

Operation Wolf

6.50

Please rush me:Title

ST

Amount

Name

Address..

CASTLE SOFTWARE

Castle House,
2 William Clowes St,
Burslem,
Stoke-on-Trent
ST6 3AP

9.49
9.49

21.49
11

Postcode

P&P (if applicable)
Total Amount

Tel No

Please add 50p P&P per Game
Most games are despatched within 48 hours.
Out of stock games may take longer, please
allow time for cheque clearance.
STU NOVEMBER

Is bigger better?
I have recently purchased a 0.5Mb
upgrade for my 520STE. Does this
mean that my computer is exactly
the same as a 1040STE? Also, now

that the STE is one of the best selling
16-bit computers in Europe, isn't it
about time that software companies
started designing software that uses
the STE's advanced features? Finally,
is the Amiga (boooo!) any better than
the Atari STE(hooray!)? - if so, what
makes it better?

/. Hendrix, Fife, Scotland
Yes, Yes, No!

SIMMple question 1
I have a 520STE and I decided to

upgrade to 1Mb, so I bought half a
megabyte SIMMs. After fitting them
myself they didn't seem to work.
Then I had an idea. I swapped them
over with the original SIMMs to see if
they would work as a half megabyte
on their own. They did work. The
original SIMMs have two chips and
the new ones have eight.
I sent my computer and SIMMsto
my local computer shop. After two
weeks and a bill for £11.75 they said:
"Diagnostics for STdo not run on
STE. No diagnostics available yet
from Atari." Shouldn't the SIMMs be

tested to see if they work on STEs
before going on the market?
Stephen / Philip, Strathclyde, Scotland

ment. A SIMM has an edge connec
tor which fits into a thin socket similar in many ways to the car

tridge port on the ST. A SIP on the
other hand plugs in using pins.
To confuse the matter, you can
plug a SIP into a SIMMconverter
and then plug it into a SIMM
socket! To find out which you
require, simply look inside your STE

- yourwarrantywill be voided, but

written to SFF8800as a byte. Now

you'll have to get in to fit your
upgradeanyway. If you see
edge-connector slots, then it's a
SIMMyou want.

128 should be written to SFF8802 as

Hard questions
I won an Atari 520STFM and I would

gram listing. Using GFA- or any

would work with an Atari adaptor.

other - Basic may be a problem, as
much of the above must be per
formed in supervisor mode. As usual,
if any readers have a suitable solu

The hard disk is an ST157 Quantum
SCSI.

Arun Kumar, Gateshead Tyne& Wear
You should find that the ICD SCSI

nostics, then what exactly have they
done for their £11.75? Didn't they
know that there were no diagnostics
before accepting the machine for

your exact requirements.

computer shop! If there are no diag

repair?
Secondly, the SIMMsonly work
ing in one position sounds more like
it could be a problem with your ST
rather than the SIMMs, and

although there is somepossibility
that the original SIMMs are incom
patible with the new ones, it is
extremely unlikely. Could your local
computer shop not try the SIMMs
you bought in another STE?At least
that would show whether the ST or

the SIMMsare faulty.

SIMMple question 2

advertise hard drive kits to discuss

Register your vote

what the hell a SIP is. How do I know

if my STE needs one or not?
GrantFallen, Harlow, Essex

A SIMM (Single In-line Memory
Module) is identical to a SIP (Does

anyone know what SIPstands for?)

tion, I will pass it on.

Bought a Turkey
I am writing to you for some expert
advice. Recently I saw an Atari SF354
external disk drive in a sale at a price
I could not refuse. The problem is
that I bought the disk drive while out
in southern Turkey. I realised at the
time that there might be a problem
with the power input but the sales
assistant assured me that all I would

I have built an input/output port for
my ST which currently uses the joy
stick port for the input side. I would,
however, prefer to use the printer
port for both input and output, and
need to know how to change the
data direction register to allow this.
I would therefore be obliged if you
could tell me the memory location of
this register on a Mega 2ST, and how
to change it from GFA Basic 3 for dif
ferent combinations of inputs and
outputs.

1own an STEand want to upgrade its
memory. The problem is not in fit
ting the SIMMS, but in finding out

a byte. To reset the bit, write zero
instead of 128. Data should then be
able to be read from register 15, by
writing 15 to SFF8800, then reading
a byte from SFF802.
Obviously this is all verytheoreti
cal, and I do not have the space to
go in to great detail or provide a pro

like to know if the hard disk I have

host adaptor will serveyourpur
poses. Depending on the exact
nature of your drive (is it cased or
bare, do you have a power supply
and so on) you may need more than
just the host adaptor. I suggest con
tacting one of the companies who

This one's a bit ofa puzzle. FirstlyI
am amazed at the audacity ofyour

AIARI%%
M* 0

in all except its method of attach

Darren P Goodwin, Rotherham

The location of the register is the
simple part. Bit 7 of register 7 of the
programmable sound generator is
responsible for the direction of the
parallel port. If set on, the port is
output, if off, it is input.
To set this bit, the value of7for the register number - should be

need would be a step down trans
former - easily obtainable in the UK.
On return to the UK I visited out

local electrical parts shop and was
given the appropriate step down
transformer. There was a warning on

via the disk drive transformer, there
should be no problem as long as you
make the correct connections.

Howeverif you are at all unsure I
would recommend taking the drive

and transformer to your electrical
shop, and getting them to check the
output.

Music while you work
I have been using Microdeal's Quartet
for about six months now, but I still

have a couple of problems which I
hope you can help with.
According to the Quartet manual,
the music files can be used in pro
grams written in "a good Basic, C,
assembler or any other language pro
viding good interfacing with Gem".
Does this mean that you cannot use

Quartet files in STOS? If not, do you
or any readers know how the heck to
do it? I've been trying for ages!
Quartet has a feature to play music
through a Midi keyboard. I use a
Clavinova CVP-3, but whatever I do,

I can't get the computer to respond
to it. It works fine in sequencers, but
TCBTracker won't recognise it either.
Is this a problem with the software
I'm using, or is the keyboard incom
patible?
Gareth Harrison, Tamworth, Staffs

the transformer that it was not to be

used with computer equipment as it
was not adequately isolated. The
helpful shop staff agreed that if the
transformer was working through the
power supply unit supplied with the
disk drive it should be alright. Not
being the most able of electrical buffs
- a plug is my limit! -1 would like to
know if I am going to do my Atari
STEany damage by taking the plunge
and connecting the external disk to

The bad news is that playing
Quartet files from within STOSis
not likely to be easy if it is, in fact,
possible. Hopefullysome of the
STOSersout there will already be
bunging disks in envelopes with the
required routines, which we may
even include on the CoverDisk if
there's a demand.

The fact that your Clavinova
works with sequencers -I presume

that you mean sequencerson the ST,

it.

R.M. Duke, Plymouth, Devon

As the 240V to 120V transformer
you have bought is being connected

not stand-alone units - suggests

that the problem isn't in the key
board. I presume you realise that the
Quartet and TCB Tracker Midi

>

• capability only allowsyou to make
theprogram play a notewhen you
press the Midi keyboard - it will not
play sounds through yourkeyboard.

If you can makeyourkeyboard out
put on Midi channel one, then there

should be no problem.

Printer problems
I would like to thank everyonewho wrote in offering help and adviceto
P.R. Morgan of Gwent, who was having trouble with his Brother M1009
printer. Judging by the response, this must be one of the most popular
printersforthe ST. A manual has now been forwarded to MrMorgan.

More queries...
Hard times

• Michael Ives is havingproblems with his Amstrad LQ3500. Although he
can get it to print, the quality is poor in both graphics and text mode, and

I have recently purchased a hard disk

he doesnot havea printer driver for 1stWordfor the printer.

drive from Third Coast Technologies.
On getting deeper into using the

•

Brian Allen has a Star SG15 and would like to know if there is a method

problems. The physical drive is split

of upgrading it to a colour printer? Hewould also likedetails of the opera
tion of the switches and any other information youmayhave to offer.

evenly into five logical drives. If I
save ten 20K files to an empty drive

•

machine I came up against certain

the total time taken is under four sec

Mike Fowler has been given a Commodore MPS803 which, he has been

told, is not compatible with the ST. Hehas no connectinglead, so cannot

onds, which is good.
Continuing to save files in batches

put it to the test.

of 10 as the drive is progressively fill

• DJ. Draperpurchased two HPThinkjetprinters at an auction. One has a
serial interface and the other an HP1B. The serial interface refuses to print
anything but question marks, and the HP1B is a mystery.

ing up, files 90 to 100 take 20 sec
onds - two seconds each. Carrying on

mono-only software on a colour TV.
Theprograms will not look as good
as they do on a mono screen, and
some programs may still refuse to
run.

The other option, rather than
buying two monitors, is to buy a
multisync monitor, which will run
all three resolutions supported by
the ST. While these are expensive,
the price is close to that ofa colour
and mono monitor, and for conve
nience they cannot be beaten.
Thegood news on Bubble Bobble
is that it has been re-released as

part of the Rainbow Collection from
Ocean. At £19.99 the collection is

great value for money - assuming

you don't already have any of the
other games - and includes New
Zealand Story and Rainbow Islands.

Atari drive problem

to the extreme, files 490 to 500 take

90 seconds - about nine seconds per
file.

Repeating the experiment with IK
files suggested that perhaps the prob
lem is the time taken to find space to
write the directory entry. Leaving the
one partition full and repeating the
experiment on a fresh partition pro
duced nearly the same results. Thus I
am in the unfortunate position of
having to use the hard drive for load
ing applications, and floppies for
speed when it comes to data saving!
Another problem is that the drive
will not auto-boot. A delay in turn
ing the computer on is the only way
to ensure booting from the hard
drive, and this is a manual, not an

• Andy Lee is lookingfor a driver for his IntegrexColourjet 132.To cut a
long story short, he's tried just about everywhere,and even lost £10 in the
process!

Canyouhelpanyof ourprinter problem cases? If so please write in and
I will pass on any information.

upgrade is now exhibiting rather
hard drive on power-up, it boots
from floppy driveA. Some drive sim
ply seem to take a little longerto reg

wonder if you could answer some of
my questions. I would like to get a
couple of art packages. I can just
about afford Deluxe Paint and Degas
Elite - is this a good choice? Is it
worth getting a second drive, and
which one is best? Is it possible to put
a monochrome program on a colour
TV, or do you need two monitors?
Finally, where can I get Bubble
Bobble from, as since I played it on
my dad's Amstrad it has been my all

mend different software packages, as
much depends on exactly what it is
to be used for, and on yourparticu
lar tastes. Deluxe Paint and Degas
Elite are both good packages. Deluxe
Paint certainly has most of the fea
tures you are likely to require, and
Degas Elite allows you to use mono
as well as colour. Before shelling out
it may be worthwhile getting some
PD art packages, which may help
you to decide which features you
require.
Buyinga second disk drive is only
necessary if you find yourself spend
ing a lot of time copying files from
one disk to another, or running out
ofspace on the disks you use. It is
advantageous sometimes to have
your data -pictures for example on one disk, with your application
program on the other disk. It really
depends on the amount of use you
will get out of it.
As for which is best, this is an
impossible question to answer.
Drives do not vary a great deal.
Some allow you to format more
tracks than others, which may be
useful, but may demand higher
quality disks. Others have features
such as track displays which may be
useful to you. If you are unsure
whether you want one or not, then I
would recommend the cheapest!
In principle, monochrome pro
grams will not run on colour sys

time favourite!

tems, and vice versa. There are a

ister themselves than others, and

hence the need for a delay.
A simple method to get around
this problem is to have a program in

the AUTO folder of your floppy disk,
which simply resets the ST. An
example program is:
PEA reset(PC)

NOVE.U 038,-(SP)
TRAP 014

Thesaving times you are experienc

between the first and last files
saved. The only time that you can
expect to get a significant speed
decrease is when a partition becomes
fragmented, and this will only occur
when files of varying size are saved
then deleted a number of times. I
cannot think what is causing this
phenomenon, though it seems
unlikely that the hardware is to
blame.

Disk cacheing software may
speed things up, though I would not
recommend using cached write nor

mally, as there is a dangerof losing
data if the power is lost during the
process. If any other readers have
experienced this, I would be inter
ested to hear.

As far as auto-booting is con
cerned, this is a problem with a

reset

ADDQ.L 06,SP
HOVE.L S46E,-(SP)
RTS

This program uses thereset-vector fora
monitor change to continually reboot.
Placed in theautofolder of thedisk in
drive A, the STwill reboot until the hard
drive is ready.

Questions questions.
As a newcomer to the Atari world I

Graham Yeadon, Reddich, Worcs

great number of drives. If the ST

does not recognise the presenceof a

external B drive (Cumana, also dou
ble) which worked well before the

automatic process.
R.G.Moore, Barry, South Glamorgan

ing are a puzzle. To check, I cleared
a partition and repeated your experi
ments with my own test program.
There was no significant difference

I recently installed a 1 meg internal
drive in my 520 STFM. The working
of drive Aappears to be entirely satis
factory. It accepts either single or
double sided disks. Unfortunately my

It's verydifficult for us to recom

number of mono emulators avail
able, both PD and commercially,

which allow the running of

strange behaviour, viz. It will now
only read single sided disks. If I
attempt to use a double side disk the

Gem file manager displays garbage
for the folder and file names and the
machine crashes.

This does not appear to be a fault
in either the disk or the drive. All

double sided disks (which work in the
new drive and used to work in the B

drive) cause the same symptoms (dif
ferent garbage). However if I use a
disk editor (STDoctor) data appears
to be accessible on all the 80 tracks in
the disk. And I can read the FAT with

a suitable home-made utility. Is there
some jumper or switch I should have
set in the new drive or in my
machine? Is this a virus? Help!
It sounds to me as though the prob
lem lies with the disk drive itself.
Possibly the read/write head for side
two has become damaged. Repair
may be possible, but may prove be
almost as expensive as a new drive.

Please note that, while we are always
eager to help, we cannot reply indi
vidually to your queries. We do like
to have your name and address, as

well as a telephone number, so that

we can contact you if it is necessary
to clarify some point, but please do
not telephone, or send in SAEs

because they will not be returned.
Write to:

AdviceService, EuropaHouse,
Adlington, Macclesfield, Cheshire
SK10 4NP.
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MATRIX

PRINTERS
-PIN

Silica Systems are pleased to recommend Seikosha printers to you

PRINTER
192 CPS

at NEW LOW PROMOTIONAL PRICES. The Seikosha range is built

to the highest standards, by a company thai is used to manufactur
ing high qualityprecision products. Infact, you may be wearing one
of these products on your wrist as Seikosha are part of the massive
Seiko/Epson group (with a turnover of £6 billion and 18,000 staff!).
When you buy a Seikosha printerfrom Silica,we will give you a Silica

•
•

• Epson and IBM Emulation
• Paper Parking
• FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit
SP-1900A! RRP
£179
STARTER KIT
£25

coupon below. Or, if you can't wait to get your hands on a new low
priced Seikosha printer, telephone our mail order hotline, 081-309 1111
to place your order now.

• FREE STARTER KIT

• FREE HELPLINE

•

Next day - anywhere in the UK mainland

TOTAL RRP:
SAVING:

SILICA PRICE tcxc ml:

Worth £29.38 with every Seikosha printer.

Technical helpline during office hours.

£99

+VAT=£116.33

Ref: PRI 8190

A

PRINTE

• Handles 1-h2 Multipart Forms » Rechargeable Battery Pack Optional^

' Includes Programmable ROM Card _,

192 CPS

£204
£105

£99

1 YEAR WARRANTY

With every Seikosha printer from Silica.

Each printexamplewas producedby the printer it is shown with. Printer speeds are quoted as tollows:
SD = Superdraft 15cpi. D » Draft12cpi, NLQ = Near LetterQuality 12cpi, LQ= LetterQuality 12cpi.

9-PIN

1K Printer Buffer + 2 Fonts
Parallel Interface

• Graphics Resolution: 144x72dpi

PRINTER STARTER KIT (worth £25+vat= £29.38) FREE OF CHARGE,
to make sure you get off to a flying start with your new printer. For
further information on the Seikosha range, complete and return the

• FREE DELIVERY

80 COLUMN

• Seikosha SP-1900AI- 9 pin - 80 col
• 192cps Draft. 48cps NLQ

80 COLUMN

240 cps

136 column

80 COLUMN

CPS

i Seikosha SL-92AI - 24 pin
i 240cps Draft. 80cps LQ

• Seikosha SP-2415AI - 9 pin - 136 col

i Seikosha SP-2000AI - 9 pin - 80 i
• 192cps Draft, 48cps NLQ

' 300cps SD. 240cps Dralt, SOcps NLQ

SO col

JZ4 CPS

Oil COLUMN

144 CPS

80 COLUMN

• Seikosha SL-210AI- 24 pin - 80 col
• 324cps Draft, 108cps LQ

• Seikosha LT-20 - 24 pin • 80 col
• WOcps SD, 144cps Draft, 60cps LQ
•
•

< 17.5K Printer Buffer + 5 Fonts
< Parallel and Serial Interfaces

i 44K Printer Buffer + 2 Fonts
> Parallel Interface

•
•

• Graphics Resolution: 144x72dpi
<Epson and IBM Emulation
>OptionalAuto Sheet Feeder Unit

i Graphics Resolution: 240x144dpi
i Epson and IBM Emulation
i Superior Paper Handling

i Graphics Resolution: 360x360dpi
> Epson Emulation
< OptionalFont ROM • 7 Fonts

• Graphics Resolution: 360x360dpi
• Epson and IBM Emulation
• Optional Auto Sheet Feeder

• Graphics Resolution: 360x180dpi

» FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit

< FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit

< FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit

•

• FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit

RHP:

flflP:

£199

STARTER KIT

...EZ5

TOTAL RRP: £2H

SAVING: £95

£209

£129

SAVING: £171

BUSINESS

£189

J25

TOTAL RRP: £624

SAVING: £255
] PHIL

:

E3S9

•

IBM Emulation

•

Built-in 50 Sheet Auto Feeder

RHP:

£599

STARTER KIT

SILICA PRICE: £189 I +VAT=C222:08 ref: PRI 8292

SILICA PRICE: £209 V -fVAT=F245.5a ref: Pfll 8215 _,

SILICA PRICE: £129V +VAT=E151.58 ref: PRIB

J2S

TOTAL RRP: £360

FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit

RRP:

£335

STARTER KIT

5K Printer Buffer + 9 Fonts
Parallel and Serial interfaces

IK Printer Buffer + 9 Fonts
Parallel Interface

< 21K Printer Buffer + 2 Fonts
> Parallel and Serial Interfaces

£369
+VAT-H3358

£299

STARTER KIT
TOTAL RRP: £324

SAVING: £75

WCV1

SILICA PRICE: £249 UWHi

ref: PRI 8321

BS20J

PRINTERS (WIDE-B
STARTER

KIT

s

277 cps

136 column

462 cps

• Seikosha BP-5500AI - 8 pin - 136 col
• 462cps Draft, 106cps NLQ

•

5K Printer Buffer + 9 Fonts

•

Parallel and Serial Interfaces

•
•

• Graphics Resolution: 360x360dpi
• Epson and IBM Emulation
• Optional Auto Sheet Feeder
•

FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit

RRP:

E6S9

STARTER KIT

£25

TOTAL RRP: £724
SAVING: £275

SILICA PRICE: £449 I +VAT^E52758 ref: PRI6423

•
•

•

FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit
....£25

TOTAL RRP: £1324
SAVING: £325
SILICA PRICE: £999

£999
+VAT^£1173.83

,E25

TOTAL RRP: £1724
SAVING: £325

£1399

SILICA PRICE: £1399 V.+VAT=n64383

Order Lines Open

LONDON SHOP:
Opening Hours:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

FREE OVERNIGHT DELIVERY: On all hardware orders shipped in the UK mainland.
TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPLINE: Team of technical experts at your service.
PRICE MATCH: We normally match competitors on a "Same product - Same price" basis.
ESTABLISHED 12 YEARS: Proven track record in professional computer sales.
BUSINESS + EDUCATION + GOVERNMENT: Volume discounts available for large orders.
SHOWROOMS: Demonstration and training facilities at our London & Sidcup branches.
THE FULL STOCK RANGE: All of your requirements from one supplier.
FREE CATALOGUES: Will be mailed to you with offers and software/peripheral details.
PAYMENT: By cash, cheque and all major credit cards.

Before you decide when to buy your new printer, we suggest you think very carefully about WHERE
you buy it. Consider what it will be like a few months after you have made your purchase, when you
may require additional peripherals or software, or help and advice. And, willthe company you buy from
contact you with details of new products? At Silica Systems, we ensure that you will have nothing to
worry about. We have been established for over 12 years and, with our unrivalled experience and ex

pertise, we can nowclaim to meet our customers requirements withan understanding which is second

LONDON SHOP:
Opening Hours:

SIDCUP SHOP:
Opening Hours:

EverySeikosha printer (mm Silica, comes with the
Silica Printer Starter Kit,worth E29.38(E25 +VAT),
completelyFREE OFCHARGE. Itincludesailyou need
to get up and running with your new printer.

• 3 Yt"Disk with Amiga &ST PrinterDrivers

• Built-in Cut Sheet Feeder
i FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit

9 1,8 Metre Parallel Printer Cable

• 200 Sheets of Quality Continuous Paper

£2999

STARTER KIT

£25

TOTAL RRP: £3024
SAVING: £525

£2499

SILICA PRICE: £2499 V+VAT=Eg93t;.^

MAIL ORDER:

SILICA SYSTEMS OFFER YOU

• Graphics Resolution: 240x240dpi
• Epson and IBM Emulation

RRP:

£1699

STARTER KIT

ret: PRI 8755

136 column

• Seikosha SBP-10AI - 18 pin - 136 col
» 800cps Draft, 200cps NLQ
• 64K Printer Buffer + 2 Fonts
• Parallel and Serial Interfaces

FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit

RRP:

£1299

STARTER KIT

20K Printer Buffer + 2 Fonts
Parallel and Serial Interfaces

• Graphics Resolution: 240x240dpi
• Epson and IBM Emulation
• Handles 1+6 Multipart Forms

• Graphics Resolution: 240x144dpi
• Epson and IBM Emulation
• Optional Auto Sheet Feeder
•

136 column 800 cps

• Seikosha BP-5780AI - 18 pin - 136 col
• 780cps SD, 520cps Draft, 130cps NLQ

18K Printer Buffer
Parallel and Serial Interfaces

RHP:

£449

520 cps

136 column

• Seikosha SL-230AI - 24 pin - 136 col
• 277cps Draft, 92cps LQ

• 100 Continuous Tractor Feed Address Labels

• 5 Continuous Envelopes on TractorFeed
Printer owners-may order the Silica Starter Kit
(ref: KIT5000) for only E24.38 - £5 off RRP!

1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX Tel: 081-309 1111

Mon-Sat 9.00am-6.00pm
No Lale Night Opening
52 Tottenham Court Road, London, W1P OBA
Mon-Sat 9.30am-6.00pm
No Late Night Opening

Fax No: 081-308 0606
Tel: 071-580 4000
Fax No: 071-323 4737

Selfridges (1st Floor), Oxford Street, London, W1A 1AB

Mon-Sat 930am-600pm

Late Night: Thursday until Qpm

Tel: 071-629 1234

Extension: 3914

1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DAM 4DX Tel: 081-302 8811

Mon-Sat 9.00am-5.30pm

Late Night: Fridayuntil7pm

Fax No: 081-309 0017

To: Silica Systems, Dept ATSTR-1191-58B, 1-4 TheMews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent DA14 4DX

PLEASE SEND FREE SEIKOSHA INFORMATION
Mr/Mrs/Ms:

Initials:

Company Name (if applicable):
Address:

to none. But don't just take our word for it. Complete and return the coupon now for our latest Free
literature and begin to experience the "Silica Systems Service".

mucA
Y5TEM5

Postcode: .

Tel (Home):

Tel (Work):

I Which computer(s), ifany, do you own?
E&OE • Advertised prices and specifications may change - Please return the coupon for the latest information.
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From cars to cartoons, from monsters to witches, its the SJpage thafs covered in pictures
hat a cracking slogan that is, and what a cracking

Winner this month, however, is Ian Cochrane from old

selection of ST art we have for you this month. So
without further ado, let's take a pleasant and
informative stroll through the Gallery.

London town. His dynamic muscles and monsters picture is one
of the most energetic we've receivedand captures the feel of all
those fantasy stories without actually copying from any one in

First of all, let's pause and contemplate the work of one Jason
Pritchard. A wide variety of pictures, ranging from the Sisters of

particular.

Mercy to The Chart Show were received from Jason, but we've

chosen these three as outstanding examples of his work. Three
great hand drawn reproductions of TVand film faves Danger
Mouse, Roger Rabbit and the Daleks.

Next up we find a rather classy Ferrari Testarossa, courtesy of

To begin with, he traced his original sketch into a grid. He
then copied each grid square into the computer, but the picture
was on its side. So he rotated and stretched the picture until it

looked right and then went about colouring it in with a carefully
selected palette. Well worth the effort, say we.
As compensation for his hard graft, we'll be sending him a

Peter Heron of Middlesex. A groovy machine and no mistake.
The very sight of it could make you rampant all the way to

framed, glossy copy of his picture to cover up any unsightly
damp patches on his walls, and a free copy of that fruity art

Wexford. A high class piccy of a high class car.

package, Deluxe Paint. What more could you ask for?

at do you mean, yo
, Prove il. LoadIMiaUIItKfUOiOl'-lJr'JltMUHl

digital masterpiece (or two), slap them o.

The ST Gallery,
Atari ST User

Europa House
Adlington Park,
Macclesfield
CHESHIRE
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the most significant bit of each nib

or it willnot have any effect. Nobody

ble, ie bit three, was unused, giving a

seems to know why this happens, but

range of zero to seven for eachcolour

if the vbaselo register is set first it will

component.

be ignored.

The extra colours on the STE are

available through this previously
unused fourth bit, making the range

for each colour component 0 to 15,
or 0 to $f. It isn't quite that simple

though, sincethe leastsignificant bit

the end of a line minus the number

sent more pixelsthan the actual

In other words, for low resolution
it is the number minus four, for

Hscroll and Linewid registerstake

vbaselo register, which sets the low

screen memory, indicating which

effect immediately.

the screen base address and two other

pixel shouldbe takenasthe first

allows the screen to be at any even
address, and means that the screen

onscreen, and so can be used to scroll
the screen horizontally by up to 15

can be moved up or down by chang

pixels. After this, the screen base

ing the screenbaseaddress by the

address can be changed by the correct

when using these registers is that the
new vbaselo register must be

improved videoshifterchip. There

set last out of the three,

On the ST, each of the 16

Horizontal scrolling on the STEuses

byte of the screenaddress. This

month's article takes a look

coloursis represented by a colour
word made up of three four bit nib
bles which represent the levels of red
greenand blue for that colour.
However, on the original machine

minus one. Things are complicated

full number of words. Both the

at what can be done with the

shades.

medium it is minus two and for high,

offset for the first word or words of

should now really be screen base
address middle. One important point

could only manage eight

of words per 16 pixels.

new registers, hscroll and linewid.

gramming the ST, this

ity to display a full 16 shade
greyscalewhere older STs

ally setto the number ofwords after

The hscroll register givesthe pixel

ouslycalledscreen baseaddress low

shading, a good example of
this being the machine's abil

Horizontal scrolling

scrolling, the linewid register is actu

scrolling are provided for on the new
shifter chip. Vertical scrollingis the
easiestto program through the new

high and low screen base registersto
set all three bytes of the screen
address. The register which was previ

tures of the STE is its range of
4096 colours. This gives better

width of the screen.

be scrolled on from either side. When

slightly by the fact that whenthe
hscroll register is set to zerothe
linewid register should be set to the

and can be used with the original

4096 colours

physical screen line, allowing data to

with older STs - if the bits were not

The vbaseloregisterdoes not take

One of the best known fea

line in memory can be longer than a

screen line, and this involves having
screen lines in memory which repre

effect until the next vertical blank,

editor.

of the next line. This means a screen

stored in memory at the end of each

low resolution.

is a handy STE multiple palette

end of a screen line to get to the start

necessary to maintain compatibility

would move the screen up one line in

techniques explained here, both fully

The linewid register indicates how

many words should beskipped at the

from the sides of the screen must be

right number of bytes. For instance,
adding 160 to the screenbase address

commented, and this month's utility

used to continue scrolling.

cant bit of the colour nibble. This is

Both vertical and horizontal

the CoverDisk to demonstrate the

screen line follows on directly from
the next, but if we want horizontal

hscroll register setback to zero and

storedin memoryas the most signifi

arranged in this way, any colours
from an STwould appear at half
intensity on the STE. Using the new
arrangement, old colourvalues
appearone shade darker, but this is
not really noticeable.

are two 68000 example programs on

scrolling can be achieved it is neces
saryto think about howthe screen is
arranged in memory. Normally, one

screen resolution - to move the

screen along 16 pixels,and the

scrolling this needsto be changed.
Any data whichis to be scrolled on

of an STE colour component value is

Continuing the series on pro

To understand how horizontal

number of words - depending on

Thisarrangement means that there
must be at least16 pixels at the end
of each line, since a value of zero for
linewid and non-zero for hscroll indi

catesthat enough words for 16 pixels>

played. The screen is then switched

that the data has to be copiedinto

back to the first copy.

memory twice - once for the picture
being displayed and once for the
image which will appear when the

In fact, to keep the scroll smooth,
the screen is switched back to the first

copy of the picture just before the
second copy is fully onscreen.
In terms of the screen address, this
can be incremented by one line at a
time, giving an upwards scroll. Before

the scrolling starts, the first copy of
the picture is fully onscreen. Then, as
the screen base address is increased,
the second picture scrolls on.

screen is wrapped.

Things are complicated even fur

ther by doublebuffering, wherethe
screen is constantly switched between

unreadable, since it is designedfor a
normal line length. The best way
round this is to have a piece of code
somewherein the programwhich
will set the hscroll and linewidregis
ters to zero, and so restorethe debug
ging display.
When the program crashes, the

two different images to allow sprites

program counter can be saved and

to be drawn and undrawn. This will
be examined in more detail at the

then set to point to this pieceof code,
which can then be single-stepped,
thus restoring the display. The PC
can then be restored.The only prob

end of the series.

Special effects

If we set the screen base address

back to the firstcopy at the exact
moment when the second copy

One advantage of the way that the
hscrolland linewid registers are used

would have filled the screen, the

scrollwill wrap around and continue

is that they can be set while the
screen is being scanned. This allows

smoothly. This works for a one line

different screen lines to have different

lem with this is that it has to be done

"blind", since the displaywill be
unreadable. Hopefully, future ver
sions of debuggers will reset the

hscroll and linewid registers along
with the screen address, screen mode

and so on when a problem occurs.

Colour Palette

External sync line
The video shifter chip also allows an

externalsync to be provided through

$ff8240 - $ffS3Se rgb colour registers

where x = bit no.

the monitor port, so that the screen
display can be synchronised with
another device. This is not of particu
lar interest to the average program
mer, but has already been used to

Giving the following colour range:

equipment for video genlocking, and

intensity level 0123456789abcdef

will probably find other uses as well.

colour word:

bit 11 1098 765432 10

meaning RO R3 R2 Rl G0G3G2G1 B0B3B2B1
Rx = Red , Gx = Green, Bx = Blue

synchronise the STEwith video

' will be skipped at the end of each
line.

To get a working scroll, care needs

4-bit nibble

to be taken over when the registers
are actually set. For a vertical scroll,

08192a3b4c5d6e7f

Screen Address Registers
$ff8201 screen base address high (vbasehi)
$ff8203 screen base address middle (vbasemd)
$ff820d screenbaseaddress low (vbaselo)

all that needs to be done is to set the

screen base address, which will be
used at the next vblank. For horizon

tal or four wayscrollingthings are a
Horizontal scrolling
$ff820f over-length line width
(linewid
$ff8265 pixel scroll offset
(hscroll)

little more complicated, since once
the values for the screen base address

and hscroll registers have been calcu
lated they must both take effect at
the same time.

Screen mode

This usually means buffering the
hscroll value until just after the next
vblank and then setting it. The value
for the linewid register should be
workedout when the hscroll register
is actually set, since it changes
depending on whether hscroll is zero.
For continuous scrolling the screen

$ shift mode register

Example programs
There are two example programs on
the coverdisk. SCROLL.S demon

strates multi-speed, four-way hard
ware scrolling, with the direction and
speed controlled via the keyboard.

WOBBLE.S shows two things- firstly
the improved palette, which is

demonstrated by having several pre
defined palettes and fading them in
and out using multiple palettes
designed with STEPal, and secondly a
hardware screen "wobble" which uses

scroll, but for other speeds the

address needsto be adjusted to give
the correctdisplacement from the top
of the picture.

start pixels - up to a maximum offset
of 15 - by using the horizontal blank
ing interrupt to change the hscroll

the hblank interrupt to change the
hscroll register as the screen is
scanned. The code for each subject
has been kept as separateas possible.

values for each line. This is very simi
lar to the method used to change the

edited and assembled from medium

Both the example programs can be

needs to "wrap around" at some

Forhorizontal scrolling the theory
is the same, but the second copy of

point, since if it keeps moving in one

palette to give more than 16 colours

resolution, and will switch to low res

the picture needs to be interleaved

on the screen at once.

direction it will reach the end of

olution when they are run, restoring

with the first, so that the first copy of
line one is followed by the second,

The linewid register can also be
used in this way to give larger offsets

tion.

physical memory. The trick with
wrap around scrolling is to switch the
screen back to an image which is the
same as the one being displayed. In

then two copies of line two, and so

by shorteningand lengtheningthe

on. The screencan then be wrapped

distance to the start of the next line.

around after the correct number of

on from the current screen. This can

in low resolution, just before 320.

be demonstrated by consideringa

This technique is used in the second
example program to give a hardware
screen "wobble" by giving each line a

This can be combined with the verti

different offset.

actualfact, this will be the next stage

single full-screen picture continu
ously scrolling vertically.
To get the picture to wrap around
we need to have two copies in mem
ory - one directly below the other. As
one picture scrolls off the screen, the
next picture scrolls on, until it is the

second copy which is being dis

pixels have been scrolled vertically -

cal method to give continuousdiago
nal scrolling, as in the example
program.

For something like a game, data is
usually assembledinto memory from
a map, but the screen still needs to
wrap around, and the techniques are
very similar. The main differences are

Debugging
Care must be taken when debugging
any code which changes the hscroll

or linewid registers, as most debug
gers will not restore these registers
when something goes wrong. This
usually renders the debugdisplay

the original resolution after execu

This article should have something
for everyone in terms of program
ming the STE'svideo shifter.

Next month's article will

stay on a graphical note by
looking at the blitter chip,
including how to program it

directly toget a blitter chip
sprite routine.

GOODMANS

New Age
Public Domain Library
30 Anderson Estate, Lower Road, Hockley, Essex, SS5 5NG
Telephone: 0702 232826

Why Buy From New Age PDL?
ft All disks are DOUBLE SIDED
ft More than 95% of disks are more
than 95% full!

ft Over 95% of orders are despatched

INTERNATIONAL
Public Domain & Shareware Guide
NEW
10 Disk Game
Intro Set 5

NEW
10 Disk Office
Intro Set 1

NEW
10 Disk Demo
Intro Set 6

Only

Only

Only

£14.95

£14.95

£14.95

ST Writer
Address Database

Jigsaw 1

ULM Demo

Froggy

Slaytronic 7

Bank Account

Bubble Trouble

Gremlins

Business Accounts

Zoox

Star Wars

Appointments
Zap Card Database

Jumpstar

Trans Party

Lazerball

Video Database

League Soccer

Raisons 2
Total Vision

Edhak Text Editor

Nova

SDLM 90

Typing Tutor

Euro Demo Dsk 1

Calendar Program

Stumped
Top Pops

Latest Titles

A.S.P. Approved

Fair Prices

Euro Demo Dsk 2

within 24 hours

ft Catalogue disk only 30p when ordered
with 2 or more disks!
•H* - High resolution monitor required

*C - Colour Television or monitor required

The 1st Shareware

ST Writer, ver 4.2,
enhanced, and now oper
ates in 6 resolutions

approvedstatus for our

Two disk demos

Vendor to gain

- 3 TT & 3 ST.

ST Catalogue from the

Superboot - version 7,

influential Association

now supports sampled

of Shareware
Professionals

sound etc.

Only £3.00 complete
Plus reductions on all

multi-disk programs and
disk sets

(Why pay £3 per disk?)

GAMES

GAME 1- Tetris, Golf, Spacewar, Gilgalad, Eliminator, Anduril, Runners Revenge, Bubble *H*
GAME3 - Caesar, Laser Chess, Milestone, Poker,Tennis, Firestorm, Explode, Roger Rabbit *C*
GAME 4 - AyatollahInvaders, Atoms, Robotz, Blaster,Domain, MyLife,Addiction'C
GAME15 - Ball Blazer, Breakanoid, Concentration, Extensor, Lost Treasure *C*
GAME 16- Monopoly, Ship Combat,MAD, England Team Manager, Motorcycle, Pulse Rider*C*
GAME 34 - All Resolutions Adventure Games - Pork I, Pork II, Enchanted Realm

Now Incorporating
The Official STOS Shareware Service

Discovery Pack Owners -Send to the new address for your STOS Extras Disk

EDUCATIONAL - ALL COLOUR ONLY

EDUC 1 - Maiken Aiken, Rebus Writer,Kid Music,Kid Notes, Kid Piano, Kid Puzzle, KidGraph
EDUC 2 - NumberGo, KidGrid2, Kid Mixup, Kid Publisher,KidSketch, KidStory, ColourAid
EUC 3 - Chemistry Pairs,Colouring Book, Number Maze, GeographyQuiz, Braille, Chemistry

ONLY

£1.50
per disk

Exclusive

Exclusive

Exclusive

CIRCUITRY 1 & 2
Excellent 48 room
Platform Game

DRAGONS TOWER
16 Level Machine Code
Platform Game

PACBOT
Variation on the old
favourite - 60 levels

Only

Only

Only

£3.95

£2.95

£3.95

Specials

Goldmaster
Branded Disks

STOS PAINT 2 by

10 DS/DD- £7.95
20 DS/DD-£13.95
50 DS/DD - £32.50

£3.95

From Goodmans, a

translated version of
SAGROTAN, the ulti
mate Shareware Virus

ART-ALL COLOUR ONLY

ART 4 - Fractal Planet Generator, Genlock, Neochrome Master, Pearle Raytrace, TV Titles

Killer, that recognises

ART 9 - Gigabytes Spectrum Show - Loads of pix in 512colours - mostly wild animals

over 470 bootsectors,

ART 14 - Back To The Future by Kornflake

15 Viruses, mini-boot
programs etc.

ART 15 - Erotica Volume One - A Seductive Slideshow!

ART 20 - The Hen - Great Animation by Kornflake- Enhanced on the STE
SOUNDTRACKER MUSIC MODULES - ALL COLOUR ONLY - ALL COME WITH PLAYER

TRAC 2 - Acid Batman, Creation2,Crockett, Tied Up, Enola, Last Ninja2, Oxygene2, Last Sun
TRAC 8 - Aces-Hi, Atmos2, Brill,JMJ China, Rag, Vertical Madness
TRAC 19 - 2010, B-Amiga1, Devils, Equal, Eye Tiger, Fastwork
TRAC 42 - Ausifoot, Break Of Day, Doc-1,Grilled,KCcollier, Moogrif, Tim Demo - with STE Player

Easy Text Plus
The price may be low,
but this superb DTP
package is high on
features.

DISK MAGAZINES

STEN5 - Good varied magazine with very interesting articles,and lots of software "C*
DIGEST 4 - Issues 213to 265of Atari Digest. Lots of Atari Info from Bulletin Boards*C*
DMAG 3 - The Carebears DiskMag - Excedllent mag with articles, demos, programs etc ... *C*
DMAG 4 - Nutworks Issues 1 - 20, Hilariously funny magazinewith lots of jokes etc ... ANY RES
DMAG 10- lncoders disk mag Vol 2 No5 - Wellpresented mag from Sweden ... ANYRES

Also • Languages, Utilities, WP, Music, Demos, and more

Amazing Value!
Why buy 3 disks from another, more expensive
library, when you could probably get as much
software on JUST ONE OF OURS!

£19.95

STOS

Ralph Effemey
Only

Plus many more STOS
source code disks, some
available ONLY from

Mitsubishi Bulk

Goodmans

10DS/DD- £5.95
20 DS/DD - £10.95

Introducing Atari

50 DS/DD - £25.00

Book and disk set, an
ideal introduction to m/c

ST Machine Code

programming.
Prices INCLUDE

VAT & UK Carriage

£19.95

Modem Owners- Order via the Bath BBS FAXserviceon (0225) 840060

Discover why we were voted Public Domain & Shareware
Service of the Year. Send £1.95 for the Autumn/Winter edi
tion of The International PD & Shareware Catalogue, with
Shareware reviews, articles etc., or send £2.50 for catalogue
AND disk catalogue database.

Goodman Enterprises (Dept STU)
16 Conrad Close, Meir Hay Estate,

We have a very friendly, easy to use disk
catalogue listing hundreds of disks in an
easy to read way. Just send us a blank
disk and stamped SAE, or a £1 coin

Longton, Stoke-on-Trent, ST3 1SW. fe
Tel: (0782) 335650 Fax: (0782) 316132
Shareware is supplied as 'Trybefore you buy',and you should register direct
with the author if you continue to use it.

RUNTIME RUNTIME RUNTIME RUNTIME RUNTIME RUNTIME Rl
Last month I showed you how
to format disksexactlyas you
wanted them, so by now you

should be getting veryused to using
the TRAP command. Thiscan be par
ticularly useful when overcoming
problems which otherwise maybe
cumbersome, if not impossible, using
the STOS commands. The BLOAD

command is a prime example of this.
BLOAD in STOS simply loads a file
in binary format into memorystart
ing at an address specified. However,
it does not take into account the

length of the file being loaded.
Asan example, say you have a file

on disk called"file.dat"Nowsuppose
that file is 100K long, and you've
only got a 50K memory bank to play
with. If you use BLOAD you'll spill
data out of the end of the memory
bank, and under some circumstances,
can actually crash your ST!

To get around this you open your
file and then read in the required
number of bytes beforeclosingthe
file again. You can do all of this using
three TRAP calls.

simply issue the following:
TRAP 1,.« $3E,.w handle

That's all there is to it. Simplicity
itself.

Hopefully you'll now havea good
idea of how to use the TRAP com

mand. I'd be interested in hearing
how you'veusedit in your programs.

Small is Beautiful
Moving swiftly along let's start our
look at STOS graphics. This month

I'm going to concentrate on a very
powerful command that is only par
tially described in the STOS manual.
This is the PACK command.
The manual states that this com

mand is used to compact a screen,
which it is, but it can also be used to
compact a portion of a screen. As it

stands the manual does not give the
complete syntax for the command,
which should be:
length =

PACK! screen,bank[,node,flag,y_div,x1

will be erased once it has been com

pacted. As this is not always a good
thing it is best to leave this bit alone.

Bit 1 controls the palette used by
the compacted picture. If this bit is
set the palette saved will be that used
by the picture.
If it isn't set the palette will be
changed to the standard STOS
palette. Therefore it's normally best
to set this bit, so the parameter flag
should be set to two.

y_div: this is a variable that is

used to compact the y axis of the
screen, and should be exactly divisi
ble into the y dimension of the
screen, or the part of the screen that
you are compacting.

xl & yl: these set the top left-hand
corner of the screen area to be com

pacted. Note that xl must be divisible

by 16 otherwise it will be rounded to
the nearest multiple of 16.
x_wt: this gives the number of 16
pixels wide blocks that are to be
compacted in the x axis. For ex
ample, if you

,y1/X_wt,y_ht])

wanted to com

To open your file you would use:
trap 1,.w $30,,I filename address,.n
flag

pact a portion

Straight away you can see just how
much more complex the

of the screen

that is 160

command is when

pixels
wide you

compared to
The address of the filename is deter

mined quite simply by setting a

what is

would

string variable to the filename, and

set this

then using VARPTR to find out the

parameter

address at which this filename is

to 10.

y_ht: a variable used within

stored. The flag is used to

the compaction routine to deter

determine the actions

possible on the

mine the most effective com

paction in the y axis. It is calculated

file. Set it to

zero if you

in the manual

only want

which simply
gives the syntax

to read

from the file,
one if you want
to write to the

length = PACK(screen,bank)

file, or two if you
want to be able to

both read and write

The major differenceis that, using
the extra parameters, we can now

as the number of pixelsthat make up
the full screen height in the particu
lar screen resolution you are com
pacting, divided by the value used as
the parameter y_div.

This might all seem very confus
ing, but it isn't really. Mind you it
took me some time to work out just
what all the various parameters

compact any portion of the screen we

meant, and what they did! On this

month's CoverDiskyou'll find a pro

find the file handle in dreg(O). Taking

desire, and can, by running through a
series of alternatives for the parame

our example let us now read in 50K

ters, obtain the most efficient com

the file.

Having opened the file you will

improvement over using the com

You'll also find a subroutine that you
can combine into your own programs
to load a screen, compact it, and then

mand as shown in the manual. That's

save it out.

not something to be sniffed at.
The extra parameters, which are
optional hence their insertion
between square brackets, have the
following meanings:

Byplaying around with these two
programs you should very quickly get
to grips with the complete version of

of the 100Kfile. To do this simply

paction of the screen, sometimes

use:

resulting in as much as a 40 per cent

TRAP 1,.w $3F,.w handle,.! length,.I
buffer

This is the Gdos function to read

from the file, and is function number

$3F. The parameter handle is that
which was returned in dreg(O) by the
previous command. Length deter
mines the number of bytes to be read,
whilst buffer is the address of the

gram that uses this command which
should make things a lot clearer.

Mode: this must be set to the
screen resolution of the screen to be

compacted.

the PACK command.

I'll leaveyou this month working
out just how you can use the PACK
command to the best advantage.
Next month we'll take a look at some

start of the memory bank we are
reading into.
Finally, having read just what we

flags in bits 0 and 1 that control the
action of the PACK function. If bit 0

ual by makinga start on an art pack

want, we close the file. To do this

is set the picture being compacted

age that will come as a series of

Flags: this parameter holds two

of the other graphics commands that
aren't too well explained in the man

TM

NEW FROM QED

THE JOYPLEX AUTOMATIC
MOUSE/JOYSTICK SWITCH

Due to massive bulk buying and low cost
overheads wecan offer you THE BEST DISKS

The Joyplex Automatic Switch expands your mouse port

AVAILABLE AT THE MOST COMPETITIVE PRICES

to give you the ability to connect both mouse and

|| DSDD

joystick at the same time.

AJ..INCVAT +

DISKS XX v\ LABELS

No more frustrating cable swapping!

FROM V l|i Qty's of 100+

TheJoyplex is simple to use and install, a single button
press to switch between mouse and joystick.

Qty's below 100 @33p each; 250+ @30p each; 500+ @29p each
ALL DISKS CERTIFIED 100% ERROR FREE

Order now by sending a
Cheque/PO to:

SONY
3.5" 38p' ii-El
DSDD BULK

QED, 16 Thornhill Rd, Sparkhill, Birmingham, B1 1 3LL
ASTROLOGY

100 Capacity Disc Box. ..4.25

TEACH YOURSELF with our STARTER PACK

A simple program to calculate a horoscope,
an introductory booklet & 2 self-teaching programs
(how to interpret the horoscope).

Only £12.50 - No previous knowledge required

50 Capacity Disk Box

3.50
2.25

Mouse Pockets

,.1.75

Mouse Mat

Printer Stand

,.4.25

Amiga/Atari Dust Cover,.2.95

PossoBox

.15.95

3.575.25" Cleaning Kit...1.95

Amiga 512K RAM Expansion with clock....
Amiga/Atari External Drive (Zydec)

Payment by Access/Visa, Cheque, etc.
Or send for free catalogue of our wide range of programs for
PROFESSIONAL ASTROLOGERS (sae 33p - about 9"x7").

Progression, transits, harmonics, midpoints, etc.

ITHIS MONTHS 200 3.5" DSDD DISKS

Superb graphics. 5000 year ephemehs, etc (from £25).

ISPECIAL OFFER +2 x 100 CAP BOXES

Also TAROT, GRAPHOLOGY, NUMEROLOGY, etc.

Please add £3.35 p&p/next day £8.50. Cheques/POs to
ITELESALES HOTLINE

ASTROCALC
(Dept STU) 67 Peascroft Road, Hemel Hempstead

PLC COMPUTER SUPPLIES (Dept STU)

11 Meakin Avenue, Clayton,
Newcastle, Staffs ST5 4EY.

Herts HP3 8ER England. Tel/Fax: 0442 251809

TEL

]

061 773 3897

LYNX SYSTEM £76
Games from
£19.50

66.95

0782 212970

FAX
061 773 0140

BANKHOUSE COMPUTERS

7HN.
Warwick St, Prestwich, Manchester, M25 7HN

J

j

Atari 520ST-FM Discovery Pack

£242

Atari 520ST-E Turbo Pack

£305

Atari 1040ST-E Family Pack:- Business Computing, Play &
Learn, Junior School, GCSE Revision
£351

PC STARTER SYSTEM

Tenstar Games Pack (10 Titles)

£37.50 )

Hyundai PC with Hard
Disk, Monitor, Wide
Column 9 Pin Dot

Atari Mega ST Computer

STl-£423 ST2-£581 ST4-£74<

All Mega ST's come with FREE Pro 24 Music Pack

Matrix Printer and 12

Steinberg Pro 24 III Midi Music Packs

Months on-site

From £425

Maintenance

These music packs offer the ability to write and compose

£645

music to a very high standard.

*

•

Also available:-

PRINTERS
MT81
Panasonic 1081

£118
£139

Disk Drives, Hard
Disks, Monitors and

Panasonic 1124

£226

a selection of

Panasonic 4420 (Laser) £851
Atari Laser

£938

The above are just a sample
of stock items.

Games from £7.50

f Atari TT Compute'r, 32MHz,
2Mb Ram, 40Mb HD .£1500
4Mb Ram, 40Mb HD .£1794

8Mb Ram, 40Mb HD .£1999

Multi Sync

J

Terms & Conditions

All prices exclude VAT.
All goods UK sourced and with
manufacturers warranty. Cash,

Cheque, Credit Cards with order.
Goods not offered on trial basis.

Colour

Minimum order value of £10.00.

...£376

Prices Subject to Change

E & OE

J

SPECIAL OFFER

10 Bulk DSDD Disks for £2.99 if

purchased with 20 PD Disks
809 AIM 3.21, An image processing package, plenty of

WHY BUY FROM US?

docs. * DX *

810 AIM v3.21 disk 2. This has colour images k

1) FIVEYEARS EXPERIENCE IN ST P.D.

macros.*DX*

2) FAST AND EFFICIENT ORDER PROCESSING
3) ALL DISKS ROUTINELY CHECKED FOR VIRUSES

812 AIM v3.2I disk 3. Three macro demos, PCB analysis,
shading correction &Abingdon Cross Benchmark.* DX

4) HUNDREDS OFDISKS TO CHOOSEFROM

540 PUBLIC PAINTER An excellent artpackage. German

5) ALL DISKS ARE SCANNED FOR ERRORS AFTER COPYING

820 SNOOPY, 25 cartoons with displayer *C*

6) ONLY TOPQUALITY DISKS USED
7) PRICE - AS FAR AS WE KNOW WE'VE ALWAYS BEEN LOWEST!
WHY NOT?

but not hard to master. * M *

571 GRAPHS disk. Full ofutilities for'printing graphs. TOP
CHART.

336 STFONTEDITORS. GEM fontsare used. Includesa
font loader that worksas a Desk.ACC. Alsoa mouse
designer.

577 PALART. Excellent artprogram with full docs ondisk.
Excellent features. *C*

1) YOU DON'T LIKE ANY OF THE ABOVE

2) YOU DOLIKE SPENDING MORE MONEY THAN YOU NEED TO!

556 VAN GOUGH( Dutch)& STUDI02( Imeg ram), 2
colour artpackages.
401 LOWCOSTCAD 6.20.PD demo version.

442 ST CAD v2.1, a medium or High res CAD package.

747 TURTLE, A HARD diskbackup utility. PROTECT,

Characters between aslerix's showspecialrequirements:
"M" = Mono Res

"C" = Colour Res

writeprotect Harddisk drives. HDUTIL. DSBMARK

"D"=Double SidedDisk

"X" =1Meg Ram

test hard disk speeds.

728 HEADSTART VI.1, excellent program that allows you

UTILITIES

to autoboot programs, inc. GEM from an Auto

302 DAs inc. dock,calculator withHex/Dec convn, free
Ram checker, 2games. Watch DA.

folder. +

729 RECOVER,copy specified sectors ona disktoa named

328 Formatter, calendar, clock, dirprinter, Disk Manager format, copy file, disk free k rename folder options. +

file on another disk. BOOTIINFO putany text on

screen at boot up.FSCK vl.l File System Checker &

printer utility.

Repairer.

303 Reverse mono display. Fast copier. German Copier II
sectors and83tracks. Hex dump prog. Deg-Neo,

730 GEMINI Desktop replacement. Al! English version ofa
replacement Desktop simular toNEODesk.

Koala-Deg k Neo-Deg. File compressor utils. Tiny

384 On this disk isa prog called LABEL EXPERT good

Basic language 68K.
337 Hard Disk Drive Utilities. Bootfrom drive C, Dir
checking, back up utilities, Auto folders, k overcome

label maker. Preset formats for floppy disks, video, &
cassettetapes.

857 D1SKMECFI powerful diskanalvser/archiver/ editor

the 40 folder limit.

with full docs.

881 100% IBM compatible formatter - 3.5"&5.25" for

884 AMC GDOS, Atari's replacement for GDOS, used the

DOS/TOS. Manual pager, a way for Unix techies to

same. ARC SHELL vl.98. DISK TOOLBOXv2.03.

produce documentation. iMEGA formatter. + lots

HYPERFORMAT v2.56

584 MOUSE TRICKS, a .ACC that gives theuser extensive
controlover mousemovement k menu.QuickST

more.

379 GL'LAM CLI Command Line interpreter, 60
commands. Comprehensive instructions.

Speeds screen output.

383 DR FLOPPY, disk sector editor, SCODE makes ASCII

843 AUTOGEM autoboots anv Gem program when

for easy data transfer. FORMAT plus. SORT, string

booting. XFORMAT2 extended formatter k VC
Spreadsheet.

sorting.* more

745 STAR LC-10 PRINTER configuration utilities for 1st

883 MX-2 v2.3 a multi-tasking & user environment,

WORD & 1st WORD PLUS. +

allowing upto7concurrent tasks such ascompiling,

746 SUPER VKILLER is a utility thatdetects 5 different
viruses, 7anti-viruses k 133 other types ofboot sector.

printing, etc.*D*

842 DEC edit clone, Diskengineer v3.0I Doalmost
anything toa diskviaGEM

+

751 SUPERBOOT V6.0 THE latest version ofthis utility for

GRAPHIC, FONT AND ART/DRAWING DISKS

utilities.

323 Digitised pictures. 5 from Raiders of theLost Arck 12

438 REAL TIME MULTI-TASKING OPERATING SYSTEM,

from Ghostbusters,

a complete multitasking environment for the

375 FONTEDIT v3.0, Editor k loaders for Ram k

experienced user.*D*

downloaded fonts. Inc.are a numberoffonts, fontdata

439 GEMDOSUSERS GUIDE, a disk full of information

disassembler +

397 DOODLE, This disk has theoriginal Mono k Colour

about GEMDOS. Excellent value

572 GEM PLUS. This isa great variant of Neodesk. Alter
desktop icons, design your own, anddothesame with

versions. NEOCHROME v0.6.

578 ST GRAPH. Acomprehensive graph, handles Bar,

progs.

Horizontal/Stacked Bar,Line& Dot Charts.

381 dbMAN tutorial. Visicalc style spreadsheet. Disk
formatter. Multi-purpose file print util. Mramdisk.acc.

376 FONTS2, Screen k desktop fonts. Columbia, Devoll,
Hudson,Saturn,Spokane,. Thames k Universal

+

Roman.

882 CHK 2.3 - Disk checker. Desktop Manager v2.I. IBM

876 DELUXE FONTMASTER v2.0 Print a large choice of
original fonts on an Epson/IBM/NEC compatible

MODIFIER alters DS Atari disks so that an IBM can

printer. *MD*

read them.t

885 PROMOUSE self-adjusting mouse accelerator.

388 A Pics disk includes Mona Lisa, Moon, ST keyboard,

RATTRAP locks out menus. TURBODOS. MAXIDISK

392 A version of Neochrome &Neofun. A greatart
package.
803 Amiga k Macpaint picfiles plusPICSWITCH which
can read Neo, Degas, etc.

Degas &Gemfont.

385 68000 assembler, anAddress/Mailing list, anAutodial
Utility Label printer +more.
824 PICSWITCH 7 change resolution. Hi-Res k Coiour
emus. BBOOT boot Bdrive. SWITCHER - 2 progs in

808 FRACKTAL is a fractal drawing program from
Germany Fractal landscape prog.
850 FONTKIT 3.31 An excellent font program. *D*

880 COLOURBURST 3000 v0.2, This program allows you

memory. FSEL 5.5.

517 STE BOOTUP, boot uputility for STE's, gostraight into
scrolling message.

836 BICLOCK to set time/date. Coder Setprinter from
desktop. MONOEMU v5.0.

to add different colours to pictures from other
packages. *CX*
888 ANI-ST, animation system. You drawtheinitial k final
shapes k theSTdrawstheonesinbetween. Full docs,

396 MASTERPAINT, Agreat drawing package with some
excellent features k it works in Mon k Col. LITTLE

324 ADDRESS LOG,On this disk there's a limited address

book &label printer, a disk catalogger that autodisk

k manipulating pics upto3times normal size. *M*

FULL BUDGIE RANGE STOCKED -

PRODUCTIVITY DISKS (PRO)£3.95

BU02 FOOTBALL 88sim

BU05PRODARTS sim

BU08SPECULATORsim

BU11 MAELSTROM arc

BU14 GOLDRUSH plat

BU18 PARABELLUM plat
BU26 CARRIER ATTACK battleships

BU21 IMPULSE arc
BU31 INFERNO boulderdasli

BU17 MAKE ABREAK quiz
BU23 SPACE BLOB plat

BU34 SAFE ASHOUSES board
BU41 EXODUS arc

BU38BUDGIES CROSSWORDS

BU44 EXTERMINATE arc

BU51SPACE DUEL arc

BU58 BERT THE SQUIRT plat, excellent 1

BU54AUTORAMA racing

BU61 DIZZYLIZZY II
BU65DOUGLAS 2
PROl ELECTRONIC BANK STATEMENT V1.3 »D»

BU68BLACKSCAR MOUNTAIN

PR05 THE SPRITESPORTFOLIOV1.1 'V

PROWCLASSROOM MATHS
PR012 ASTROLOGY
PR017 SPLASH - ARTPACKAGEFOR 3-10YEAROLDS

Bold, Chancery + others *D*
MUSIC

875 COMPOSER, music creation, uses ST's soundchip or
midi interface, with drum kit etc. There isalso aplayer
program.

370 Digidrumdemo fromMicrodeal
570 CZ SOUNDS, xfer data from CZ101 to ST midi.

MASTER, demo sampled music sound.
371 Digitised music Secret Separation *DX*

550 Digital sound demo, Degas k Neo graphics. Quartet
demo, 4channel sequencer.*C*
373 Digitised Wind Him Up bySAGA. *DX*

870 SINGING CALIFORN1AN RAISONS 4 piece group of
singingraisons
720 - MUSIC WRITER, create music on screen, Also Sound
ChipController.
721A-B
SOUNDTRACKER
PLAYER
&
MODULES. ZOWEE, TIMDEMO, AUSIFOOT,
GRILLED MUSIC1, more *2 Disks!!

536 CASIO CZ SOUNDS k EDITOR, 2 Casio CZ series

synthesizer editors/librarian programs.
HIGH-TECH TRIVIA vl.2 +

535 ACCOMPANIST 2.3, midi sequencer program. 16voice
96bpm resolution. Loads offeatures.* C*

760 KYLIE M1NOGUE, digitised sound demo with a slide
show ofKylie.*D*
753 XBIOS Music Construction Kit, a powerful song editor.

754 PERCUSSAMAN isa 4track, 16 instrument, digitally
synthesised sequencer.

750 SOUNDTRACKER PLAYER k MODULES. DDREAD1, D-DREAD2, PAT-MIX, RVB DEMO,
SPREAD.

767 MICHAEL JACKSON - BAD, digitised sampled sound
&greatgraphics.

466 GHETTOBLASTER, a simple but enjoyable demo
designer. LOW RES.

477 MFP, music design package from Yugoslavia.
Comprehensive package inEnglish *DX*

PR03 SPRITEMASTER
PR07 MUZEXXMAKERTT
PROIS FUN TIME -3-7 YEARS

debugger forSOZOBONC.*D*
475 MKRSCGEM resourceconstructionutil.

476 MODPAS, Pascal Compiler, docs. *D*
COMMUNICATIONS DISKS

364 PACK-ET-TERM v3.3A, a great radio package. YARP
splitscreen RTTY terminal.

316 XMODEM, MODEM 7,a multiple file transfer utility,
transfer a whole disk inone go. Plenty ofdocs.
366 UNITERM v2.0a, docs inc. Superb comms package.
Tektogem transformer prog
752 VANTERM 3.71 k 3.8is justabout the best PD
Communications package around
463 LOFT COMMS DISK. Ideal for thebeginner, some
conns progs andvery large helpfile.
APPLICATIONS - SPREADSHEETS, DATABASES ETC

826 DATABASE I,GEM driven database. Easy touse &
learn. Online help screens.
827 ST SHEET. This is a very good quality spreadsheet.
Can be used as a DeskAccessory. *C*.
830 HOME ACCOUNTS vl.O Pullin. 43 different

statements in memory. 100 entries per statement *C*
NOT STE.

873 B/STAT v 2.01 This is a sophisticated graphing k
statistical analysis program *D*.

874 OPUS v2.2. This program isa GEM based spreadsheet
k charting program *DX*.

543 WG DATA, database, custom screen layout fordata
input. Comprehensive docs.

537 DOUBLE SENTRY, Accounting prog. Afully working
accounts package that covers allaspects except VAT.

755 PERSONAL DTB isa database for storing vour names
&addresses k creating labels orpersonalise mail shots.
541 INVENTORY PRO v2.0 isa fully featured stock control
system. Very powerful.
432 TCOSdatabase that allows data to be structured in a
treearrangement.

433 ZAPCARD, easy to usecard type database. Allows

upto 1024 card's. BANKER Simular to Lotus 123.

Comprehensive docs.

WORDPROCESSING & DESKTOPPUBLISHING
727ATEX, 6 DISK PACK, Includes TEX the document

processor & typesetting system. Comes withit's own

programming language, handles graphics k equations

with ease. Comes with 114 fonts in 28 styles.
Fulldocumentation ***** 6 DISKS!!! ***** *DM*
310 On this disk there are three versions of Includes

template k quick reference files.

835 1ST WORD Word processor. Fully GEM based
professional word processor.
831 (SS)841(DS) EASY TEXT vl.2- Fully working DTP
demo program. Fully Gem orientated using the
WYSIWYG presentation. 21 page manual on disk. The

only difference between this and the fully working
version is thatthiswill only print 1/4 ofa page at a
time.

363 STWRITER ELITE,v3 the latestreleaseof STWRITER. It's

asuperb PD Wordprocessor with text files, docs, etc.

877 ST FOLDING EDITOR v0.9A Shareware 'folding' text
editor which allows sections, sub-sections k
paragraphs to bemadeinvisible so the structureof the
document can be clear.
GAMES

343 SHERLOCK, Acluedo game Sherlock. El Bozo Citv,

Sci-Fi text adventure. Around The World In80 Days,

collect 17 souvenirs in order to succeed.*M *
340 ARKANOID CONSTRUCTION Kit.'DX*

544 AYATOLLA, Your border is under attack from
PROGRAMMING/LANGUAGE DISKS
574 6800ASSEMBLER. Assembler.This disk is full of the
assembler and it's associated files.

702 STOS SOUND FX CREATOR, Createsound effects for

STOS games intheformat ofSTOS banks.

325 XLISP v3.7, Experimental object orientated language.
Includes masses of docs.

360 APascal disk with a large selection ofprograms and
their source codes.

828 STOS RUN, isa utility that enables you torun STOS
programs withoutSTOS.
312, 313 k 314, C LANGUAGE DISKS 1, 2 & 3 of

Elementary C,a setof3 disks ofprogram toillustrate
tothe beginner the use of'C. Each prog includes C
361 A68000 Assembler, selection ofprogs inFORTH-83, ST
Logo, STBasic &OSS Pascal.
305 CPM EMULATOR, CPM-8 version 2.0, runs at 2
megahertz.
306 CPMUTILITIES, to utilise disk 305.

sim -simulation plat -platform arc -arcade

BU33 CRYSTAL CAVERNS cavesadv
BU36 DOGFIGHT arc
BUBTHEVILLAGE adv

Babyleth, Barnum, Carolina, Casual, Celtic, Chancery

source code.

PAINTER

394 P1CWORKS, This isa utility for enlarging, reformatting

directories etc.

GAMES (BU)£2.95

features (2D)Add-ons available. *XD*

471 FONTS, Calamus PD fonts from USA. Advert,

Planet, Yoohoo, Satum.+

reset proofRamdisk.
333 Printer drivers for use in progs suchas 1ST Word,

886 DIY DEMO, Make demos, features titlescreen &

normal options. *M*

464 NEOCHROME MASTER, This isa recent upgrade of
Neochrome. Inc. Extra cut k paste, etc. LOW RES only.
469 JILCAD, a good shareware CAD package. Lots of

871 CHANNEL SCOPE, an early versionof Midi Monitor.

controlling your ST. Plusa good selection of other

medium res.

Full docs. CALCPLOT, scientific calculator and

function plotter.

393 THE ARTIST, Agreat drawing package with all the

440 CTUTORIAL, superb disk manual that provides an
excellent intra toCprogramming.
474 GNU GDB, source level debugger. SZADB, M/C

308 GEM CLASSES, 1 to17 taken from Antic magazine.
Good tutorial.

334 CCOMPILER, boot uputility, ramdisk, and command
lineinterpreter.
813 PROGRAMMING EDITORS, 3 editors,CONTEXT v2,
PRO-ED and P-EDIT. Docs.

359 On this disk thereare a largenumber of Pascal
documents, programs k source codes.

839 Nigel Smith's ST 68000 Ref. guide v2.0 gives a popup

terrorists.

868 ROBOTZ, Very playable game with excellent graphics
&animation, there are 40 levels for you tocomplete.
847 FRUITMACHINE simulator.

352 Eamon isanAdventure game writing write your own
games. Comes with5games.

856 CHESSNUT, isa 3D chess game. SPOOKS isa great
PACMAN clone. BELLUM INTERNECINUM,
Gala xian clone.

531 COMPUTER PINBALL, as it sounds.DEVASTATOR, a

3Dgame, &a DARTS game.
576 TALESPIN. The wolfand the 7 kids.Thiswas intended

asafirst adventure for children aged 5-9.
518 Cribbage, Othello, Yahtzee.
519 WIZZARD'S LAIR complete text &graphic adventure.
780 UNDER BERKWOOD Amassive graphic adventure.

781 MAKE ABREAK, Agreat Trivia game leaning heavily
towards Snooker rules.

403 FLYOVER, abombing raid game, reasonably difficulty.
405 BOXING CHAMP, fight theworlds top 10champs.
409 ESCAPE FORM THE TOMB OF RA, collect jewels to

prolong your life, find the secret passsages, and ifyou

can,getoutalive.

410 MUTANT, Areactor inanuclear powered mine goes
outofcontrol. You must gettotheendcavem and
destroy it.

413 MARS' MAZE, good platform game. Work your way

upthrough the levels, get thefuel pod before your time

runs out.

guide toAssembly language.

419 CHESS, a very good implementation.

compiler, Maestro k Sprites 600.

421 COMPANY, businesssimulation.
422 MOTORBIKE, drive vour bikearound and
BLACKJACK.

887 SOZOBON C, Probably the best PD Ccompiler.
851 The STOS products demo, Covers the language,
759 SPRITE EDITOR. Create k save yourown sprites.
Excellent Sprite design program that has several fast &
flexible routines.

423 TARK, great text adventure. You are Tark, priestess of
theFirst Church, inherbattle against theDemon ofthe
Dark Desire. D&D type.

200 GULF TORNADO, awesome scrolling shoot 'em up. Blast those Tanks, Missile
Launchers &Migs. Not Public Domain, EXCLUSIVE TO US.
£2.50

467 BATTLE FOR THE THRONE, a role playing adv.
418 THE NAME GAME, based upontheSunpuzzle.

710 VIRUS SavetheCPUfroma virusout todestroyit.
402 JITTERBUGJhe ship contains rare alien li'feforms
which you have to catch.

CLIP ART

521 Various human figures, different cartoons, Titles +
522 Sports figures ofhigh quality, July 4th logos.
523 Children's whimsical k elaborate fonts k Christmas

card images.
524 Food images, Atari ST & Fuji logo etc. Disks,
Computers, Robots k other Sci-Ft.
525 Faces& Eyes, concentratingupon expressions,
Horses, Building plan symbols & somedifferent
526 Americantrademarks from the 1920's& 1930's. Some

vervatmospheric images.
527 Various borders,tints etc. Higharty k cartoons Picasso tosmall fluffy animals,

732 IMGSHOW, IMGVIEW show progs, fruit, over 20
arrows k Access symbol.

733 Occasional Clips, Various Characters etc,

destroy theenemybase.
408 CHANCE, Defeat theArchons. You haveto flythrough

414 STEEL, a good scrolling shoot 'emupwhere you can

348 PACMAN, TRIVIA QUIZ,YAHTZEE

449 LLAMATRON: Agreat Shareware game byGeoff

511 SCANNER a checkers game, SPACEWAR, 2 space
ships battle itout
515 SHIPWRECK, educational maths withgraphics.
514 A DUDLEY DILEMMA, ADV. game. You guide a
student at Harvard University.

450 REVENGE V2.01: Super intelligent document

707 CENTAURI, a Horizontal scrolling shoot'em up.
783 CHESS, MONOPOLY, BACKGAMMON

452 DERRICK THE DROID: Agreat mix of platform,

their defence system and destroy the mothership.

blasteverything insight.
326 Arcade games including Warzone, Daleks, Haunted

317 The games on thisdisk are Battleships, Checkers,

Maze(.ACC), Megaroids(Mono) Pool.
547 ADDICTION, a great version of the card game
patience, great graphics (not STE).
329 Checkers, The Original Adventure, Pool k a fun Chess
game. *M*
345 PUZZLE PUZZLE, jigsaw puzzle games from
Germany*M*

735 Herbs& Kitchen parts.

738 Humorous clips +individual letters A-Z.
736 MoreArrows,Artdeco, Breakfast, cups/glasses k
morekitchen parts.

737 Babies, Boys k girls.
739 More Girls,Scrolls &Occasional clips.
GAMES

764 YAHTZY, Anextremely popular game.
799 BOMB OUT BROTHERS, Compilationdisk No.l.

MAD MOLE, great version oftheBoulderdash, LASER
RACE, defeat enemy lasercarsin the arena.. ALIEN
BLOCKADE, based upon thearcade game QIX.
548 ENGLAND TEAM MANAGER. Football team

management. MILEGAME isacard game.
563 DARKNESS ISFOREVER, adventure fullgraphics in

863 SLEUTH, A CLUEDO style whodunnit. LOCATION
CRISSLEFRIDGE, You're Denby &you must dispose of
radiation canisters.

891 SUPERBREAKOUT, There areover40brick types all
withspecial features.*M*
554 NAPOLEON, conquer europe. *M*
761 EMPIRE BUILDER property development simulation.
LOST TREASURE, you have to recover the lost
treasure.

762 RUSH, rusharound moving bricks in ordertocreate a
way out forthe ball. Game where you head butt
attacking rats.
566 DIE ALIEN BLOB, a great shoot 'emup.

742 TREASURE SEARCH, find the hidden treasure.*D*

582 STUMPED play international cricket, Control ofteam
selection *D*

Mono or text only in Colour.

565 SKIDPAN, Amotor racing game.
529 STOCKMARKET, Wheeling k dealing. GALACTIC
WARRIORS, agood shoot 'em-up.
532 ADVENTURE SOLUTIONS 1 - Solutions to over 25

advs. Crowley Manor, Amazon, Zork 3A, 2B k

344 BALLER, arcade castle k cannons game. *M*
309 ADVENTURE WRITING SYSTEM
553 1STSERVETENNIS,tennis simulation
766 TUNNEL VISION, A greatmazegame

552 BERMUDA RACE 2, The challenge is to sail to
Bermuda.

3,Enchant, + others.

354 Diamond Miner isa multi-screen game with a built in
games editor. Snafu k acard game called Skat.* M*
855 EXPLODE isa fairly original game where you have to
outwit thecomputer. BALLZONE isanArcanoid clone
controlled by the mouse. JITTERBUG, You rescue
aliens from a 'dying'spaceship.
528 FLOYD THEDROID, an ultra fast shoot 'em-up.

Sampled sound isa real blast.
530 AIR WARRIOR, a Flight Simulator, with a choice of

warplanes, accurate details, fly 'solo'. Full

documentation.

705 HARRIS WENT SKIING, You havetogetHarris across
a busy road tobuySkis.

Thraxx

562 INVASION, adv set on a huge spaceship. Over 100
locations tobeexplored k puzzles tosolve. CRICKET,
text simulation.

580 LEAGUE SOCCER, Play the full league
programme week byweek. Full control over player
selection.

351 HACK 1,a Dungeons k Dragons text adventure with
graphic maps.
581 TOP OFTHE POP, Climb up theTop 50
350 MINEFIELD &MISSILE twoarcadegames*M*

507 SKULDUGGERY, Mono/Colour, Guide a cave mite

around cavernscollecting diamonds.100levels.
BLASTERdefender clone.

782 NAVAL BATTLE, Battleships'

programme.

417 HEDGEHOG, Frogger clone.
411 KEY TO ATLANTIS, Go around collecting various
treasures toprolong your life.
ST P.D NEW ADDITIONS

785 MOVIE CONSTRUCTOR: animate objectsk text to

create stunning effects. Examples inc. FACE
ANIMATOR: design a face then letvour ST animate it.
*M*

786 SIMPLE DRAW V3.4: Agreat artpackage thatworks in

medium k high Res. Degas compatible samples
included. (Docs foreign)

787 HYPERTEXT: Shareware prog suitable for the
production ofverv professional documents. Simular to
a DTP but more flexible, pics k texteasily mixed on
screen *MD*

443 ATARI TOS 1.4 FIXERS(STFMs with RainbowTOS):

POOLFIX.PRG &TOS14FIX.PRG for fixing O/s bugs.

CACHE.TTP for speeding updisk access. Full docs.
444 XCONTROL: ATARI'S latestTTcontrolpanelaccessory

for all STs. CPXs included; ColorSetup, Configure

CPX's, General Setup, Modem Setup, Printer Setup,
Sound Setup(STE only), Window Colours(TT only)
and Accelerator. Plenty of docs on disk.
445 ULTIMATEVIRUS KILLER V5.0: Detects 60 viruses.

This cut down version kills only1 virusper session
and some features are not fully functioning.
CALSHOW: is a superb calender prog with great
features and has loads of American historical data

already programmed. Comprehensive docs.
446 SNOW FLAKEFRACTAL GENERATOR: Generates

curvesbased on the Von Koch snowflake principal,

with docs. DIARY: A great diary andaddress book

utility, a must for keeping track ofevents and people,

GENERAL

.£18.50

589 STEVE'S COMPACTED DEMO DISK NO,3 -

Micromix,Stingray &Bal!it.*D*
569 SLATATAN1C CULT, Demo I k II *D*
358 GFABASIC 1, A run-time version of GFABasicis

included withplenty ofsamples.
549 POOLS predictor, that includes a data
462 AUTOROUTE DEMO, Demo versionis highly
useable, covers thesouthofEngland.
465 POOLWISE V3.5, Sophisticated pools predictor.
MED RES.

EDUCATIONAL

872 KIDGRAPH,

KIDMUSIC,

KIDPIANO

KIDPOTATO forchildren from 2-5years*C*
559 KIDPUBLISHER, Kidsong. Numeric go round,
Braille.

424 DOT2DOT, join the dots to make pics.
KIDCOLOUR, foryoung children. KIDSHAPE.
425 MIX'N MATCH, an excellent gamewhereyou
must pick twomatching cards,
426 THE BODY SHOP, a great prog ideal foranyage
group, locate bones andorgans.
427 SOLAR SYSTEM GEOGRAPHY, loads of data on

586 LIFE'SA BITCH,demo *D*

435 NEWGEN V4: very good Genealogy prog. Can
printfamily trees etc.
437 BUSINESS LETTERS, 100business style letters.

thesolar system.

428 GEOGRAPHY TUTOR, a great shareware package,
full of all sorts of info.

SPREADSHEET, visicalc clone.
587 STEVE'S COMPACTED DEMO DISKNO.l - Bat

429 ZOO MAKER, a gamewitha difference, youare
asked questions and the computer tries to guess

Demo, Micromix II,FujiBonk,*D*
889 Virus killer, a mono res' emulator, Art utilities,
OIDS demok a Space Invaders game.

704 WORLD MAP GAME Locate places around the

821 POV6, Space ace demo, Starwars Rap, Bouncing
ball + others. *DS*

807 SKY MAP, will display over 1500 of thebrightest
stars.

356 FAST BASIC 1, Aselection ofFB progs. There's an
address database, k others.
575 CONSTELLATIONS, an Astronomersdisk *M*.

701 PLANETARIUM, look at planet &getstatistics on
them.

357 FAST BASIC 2, A selection of Fast Basic progs.
FILECOST.ACC, use with Fastcomm, k more

802 THE PLANETS, A slide showaround the planets
with plenty ofpics, facts k figures.*D*
832 ST TOUR, Guided tourofyourST intutorial form.
833 YOUR SECOND ATARI MANUAL - A text fileof
the book. A must for all ST users.

593 TRANSYLVANIA DEMO byTLB *D*
594 SOUNDCONNEXIONSDEMO'D*

595 THE NEW YEAR DEMO, byTCB. *D*

the animal.
World.

825 Spelling made easy
341 BARNYARD pair animals from memory.
Smoothtalk demo. * C *

564CHUNNEL, A French to English k vice-versa
tutorial game, *C*
538 TYPING TUTOR (1).

744 PERFECT MATCH, Try and match cards 2 at a
time.Questions & answers.

539 TYPING TUTOR (2) A very good full
documentation.

557 SPELLING MADE EASY, The computer speaks the

word, you then type inthe correct spelling. Words

poker playing machine. Docs included, Shareware.

Shoot'em upk puzzle game. Select from 6levels to
play. Collect the red k blue tokens.F7;F7
453 CHORDEX: Simple buteffective musicians tool, learn

major k minor chord shapes, itcan connect toa Midi
keyboard &play chords automatically.
454 MEMFILE 2.0: Memory and disk editor with powerful
features, runsasa .ACC andyoucanactually examine

the program you are running inmemory. DLII: Check

disks, retrieve deleted files k edit data directly on a

floppy orhard disk. REORG: Companion prog for
DLII.Examinedata on a disc related to one file and

rewrite itforbetter disc management, docs.
455 NAMENETAn excellent database that runs in Med k

High res. Large amount ofdocs, and includes an01 to
071 /081 telephone number converter.
456 VANTERM COFIG: Preset configuration file for
Vanterm v3.8with mostof the best bulletinboards k E
mail services included. CODE FINDER: Decode

telephone coded by entering the dialing code and it

will give you the town. STARNET: isafully featured

Bulletin Board System with comprehensive docs.
457 HD SCAN 1.6: Comprehensive shareware hard drive
manager with full docs. ST TYPE: Nifty little program

that gives vou the TOS, GEM &AES version numbers
ofyour computer. DCMAX TRACK: Agreat little
utility totest how much data your disk drive can safely
cope with over k above the normal 9sectors 80 tracks.
DCDISK INFO: Shows howmuch spaceis lefton a
diskbvagraphi calrepresentation.
458 TETRIS:Classic 2Dtumbling blocks game that's highly
addic tive(MONO). PUZZLEMANIA: Multi level

mayhem, highly addictive puzzle game wher you have
to plan your way around themaze, turn on the
generator and trap the droids.(COL)
459 STINGRAY DEMO:"Anything canhappen in thenext
half hour!"

PD DISK CATALOG
ONLY 60P OR FREE
WITH ALL

ORDERS OVER £5

50 - £19.99

GAMES DISKS

DESKACCESSORIES & UTILITIES

301 Dir printer, various RAMdisks, Snapshot screen save in
Degas format, spooler k aDesk Ace. loader toenable
you toselect which DAs you want toload.
385 68000 assembler, anAddress/ Mailing list, Autodial
Utility - date/time input. Label printer.
824 PICSWiTCH 7changes allgraphic resolution. Hi-Res k
Colour emulators. BBOOT, bootfrom yourBdrive.
SWITCHER, switch between 2progs inmemory. FSEL

329 Checkers, The Original Adventure, Pool and afun
Chess game.*M*
545 UPSTART Anexcellent shooting thecherries game,

uses themouse. Sampled sound and great graphics.*S*
765 COMPANION isa shoot'em up mission inouterspace.
343 SHERLOCK, Acluedo type game. ElBozo City isa
Sci-Fi textadventure. Around TheWorld In80Days,
collect 17 souvenirs in order to succeed.* M *

544 AYATOLLA, Yourborderis under attackfrom

5.5.

307 Boot Double sided disks. Disk speed checker. Araster

sprite generator. Floppy disk indexing system for
catalogging vourdisks. Index prog.+ more.
854 DATABASE CONSTRUCTION SET isa verygoodPD
Database. SPELLER'S a spellchecker. DEFSEL

fileselector, comprehensive inst. F-COPY. DOS.ACC,
show files, format disks, chg prntr, setkeydick k chk
free memory. MON5T isa disassembler.
585 ANTIDOTE, Superb Virus killer for detecting &killing
allbootsector viruses, comes as a .ACC. CLIisa .ACC

Command Line Interface. Help forcommand list. BIT 7
STRIPPER removescontrol codes from Wordstarfiles.

RUN LENGTH ENCODER gets more intolimited
memories &savesmemory.
834 DOUBLE CLICK formatv3.03 9/10 sectors,80/82

terrorists andit'syour job tostop them.
546 SLIDER, a very good quality puzzle game with 3levels
ofplav.
513 FUZZBALL agreat platform game

512 ZOG agreat blasting game. SUPER SENSOR!, repeat
the pattern ofmusical notes with coloured buttons.
707 CENTAURI, Ahorizontal scrolling shoot'em up.One
ofthebest produced inSTOS todate.
708 STAR TREK -THE NEXT GENERATION, Agreat

strategy game, with some good digitised effects and
good graphics. Based upon Star trek. *DX* NOT STE
403 FLYOVER, abombing raid game. Fly over thesea and
bomb theenemy ships. The defensive fire isvery
intensive.

tracks, regular/fast format options. Formats Magic
disks, place MSDOS boot sector, loads offeatures.
MEGAMINUTE v2.I Harddrivebackup utility.
382 Aselection ofarchive utilities, including ARC,
EXSQUZ, SQUEEZE, STPACK, STSQ, UENCODE &

404 GLOB, you collect cherry cakes while avoiding
pursuers. Inst, foreign but very easy topick up.
415 BATTLE COMMAND, agood version oftheoriginal
Missile Command.

422 MOTORBIKE, drive yourbikearound the trackin this

good simulation. CHECKERS and BLACKJACK.

TAU a text file archiver.

703 STICKER III, Agreat program for creating disk labels.
844 D1SKMAN isa diskutility NEW WORD'S a wordpro.
Mike'sRamddisk, an Alaimclock k WPTOOLS,

EDUCATIONAL

859 REBUS WRITER, Design k printRebuses -a 'code' in

which pictures &symbols areused torepresent words.
It'svery easy for children tousek lots offun.

written for 1ST word.

included.

558 MATHS MADE EASY, Another great prog with
speech synthesis.

430 ME FIRST, a prog where thepics have tobeputin
the correct order.

431 COLOURING BOOK, Superb prog for young
users. Drawpicsk thencolour themin.

746 SUPER VKILLER isa utility thatdetects 5different

viruses, recognises 7anti-viruses k 133 other types of
bootsector. MUG FORMATTER, thisprogformats
disks inseveral different ways k also immunises them
frommostknownviruses. TLC SUITE offourprogs
forgetting more from your ST.

555 WELCOME TOCHEMISTRY V2, Excellent prog
introduces chemicals gases, atoms, radioactive
materials and more (NOT STE).

564 CHUNNEL, AFrench toEnglish k vice-versaa tutorial
game, with words k short phrases. *C*

NO GIMMICKS!! JUST HONEST PRICES

PRICING
1-5 disks £1.49 each

451 VIDEO POKER: A faithful rendition of a LasVegas

£20.00
25 - £10.99

567 DELERIOUSDEMOIL*D*
568 THE DEFINITIVE DEMO,by TLB*D*

up. 1/2k Imeg versions included. *D*

displaver, which makes file reading adream. Full docs.

with docs.

447 FLEXIDUMP PLUS: Working demo version, Okwith

EASY TEXT PLUS commercial version

10 - £4.99

Minter. Beware of the mutant Llamasin this shoot'em

HAPPYWORM: Guide the worm around the maze.

412 GRAND PRIX, good fast racing game
416 WHEEL OFFORTUNE, quiz basedupon the TV

INTRODUCING ATARI ST MACHINE CODE book with disk
(+ 2 free PD disks)

BULK DISKS - DS/DD 135 tpi fully certified

LnTLE GREEN SELECTOR: great file sel. replacement
with many features lacking in theAtari version. Full
docs. WPTOOLS: A.ACC thatgives extra facil ities to
1STWord and 1STWord Plus.

game.

OTHER ITEMS;

588 STEVE'S COMPACTED DEMO NO.2 - Megabang,
Robomix, k Magiceys. *D*

most print ers. Screen dumps pictures. Some features
disabled but still useable.

448 CYPHER: Encodes pics sothat they cannot beloaded
into normal art packages(& copied or modified)

349 SOLITAIRE with 3D graphics. MACPAN is a Pacman
clone. Galaxy &Sprengmeister are strategy games *M*
508 ATOMS isa mentally challenging game for 2-4 players.
KILLERCHESS. AMMOTRACK's a race&blas't'em

406 TRACKER, destroy theenemy tracker base.
407 OVERLANDER -'shoot 'em'up where you fly inand

House k Mousemess.

Christmas images.

347 SPACEWAR isa good arcade game. FIRESTORM, uses
themouse. AZARIAN shoot 'emup,beattheinvading

>-10 disks £1.25 each,

11 disks andover 90p EACH

Payment by Access/Visa/Mastercard/cheques/POs.
Prices inclusive of post, packing and VAT. International orders welcome +
10% of total,

Air Mail 50p per disk up to 10 disks then plus 20p per disk 11 &over.

Telephone your order NOW or any time, order line open 24 hours a day, seven days aweek to

03548 590
just quote the following; credit card Name, initials and address, and the numbers of the disks that you require.
or post to:

COMPUTER CONNECTIONS, DEPT STU, ASHLAW HOUSE EUXIMOOR DROVE,
CHRISTCHURCH, WISBECH, CAMBRIDGESHIRE. PE14 9LS

'THE ATARI ST DEMO SPECIALIST'
D.W. Stables, Unit 1, Johnson's Shopping Centre, 29/31 Bond Street,
Blackpool FY41BQ Tel. 0253 404550 Fax. 0253 406053
ONE OF BRITAIN'S BIGGEST AND BRIGHTEST ATARI ST DEMO LIBRARIES.
If you would like a collection offantastic graphics, animation and music disks at low cost then you
are reading the right ad! I haveone of the most comprehensive Atari STDemo Libraries in Britain!

SEND ONLY £1.00 FOR MY LATEST 'CATALOGUE DISK1 which gives full details ofmy great 'Persistence ofVision'
packed demos,Megademos, SuperSingles, Music Demos and Modules, Slideshows and Utilities!
(Free PDgame included).
Some of the latest 'POV disks:

POV 78
POV 79
POV 83
POV 84

NINJA TURTLES DEMO (1 Meg): 'SILVER AND GOLD': 3 SLAYTANIC CULT TUNES
POISON: BAT DANCE: DR. FEELGOOD (Not STE)
SCANNERS (1 Meg) 'Exploding Head): KRAFTWERK SAMPLE.
THUNDERBIRDS 'SPECIAL EDITION' (1 Meg- NotSTE): 'NEW SENSATION''

The ST Club
FONTKIT PLUS 3

Edit or create GEM fonts, Signum fonts, screen fonts and downloadable

printer fonts. Incorporates a suite of drawing tools, plus block manipulation
tools, and will import Calamus, Degas and Macintosh fonts. The package
includes Fontswitch 3,which re-configures the keyboard andchanges screen
and printer fonts; plus Fontprint to give complete control over the printer
fonts used with Epsoncompatible printer. Price: £19.95.
UNIVERSAL ITEM SELECTOR m

Powerful replacement for the Atari Item Selector. Universal Item Selector III

OVERLANDERS' INTRO.

POV87 MONEY FOR NOTHING: MEGA BEATS 1: MEGA BEATS 2
POV 88 ANGEL EYES (1 MEG -Not STE): GEN4DEMO.
POV89 WIZARD (Great music!): BAD MEDICINE: 7UP FLOTSAM

incorporates a hostof utility functions: format disks, copy, move and rename
files and folders, create folders, find files, set file paths, etc. "You'll wonder
how you ever lived without it," ST Format, December 1990. Price: £19.95.

POV 91 WEEKEND DEMO (1 Meg): VISUALISERS: PESH DEMO: TEAPARTY DEMO:

1-5 disks £2.50 each. 6-10 disks £2.25 each. Over10 disks £2.00 each
Please makecheques, postalorders payable to D.W. Stables. FAST SERVICE!
FOR THE VERY BEST IN ST DEMOS... COME TO THE SPECIALIST!!

PUBLIC DOMAIN & BUDGETWARE
IMPrint is a value-for-money, high quality, GEM, and NEO paint
package with the very rare feature of colour printing on 9 pin colour

THE CATALOGUE

Our collection of PD and Shareware disks runs to over 2.000 disks and we

guarantee same day dispatch on all orders. Our Free Catalogue - (46 pages
A4) details these disks and allof our products and services: PD disks, Books.
Budgie UK Licenseware andLaser Printing. We also publish: The Astronomy
Lab (£19.95), Key Master (£6.95), Oxford Chess (£9.95). Molgraph (£12.95).
Guides to Timeworks DTP (£9.95) and 1st Word (£6.95), Fontpac Plus GEM
and Signum fonts (from £6.95). Details of these will be found in our current

catalogue. Write or telephoneforyourcopy today.

printers. A comprehensive program for Only £15.95

The ST Club, 49 Stoney Street,

EASY TEXT PLUS is a good Desk Top Publisher with all the

Nottingham NG1 1LX (0602) 410241

features expected by the newcomer. Write your document with a

favourite wordprocessor and import it, or enter it directly into a
frame. Degas clip art can be imported and sized. Printouts from 9
pin mono printers are excellent. Only £20.
PUBLIC DOMAIN SERVICE Send a SAE (9" x 4"), or £1.22 for a
catalogue and disk DEMO. PD now available includes:

* DTP * Databases * Spreadsheets * Copiers * Emulators *
* Wordprocessors * Accessories * Clip Art * Demos * Games *

Q

ALPHA COMPUTING 3
32 Meadow Drive, Halifax, West Yorkshire, HX3 5JZ
Tel: 0422 366785 (9am-6pm)

Please send me:

Z\ Universal Item Selector III (£19.95)
3 Fontkit Plus 3 (£19.95)

"l
I
l

D Free copy ofthe 46-page ST Club catalogue
Name:
Address:

Postcode:

Tel:

Return to:The STClub, 49 Stoney Street, Nottingham NG11LX
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PROSPERO ANNOUNCES MAJOR BREAKTHROUGH

Prospero Fortran
for the
Atari TT
Following years of development, Prospero Software

complete development system costs just £199.75.

has launched its Fortran compiler, specifically
designed for the Atari TT. Prospero Fortran produces

Write or phone for more information.

highly optimized code that makes full use of the

Prospero Software

68030 and 68881 processors, to produce some
superb benchmarks. This professional compiler and

M

LANGUAGES FOR MICROCOMPUTER PROFESSIONALS

Prospero Software Ltd., 190 Castelnau, London SW13 9DH. Tel. 081 741 8531. Fax. 081 748 9344

Jews • Prospero News • Prospero News • Prospero News • Prospero News • Prospero News

AATARI ST
520ST-E DISCOVERY

XTRA

TENSTAR GAMES PACK

PACK

HARDWARE:
£329.99

512K 520ST-E + MOUSE

ENTERTAINMENT SOFTWARE:
£19.99
£29.95
£19.95

ANARCHY - Arcade Came
DRAGONS BREATH - Adventure ...

INDIANA JONES - Arcade Adv

SUPER CYCLE - Racing Game

£19.95

PRODUCTIVITY SOFTWARE:
FREE
FREE

CONTROL.ACC - Utility Software ....

EMULATOR.ACC - Utility Software „
FIRST BASIC - Programming

£49.99

NEOCHROME - Art Package

£29.99
£4.99

ST TOUR - Tutorial

JOYSTICK CONTROLLER:
ATARI CX40 JOYSTICK

PLUS! FREE FROM SILICA:
£219.78

TENSTAR GAMES PACK
PRODUCTIVITY PACK

£104.97
£834.54
-£505.54

TOTAL VALUE:
YOU SAVE:

PLUS! FftEC

1040ste FAMILY

CURRICULUM PACK
The Family Curriculum Pack
comes with a 1040ST-E com

1Mb 1040ST-E + MOUSE
£399.99
1. PLAY & LEARN
£76.59
2. JUNIOR SCHOOL
£58.54
3. GCSE REVISION
£55.54
4. BUSINESS COMPUTING ... £159.85
5. CREATIVE COMPUTING .... £134.97

puter and mouse plus 5 software
PLUSI FREE FROM
modules (3 titles in each), one for TENSTAR PACK
every age range. The combina PRODUCTIVITY PACK
tion of education, creative and
business software from Atari,

SILICA

£219.78
£104.97

SILICA:

£329

HOLIDAY

.ACCOMMODATION,

ATARI 520ST-FM
DISCOVERY PACK

TOTAL VALUE: £1210.23

YOU SAVE:

plusthe FREEentertainment and
productivity packs from Silica,
makes for a package the whole
family can enjoy!
PLUSI HtEE HOLIDAY ACCOM

£811.23

SILICA PRICE - INC VAT + FREE DELIVERY

INC VAT + FREE DELIVERY + FREE TENSTAR I PRODUCTIVITY PACKS

ATARI ST - MORE THAN JUST GREAT GAMES!
FROM SILICA ATA PI CT
WITH EVERY AIAKI ZP

(TOTAL FREE PACKAGE)
TENSTAR GAMES PACK - £219.78:

mmwmm*)
The TenStar Games

Pack is

THE software

compendium for Atari ST owners, featuring ten top
titles with a variety of different types of games for
you to enjoy. Each title is packaged in its own

Asterix - By Coktel Vision

£24.99

CheSS Player 2150 - By CP Software

£24.95
£19.95
£19.99
£19.99
£24.99
£24.99
£19.99
£19.99
£19.95

Drivin' Force - By Digital Magic
Live & Let Die - By Elite

Onslaught - By Hewson
Pipe Mania - By Empire Software

TENSTAR GAMES PACK

plastic case, with a colour sleeve and full

Rick Dangerous - By Firebird
Rock 'n' Roll - By RainbowArts
Skweek - By US Gold
Trivial Pursuit - By Domark
PRODUCTIVITY PACK - £104.97

instructions. The TenStar Games Pack is FREE!

when you buy your ST from Silica Systems.

@|fllJ_ £219.78

£59.99
£19.99

1st Word - Word Processor
16 NIGHTS HOLIDAY
HOTEL ACCOMMODATION

SILICA SYSTEMS ST
PRODUCTIVITY PACK

rtfEE!

EveryAtari STfromSilicacomes witha FREESilicaSTProductivity Pack,
worthover £100. This pack has been speciallyput together bySilicato help
you to get to grips with the productive side of
computing from day one. Each title has been tried
and tested bytens ofthousands ofAtariSTowners,
who have begun word processing with 1st Word
and programming with AtariST Basic.
1st WORD - from GST
SPELL IT! - for use with 1st WORD
ST BASIC - with tutorial

Every AtariST from Silica comes with a FREE 72 page, full colour

£24.99

TOTAL RRP: £324.75

people to stay up to 16 nights in one hotel (or
any number of hotels to a total of 16 nights)

- £24.99

Reduced rates in top London hotels and

PLUS! FREE HOLIDAY ACCOMMODATION

hotels in France are also featured.

1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX Tel: 081-309 1111

MAIL ORDER:

Order Lines Open: Mon-Sat 9.00am-6.00pm

SILICA SYSTEMS OFFER YOU

LONDON SHOP:
Opening Hours:

LONDON (SELFRIDGES):

• PRICE MATCH: We normally match competitors on a "Same product - Same price" basis.

SIDCUP SHOP:

•
•
•
•

ESTABLISHED 12 YEARS: Proven track record in professional computer sales.
BUSINESS + EDUCATION + GOVERNMENT: Volume discounts available for large orders.
SHOWROOMS: Demonstration and training facilities at our London & Sidcup branches.
THE FULL STOCK RANGE: All of yourAtari requirements from one supplier.
• FREE CATALOGUES: Will be mailed to you with offers and software/peripheral details.
• PAYMENT: By cash, cheque and all major credit cards.
Before youdecide whento buyyournewAtari STcomputer, wesuggest youthinkverycarefully about
WHERE you buy it.Considerwhatitwill be like a few monthsafter buying yourST, when you mayre

quire additional peripherals orsoftware, or help andadvice with your new purchase. And, will thecom
pany you buyfrom contact you with details of new products? At Silica Systems, weensure that you
will havenothing toworry about.Wehavebeen established forover12yearsand, with our unrivalled
experience and expertise, wecan now claim to meetourcustomers requirements with an understan
ding which issecond to none. But don't justtakeourword for it.Complete andreturn the coupon now
for our latest Free literature and begin to experience the "Silica Systems Service".

SILICA
SYSTEMS

Opening Hours:
Opening Hours:

r

i
i
_

No Late Nigh! Opening

52 Tottenham Court Road, London, W1P OBA

Mon-Sat 9.30am-6.00pm

• FREE OVERNIGHT COURIER DELIVERY: On all hardware orders shipped in the UK.
• TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPLINE: Team of Atari technical experts at your service.

081-309 1111

Programming Language

with accommodation FREE (you could take

up to six nights for four people, or other
options). Choose from the 250 hotels featured
in the catalogue. All you have to pay for are
your meals (prices are listed in the brochure).

MAIL ORDER HOTLINE

ST Basic

brochure with accommodation vouchers. These vouchers entitle 2

£59.99
£19.99

TOTAL RRP: £104.97

Spell It! - Spell Checker

Late Night: Thursdayuntil8pm

1st Floor, 369 Oxford Street, London, W1A 1AB

Mon-Sat 9.30am-6.O0pm

Late Night: Thursday until8pm

Fax No:

081-308 0608

Tel: 071-580 4000
Fax No: 071-323 4737

Tel: 071-629 1234
Ask for extension 3914

1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX Tel: 081-302 8811
Mon-Sat 9.00am-5.30pm

Lale Might: Friday until 7pm

Fax No: 081-3090017

Mews, Hatherley
Hatherley Rd,
Rd, Sidcup,
Sidcup, Kent
Kent DA14
DA14 4DX
4DX
To: Silica Systems, Dept ATSTR-1191-63,1-4IThe
TheMews,

.

^1

PLEASE SEND FREE ATARI COLOUR CATALOGUE
Mr/Mrs/Ms:

Initials:

Surname:

Address:

I

B

I Postcode:

Tel:

I Which computer(s), if any, do you own?
E&OE • Advertised prices and specifications may change - please return the coupon (or the latest inlormation.

.J

WIZARD P.D.
ST/AMIGA PD. LIBRARY. Open 6 days 9am-9pm
ST GAMES PACK. A10disk collection of54 PD games

178,Waverley Rd, Reading, Berks, RG3 2PZ

Now only £11.00
Nowonly £11.00
Now only £11.00

ST DEMO PACK. A10 disk collection of demos.
EMPIRE SOUNDTRACKER SET. 10 modules disks

STWRITER ELITE V3.8. Easy to usewordprocessor.
DB MASTER. Easy to usedatabase. Complete with spreadsheet
PACKERS DISK. 8 ofthe bestpacking programs.
CIRCUIT DESIGNER. Avery user friendly electronics program.
COPY DISK. About 1 dozen copy programs to back upyour disks.
FILOFACT. 5 programs making a complete electronic filofax.

DDST,

DUNGEONS

13 disks of commercial

ELBOZO CITY 3 more good adventures

PARANOIA, ENCHANTED REALM and
also on this disk.

Football Manager, Warzone,

DAST 05 ANI ST

Space Station, Seconds Out,

Great animation package formerly sold

Hotshot, Carting, Grand Prix,

at £80.00 now PD, VAN GOUGH Paint

Artificial Dreams, Las Vegas,

package with animated sprites. 4

Frost Bite, Mouse Trap, Pluto's

LANDSCAPE Generators including
GENESIS and a CAD Package.

Protector, Fire Blaster

or 5 games for £13.00

GFA BASIC EXAMPLES DISK
FISH N CHIPS MEGADEMO
LASALON DE LA MICRO DEMO
THE MYSTIC WELL GAMES
HACMAN/HERO GAMES
SQUIDGE/CONCENTRATION GAMES

DUTL 23 ZX81, BBC BASIC CPM
emulators plus other goodies like the

ZX81 comes with 35 listings to load

SOLO GAME

SPANISH TUTOR
GALA DEMO
CHAOS WARRIORS

WE ALSO STOCK ALL PERSISTENCE OFVISION DISKS

DAST Ol PLANETARIUM simply the
best PD Astronomy program. SKYMAP
another great Astronomy program plus

DMUS 03 The ACCOMPANIST SEQUENCER
From H. COSH. WADDINGTON, 32 TRACK

aSTronomer.

a synth. JUKEBOX and POP MINIS

EMPDL

DESKTOP MUSIC.

DWPR 06 ST WRITER V4.2 and
FIRSTWORD. The 2
best word

DARC 10 BLASTER, RMV JOUST,
ASTRO PANIC, MEGAROIDS, MOTOR

processors for the ST(E) plus a spell
checker, print spooler and a selection
of ready to use letters.

DBRD Ol MONOPOLY, LAZERCHESS,

CATALOGUE GIVING DETAILS OF ALL OUR DISKS 75p FREE WITH ALL ORDERS.
Cheques &PO's Payable to:

SEQUENCER DLX PIANO Turn your ST into

GAMES

collection of ARCADE ACTION.

add 50p P&P for orders less than £5.00

TRACKER with music modules and

player program. (DS DISK).

CYCLE and more! Another great

All ourdisks use branded media and are virus free and despatched by
first class post on day of receipt. Disk prices £1.50 per disk. Please

MUS 18 NOISE TRACKER Super music
program like the AMIGA sound

and run and more

DARC 13 FUZZBALL TENNIS, PICK
POCKET, ROLL n NUDGE, KILLER
CHESS A superb collection of ARCADE

SYNTAX TERROR (NOT STE)
TODDLER HIGHWAY DEMO (1 MEG)
ERASURE STAR DEMO (1 MEG)
THE OVERSCAN DEMOS (NOT STE)

ODD 07 THE WORLD OF STARTREK.
Over 300K of text interviews and

biographies from the original STARTREK

OTHELLO, CHECKERS, WHEEL OF
FORTUNE, SUPERSIMON, MASTERMIND
and more, a superb collection of BOARD

and NEXT GENERATION plus loads of
pictures from both series. A must for

GAMES

all TREKKIESI!

For FREE papercataloguedetailing over 1000

disks send SAE (A5) or ring 0734 574685

(Dept S) 54 Watnall Road, Hucknall, Nottingham.

All PD disks £2.00 each

NG15 7LE. Tel: 0602 630071

ATAR11040 STE

SERIOUS SOFTWARE

FAMILY CURRICULUM PACK

Atari520 STEwith Double Sided Disc Drive,
Mouse, Owners Manual, First Basic,
Neochrome. ST Tour, Indianna Jones,

OCTOBER SPECIAL OFFER
STAR LC20 PRINTER ONLY £149.95

INCLUDES

ATARI 1040STE, MOUSE, MANUAL

Including Connecting Lead

BUSINESS MODULE:- ST WORD,
ST CALC, ST BASE
CREATIVE MODULE:- HYPERPAINT 2,
MUSIC MAKER2, FIRST BASIC

Super Cycle, Dragons Breath.Anarchy,
Atari CX40 Joystick
ONLY £299.95

Panasonic KXP1180
Panasonic KXP1123

PROF PLAYS A NEW GAME,

PROF LOOKS ATWORDS,

pack comprising:

PROF MAKES SENTENCES

HOME OFFICE MODULE:

Mono Emulator.

PRIMARY MATHEMATICS
GCSE REVISION MODULE:

EDUCATION MODULE:

£209,95

Star LC24/200 Colour
Citizen 120D
Citizen Swift 24

£299.95
£139.95
£269.95

Citizen Swift 24 Col

£299.95

Citizen Swift 9
Citizen Swift 9 Col

£189.95
£199.95

JUNIOR SCHOOL MOOULE:-

ANSWER BACKJUNIOR QUIZ,
GENERALKNOWLEDGE QUIZ, SPELLING,

MICRO MATHEMATICS, FRENCH MISTRESS,

Kidi Story, GCSE Maths, Spell, Alphabet,

£139.95

Star LC200 Colour (UK)

AllPrinter prices include connecting lead

Database, Spreadsheet, Wordprocessor,
Spell Checker, Graph Platter, Typing Tutor,

£58.75

Wordwnter
Home Accounts

£36.95
£22.95

Personal FinanceManager*
Degas Elite

£69.95
£69.95

Zydec Drive1Mb

£59.95

£39.95

£32.95
£18.95

Deluxe Paint

£44.95

Easy Draw2

£39.95

Neo Desk 3

£29.95

DataManager Professional
Replay Professional

£34.95
£99.95

Replay 8

£59.95

Quartet
STOS

£39.95
£21.95

STOS Compiler

£14.95

STOS Maestro

£16.95

STOS Maestro*

£59.95

STOS Sprites

£10.95

Lets MakeSeries:
Cumana CSA354 1Mb
Roctec Drive 1Mb

Greetings Cards
Signs and Banners
Calendars and Stationery

£17.95
£17.95
£17.95

EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE

GEOGRAPHY QUIZ

Number Go Round.

ONLY £364.95

CREATIVITY MODULE:

Virus Killer, Colouring Book, Label Printer,
Mail Merge.

PLUS FREEH A SUPERB DISK CONTAINING
ELEVEN GREAT GAMES

Mouse Mat

£4.95

Twin Joystick Ext

£5.95

Mouse Bracket

£2.95

Tilting Monitor Stand
Disk Head Cleaner

Contains allthe items inthe Discovery Pack

10 BLANK DISKS IN A BOX

above, plus!! Vinyl Computer Cover,Mouse
Mat, Twin Joystick Extension Lead, 10 Blank
Disks,Second Joystick

ONLY £389.95

ONLY £319.95

Plus Ourfree software pack as listed above

Atari 520ST/1040ST

Citizen 120D
Citizen Swift 9
Citizen Swift 24
Atari SM125/SM124 Monitor

INCLUDJNjyaHNECJiNGiEAD
£139.95

ONLY £16.95

Atari Original

Panasonic KXP1124
StarLCIO
Star LC24/200
Star LC200

OCTOBER SPECIAL OFFER
PHILIPS CM8833 MK2
COLOUR MONITOR
ONLY £239.95

FORGET ME CLOCK 2

REPLACEMENT MICE

VINYL DUST COVERS
Panasonic KXP1081
Panasonic KXP1180

Philips CM8833

£39.95

OCTOBER SPECIAL OFFER

ALL ITEMS IN FAMILY CURRICULUM PACK ABOVE, PLUS:
VINYL DUST COVER, MOUSE MAT
TWO MICROSWITCHED JOYSTICKS,

DISCOVERY EXTRA PLUS PACK

£12.95
£2.95

ZY F1 Stereo Speakers

ENTERTAINMENT MODULE:
Ten Great Action Games

ATARI SM124 MONITOR

First Word Plus V3

Home Accounts 2

£149.95
£199.95

StarLCIO (UK)

PLAY AND LEARN MODULE: -

Plus FREEI Our NEWsoftware starter

&

£2.80 each.

PLANETARIUM
CTUTOR

91 DEMO
SUPERIOR DEMO

Ol

DRAGONS, Role playing adventure.

software available at only

BUSINESS DISK. 100 business letters ready to modify for yourself.
POOLS PREDICTOR V2.5
SOZOBONC COMPILER
68000 ASSEMBLER/DISASSEMBLER
COR BLIMEYMEGADEMO
WHAT NO HANDBAG DEMO
FRUIT MACHINE GAME
DON'T BANK ON IT GAME
DAZE ASTER GAME
GUNNER GAME
GCSE MATHS TUTOR
EMPIRE SOUNDTRACKER V1.5
ASTRO DEMO
VDU DEMO
ICE BABY DEMO 1 MEG

DADV

POCKET POWER
SELECTION

.

£5.95
£4.95
£4,95
£4 95

£4.95

£24.95

Naksha

£24 95

Golden Image
Squik

£19.95
£16 95

Contriver

School
School
School
Schoo!

2
2
2
3

Under 6 Years
6-8 Years
Over 8 Years
Under 5 Years

£12 95

Professional Plus

£13.95

Cheetah 125*
Cheetah Mach 1

£7.45
£9,95

QuickjoyMegaboard

£21,95

£4.95
£4.95
£4.95
£6.95

KonixNavigator
Cruiser
Quickshot Apache

£12.95
£8.95
£7.95

Konix Speeding

£9.95

Quickshot Python

£10.45

Fun School 3 5-7 Years

£16.95

Fun School 3 Over 7 Years

£16.95

Magic Maths 4-8 Years

£17.95

Maths Mania 8-12 Years
Three Bears 5-10 Years

£17.95
£17.95

BetterSpelling(8-14)
Better Maths (12-16)

£17.95
£17.95

Learn to Read with Piofessor 4-9 Years

£20.95

Prof Looks at Words (4-9)
Prof Makes Sentences (4-9)
Lets Spell at the Shops
Lets Spell at Home
Lets Spell Out and About

£13.95
£16.95
£13.95
£13.95
£13.95

FlightSimulator 2
European Scenery Disk
Japan Scenery Disk
HawaiianScenery Disk
Scenery Disk7
Scenery Disk9
Scenery Disk11

£24.95
£12.95
£12.95
£12.95
£12.95
£12.95
£12.95

Quickshot Maverick

£12.95

Jet

£24.95

F19Stealth Fighter
F15Strike Eagle2 (Special)

£21.95
£24.95

Flight ol Intruder (Offer)

MAIL-CENTA

17 Campbell Street, Belper, Derby DE5 1AP. Tel: 0773 826830
Prices include VATat 17.5%. Delivery charges are as follows:- Order value under £10.00 please add 50p. Order value £10.00 to
£99.99 delivery free. Order value £100.00 and over please add £5.00.

Personal callers welcome at our retail shop but please bring this advert as some prices will vary. Closed Wednesdays.
All items despatched same day if possible. Personal cheques may require 7 days clearance.
Proprietor: Martin Bridges.

£13.95
£13.95
£13.95
£16.95

£14.95
JOYSTICKS

Professional

£4.95
£4.95

£6.95

Fun
Fun
Fun
Fun

£24.95

•

TROUBLESOME
FAULTY ST?!!
Quality ST Repairs
From only £23.50
"Fascinating Stuff!"

* FOR SPEED, FREE POSTAGE
& PEACE OF MIND

CALL FOR OUR FIXED PRICE OFFER

Public Domain ST Software
Licenceware and Shareware

ANYWHERE IN THE UK!

INCLUDES FREE PIECE OF SOFTWARE
Shop 10,
Bridge Park,
Harrow Rd,
Brentfield,

Ring Repairs Hotline
Upgrades

STAR ASSOC. Computers

fitted

Just a few ofthe items you'll find inupdate 6.4
ofourGoldAward winning catalogue:

KAOS Desktop - high on features, low on memory.
CAT v2 - write your own adventures,
many new features including Libraries.

N0wnido°onRG Wembley 081 961 5366/4412

ST UPGRADES AND REPAIRS!

FastBase - the best ever shareware database.

• STE MEMORY MODULES (Simm and Sip)

Mozart's Dice - a bicentennial tribute

from one planet-sized brain to another.

512K-£40

Cartoon Time - classic cat 'n mouse animation.

2 Meg-£100

STupendous —mega demo from the Pixel Twins.
Kinky Boots - retro-chic demo from P.O.V.
Shoestring high quality educational ware.
Everything from Budgie - the UK's biggest games publisher.

• CHIPS TO UPGRADE ST MEMORY
512K-P.O.A.

2 Meg - P.O.A.
•

Feature-rich, fast, and flash.

REPAIRS - Phone for details

TERMS: Please specify exact requirements when ordering memory. Strictiy payment with order.

No connection with 'South West PD'-or anybody else!

All productsfitted by us guaranteed for3 months against detective parts or workmanship

PENGE TV AND VIDEO SERVICES
49 Parish Lane, Penge, London SE20 7LJ

^

The South West Software Library
PO Box 562

Wimbome, Dorset BH21 2YD, U.K.

081-659 2851

Please make cheques payable to "BREVCO" Thankyou.

DIVISION
ONE '92

HEADCOACH
The
Midnight
V3

"Hugely enjoyable, but dangerously addictive"
Dr. Trevor Harley, psychologist

"It's a pity to call this just a game"
A&B Computing

THE GAME. At last, a game that takes the world of soccer
seriously. You take over a struggling side in the English 1st
Division and set about building a squad to win the 1st
Division title. Success in domestic competitions (League, FA

THE GAME. HeadCoach is the complete American Football
simulation. You take charge of the latest recruit to the NFL,
and through skilful design of gameplans and the use of the
college draft, build up a 45 man squad to keep your fans
happy and win the SuperBowl. Unlimited seasons and ageing
players produce a realistic game of fluctuatingfortunes.
THE MATCH. The match is a game in itself taking about 40
minutes to complete. With 26 offensive plays and 21
defensive plays, there is ample scope to match your gameplan to the skills of your squad, and exploit the weaknesses
of the opposition. It's here where the strengths and
weaknesses of your players are highlighted.
TRAINING CAMP. An opportunity to assess your players
before they take the field. The appropriate coach will give

and League cups) will lead to the 3 European competitions.
Maybe a double, maybe a treble.
SQUADS/TRANSFER MARKET. There are 3 squads, 1st Team,

Reserve Team and YouthTeam. 45 players in all. Youcontrol
the 1st squad and the movement of players between them.
You also decide the transfer options (the board handle
finance). The transfer market and youth policy will determine
your future teams and playing style.
TRAINING. You have a weekly training schedule for the squad
as a whole and for individual players. You will need to set
your schedule to develop those skills that will support your
team style. Young players in particular can have their skills
enhanced.

THE MATCH. Usually sacrificed in a management game. The
match serves 3 purposes. First, it is the measure of your
team, and therefore your, performance. Secondly it is the
only reliable source of information about your players.
Thirdly, it allows you to make in-match tactical adjustments
demanded by the state of the game. Our unique 4 minute
match simulation gives you all this.
WHAT IS DIFFERENT ABOUT THIS GAME?

Division One '92 is a genuine soccer management
simulation. No mental arithmetic, no "skill levels". It's all

about jyour judgement of skills, and your understanding of
what blend will produce a side to beat the very best in the
country and in Europe. Our Division One 85 was used by two

league clubs in theiryouthtraining scheme. THIS REALLY IS
A GENUINE MANAGEMENT SIMULATION!

you his view of the current form of any of the players and
how they are performing in training. A 40 yard timed run will
reveal their sharpness. Wide receivers, running backs,
linebackers, cornerbacks and safeties need to shine here.

COLLEGE DRAFT. During the 16 match season, plus whatever
playoff matches you achieve, you will find yourself praying
for a second classy running back or wide receiver, or need to
beef up your offensive line (too many sacks). The college
draft should be used to find those stars of the future and

make sure they're playing for you.
STATISTICS.The statistics centre will encapsulate your team's
and your player's season. Total yards, rushing yards, passing

Oil

Tel Sales
0438 721936
(MasterCard

POSTAL SALES
The MidnightOil,

DeptSTUI,
18 Hazelmere Road,

Stevenage SG2 8RX

Postage: (Airmail)
UK:
Europe:
World:

add £2.00
HC

•

yards, kick-off returns, punt returns (and averages for all
these), interceptions, sacks... all these are kept for each
match, the whole season, for the team and for each player.
American Football is a game of stats and we retain that.

Post paid
add £1.00

£19.95
Atari ST

Div1

D
£19.95

D

D

£19.95

£19.95

ST MEMORY UPGRADES AND REPAIRS

HALL OF IMAGES

512K UPGRADE TO 1MB FOR 520ST(FM)(E) MACHINES AT ONLY .£44.00
2Mb Upgrade to 2.5Mb for ST(FM) machines only
£.115.00
2Mb Upgrade to 2.5Mb for STE machines only
£100.00
4Mb Upgrades alsoavailable, phone forprices
Double upgrade l/2mb Ram plus lmeg Disc drive fitted for only £95.00
ALL UPGRADES Include FITTING (no more DIY), and a 3

MONTH WARRANTY againstDefective Pans and Workmanship.
Postage extra.

QualityRepairs at Affordable Prices, Free Written Quotations
Discounts on Repairsif Accompaniedwith an Upgrade
RING TO BOOK YOUR MACHINE IN NOW . ..

ALTERNATIVE SOLUTIONS
37 CROSSALLSTREET, MACCLESFIELD, CHESHIRE, SK11 6QF
TEL 0625 503448 8.30am to 6.00pm Mon. to Sat.
Remember all prices shown are what you pay,
Please make cheques payable to Alternative Solutions

ATARI ST CLIP ART AND IMAGES
Tel: 0272 607254
Welcome to a new concept in ATARI Clip Art. We have our
own Image Ware range and a wide and varied selection of:
PD CALAMUS FONTS - PD ART PACKAGES IMAGE WARE - SCANNING SERVICE - PD
CLIPS - S/H
DTP PACKS PD WORD
PROCESSING - PD ACCS & UTILITIES ETC...
RING NOW! SEND £1.95 FOR A DEMO DISK & CATALOGUE.

HALL OF IMAGES, 5 MILLBROK, WARMLEY,
BRISTOL BS15 5NZ TEL 0272 607254
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ATARI REPAIRS
Atari Approved Service Centre

PROUDLY PRESENT THE

All Atari products repaired, Computers, Printers,

H.l'ii'hlliUAMJJL'Irigilil

Monitors, Disk Drives etc

* Get more enjoyment from your adventures.

Atari trained engineers
All work fully guaranteed
Free estimates

Full range of ST's repaired

Let us take the effort out of your repairs.
Collection and delivery arranged

* Spend more time playing less time mapping.
* A valuable aid for solving &designing adventures.
SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY PRICE

£6.99
+ £1.45 p&p

Unit 4, Western Road Industrial Estate,
Stratford-upon-Avon, Warwickshire CV37 OAH
Telephone: 0789 292269
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Kosmos are specialist
producers of Educational

Software designed to help
you enjoy learning from
your computer. Versions
are available for most
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popular home &business
computers. Many of our
programs even allow you to
add your own lesson
material.
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Write or telephone for a
cy^n^T-a.l js,t\.g-w-1*<<L z±
FREE
20-page BROCHURE
QTx.Q.la.'rvcl, JC'&tLa.'rhcl
of our Educational & Leisure
*Aa.Cu.r-a.l JVi/^to-r-t.
software
Please state your computer type

Kosmos Software Ltd, FREEPOST (no stamp needed in UK)
DUNSTABLE, Beds. LU5 6BR

Telephone 05255 3942 or 5406

a
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Please send cheque payable to:
BLACK KNIGHT SUPPLIES,

AVON MICRO CENTRE

xJ

BLACK KNIGHT SUPPLIES

ism p

Unit 15, Longcauseway Mill,
Farnworth, Bolton BL4 9BQ
Tel: 0204 791525
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SOCCER GLORY
£19.95
Soccer Glory gives you the choice of being Player Manager or Club Man
ager only. Whatever your choice this exciting and realistic game will
require skill, good judgement and luck. We have researched teams, play
ers and soccer tactics to add realism and the pressures on a current 1st
Division Manager. Success will be hard to achieve but very rewarding.

Over 1,200 named players, all with individual playing skills. Transfer mar
ket, English/Euro cup competitions. Players' contracts, physio's and
coach reports, injuries, penalties, goal tally, named goal scorers, etc, etc.
Take the challenge and obtain Soccer Glory

Special Offer: Order both games for a Special Price of £35

THE RACING GAME
£19.95
An exciting game designed for the horse racing enthusiast

Manage, train and race 36 horses in Britain, Europe and USA.
Race your horses over 5 furlongs to 2 miles in Group, Listed, Grad
uation, Stake, Cup and of course the 5 English Classic races. Form,
fitness, going, draw and distance all affect results. Training sched
ules and jockey instructions. Full betting market, stewards enquiry,
photo finish, financial and success reports, save game etc, etc.
All orders despatched quickly and by 1st class post Send cheque or postal order to:

TANGLEWOOD SOFTWARE,

157 Warwick Road, Rayleigh, Essex SS6 8SG.

Proprietor: j. moss

FLEXIDUMP PLUS
superb nrxi rx\m dumps
FROM YOUR LU LU UIV PRINTER

\

*
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*
*
*
*

Superb Colour/Mono Graphics Dumps
Vary Dump size from 1mm to 10 metres in length
Select part of screen to be printed
Choose from a variety of densities and passes
Colour correction for best possible colour
Colour catalogue function. Put a picture disk in and
Flexidump will print a miniature of each picture
and print the titles.
+ Also includes a complete production label program

* Other features include Text insertion, X Reflect

Y Reflect, Mirror, Upturn, Fill, Rbox, Random,
Invert, Frame, Block, Circle, Sketch, Upright or
sideways Dump, Auto Calculates on 1:1 Aspect
Ratio or Deselect this and Stretch the Dump.
* Ideal for use with T-Shirt printing ribbons.
FlexiDump Plus (2 Disks) Colour and Mono
9 and 24 pin drivers included only £39.95
FlexiDump Mono 9 pin printers £19.74
Above prices include VAT and Carriage.

How to order: Enclose cheques/POmadepayable to:
CARE ELECTRONICS or use Access/Visa.

^

CARE ELECTRONICS

Dept STU, 15Holland Gardens, Garston, Watford, Herts, WD2 6JN.
Tel: 0923 894064

Fax: 0923 672102

Recycle It

Don't throw away your plastic printer ribbon cases when the
ribbon wears out. Just taKe the top off, take outthe oldribbon and
reload itwith anew one. It's simple. Full instructions supplied.

Reloads for:-

StarLC200 9 Pin4 Colour (Normal Ink)5 Reloads
Star24Pin4 Colour (Normal Ink) 5 Reloads
CitizenSwift 4 Colour(Normal Ink)5 Reloads

only £23.50
only £28.20
only £39.95

Normal ink ribbons available in Gold, Silver,

Magenta, Orange, Purple, Brown, Green, Blue, Red
for a wide range of printers.

MtfHMtMMrftVM
PRINT ON NORMAL PAPER IRON ON T-SHIRT
4 Colour Citizen Swift

4 Colour Citizen Swift (Reload)

£29.61
£13.16

4 Colour Star LC10
4 Colour Star LC200 9 Pin

£14.57
£29.61

4 Colour Star LC200 9 Pin (Reload)

£12.22

4 Colour Star LC200 24 Pin
4 Colour Star 24 Pin (Reload)

£33.84
£14.10

1 Colour Citizen 120D/Swift

£8.93

1 Colour Star LC10
1 Colour all Star 24 Pin

1 Colour Epson FX80/LQ400/MX80
1 Colour Epson LX80
1 Colour Epson FX100

£8.46
£10.34

£7.52
£6.11
£9.40

1 Colour Panasonic KXP 1080

£10.34

1 Colour Taxan/Canon 1080A

£11.28

Heat transfer Pens 5 large red/orange/yellow/green/blue,
Large pens have a market size nib
£14.10 a set
Heat transfer Pens 5 small red/orange/yellow/green/blue,
Small pens have a fine nib
£11.75a set
T-SHIRT RIBBONS NOW AVAILABLE IN RED, BLUE, GREEN, BROWN,
YELLOW and BLACK AND FOR A WIDE RANGE OF PRINTERS

Phone our order line on 0923 894064 (Answerphone outside normal hours)

AtariROM Cartridgetakestwo 27256 or 27512 EPROMS

£11.28

50 Colour Pictures

£14.57

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AND CARRIAGE

Doyou have anySoftware that needs Marketing? Ifso call nowon 0923 672102
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he main contenders in the 8-

bit sampling arena are
Replay VIII, STOSMaestro,
and Mastersound II. There are other

sound samplers available for the
ST, including Replay Professional
and Audio Visual Research's 12 and

16-bit samplers Pro-12 and Pro-16.
New to the Sound Sampling arena
are the Daata Sound from Pandaal

Marketing, and Stereo Replay from
Microdeal. MPH are due to release a

c0

stereo sampling cartridge, though
neither it nor the software were

>*& '•

available for review.

T
Microdeal and Audio Visual

Research have teamed up again to
bring us the latest in the Replay

#\

series - and this time it's stereo.

The replay series are probably
the best known of the STsamplers.
The obvious next step, especially

f^O

since the release of the STE, was the
stereo sampler.

*|XV

Stereo Replay is distributed by
Microdeal, and was written by
Audio Visual Research, as are the

whole series of Replay packages.
AVR have completely redesigned
the software for this sampler, mov
ing away from the standard sample

im£

editor layout and adopting a far
more friendly Gem icon and win

dow environment that oozes pro
fessionalism.

The first thing you notice on
opening the package is the size of

the cartridge. The huge L-shaped
cartridge is far larger than strictly
necessary, though the size had to
be increased over the Replay 8 car
tridge if only to accommodate the
four phono sockets - two in and
two out - required.

Once the cartridge is plugged in,
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The desktop-like environment of the sample editor

makes the manipulation of samples simple, allowing
the user to concentrate on the quality of the sample

In the early days, a sampler allowed you to
record a sound into your STs memory, save
it to disk andnot much more. Today, we
are into an era ofsophistication in digital
sound technolosy> Marc Young sounds out

the latest 8-bit samplers, including an
exclusive review ofAudio Sculpture
phono cables must be connected
from your sound source to the two
stereo-in sockets. Cables are not

provided, but are available cheaply
from Tandy or other high street
stores. Depending on your sound
source you may require a "Y" con
nector, to go from a headphone
socket to the cartridge, for exam
ple, or two phono to phono cables,
if your setup has the appropriate

the screen are a number of VCR-

sample from memory, simply drag

like controls for record and play
back. To the right of this is a

its icon to the bin. If an area of a

sample is marked and then cut
using the editing functions, a new

shaded area known as the Block

line out socket.
On a standard ST the software

Control Panel containing a number
of icons, whose presence changes
depending on the currently avail

top. This icon can be treated in

able functions.

icon.

The length of the currently
defined sample block and the posi
tion of the pointer are displayed, as
is a graphic indication of the
amount of available memory.

Standard drop down menus are
available, and the more frequently
used have keyboard short cuts

clipboard icon appears on the desk
almost the same way as a sample

load a sample. Desk accessories are
available if required, though their
use is inadvisable on systems where

The largest portion of the screen is
initially empty save for three icons
- a disk, a musical keyboard and a
bin. These icons may be positioned
anywhere on the screen by simply
dragging them. When a sample has
been loaded into memory - which
can be done by double-clicking on

compatible, and should be compat
ible with graphics adaptors such as
the reflex graphics boards.
When the sample editing pro
gram is run, a desktop-like environ
ment appears. At the bottom left of

available memory may already be
low.

Rather than using the more tra
ditional fixed sample window, a
fully sizeable Gem window is used
to display a representation of a
sample. Any number of samples
may be loaded - memory permit
ting - and simply double clicking
on a sample's icon will open an
editing window. This window
shows the name and type of sample
in the drag bar - ie whether it is an
8 or 16-bit sample - and whether

„__= the disk icon - its own icon

will appear on the desk

Stereo Replay

top.

To save the sample, this
icon may be dragged to

added extras

the disk icon. To delete a
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portion of the sample is shown,
together with the length of the
total sample. Also the speed at
which the sample was recorded and
the current magnification are dis
played. Multiple windows may be
opened, though only the currently
active window can be used for edit-

The waveform display shows either
one or two waveforms, depending
on whether the sample in question
is mono or stereo. When a sample
is zoomed in so that it will no

longer fit inside the window, stan
dard Gem window scroll bars

appear, allowing you to look at any

portion of the sample simply by
clicking or dragging.
In contrast to every other editor,
Stereo Replay uses only one perma
nent marker to record positions
within the sample. This marker is
used to identify a point in which
you are interested, then one of 14
definable pointers can be set to the
marker's current position.
Also, a portion of the sample can
be defined as a block simply by
dragging the mouse from right to
left, with the left button pressed, in
a similar manner to that in which

many wordprocessor and DTP pro
grams work. The defined block can

^ and the

T.

I

In the window information bar

the length of the currently visible

available, such as Alternate-L to

runs in medium or high resolution,

though it has been designed to run
in any screen resolution giving at
least 640 pixels width. It is fully TT

this sample is mono or stereo.
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Join Loop function is used to position the loop point
sample very accurately - in the example shown the
is very noisy, but selecting the Snap function will
the two halves at a point of zero volume

then be cut or copied to the clip
board, which is treated much like

" other sample, except that you
nnot cut/copy/paste to the clip
board.

A welcome feature is the mem

ory management of the software. >

as a percentage increase or

decrease, uniformly along the sam
ple, or ranging from one percent
age to another along the selected
block.

LOOPING When a musical

instrument is sampled the sample
can be looked at as if in three parts
- attack, sustain and decay. The
software allows you to define the
start and end points of the sustain
portion, which will loop endlessly
when the sample is played. When
the sample is required to finish, the
Decay part of the sample is played.
> which allows the clipboard to be

written to disk, should the memory
be required by another function.
With a hard drive, this is hardly
noticeable, though floppy users
may suffer somewhat.
The zooming function is a huge
improvement over any other edit
ing software. If a block has been
defined, the zoom function will
ensure it fills the entire window. If

no block is defined, the zoom

increases magnification and centres

the magnified portion around the
marker, if it was visible, or the cen

tre of the sample if not.
The features provided by Stereo
Replay are simply superb, and far
too numerous to go in to in detail
here. All the functions of other soft
ware are available but in almost

every case the function is far more
powerful in Stereo Replay.
FADE Fading a sample in and out
can be performed by selecting the
start and finish percentage values.
A graph of the fade is shown.
OVERLAY One sample can be
overlaid with another. The option
is given to reduce the volume of
each sample by 50 per cent before
adding them together.
VOLUME CONTROL The sample
can be scanned, the software

searching the entire sample for the
loudest point. The user can then
automatically adjust the volume so
that the loudest point is at maxi
mum volume, giving the loudest
non-distorting sample available.
Volume control can also be applied

Setting start and end points for
the sustain is performed using the
normal pointer positioning tech
niques together with a Join func
tion, which allows positioning of
the start and end points of the loop
portion very accurately, even hav
ing an option to "snap" to the near
est point where the volume of the
sample crosses the zero point, help
ing to reduce click.
Despite one's best efforts, it is
often all but impossible to remove
the click on a looped sample alto
gether. However, Stereo Replay has
another trick up its sleeve, called
Loop Fade. This function takes the
end portion of the attack phase of a
sample, and fades it in at the end
of the sustain phase.
Thus the end of the sustain por
tion begins to fade in the same
sound that was being played at the
end of the attack portion, which
should help the loop blend in with
the beginning of the sustain more
easily.

Samples may require filtering for a
number of reasons. In some cases,

high frequency hiss may need to be
reduced, in others bass rumble may
need clearing up. In extreme cases,
filtering may be used to separate
two samples - for instance, if you
wish to remove just the bass drum
from a sampled piece of music.
Two forms of sampling are avail
able in Stereo Replay - fast and
slow. The major difference between
The fast filtering

transform display can give
a good indication of what
frequencies require
filtering out to clean up
the sample

Sampling theory
The hardwarefor a sound sampling cartridgeperformsa basically simple
operation. Sound is an analogue thing. The computer is a digital device. The
sound sampler merely converts from an analogue signal to a digital one. If a
sound is imagined as a sine wave, the Analogue to Digital Converter (ADC)
samples the wave at regular intervals, converts the value into a number, and
sends that number to the ST.

Asyou can see, much information is lost between the analogue input and
its conversion. In order to preserve the greatest amount of information, we
must sample the incoming data as fast as possible.There is a theory which
states that the rate of sampling should be twice the frequency of the highest
input frequency.
in an ideal world this would be quite simple - unfortunately there is a
negative side to this. Every time the input is sampled, the software must
store its reading. The majority of samplers available for the STare 8-bit. This
means that they store each reading as one byte (8-bits),
So if they were to sample once per second, a 30 second sample would
only take 30 bytes'. More realistic sampling rates are, however, likelyto be
20,000 or more per second. This now means that the 30 second sample
would take 600,000 bytes! This is more than the entire memory of a 520ST.
Acompromise must therefore be reached - maximum sampling rate against
minimum memory.

To give a simple comparison, a CD player uses 16-bit sampling - allowing
values from -32768 to +32767 - rather than 8-bit, using values -128 to +127,
at over 44KHz (44,000 samples per second). Remember that this is also in

stereo, so there are two channels to deal with. This means a CD quality sam
ple would take around 176K per second!
The analogue
sample on the left is
represented by a
sine wave. In reality
the time-scale on

the graph would be
in thousandths of a
second. At each

time interval the

analogue reading is
taken and

converted to its

digital equivalent.
This is represented
by the right-hand
graph

the two - besides speed! - is the
complexity of the filtering avail
able. Using fast filtering, the user
can input one frequency around

right channels of a sample can be
swapped, copied from one to the

which all functions revolve. The

other or cross-faded by the simple

slow filtering allows two frequen
cies to be input, enabling far more
accurate operations to take place.

tion.

Within each of the two, four

options are available - Low Pass
removes frequencies above that
input, High Pass removes those
below, Band Pass removes frequen
cies outside the range given and
Notch removes frequencies within
the range.
The actual changes performed
on the various frequencies is not as
simple as might be thought from
this. For example, if the low pass is
set to 4,000Hz, the filter does not

'J
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actually remove every frequency
above this, but reduces the volume

by ever increasing amounts from
this frequency upward. A graph of
the proposed effect can be dis
played before any changes are
made to the filter.
...after filtering using the
slow filter, the odd high
frequencies have been
removed entirely, leaving a
richer, less "hissy" sample

While all of the functions dis

cussed so far apply equally to both
mono and stereo samples, there are
a number of facilities specifically

for the stereo samples.
CHANNEL SWAP The left and

selection of the appropriate func
PAN IMAGE The Pan Image
function allows the user to define a

start and finish percentage value,
and also whether the Pan is to be

left to right, right to left or both.
This gives the ability, for example,
to fade the left channel into the

right channel from full volume to
50 per cent of the volume, giving
the effect of panning from left to
centre.

The competition
At present there is no direct
competition to Stereo Replay.
The only other stereo sampler is
from MPH, and was not avail
able at the time of this review.

Even if the sample editing soft
ware is used only for mono
samples, it is still without any
doubt the best software of its

type available today.

A world of information

MAKE YOUR AHMI EARN!

at your fingertips

Yes making money with your ATARI becomes incidental when you know how!
Your ATARI is, if only you knew it, a gold mine. The size and make is
irrelevent. Make the initial effort NOW by starting your own HOME BASED
BUSINESS

This may be the most important move you will ever make!
REMEMBER: You'll never get rich by digging someone else' "ditch".
Anyone in the country, including YOU. can become very rich in a relatively
short period of time just by doing a few basic things! It's more rewarding than
playing games. The benefits are many and varied. Full or part time.
FOR FREE DETAILS SEND S.A.E. To:

lomeVased

You can keep itinformed with thevery latest world news, share prices, weather, sports results
and much more from Ceefax or Oracle. But unlike a Teletext TV all this free information isn't

trappedbehindglass. Now youcan...
Save or Print.Pages may be savedor printed out.

Dept (ASTU30), 31, Pilton Place. King &
Queen Street, Walworth, London SE17 1DR

Programmable. The system canbeprogrammed togeta series ofpages and print orsavethem
loryour own programs toaccess.Itcould print outthedaysTV times!
Multiple display. Works with any kind ofmonitor and candisplay and update two pages simulta
neously! Pageselection from thekeyboard orjustbyclicking with themouse.
FastText. FastText reduces the waiting time for pages and the Review facility provides instant

STRATEGY SOFTWARE
Strategy Games for the Atari ST

access to the last pages received.

Digital Tuning. Tunes itself inautomatically! While theprime purpose isfor Teletext ifyou have a
CM8833 monitor you can use itas a colour TV.
Only a Microtext adaptor isas easyto useandcanprovide all thesefacilities andmore!
Everything is supplied, all you need isanytypeofSTand a normal TV aerial.
At just£129.50 + VAT (£152.16) for an advanced Teletext TV itsexcellent value for money.

EUROPE AT WAR- is a strategy war simulation of the Second World

Warin Europe. For one to three players with each player having the
choice of controlling the Axis, Allied or Soviet forces.
The game is built around an easy to use menu system and a detailed
map containing 48 countries from the British Isles to the Middle East

International VHF/UHF version for use outside of the UK £169.50.

Make sure you're always upto date and getyours from Microtext.

and from Scandinavia to Africa. All these countries have their own

armies, navies, airforces, population levels, trade, types of government,
industry, defences, alliances and much more.

The following software packages are compatible with the
Microtext adaptor:
ProShare ST
Stock market analysis by TC Developments £49.95 inc
Market Breaker Stock market analysis by Jewsbury Software £69.95 inc
K-Spread4T
Spreadsheet with Teletext option by Kuma £149.94 inc

FIELDS OF FIRE - is a strategy simulation of the First World War in
Europe. You have the option of controlling the Central Powers
represented by Germany and Austro-Hungary, or the Triple Entente
represented by Britain, France and Russia. The game uses the Europe
At War game system.

S

MICROTEXT El

Dept SU, 7 Birdlip Close, Horndean, Hants P08 9PW

Price £19.95 P&P included. Outside UK add £2.00 P&P.

Cheques/Postal Orders payable to STRATEGY SOFTWARE

Tel: 0705 595694

Fax: 0705 593988

STRATEGYSOFTWARE, 32 Albert Street, Seaham, Co Durham, SR7 7U.

JIeMMeUeIMBMeII^^

45 Provost Graham Avenue

Hazlehead, Aberdeen,

WARPZONE P.D.L.

AB1 8HB Tel (0224) 312756

Professional Virus txiller

PUBLIC DOMAIN SOFTWARE &
SHAREWARE FOR THE ST & STE

N E W PD P A C K S
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Protection Against The Growing Menace Of Computer Viruses
If you've tried the demo version on the July 1991 cover disk of Atari ST User you will no
doubt have found at least one Virus in your collection. It is more than likely that you
found several. For a mere £6.95 you can have the full version of this invaluable program
and check every new disk you receive BEFORE you risk infecting the rest of your
collection. Updates will be made available to all registered users at low cost. Remember,
prevention is better than cure! At £6.95 it's simply not worth taking the chance. Buy PVK
now, before Viruses destroy your valuable data!
Extensive Collection Of Over 2800 Public Domain 8t Shareware Disks

Our catalogue is disk based and costs 80p but is free if you supply a blank disk. The
catalogue program is an easy to use adaptation of the now famous Revenge Document
Displayer by The Hitchhiker. You can view or print out entire files or select any section
within a file for printout. Many other advanced features are included in the program,

including a powerful search facility. Order your copy of PVK today and we'll include a
FREE catalogue disk!
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PACK 1 Music/Midi Pack

PACK 2 Utility Pack

Empire and TCR Tracker Sequencers,

7 Double Sided Disks, full of utili

Midi Utilities and tracker modules. 7
Double Sided Disks £8.50

ties, for computers, disk, printer etc.
£8.50

A SMALL SELECTION FROM OUR LIBRARY

a '/' in prefix indicates D/S a '-' indicates S/S
STE/1

The Jungle demo, colour & sound to show off your
STE + a fix for the med.res. bug.

STE/3

SLIME BALLS + AN-COOL DEMO'S two to show!
Great colours & stereo sound.

GEN-2 ST Tour, the perfect disk for beginners....
GEN-5 Adventure freak? fine, write your own.
MID/1 PSS Special, over 700k (165 files) of progs for
Yamaha PSS series keyboards.

1
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MID/14 Name That Tune with 101 midi tracks.

UTY-6 14 utilities inc. Formatter, Ramdisk, clock, etc.
UTY-10 Gemini replacement Desktop + utilities.
UTY/21 Sticker, Best ever disk labeller, 100+ icons.
UTY-22 Label Expert + 10 more progs for printer.
UTY-23 Hard Drive Backup + Desktop environment+

i

MB-3
Virus antidote, Archiver, Textedit + 9 more.
MB-10 B-Boot, Diskmech, ST-lnit + 10 more.

GAM/3 Nightcrawler + 5 adv./strategy games.
GAM-7 Clowns + Rocket Command, 8-bit clones.

GAM-8 Air Warrior, Best PD. Flight Sim. with manual.

S/S 1-9 disks E1.25 10+ £1.00 inc. postage
D/S 1-9 disks £1.75 10+ £1.50 inc. postage
100 NEW DISKS THIS MONTH

Send Sae. for new catalogue or £1.00 + SAE
for: Intro-Disk (Catalogue + 700k of progs.)

WARPZONE P.D.L.
53 ROPEWALK, RIVER STREET,
ST. JUDES, BRISTOL BS2 9EG
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Tel 0257 276800 HH
Main office & 24 hour order line

Fax 0257 274753

Help desk 0490 3284
Weekdays 3-4pm
Overseas orders please add £5.00.
All prices include P+P and VAT.

with Intraset Ltd
COURSEMASTER

Our proven horse racing program
for both FLATS or JUMPS £24.95

*tf&

TRACKMASTER

The Greyhound Racing Tipster £19.95
Coursemaster & Trackmaster Twin Pack £39.95

(Saving £4.95)
Using simple information from the racing card indaily papers
or the racing papers, COURSEMASTER and TRACKMASTER
will predict with consistent accuracy.
The winner is predicted as well as second and third places

fortricasts.The programs alsomention attractive long shots,
recommend types of bets and most importantly warn when
not to bet.

Successful betting extends beyond merely picking the
winners and COURSEMASTER and TRACKMASTER will assist

in managing your bets. They work out your winnings on the
most popular types of bet including SINGLES, DOUBLES,
PATENT, YANKEE, CANADIAN, print out your betting slips,
and even maintain yourbetting bank account.
SYSTEM BETS will regularly provide a system for MAJOR
WINS with small stakes - try it and surpriseyourself.

COMPETITION

Details and rules
Ourcompanylikes to see people winning,which iswhywe're
running our fabulous 'Win a pc competition'. With every
purchase you make, you will automatically be entered into
the draw. You can also enter for free by sending a postcard
to INTRASET.

1st prize-PC NT286 Colour
2nd prize - Complete set of Intraset Business and Gaming
Software 3rd prize - Complete set of Intraset Gaming
Software 5 runners up will each win their choice of one
Intraset title.

Intraset's decision will be final on all matters.
Send an SAE for list of winners.
Draw dates 28/2/92 and 28/9/92

SPECIAL
OFFER

POOLSMASTER and COURSEMASTER

together for £44.95 (Saving £4.95.)
Our complete gaming suite: £110.00
P00LSJVIASTER (British & Australian),
PERM-MASTER, SPOT-THE-BALL,
COURSEMASTER, TRACKMASTER

1*

Saving £22.70

Intraset Ltd
Send an SAE for full catalogue

Our compendium of gaming software uses your
computer's intelligence and logic to predict winners
and advise you on strategy. Whether you're an
experienced punter or a novice, with a little time and
our range of software, you can maximise your
winning potential.
'A licence to print money' Mr FC Hammond of Essex who won nearly
£10,000 in 16 weeks

'Wehave won many thousands''Mr PE Roberts of Dorset who so far has won
more than £46,000

'Copiesofthese and other endorsements fromactual customers are available on request.

POOLSMASTER British or
Australian £24.95 each.
Poolsmaster British and Australian

£44.95 (Saving £4.95)
The Football Pools Predictors
Developed after years of detailed study,
POOLSMASTER uses a unique scientific

formula to predict Home, Aways and Draws.
The FORM PREDICTION optionanalyzes result
possibilities with amazing accuracy. The
unique indexing systemallows forquick entry
of fixtures and results, and updates itself
season after season so there isno need to buy
a new copy each year. Poolsmaster also
contains a unique coupon number sequence
predictor.

Together, both Poolsmaster editions cover all
British league and cup matches and the
Australian league.

PERM-MASTER £19.95

The perfect companion for
Poolsmaster
Designed for users of PERM systems, PERMMASTER ends the agonyof checking bydoing
it for you. It comes completewith several of
the top perms built in but you can also create
your own with the unique PERM EDITOR and
PERM CALCULATOR features. PERM-MASTER

SPOT-THE-BALL £17.95
There is no more need for counting 'x's or
using messy rubberstamps. Simply tell your
computer whereyou thinkthe ball isusing the
screen template provided. Itwill give you a
print-out of up to 540 micro-fine crosses in
your chosen shape or it can chose at random
for you. SPOT-THE-BALL learnsweek after
week and builds up a database of results for
the SEQUENCE PREDICTOR OPTION.

GUIDE TO POOLS AND
PERMS £14.95

The definitive guide to Pools
permutations and betting
systems
Written by the experts responsible forour
successful software range. Masterthe fineart
of prediction by reading thisfascinating
in-depth explanation of betting systems and
perms. Plan a campaign forthat elusive big
win and usethis books' tips on selecting the
bestmatches and races and howto useperms
to maximum effecton Pools, Horses and Dogs.

INTEREST-FREE CREDIT
Spend over £80 and spread the cost at no

extra charge! (Cheque purchases only.)
Simply divide your orderby 4 andsend us4 cheques
each with your name andaddress and cheque

is fast and easy to use and can be used for
most blockand single line perms.
Additional discs of top perms are available at

guarantee number: Date the firstchequewith
today's date and post-date each of the other
cheques by one month ie. 1/5/91, 1/6/91 etc.

£14.95 each.

We will then hold eachcheque until it isdue.

All programs available for IBM/PC &compatibles, all Amstrad PC's, Amstrad PCWs, Atari, Amiga and
CPC 6128. Coursemaster, Poolsmaster British and Trackmaster are alsoavailable for allAmstrad CPC's,
all Spectrums and C64&128.

Send cheques or postal orders to INTRASET LTD (DEPT stuh) FREEPOST,
10 Woodside Avenue, Clayton-Le-Woods, Chorley, Lanes. PR6 7BR.

Phone or Fax for lightning service. All major credit cards accepted.

This is a mono

sample, converted to
one channel of a

stereo sample...

The competition

At £39 95 Daata Sound is i„ direct „„
A new 8-bit budget sound sampler would have to
be pretty good to elbow its way into the already
crowded ST market. But Pandaal are giving it a try
with Daata Sound.

It's packaged in a video-style box containing a
"standard" size sampling cartridge, one doublesided disk and an A6 twenty page manual.
The cartridge contains, as on all except the
Replay series, only one phono socket, which is con
nected to your sound source. The sampling soft
ware is provided in two configurations, one for low
resolution colour, the other for monochrome mon
itors.

tence description, there is a small Hints and Tips
section, and a tutorial, which tells you which keys
to press to record a sample, fade it in, then use it to
produce a sequence.
The sequencer routine allows you to assign a
number sample to a particular key from the
numeric keypad. Thus, memory permitting, you
can have 18 samples assigned. These samples can
then be "recorded" into a sequence, and a "pitch
bend" function allows the pitch of a recorded note
to be adjusted.
So for example a single piano sound can be
recorded and played over a full octave.

The screen layout of the software is of the famil
iar design. A graphic sampling window takes up the

also availablei

£24.95, which may be sufficient if^'have

access to pre-recorded samples.

press the sample by half. The sample replay speed
then needs adjusting to half the speed.
The software is STEcompatible, with STEowners

Added extras

width of the screen and about one third of the

height. Beneath this are a number of icons repre
senting the available functions. The icons are all
graphics only, making some of them a little diffi
cult to guess at.
The manual is sufficient - just! As a budget sam-

^^LrMthefntica,,ypricedM-s

A single sequence file was provided on the
disk, containing a number of samples seem
ingly strung together at random. No other
samples were provided, and no indication of
how to include the samples in your own soft-
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The graphic display can be zoomed in to allow
more accurate positioning of the cursors, but zoom
ing can only be performed once.
Fade in and out functions are provided, as are
Echo, Amplify, Flip, Loop and Soften. None of the
functions are user definable, so if you don't like
the effect there's not a great deal you can do
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Unfortunately it does not allow semitones to be
programmed, so it's white notes only please!
The sample editing functions are minimal. Using
the two cursors, a section of sample can be identi

LTD

Selecting the STE control panel overlays the
main control panel with volume, treble and bass
controls

pier, the package is likely to be purchased by those

about it.

who know little about sampling, and the manual
makes no attempt to enlighten.

Parts of samples may be cut out, copied and
pasted, and the buffer into which they are copied
can be played. A function is also available to com-

Each of the functions is given a one or two sen
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The sequencer allows up to 18 samples each
to be assigned to a key, and "recorded" into a
sequence. Sequences can be Loaded and
Saved, and Midi is supported, which makes
recording somewhat easier for the musician

having access to an extra control panel, allowing
adjustment of the bass, treble and volume. This
only seems to stay in effect while the panel is dis
played - once the panel is closed output appears to
revert to "standard" ST output, so the STE output
could not be used with the sequencer.

The instructions for this section are confusing, as
is the panel itself. To increase the volume, the
down arrow must be clicked, which adjusts the
number displayed between -40 and zero.

when adding up to four samples.
Aimed at the musician rather than the hobbyist
or games programmer, the cartridge can give some
very good quality output. Additional filtering is
available over Replay 8, and the drum machine

4^

allows four voices simultaneously. Alsoincluded in
the package is the MidiPIay software, which allows
you to assign up to L28 samples to individual or
ranges of keys on your Midi keyboard.
Given sufficient memory (and patience!) 128
individual piano samples could be assigned to L28

STOS Maestro

consecutive notes!

Aimed at the STOS programmer, the package can be
purchased with or without a sampling cartridge. It
contains a good number of effects, including echoes
and reverb, and includes a low-pass filter.
Also included on the two disks are a STOS Disco

program, which is actually a real time digital delay
program, the S'EOS Phaser program, a demo pro
gram showing what can be achieved with STOS and
STOS Maestro, and all the software required to add
sample playing to your own STOS programs.
The availability of the software without the sam
pling cartridge means.that STOS owners can add
samples readily to their programs, as long as the
samples can be obtained from elsewhere, such as
PD Libraries. Source code is also provided for assem
bler.

Replay Professional
With software in many ways similar to Replay 8,
Replay Professional differs in one major respect the cartridge samples in 8-bit resolution, but plays
out at 12-bit. Although this may sound a little
strange, it all becomes clear if samples are played
together, for example using the improved drum
sequencer which is included.
If two 8-bit samples are added, one bit is effec
tively lost from the resolution of each. So if the

samples are first converted to 12-bit, nothing is lost

i

-n

available, and the software has a very professional
look to it. The package includes source code for
playing samples in your own programs, and a drum
machine program.
The sampling cartridge contains both mono
input and output, giving the package the ability to
use much higher frequencies than the majority of
other samplers - though over 32KHz the sound
must be directed through the cartridge. Currently
only £10 less than Stereo Replay, however, it con
tains nothing that its Stereo cousin doesn't.

MasterSound II
Pro-Series 12
Aimed at the professional musician, this sampler is
12-bit in and out, giving access to far higher quality
samples than any of the Replay series. The software
is still very similar to the Replay Professional ver
sion.

Pro-Series 16
This top of the range 16-bit sampler gives you
access to the best sampled sound available. The
software used is almost identical to that used in

Stereo Replay - indeed Stereo Replay can actually
load in 16-bit samples and convert them to 8-bit,
while Pro-16 can do the opposite, if necessary.
The quality available using Pro-16 is certainly

Although similar in many ways to Daata Sound,
MasterSound 11 contains more features, and has a

more professional feel to it. Source code is included
for using samples from within all the popular
Basics.

A good budget sampler and ideal as your first
introduction to the pleasures of sampling, it has
most of the features of other more expensive pack
ages. A demo program is included, allowing you
to load in a sequence and picture file - the music
is then played over the picture. Its only real
disadvantage is that it only works in low resolution
colour.

ample for most musicians - indeed the software for
this and other AVR samplers has been used to pro
duce demo tapes by a number of bands.
I-I-I-I-I-I-I-I
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Replay 8

IMEUTI

Running in medium or high resolution, the Replay
8 software takes the "standard" approach of having

a fixed sample window at the top of the screen,
with buttons available below for accessing the vari
ous functions. Gem drop down menus are also
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The MasterSound sequencer control panel. It
functions in a similar way to Daata Sound, but
the layout is less confused

everal versions of Audio

^->

Sculpture have been avail-

*-—

able in the Public Domain

for some time, and the imminent
release of the commercial version

has been eagerly awaited.
This version comes on two disks,

one containing the software, the
other example modules and source
code for GFA, STOS and Assembler

programmers. Also provided is a 32
page glossy A5 manual and an
Audio Sculpture badge!
If you are like the majority of
computer owners, you will ignore
the manual and simply boot the
disk. A graphic intro display - sur

You're probably wondering what Audio Sculpture
is doing in a review of sound samplers - surely it's
a Tracker program? Well, yesit is a tracker
program, but it's also a sampler, and much more

prisingly silent - is as good as many

functions will look familiar. Once

PD demos available. Pressing the
spacebar enters the program.
The basics of the program act in
a very similar way to many other

you start using the program, how
ever, you'll realise how much more

Tracker programs available on the
ST and Amiga. If you've used TCB
Tracker - and if you haven't, you

it has to offer.

Before going any further, I must

can by getting hold of the July issue

point out that the manual for
Audio Sculpture is among the worst

of Atari ST User - then the major

I have ever seen - and I have seen

some pretty rough ones! Although
printed on high quality paper in a
format quite pleasing to the eye, it
does give the impression of being
laid out by someone trying their
first hand at a DTP package!
The layout could, perhaps, be
forgiven if the content was up to
the quality of the software.
Unfortunately it's not. Why oh why

do people insist on writing manuals
in a foreign language? Oh, and a bit
of punctuation wouldn't go amiss
either!

Now, on to the good news. Audio
Sculpture as a program seems to
perform excellently. Tunes can be
recorded using either the ST or a

Midi keyboard. The Midi keyboard,
while successful, had a habit of

>•

ATARI 520/1024 + MEGA ST
UPGRADES and REPAIRS
ATARI 520 ST FM/M 1MB
512K UPGRADE (fits all models)

£49.99

ATARI 520 ST 2MB/4MB
ATARI 520 ST to 2.5Mb.
ATARI 520 ST to 4Mb....

£99.99
£169.99

ATARI 520 STE SIMMS
512Kto

1Mb

2.5Mb

4Mb

£29.99

£74.99

£139.99

PC EMULATORS
PC Speed.
AT Speed.

..£99.99

Audio

Sculpture

FLOPPY UPGRADE
1Mb Internal.

£49.99

£209.99

Audio Sculpture isprobably
MEGA ST 1 & 2
MEGA 1 2Mb.

£99.99

MEGA 1 4Mb .

£169.99

MEGA 2 4Mb.

ATARI REPAIRS
Fast guaranteed repairs
low prices

£99.99

PLEASE CALL

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AND FITTING P&P £3
ON ORDERS UNDER £100

ABEVILLE

COMPUTERS LTD
,

Imperial House, St. Nicholas Circle
Leicester LEI 4LF

W^W]

Tel: 0533 628182

lf\ l]

Fax: 0533 626636

the best music creation
tool ever written for the

ATARI ST-STe computers:
you can, ineither colour or
monochrome, use inthe

same program a powerful
graphic interface, a staff
editing, a complete midi
iUpport (in and out), a vocal
synthesiser, a digisounds editor, a
vector synthesiser and so on...

Moreover, you'll find inthe
data disk: sources in

assembler, GFA Basic and
STOSBasicto use the music in

NEW

NEW

your creations (you can replay up to 50
Khz on a STe!), aninstrument library
and some exemples.

Meaning:- SI Infrared Controller

Function:- To control the devices that use an infrared remote control unit. Devices that ST-IC can

currently control areTV, VCR, CD, Tuner, Tape Deck, Amplifier andLighting.
Description:- Once ST-IC has learnt the codes ofall your IR remote control units you can control your

equipment using just your ST and mouse. Just like aprogrammable calculator you can setupasequence
ofcommands and execute these with apress ofthe mouse button. For instance you could have aseries of
disk files, one for each CD you have, that contains a list ofcommands to program your CD player to play
only your favourite tracks i.e. FTS {Favourite Track Selector). With the built indelay function you can

switch a device to come onat different times, idealasa burglardeterent!

Connections:- Plugs into printer port with through connection for printer anda switch toselect between
ST-IC and printer. A 1 metrecablethen connectsto the ST-IC controlunit.

Style:- The 5T-IC unitmeasures 28 x 65x 120mm. Colour is black with a black front panel with white

lettering. ST-IC usesit'sownpowersupply.

Limits:- ST-IC wiil only control infrared devices and these must beinthe same room asyour computer.
System Requirements:- Atari ST all models ST, STFM, STE minimum 0.5 Meg RAM and minimum 0.5
Meg disk drive. Colour or Mono.

Only £39.95 i„ciP&p
MOUSE REPAIRS

COMPATABILITY with Amiga
and TCB Tracker modules and
also with all the different kinds of

card and cartridges (ST Replay,
MSC, MV16 etc...). Well, now you know
what you have to do...

J\

Atari STMouse repairs, original or2nd party, i.e. Contriver 820 k 830, Kempston (not Naksha types) and
Genius.All repairs by return of post.

Standard Service:- Button switches replaced. The inside and outside of mouse throughly cleaned,
including rollers, andanyinternal faulty components replaced.

Only £5.95 inci p&p
FullService:- Asstandard service but alsoincludes thereplacement ofthemouse lead.

Only £9.50 inci p&p

ONLY £49.99

TRACK-IT
Uses a 2digit LCD display toshow thedisk drive track number, 0-85, for drive 1or2,selectable byfront
panel switch. Also shows side 0 or 1 and if disk is write protected. Measures28 x 65 x 120mm. Works
with any model of Atari STand any makeof disk drive internalor external.

For Further Details Contact

Only £29.95 inci p&p
Send Cheque/ PO to:

Romulus Data Systems

2 Downs Grove, Southview Park, Basildon,Essex, SS164QL.
(Mail Order Only)

SOFTWARE MANAGEMENT GROUP

150c Main Street, Bingley BD16 2HR
Tel: (0274) 562999

HlpCarypofBestHamPshire
for service
Panasonic

BAY COMPUTERS

Star

KXP1081

£129.00

KXP1180

£134.00

KXP1123*

£185.00

KXP1124i*

£252.63

prices inc VAT, cable & paper
* 24 pin printers

LC20
LC200
LC2410
LC24200
LC24200COI

£149.00
£199.00
£188.00
£244.40
£299.00

prices inc VAT, cable & paper

Printer Dust Covers

Atari STE's

Most types in stock

with discovery xtra software

520 512k ram
520 1M ram

£289.00
£309.00

520 2M ram
520 4M ram

£349.00
£429.00

from £4.70 inc VAT

Deskjet 500
3 year warrantee

Philips CM8833 Mk2
with cable

£225.00 (£191.49 +VAT)

£135.00 (£114.89 +VAT)

The Ultimate database program for the Home &
Small business user. This new program is
compatible with all datafiles created with the
popular shareware program Personal Database.

(£329.00 + VAT)

Swift 24

"An excellent program. Ideal for both home and

2 year warrantee

business use, USED BY US EVERY DAY."

M. Goodman (GOODMAN INTERNATIONAL PD)

Atari SM124
with ST cable

PERSONAL DATABASE PLUS

"...this is a program that has had a lot of thought
put into it... if you want a database that will fill all
your needs THIS IS THE ONE FOR YOU"
D. Burns (Editor, STUNN! Magazine).

£386.58

£265.00 (£225.53 + VAT)

Tel: (0524) 831162

HP. 300dpi Inkjet printer

Atari SC1224
with ST cable

3 Teasel Walk, Morecambe
Lanes, LA3 3QQ

£245.00 inc VAT
Available NOW for only £19.95

Colour kit with printer £24.00

ST SIMMS

or
Inc. VAT

0.5 Simm Ram upgrade

Citizen 120D+

£22.00

0.5-2M Simm Ram upgrade
£79.00
0.5-4M Simm Ram upgrade ...£149.00

£12.95 to Registered Shareware users

with cable and paper

£128.00 (£108.94 +VAT)

Canon BJ10e

Accessories
Inc. VAT

360dpi Ink jet with cable & paper

Joystick/Mouse extension
4 Player Adaptor

£4.70
£5.88

£233.83 inc VAT

ST Dust Covers

£4.70

Cumana CSA354

ST to ST Serial lead

£10.95

ST Monitor plug to free end

£9.50

ST Printer lead

£6.99

Mouse Pocket

£2.95

Mouse Mat (thick soft type)
£4.95
Full range of Joysticks
£2.99 to £17.95

L.A.P.D

External 1 Mb Drive

£69.90 (£59.49 + VAT)

Quality P.D. for the Atari ST/STE
80 Lee Lane, Langley, Heanor, Derbys, DE7 7HN

1Mb Drive Internal

Tel: 0773 761944/605010

£58.75 (£50.00 + VAT)

Naksha Mouse

DISKETTES

With house & mat

SONY branded
(100% certified error free)

£21.50 inc VAT

• P.D. Disks E1 to £1.50*

• Budgie & Licenceware disks £2.95 and £3.95 •
• Commercial Games Software from only £2.99 •
• Same day service, quality virus free disks •
• P&P FREE on orders over £5.00 {50p otherwise) •
Here are just a few disks from our comprehensive catalogue {£1.50 each):
P.24

Inc. VAT

10 3.5" DS/DD 135 tpi
50 3.5" DS/DD 135 tpi
100 3.5" DS/DD 135 tpi
1k 3.5" DS/DD 135 tpi

Squik Mouse
£13.90 inc VAT

Inc. VAT

Flight Simulator II

£4.60

DISKETTES
(lifetime warranty) SONY bulk
(100% certified error free)

£29.95

1st Word Plus

£55.00

G.138

D.271
D.266

Neo Desk 3

£28.00

Timeworks DTP by GST

£69.00

Flexidump LC10 Colour
First Basic by Hisoft

£28.00
£9.95

Phone for ST Software catalogue.

Many titles inc. Educational.

£5.95
£19.80
£37.95
£88.42
£339.58

50 x 3.5" Disk Box with lock

£5.99

100 x 3.5" Disk Box with lock

£7.50

Phone for our 48 page catalogue
EDUCATIONAL AND GOVERNMENT ORDERS WELCOME
All products have a 30 day money back & 12 month warranty.
Prices subject to variation without prior notification.
Established 6 years. 3 minutes from M27 Junction 11

Free parking. Open 9 to 5.30 Monday to Friday. 9 to 2 on Saturday.
Postage 94p (80p + VAT) Securicor £6.46 (£5.50 + VAT).

UleSerue _
Larger items delivered
by Securicor

FORMFINDER: Sophisticated, yet simple to use horse racing analysis prog.
BERMUDA RACEII:Sailing race sim. from Newport to Bermuda.
GATEWAY TO HEXENLAND: Amazingmega-demo from the Avengers. D/S.
STATEOFTHEART:Allnew mega-demo from the WildSoys. D/S

G.131

STAR TREK -THE GAME:A real treat! Digi-pics, digi-sound. Superb. 1 Meg.

D.277
P.19
S.8

M1B

KINKYBOOTS:Superbly sampled Pactrick McNeeand Honor Blackman. D/S
GFAEXPERT: Massive text file and help routines for GFA-Basic 3.0. D/S
NOISETRACKER REPLAYV1.5: ExcellentMod file player with music. D/S
DIGI-SYNTH 7: 9 super mod music files and player from The Wild Boys. D/S
KIDZ DISK:Kidstory, KidSketch, KidPublisher, KidPiano, KidNotes. KidMusic. KidGrid, KidGraph - ail on one

P.17

disk! D/S
68000 PROGRAMMING COURSE: "How to do if document files. S/S

A.34

SPECTRUM EXTENDED DISPLAYER:Fantasy pics (mostly semi-clad females) so large you have to scroll them on the
screen! D/S

Inc. VAT

10 3.5" DS/DD 135 tpi
50 3.5" DS/DD 135 tpi
100 3.5" DS/DD 135 tpi
250 3.5" DS/DD 135 tpi
1k 3.5" DS/DD 135 tpi

MENU-MAKER: A French program thai allows you to make your own menus with music, sprite and scrolling message.
Excellent. D/S

M.76

S.B1

Software etc.
ST Basic Tutorial Book

£7.50
£32.30
£59.93
£540.50

D.23G
D.253

D.Z72
G.115
D.265

M.72
M.1
S.44
U.14

ELECTRA: Verygood multi-screen demo from Sweden. D/S 1 Meg
DOUBLE D00ZER: Super mega-demo from Chaos of Manchester. D/S
THINGS NOTTO DO:Humorous demo by Electronic Images. D/S
MYSTICWELL:Excellent Dungeonmaster type game from the States. S/S
BETTER THANLIFE:Super demo unbelievablywritten in 100% STOS!! D/S
ASSISTANTCHEF 1:42 mouth-watering recipes from ingredients to table. S/S
PLANETARIUM: Commercial quality astronomy program. S/S
AUDIO SCULPTURE: Excellent.MODfile player (Stereo on STE). Best with 1 meg. D/S
HITCH-HIKERS POUTILITY DISK:Diskfull of excellent utilities by Stuart Coates. D/S

ADVENTURES: Choose from G96 Pork I, G97 Pork II, G99 Dragon Slayer, G100 Star Portal, G114 Don't BankOn It, G85

Asylum, G128EivenCrystals I. G129Eiven CrystalsII.G90Tamoret(D/S),G137Assasin,G139The Grimoire, plus
many many more.

A FEW OFTHE DISKSFROM OURBUDGET COLLECTION (Only£1.00 each!)
B.14

R0B0TZ: The best P.D.shoot em up to date. S/S

B.20
B.27

HACMAN: 50 levels of Pac Man action. S/S
FROGGY: Classic arcade action. S/S

B.15

ROLL 'N' NUDGE: A working fruit machine. S/S
BUDGIE UK LICENCEWARE:

We have the full range availablelisted in our catalogue, includingthese NEW SudgieTitles(£2.95 each): MAG12 Maggie7 (Lost
Boys),BU79Sharks. BU80TravelGame,BU81 Deador Alive?(Adventure), BU82Crush (arcade),MAG14 DiskSpace 1, MAG15
The Ledgers (Untouchables), and OHCRIKEY, WHAT A SCORCHER! The latest LOSTBOYSmega-demo with truly outstanding
vector menu screen.

COMMERCIAL SOFTWARE

Largeselectionat budget prices listed in our catalogue:e.g. Ice HockeyE2.99, FifthGear £2.99, AirborneRanger (Microprose)
£4.50, Pro-Tennis £4.99, Crack Down £4.50, Gauntlet II £7.99 etc., etc.

ST/U Dept

For a FREE copy of our latest, user friendly,catalogue disk just send a blank disk and s.s.a.e. to the address above and
well send you one by return complete with a couple of FREEgames, a slideshow, and the top rated UNVERSAL

40-42 West Street,
Portchester, Hants.

PICTURES DEMO. Alternatively send £1.00 and we'll send you the same catalogueand free programs on one of our
disks. (Please quote STU5).

P0169UW
Tel: 0705 325354

CUSTOMERS WORLDWIDE ARE FINDING WE ARE THE ONES TO DEAL
WITH FOR QUALITY AND SERVICE

Both the screen
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layout and the file

possible with Audio Sculpture sim
ply by pressing the Esc key. The
score from any of the four tracks

selector are
reminiscent of
other Tracker

programs, though
Audio Sculpture

can be displayed, with the instru
ment number for each note dis

does have more
features than the

opposition. Here
the program is
playing one of the
demo modules,
Hymn

ner - on a musical score. This is

Z,lZ-n:
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• dropping the occasional note, but
was still usable.

There is an option to provide
Midi out, which should allow each
of the four tracker tracks to a dif

ferent Midi channel. Unfortunately
I was unable to get this to work
during the review, though the fault
could well be in my Midi setup, as
data was being transmitted by
Sculpture.
The sound output can be

the printer port, Monster Stereo
cartridge, the Stereo Replay car
tridge, Replay Professional car
tridge, the MV16 cartridge (as
provided with the BATgame), the
STE/TT DMA chip (in two modes,
one allowing better quality but loss
of some functions) and finally an

STE16-bit output, which requires a
hardware modification to your STE.
The four channels of music are

represented by columns of

"
'

I Asciicharacters and hexadeci, mal numbers. Each digit has

' 1 a particular meaning. In this
I case the first three characters

played above it.
The notes can be input from
, though only by "playing" the
r Midi keyboard, not through
g the mouse. It would be nice
to see better editing facilities here.
Other features include the ability
to "tune" the program in a similar
way to many synthesisers. This
means if you want to play along
and find your guitar is slightly off
key with your ST, just alter
Sculpture's tuning to agree with
your guitar.
Regular users of Tracker software
almost invariably suffer from Lost
Sample Syndrome. You've created a
great song, you save it, then you
can't find the sample you used for
that great bass sound!
Audio Sculpture goes some way
toward preventing this problem, by
keeping track of not only the name
of the sample used, but also the

' show the note. So C#l is a C

name of the disk from which it was

1 sharp in octave one.

loaded.

reversed, and the volume adjusted
either manually, or automatically

made as loud as possible without
clipping. The sample can even be
directly edited using the mouse on
the edit window to draw the wave
form!

Filtering is available to remove

high frequencies, and there is a
trigger function which starts sam

pling as soon as the required!
volume is reached. There is

even a chord function, which

allows you to take, for example, a
single piano note sample, and
turn it into a chord by overlaying

the same sample after shifting
frequency. Blocks can be cut,
copied and pasted, and over
laid to produce echo effects and

Unfortunately even the
musical scale loses some

thing in translation, so
there is no note of B,
instead it is H. The next

two characters represent
the sample number in hex.

What puts Audio Sculpture head
and shoulders above the competi
tion is its ability not only to edit
samples loaded

The next three numbers

from disk, but to
actually allow

affect the sample by
applying a special effect.
As an example, C#101C40
plays a C sharp, in octave
one, on sample one, at a

samples to be
taken directly
from a cartridge.
The sample
itself is displayed

volume of 40, which is

soon.

A Synthesis option allows you to
design up to eight oscillators which
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in a window.

1 the maximum (the "C" is

Blocks can be

I thespecial effect for
I altering the volume).

marked by click
ing with either
mouse button, and

directed in a number of differ

ent directions, which should suit

almost any setup. Currently sup
ported are the standard ST sound
chip, the ST Replay Cartridge, both
the Replay Cartridge and the sound
chip for stereo, both the Replay
Cartridge and the printer for stereo,
i-ujj-'jjj-^

editing then affects only
marked portion. This mar

performed on the samples within
Sculpture are excellent. Arpeggio,

software is more complete than
some budget sample-dedicated
software. Here a sample has been

tion can be zoomed in on, so
that it fills the entire window, and

extracted from one of the supplied

Portamento, Vibrato, Tremelo and

this process may be repeated until

Volume control are all supported.

the maximum resolution is

Many people, of course, would
prefer to be able to look at their

reached.

The range of effects which can be

music in a more conventional man£^j^il|j-j^|jj;

J£J-_IU £jiiJJJ!JJJJJJJJ JJJJJJ

Samples can be edited directly
from Tracker modules, loaded and
saved independently, or sampled
using either the ST Replay, STOSor
MasterSound cartridges.
This has one obvious advantage

- a required sample can be made
and immediately incorporated into
your module. If it doesn't sound
quite right, it can simply be sam
pled again, without leaving the
program.

Those who prefer staves to lists of hex numbers are catered for,
though the editing facilities are not as good as Quartet

Loop positions can be set to cre
ate never ending sounds, and there
is an option to snap the loop point
to the nearest zero amplitude posi
tion which helps avoid clicks.
Portions of samples may be

modules and reversed, making a
whole new sound

may be combined to produce your
own sounds. Input to the synths
may be either in the form of a sine
wave, a sawtooth wave or a square
wave, or you may select
part of a sample as the input
wave-form.

•

•

Audio sculpture is an excellent
piece of software. The number of

features is far higher than any com
parable package, and it does mean
that this could be the only package
of its type you require.
Software Management Group,

distributors of the package, told me
an updated manual may be pro
vided, which would be free to regis
tered users.

31 PRINTERS
SM124 Mono Monitor
External 3.5" Disk Drive

Golden Image Hand Scanner
Fbrget-Me-Clcck I
ST Monitor Switch Box
STE Stereo scart lead
STFM scart lead
STE Stereo MKI8833 lead
STFM MKS 8833 lead

Joystick/Mouse extension lead
Replacement Mouse lead
Mouse Mat

Squick replacement mouse

£139.00
£69.00
£16900
£19.95
£15.99
£1299
£12.99
£12.99
£12.99
£4.99
£395
£a50
£14.99

ACCESSORIES & RIBBONS
All of ourprinters come with a parallel cable to suit Atari ST.

Amiga and all standard PC etc (other cables avalable at
extra cost - ask for details). Al printers carry a tuH 12 months

warranty. We only sei genuine UK stock - we do not offer

inferior "grey imports". Phone for prices on ribbons and

accessories for the printers listed below.

PROTAR
high quality / low price ST hard dak drives
from Protar. All Protar hard dfek drives
come with a full 12 month REPLACEMENT

warranty (no lengthy repairs"), a DMA
through port device number switching and

superb disk management software.
*

ST FORMAT GOLD
AWARD WINNER *

* RATED AS
"EXCELLENT" BY ST
USER MAGAZINE *

* STE COMPATIBLE *
Progate 20Mb Hard Disk
£279.00
Progate 40Mb Hard Disk
£34100
Progate 40Mb with Cache
£423.00
Progate 44Mb Removable
£61100
Progate 60Mb Hard Disk
£437.00
Progate 60Mb Tape Streamer
£58100
Progate 80Mb Hard Disk
£486.00
Progate 80Mb with Cache
£565.00
Progate 150Mb Tape Streamer £79aOO
Progate 160Mb with Cache
£922.00
Progate 440Mb with Cache
£1588.00

STE Ram Kits
DIY 1 - 512k upgrade
DfY 2 - 2mb ipgrade
DIY 4 - 4mb upgrade

£22.99
E89.00
£159.00

with the monochrome high resolution
of the Atari ST range. Comes

2 YEAR WARRANTY *

PRINTER BUYERS SPECIAL OFFERI We are offering to

al buyers of Citizen printers,the chance to purchase a CITIZEN

envelopes ai for only£12.99extra.

dpi),Micro switched. Plugs straight in

printer drivers for the ST Amiga &PC; 200 sheets of fanfoid tractor
feed paper 200 fanfoid tractor feed address labels: 5 tractor feed

Citizen COD * (9-pin. 144 cps draft 30 cps NLQ)
Mr Citizen Swift 9 (9-pin.192 cps draft 48 cps H.Q)
Citizen 124D (24-pin. 144 cps draft 48 cps LO)
* Citizen Swift 24 (24-pin 192 cps draft 64 cps LQ)
* Citizen Swift 24X (24-piii. 1S" carriage)

£139.00
£199.00
£209.00
£299.00
£399.00

Other Printers....

* Green screen switch

* Free with STE. STFM or Amiga lead
* 12 months REPLACEMENT warranty

only £ 239.99
PHILIPS 8833 MK2
Philips 8833 Mk 2 also stocked complete
with STE. STFM or Amiga cable and 12
months free on-site warranty.

only £249.99

for only:
£14.99

DUST COVERS

Available for the 520ST/1040ST

IL.

range. SM124, Philips 8833 and

rf

llSgMP

Star LC2O0 Colour f9-pn«80 cps draft 45 cps NLQ)
Star LC24-10 Mono (24-pin, 180 cps draft 60 cps LQ)
Star LC24-200 Mono (24-pin. 200 cps draft 67 cps LQ)

Star LC24-200 Colour(24-pin. 200 cps draft 67 cps LQ)
Canon BJ10E Bubble Jet fink jet portable and compact)

Amiga A500.
ST £8.99
SM124 - £7.98
8833 - £7.99
A500 - £6-99

£220.00
£215.00
£260.00

£295.00
£289.00

Hewlett Packard DeskJet 500 fir* jet 3 pages per minute) £399.00

ST Software

HP PAINTJET
* Colour Inkjet Printer

* upto 180 DPI ful colour printing

tat»*

' Colour & black cartridges supplied

Checker,

can

be

used

with

either Klax

batteries or a mains power

MissPacman

Rampage

with Road Blasters
Robo Squash
instructions
and
are Shanghai
avaHabe with or without SSmeWbrid
mains power supply unit Xenophobe
machines

come

and comlynx cable.

Zartor Mercenary
Gauntlet 3

Lynx Console Only
Lynx'PSU
Lynx * PSU ♦ Comlynx

£7999
£84.99
£89.99

Blue Lightning

Rygar

NfnjaGaiden *j

WarBird8

Carrying Case
Carrying Pouch
Car Power Adaptor
Sun Visor/Scratch Shield

Mains Power Supply
Comlynx Cable

£14.99
£tl99
£9.50
£699
£14.99
£7.99

K-Data

database.

K-

Spread spreadsheet and K-Graph
business
graphics
production
package. All packages can import

The Atari Lynx is a superb
GAME CARDS
full colour, hand held, games Chips Challenge
£19.99
console
using
plug-in Electrocop
£19.99
cartridge games. The Lynx Gates of Zendocon
£19.99

supply unit. All our Lynx

KUMA PACK
EXCLUSIVE TO BEST PRICES
An excellent akround
business

software package for al Atari ST
machines. The pack consists of KWord 2 word processor, K-Spell

* Friction & tractor feed

COLOUR ATARI LYNX
* Improved version of Philips 8833 Mk2

for the Atari ST or the Amiga
(switchable). High resolution (290

High quality tatored dust covers.

* Denotes FREE COLOUR UPGRADE KIT

* Parallel lead supplied FREE

* Stereo speakers
* 600 x 285 pixel resolution

SQUICK MOUSE

A high quality replacement mouse

* Parallel or RS232 interface

* Colour 14 inch monitor

£139.00

PRINTER STARTER RACK. The pack compnses of : a5" dsk full of

machines.

PROTAR VIST© C14M

Next Week Day FREE of charge.

worth nearly £ 40O0.

' ST Amiga & PC compatible
* Plain paper + transparency supplied

MONITORS

complete with lead and is delivered

stocks last So hurry and ordertodayto get yourFREE coiour kit

and DO NOT require soldering in most

All STE Ram Kits come with instructions

our price of:

SM124 MONITOR

with al Citizen Swift 9. 24 and 24X printers wig continue only whie

We are official stockists of the latest in

machries and also has cartridge thru

port. RRP E25.53 - Save £5.58 with

The official Atari monitor for use

COLOUR KIT SPECIAL OFFER! Our FREE colour kit offer

ST Hard Drives

Rugs into cartridge port on al ST

C19.95

CITIZEN
*

FORGET ME CLOCK H
The best ST clock card available.

Paperboy
California Games
Pacland *new*
Block Out

APB*NEW*
Ultimate Chess

£19.99
£19.99
£19.99
£19.99
£19.99
£19.99
£19.99
£19.99
£19.99
£23.99
£23.99
£23.99
£23.99
£23.99
£23.99
£23.99
£23.99
£23.99
£23.99
£27.99

and export data between each

other. This exclusive pack can be

yours for just
£39.95

DISCOVERY EXTRA
PACK
An excellent value-for-money pack

containing First Basic programming
language, ST Tour (shows you how
to use the Atari ST). NeoChrome art

package and 4 great games :
[Dragons Breath, Super Cycle,
Indiana Jones and Anarchy. This

pack can be yours for just
C16.99

VISIT OUR SHOP TO SEE
OUR WIDE RANGE OF
ATARI ST SOFTWARE.
PRICES START FROM
JUST £4.99

TELESALES LINES OPEN 10AM TILL 12MIDNIGHT - 7 DAYS A WEEK - 0903 700714
BEST PRICES ~ AS RECOMMENDED IN THE ST FORMAT BUYERS GUIDE - OCT 91

ONLY ONE QUESTION ....
BUT MORE THAN ONE ANSWER !!
WHY BUY YOUR COMPUTER GOODS FROM US ??
One of the largest selection of STE Packs.
12 Months Warranty on all hardware.
Mail order and shop facilities.

FREE delivery anywhere in the UK.

Next week day delivery only £7.00.
All prices shown include VAT.
Genuine UK stock only supplied.

Govt & Educational orders welcome.

No minimum order value.

Fully computerised order system.

Atari specialists since 1984.

Payment by Cash, Cheque or Credit Card.

Many items recommended by ST Format.

1000's of satisfied customers.

ATARI STE PACKS
ALL A1ARI STE PRICES INCLUDE VAT AND UK DELIVERY. ALL PRODUCTS CARRY A
FULL 12 MONTH WARRANTY. PLEASE RING US BEFORE ORDERING TO CHECK STOCKS
AND CURRENT PRICES

ATARI STE STANDARD PACK, consistsofthecomputer with
mouse, tv lead, manual and all connecting leads etc. The Standard Pack is suppied

1mb

512k
£289.00

4mb

2mb

£319.00 £349.00

£429.00

£299.00 £329.00 £359.00

£439.00

£299.00 £329.00 £359.00

£439.00

£309.00 £339.00 £369.00

£449.00

£309.00 £339.00 £369.00

£449.00

£309.00 £339.00 £369.00

£449.00

£319.00

£349.00 £379.00

£459.00

X N/A

£369.00 £399.00 £479.00

with NO software

ATARI STE DISCOVERY 1. consists of the Standard Pack and
STOS. First Basic. NeoChrome and 4 games (Carrier Command. Space Harrier.
Outrun. Bomb Jack)

ATARI STE DISCOVERY 2. consists of the Standard Pack and
Rrst Basic, ST Tour, NeoChrome and 4 games (Dragons Breath Super Cycle,
Indiana Jones, Anarchy)

ATARI STE TURBO, consists of Standard Pack and STOS,
Hyperpaint I Music Maker I Rrst Basic and 8 games (Indiana Jones, Dragons
Breath, Blood Money, Impossible Mission IHKM. Anarchy, Outrun and Supercycle).

ATARI STE TENSTAR. consists of Standard Pack and Asterix.
Chess Player 2150. Drivin Force, Live ♦ Let Die, Onslaught, Pipemania Rfck
Dangerous, Rock n Roll,Skweek and TrivialPursuit 8.

ATARI STE POWER, consistsof StandardPack and also 20 top
selling arcade games. Due to lack of space, it is not possible to list the games.
Please phone for details

ATARI STE KUMA BUSINESS, consists of Standard Pack
and word processor K-Word 2 (inc!, K-SpeH Checker), K-Data database,
K-Spreadsheet K-Graph business graphics and Metacomco Basic Language.

ATARI STE CURRICULUM, consists of Standard Pack and also
3 levels of educational software (from 5 yrs to 50 yrs 9!)a word processor, a
spreadsheet a database, HyperPaint and Music Maker Ksoftware.

If you are buying one of our Atari
STE packs then why not add our

BEST PRICES - "BEST BUYS
OFU BY ST FORMAT

STE STARTER KIT?

13 PIN MONITOR PLUG
If you need to construct your ami special monitorlead, this DH plug is the bit

Giving you all those little "extras".

that plugsinto theSTE

l^> 10 Blank d/sided disks with labels

<t> Tailored dust cover to fit the STE
<_£> Joystick/Mouse extension lead
l£> High quality neoprene Mouse Mat
l^> and a Joystick for the games ....

MFN) OCI Otif11 UK)

PMCE C2.O0 - STF RATING 83%

JOYSTICK EXTENDER CABLE

Plugging yourjoystick intotheSTEis a pain because theports are armoyingly

V

located underneath the keyboard With this cable plugged in,two extended
sockets means you can plug your mouse and joystick intothese.

PRICE £4.99 - STF RATING 80%

MONITOR SWITCH BOX
If you have a coiour and mono monitorthis box enables you to switch between
themwithout unplugging the leads. PRICE £15.99 - STF RATMQ 78%

IF YOU WISH TO ORDER WITH US. THEN PLEASE SEND IrOUR CHEQUES. BANKERS DRAFTS. POSTAL ORDERS, CASH ETC TO OUR MAIL ORDER ADDRESS fPLEASE MAKE CHEQUES
PAYABLE TOBEST PRICES) OR RING OURMAIL ORDER HOTLINE ANY TIME BETWEEN lO.OOAMAND 12MIDNIGHT. 7 DAYS A WEEK, ANDUSE YOUR ACCESS OR VISA CARDS.
OR ALTKNATIVRY PAY A VISIT TOOUR SHOP.CHIPS COMPUTER CENTRE. AND SEE OUR WIDE RANGE OF COMPUTER GOODS AND SOFTWARE.

VISIT OUR SHOWROOM
CHIPS COMPUTER CENTRE, 53 RUGW ROAD,

WORTHING. WEST SUSSEX BNtf 5NB.
OPENING , MON ID FRI lOAM ID 6PM. SAT 9JOAM TO 530PM

FINANCE / CREDIT FACILITIES (SHOPONIY).
PART EXCHANGE CONSIDERED (SHOP ONOT).
NEW AND USED ST.AMIGA & PC EQUIPMENT ON DISPLAY

ALL TYPES OF SOFTWARE (BUSINESS / LESUIRE / EDUCATIONAL).
REPAIRS UNDERTAKEN. TRAINING. INSTALLATION. ON-SITE WARRANTIES.

^

MAIL ORDER ONLY

^

BEST PRICES (DEPT STU), 53 RUGBY ROAD,
WOmiHG.WESJSUSSEXWlt5NB.
OPBMHIQ : 7 DAYS A WEEK 10AM T012 MOMTOHT
ALL PRICES INCLUDE 17.5% VAT AND FREE D&IVERY (/WERAGE 4-5 DAYS).
PLEASE ADD £7.00 FOR NEXTWEEKDAY D&IVERY.
GOODS USUALIY SENTOUT THESAME DAYWHEN
CLEARED PAYMENT IS RECBVED BEFORE2PM.
PERSONAL CHEQUES REQUIRE 7 DAY CLEARANCE.

All prices include17.5% VAT and free UK delivery unless stated otherwise. All prices/ specifications / special alters subjectto change without notice.

.

3V2" DISKS

3y2" DISKS
Benchmark >

UNBRANDED DS/DD

BRAND DS/DD

25
£17.00

50
£29.00

100
£41.00

25
£11.00

50
£18.50

100
£33.50

200
£75.00

500
£163.00

1000
£309.00

200
£63.50

500
£153.50

1000
£303.50

FFER 3V2" DS/DD. Ex Western Digital VGA Drivers. All brand new but have
rmatted & labelled available in black or IBM grey. PRICE £25.00 per 100 inc new
label. Only 10,000 available - 'Don't miss this one' - First come first served.
DISK STORAGE BOXES

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT & P&P UK ORDERS ONLY

31/2" 10 Capacity Qty 5
37a" 10 Capacity (printed) Qty 5
37a" 50 Capacity Lockable
372" 100 Capacity Lockable
372" 240 Capacity Stackable

Cheques and

£4.50
£3.00
£3.70
£4.70
£15.00

THESE PRICES ONLY IF BOUGHT WITH DISKS

I^Sl EC1 24 HOUR ORDERLINE 0597 851784
Manor Court Supplies Ltd

Postal Orders to

Telephone: 0597 851792 Fax No:0597 851416
Dept STU11, GlenCelyn House, Penybont, Llandrindod Wells, Powys, LD1 5SY.
EDUCATION AND GOVERNMENT ORDERS WELCOME

ALL DISKS 100% CERTIFIED ERROR FREE

RICES FOR
Game

3D Construction Kit

Addictedto Fun-Rainbow (Comp)

Afrika Korps
Armalyte

Price

Game

.126.96
£12.95
£18.95

Hunter

£15.96

Armour-Gecldon
Back to the Future III
BeastBusters
Billiards 2 Simulator
Blade Warrior

£15.75
il5.96

Brat

Cadaver

£15.96
£15.96

Cadaver - The Payoff

£.10.95

Chaos Strikes Back
Chuck Rock

£15.96
£15.96
£15.96
£16,96
£15.96
£15.96

£15.96
£15.96
£15.96

Corporation+ Mission
Cmise for a Corpse
Cybercon III
Darkman

£19.95
£15.96

Das Boot

Elf
Elvira
Exile

£18.95

lleroquest

£15.9<
£15.96

jimmy White's Whirlwind Snooker

£19.95

Killing Cloud
Killing Game Show
Last Ninja III

£15.96 I
£15.96
£15,96

STOS
SWIV

Lemmings

£15.75

Secretof Monkey Island(1 Meg)

Life and Death
Line of Fire

£15.96
£15.96

Shadow Dancer
Silent Service II

Lotus TurboChallenge II

£15.96

SimCity/Populous

£18.95

Sim Earth

Magic Pockets

£15.96

Simpsons

Manchester United Europe
Maupiti Island
Mega-Lo-Mania
Megatraveller I

£15.96
£15.96
£18.95
£18.95

Mercs
Midwinter II

£15.96
£21.86

Navy Seals

£15.96

Nebulus 2

£15.96

SpeedballII
Super Monaco G
Supercars II
i Swap
Switchblade II
Team Suzuki

| Terminator
Thunderhawk

Populous

£15.96
£18.95

| Turrican II

| Viz

£15.96

F-19 Stealth Fighter

£21.86
£18.95

F-29 Retaliator
Final Fight

£15.96
£15.96

Predator 2
Prehistorik
Pro Tennis Tour 2

£15.96
£15.96
£15.96

Proflight

Flight or the Intruder

£21.86

Frenetic

£15.96
£15.96
£15.96

Gauntlet III
Gods

i RollingRonny

Ml Tank Platoon

Powermonger

F-15 StrikeEagleII (1 Meg)

lHood

Robocop II
Rod-Land

I Toki
Ultima V

I Vidi-ST&Vidi-Chrome

£29.45

Warzone

R-Type 11

£15.96

Wolfpack

R.B.I, Baseball 2

£18.95

Railroad Tycoon
Rick Dangerous II

£21.86
£15.96

Wonderland
Wrath of the Demon
Z-Out

prices include Postage & V.A.T. and are effective un
Credit Card Orders (9am-10pm 7 Days)
No Answerphones

071 608 0624

Cheques/Postal Orders to:

DataGEM Limited, Dept STU, 23 Pitfield St, London N1 6HB.
Showroom open Monday-Friday 10am-6pm, Exit 2 Old St Tube.
•
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Aspects
of the Atari ST
Atari ST User brings you seven specialpages
devoted to your very ownfavourite ST subjects.
There's somethingfor everyone —every month.

PAGE1

MIDI AND MUSIC
•

Musician's dream or computer user's nightmare? Ian Waugh
tries to keep in sync with Dr T's sequencer
'CATION

UiW4KEW

A new education software house is committed to quality AND
low prices. You dont believe it? Pat Winstanley has newsfor you
mmmammm

iWiiilifiliiiif.ftii^UliwMMOAfai

PAGE 141

Taking your first steps in comms? With Eddie McKendrick as
your guide you've nothing tofear... well, not much, anyway

run

PAGE 143

The Mac learns to read ST disks. Gunter also gives you a sneak
preview ofsome new emulation hardware
XAMf.hM

Is FSMGDOS goodfor you? What do you do ifyour mouse goes
mickey? What's the meaning of life? Charles Michael answers
BUSINESS

PAGE 147

Phil Trory has severe misgivings about a get rich quick idea.
Also, newsfrom a real live business user and help with sales

t?:
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h My Omega! After last month's
overview of Dr.T's Omega bundle,
this month we'll look at the parts
which make up the whole. The main program
is KCS (Keyboard Controlled Sequencer),
Dr.T's premier sequencer, which has now

Oh my

O

reached version 4.0.

REC

It boasts a very high clock resolution - 384
ppqn - and with some additional hardware
you can access 32 or 64 Midi channels and
sync it to the Fostex R8 multitrack recorder.

IGES!

KCS record screen

Desk

File

Ed i T

Options

CHAM-LIB,PRG

Chaneleon Universal Patch Librarian

The sequencer has 48 tracks and in Open
mode you can create up to 128 sequences
which you can play back at the same time.
It has the usual assortment of editing func
tions although some of these can be rather
numeric. It also has several powerful process
ing features such as the ability to scale veloc
ity and scale and invert durations. It can
invert pitch, too, and reverse the note order
so that a tune plays backwards. Try this with
jazz, dram patterns and Bach.

mt¥jBBBBBBCM

HAT6.HAS.LIB
NEH4.LIB
HEH5.LIB
HEH6.LIB
HEU7.LIB
HEUB.LIB
HEUg.LIB

BET

Channel;
Patch:
Other I

Bl
IBB
BB1

PLHY

CLIPBOARD

jfcyAofc

IBl

KCS Level II is KCS v4.0 with a few extra fea

the modules

loaded in the
MPE

News Round-up
tendance figures for tiii
niernati
ow), which we reported on last month, have just been
tblished. They were co
>vn on last year's Ag
es - 4997 trade (5954 in 1990) and 13151 public (18762
11990) attendances.

Education Day saw the worst fall from 2000 in 1990 down
•725, although the decision to charge admittance this year
ay have been a contributory factor. However, the music
dustry has been weathering the recession well and many
hibitors reportedgood business.

tures. It uses more memory than v4, so you
only need boot it when you want to use the
extras. It supports polyphonic aftertouch and
includes a Master Editor which can perform
six functions. Some of these are very interest
ing. You can mix data, arpeggiate chords,
copy and thin out controller data, scale the
tempo and map a note on to another.

particularly interesting function, In Between,
creates a sequence which is "in between" that

of two other sequences. Another, Ornaments,
adds "little" notes to existing notes. This is fas
cinating stuff but the manual isn't particularly
helpful. It tells you what the functions do but
not how to use them. Shame, but experi

But Level IPs main claim to fame is the

menters will love it.

PVG (Programmable Variations Generator).
This is a fairly complex random note genera
tor, although the manual prefers to use words
such as deterministic, aleatoric and algorith
mic. You can assign weights and ranges to
parameters such as pitch, velocity and dura
tion, although the more leeway you give the
program, the more random the output. One

The other parts of the package are The
Graphic Song Editor, Tiger and Quickscore. All
can run as stand-alone programs or from
Desk File Edit Options
MSR -BT: St EVHT

111111-

Steinberg have bundled a top-level sequencer, Cubase,
Mex offers SMPTE sync, four discrete Midi output ports

d

air dongle expansioi

1
61

1Z1

1
AFile

Edit

Settings

Play

Repeats

Display Uidgets

Ut:

81
121

tility disc containing a Fostex link utility and

181
1

licrogroove patterns. The StudioPac cost £645 including

61
121
181

AT. More from Evenlode Soundworks on 0993 898484.

id-dti

Take Control and Titan Designs, developers of Music DTP
mw into version2) and high resolution graphic cards for the
T, have moved, to Institute of Research & Development,
niversity of Birmingham Research Park, Vincent Drive,
irmingham, BIS 2SQ. Tel: 021-415 4155.

Lt±ilMl

Dr.T's X-oR, the Universal System Exclusive Orchestralor
pgradud and now supports over a hundred instruments
roduced by over 20 manufacturers.

5: 21165
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Tiger, The
Graphic EditoR,
running in the
MPE

have also taken on :

te Midiman range of products. These include the Fineline
4-channel 1U line mixer, SMPTE units, a 2-In/8-Out

witchable Midi Thru box and quick release rack screws,
lore from Zone on 081-766 6564.

Hybrid Arts, the American software company which prouces the much-respected Edit-Track and SMPTE-Track

jquencers as well as othe# ST music software and hard
ware, has acquired a new UK distributor after being withut one for two years. Support was previously handled by
le European branch in German but now UK users and
itenlial buyers can contact: Atlantic Audio. 9 V"
>ad. Gillingham, Kent, ME7 1NW.

Destination Jarre
Any Jean-Michel Jarre fans in ST music land? The Destination Jarre fanzine, now in its
second year, is full of facts, figures and information about the man and his music.
Issue five is an extremely well-produced 20-page magazine. It contains a busy letters
section, a review of the Mexico concert, a Zoolook review and article, information

about Jarre's wife, Charlotte Rampling, and his father, composer Maurice Jarre. There's
also a small ads section, a competition and the results of a readership survey.
The most popular Jarre album seems to be Zoolook although Rendezvous 4 is the
most popular track. Destination Jarre is produced quarterly and costs £8 for a four-issue
subscription (£10 in the EEC and £12 elsewhere). Excellent value for Jarre fans. More

from co-editor Graham Needham at 75 Lavernock Road, Penarth, South Glamorgan,
CF6 2NY.
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- an editor and librarian to the rest of us - has been
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KCS Edit screen

Environnent
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ith the Mkk\ Plus hardware to make the StudioPac.
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KCS Level II

KCS record

screen showing

MIDI

LIBRARIES
HRT6-BHK.LIB

@ I

ACGUITAR
fiFTER 8S
AXfl-PARA
BABYBATH
BIGFATSO
BIBORGAN
BIRDCAGE
BLUELEEK
BRASSPAD
CATORGAN
CHINPLUX
CHVMZVMZ
CLARINET
COMPUTER
DIGIHBA1
DIG-DID!
DUCKBERG
EB'H'FLO

Qsac
Qspi

Qci.

Omega
A selection of

lusic Software

Q

DISPLAV GROUPS

Stiletto Oberheim
Matrix 6 ProSound voices in
Chameleon

allowing you to change the Midi channel on
which the track transmits from the Edit page.
The other programs have their strengths
and weaknesses, too. The modular aspect of

Free music software
from Yamaha

the programs lets you use only those func
tions which you need, although if you're
thinking seriously about this package, think
seriously too about upgrading your ram to
two megabytes or more.
While the package is good value for
money, it may be rather too complex for the
newcomer to sequencing, although I know

The QY-10 is one of Yamaha's latest
musical gizmos. Nicknamed the

several musicians who think KCS is the best

thing since moulded plugs on Midi cables.
If you are a computer person first and a
musician second, it could be right up your

Walkstation, it's a 28-note polyphonic,

eight-part multi-timhrul, 30-voke syn
thesiser with a 26-part drum kit, 76
built-in accompaniments and a eight
track sequencer. The surprising thing is it's only the size of a video cassette! It
even has its own mini keyboard. All this
for £249!
If yon have one of
MfliffTrTV".

street.

Dr. T's Omega costs £299. More from Zone
Distribution, 5 Abbeville Road, London, SW4.

nPittcnBnj'

3

Tel: 081-766 6564.

Off the shelf sounds!
|J; UbveJ:

Environment) which we looked at last

Spike your library with Stiletto Pro-Sounds. If
you're not into fiddling with partials, opera
tors, elements or any of the other component
parts of synthesiser voice architecture, you
need off-the-shelf sounds. Fortunately there
are lots to choose from. Unfortunately, many

month.

cost £30 to £50 or more.

Operating the Graphic Song Editor can
appear a little fiddly - tracks must be copied
from KCS to the Sequencer and then drawn
into the Song Editor. Once they're there,
however, you can manipulate them in all
manner of ways - change their length, veloc
ity, position and so on. You can even give
sections of the music a percentage change of
playing - very useful with drum tracks.
Tiger (The Interactive Graphic EditoR) dis
plays music data in graphic form - notes,
controller information, volume, velocity and
so on - and lets you edit it by drawing on the
screen with the mouse. This is really good you can loop a section while you edit it. The

Stiletto have been supplying musicians and
studios with sounds since 1987. They are
developed in-house by professional program

DELETE

FORM)

::

:

within

the

MPE

(Multi

Program

mers and musicians and the current list caters

for over a dozen instruments including the
Casio CZ, Ensoniq ESQ and Mirage, Kawai Kl,
Roland D10/20/110 and Yamaha DX7/TX7,

minute

to

draw

a

multi-stave score. But

if you can wait to
check the appearance,
the printed output is
very good.
The
programs
which make up Omega
give you a very power
ful set of music tools.

005 SOFT

PRIME

003 CBTSCBH KLBU
013 SHIMMER BELL
017 CRESCEHTHDOH

with a free Chameleon demo.

This is a universal patch librarian and my
second most essential piece of music software
- after Notator.

Buy them before the price goes up...More
from Stiletto, 15 Galloway Street, Dumfries,
DG2 7TL. Tel: 0387 50748.

008880 Size: 000337 CLIPBOARD |000
B00322 Lensth: 12l«l
|o
B02 LIGHT PIBH0

BB3 PRIME TINE

PAGE

BB7 ICE PIBND

Bll BMP BXE 1
B15 ME0AK0T0 OHE

012 DIRTY PLUCK

020 SYNTHICORD
DZ4 BLBPERUHHER
B28 SOUP DRBGOH

B14 SCHRBEDER

B18 HELL PHDDED

B16 HRBITUSIIBRO

B22 POLYKEYS 1

B26 SBDSBDSBDPBD
B3B DI6IFLUTE 1

B31 SOFT CHIFF

B32 BLIP FLOOT

B34 FBT BHBLOG
B38 SYHTHSTRIHGS

B35 Z00C BRBSSUP
B39 STRIHO BAG 1

036 DEVELOPER

B42 REED BED

B43 BRGBHBSMIC 4

B44 HBIRY GRGBN

046 SHBDCHIEMBOB
B5B BORNTOBOJNCE

047 DIBIPLUX FB7

U48 SHAKESYNTH

B51 MILK BBTTLE
055 SQUARE SEOS
B59 SPLUTT BBSS

056 MODULAR SEP
B6B RBSPBBASSMBH

063 URDLE

064 DBOUISE REPR

B37 JUNO STRING
045

PURE

SYNTH

B45 MEBH GREiHZ
I B53 MARIMBLEY

B54 DLSTBERG

: B57 FBT BBSS

B58 HUH BBSSYHTH
B62 REZIDEHTBBSS

061

BEARDY BBSS

IIRDLF

|

BB4 THEDLDRHODES
B08 SHOPPY ONE'

B06 DI0IL0G TVHZ

B10 OBIE KLBU

025 MBNDROID EHS

IB33 fl BIT JUHPY

B4B PBLY61STRIH6

and has a few idiosyncrasies, such as insisting
you record on consecutive tracks and only

nightmare -

Inspecting the used patterns
of a bank in Sqyrrel

both? Read

of new patterns. Ihe disk also contains a
program called ST-liffi, a manager for the
Yamaha 1-X900 effects unit, complete
The programs are of German origin
and the cassette inlay is in German but

don't worry - there is plenty of on-line
help in English. The programs are well
designed and very easy to use.
They come in a neat disk carry box,
too. More from Yamaha Kemble Music

(UK) Ltd., Sherbourne Drive, Tilbrook,
Milton Keynes, MK7 Hill. Tel: 0908
366700.
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052 HYBRID SEOS

KCS isn't the most

intuitive sequencer

user's

are quite proud of the sounds - and rightly so.
The new disks are £15 each and all disks come

021 UBUEEUILDIHG
CHIFFER

computer

sounds) and the Oberheim Matrix 6/1000
(100 sounds).

Dig SYHTHIB 1
B23 LILYOHTHEUZ
B27 ZINBULBH6 5

025 JOES

dream or a

sounds, 128 operations), Cheetah MS6 (96

CHBM.LIB.PRG

001 CfiUEPIftND

musician's

releases are Pro-Sounds for the Casio VZ (128

easiest beast in the world to program. Stiletto

•H Notepad"

One of the banks of
Stiletto Pro-Sound
Casio VZ voices in
Chameleon

Is Dr T's

sequencer a

sounds and all are very nicely priced at

The VZ sounds will be of particular interest

VZ1.64TN.LIB None:

There are copy and swap options to
help you organise the patterns and you
can sort and print them, too. As well as
offering an easy method of controlling
your QY-IO, the disk contains five banks

between £7.50 and £15.The three latest

to anyone with a VZ machine as it is not the

|v7 Unices 01 Patch:

loader/Managercalled Sqyrrel.

Each set contains between 64 and 160

manual is well written and includes a section

very slow - it can eas
ily take 30 seconds or a

devices, tell those awfully nice people at
Yamaha and they will send vou free.
gratis and for nothing, a wonderful Bank

TX81Z and DX100/21/27/FB01.

called Guided Tour to get you started quickly.
Finally, Quickscore is a cut-down version
of Dr.T's Copyist, although it lacks any form
of on-stave editing and you can't add text,
music symbols or lyrics to the score. You do
have control over certain display options,
however, and with a little judicious editing,
you can produce good-looking scores.
Although it can run as a stand-alone pro
gram, it's far better running within the MPE,
as it lets you flip from data to score fairly
quickly. The drawing
routines, however, are

Sqyrrel, the free Yamaha QY-10
Manager main screen

J

The main screen of ST-Effi, the free
Yamaha FX900 Manager

further...

THE THREE BEARS (5-10)
IBM, ST, CPC, AMIGA.
Superbly reviewed educational adventure.
Develops reading and imagination.

MAGIC MATHS (4-8)
IBM, PCW, ST, AMIGA.
Highly rated primary maths programs. Selection of
games. Add and Subtract.

MATHS MANIA (8-12)
IBM, PCW, ST, AMIGA.
"The best primary programs I have yet seen.'
Multiply, Divide, Maths Skills.

BETTER SPELLING (8-18)
IBM, ST, PCW, AMIGA, CPC, BBC,
CBM (D).

THE BEST IN EDUCATION
HOW TO ORDER

IBM, PCW, ST, AMIGA, CPC, CBM (D).

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Very comprehensive coverage of all the major aspects of
maths for this age group. Excellent

Prices

Highly acclaimed tutor. Received excellent
reviews. Challenging.

BETTER MATHS (12-16GCSE)

Post your order.
Fax your order.
Ring credit card number.
Ring for advice.
Ask your dealer to order.

IBM 51A or 31/2, ST & STE, AMIGA..
CPC, PCW, CBM (disks)

JUNIOR TYPIST (4-10)

IBM, ST, AMIGA.

.£22.95
.£16.95

FREE CATALOGUE

Keyboard trainer which helps spelling.

STU 11

ORDER DIRECT TO:

School Software Ltd.,
Tait Business Centre, Dominic Street, Limerick, Ireland.
Tel: (U.K.) 010 353-61-415399 Fax Orders: 010 353-61-414315
Credit Card Hotline (U.K.): 010 353-61-415399 Others Tel: 010 353-61-415399
Access/Mastercard/Eurocard/Barclaycard/VisaNo.
Expiry Date

Cheque/Postal Order

My machine
Titles
Name
Address

Postcode

A

brand new educational software

Rainbow's warriors

producer hits the scene this month,
' and the results aren't at all bad.

Rainbow Education is an offshoot of Exeter

Software (tel:0392 77369/413104) and has
been inspired by the success and accreditation
of the Fun School series.

However this new label, according to its
mentor Trevor Bruce, wants to bring the price
of educational software down to budget levels
while still providing the same high standards.
Intended releases cover both pre-school and
primary ages with maths, English and science
as the topics.

to be any way of saving the creations to disk
or printing them out for posterity. Next
comes Sets, where a rag-bag of jumbled
objects is offered for the child to sort into two
like groups. Each screen achieved adds a piece
to a jigsaw, later revealed as a whole to be one
of those "Mousetrap" like contraptions which
sends balls over obstacles culminating in a
bucket of cold water waking Bobby the
Clown.

Odd One Out has a fruit machine theme

Shapes & Colours
£7.99

slightly older children coming to grips with

oddball. If correct, his or her car moves for

both upper case letters and the qwerty system.
Graphics are bold and - usually - clear.
Animation of inanimate objects such as apples
and mugs is beautifully done and highly imag
inative and amusing at times, such as a mon
key - I think - playing a violin from behind.
Some objects, though, defy identification
without the use of an included room by room

ward, and if wrong the (computer) opponents
does - the idea being to win the race.

Pre-school

Aimed at under-5s, this package consists of six

programs and claims to "prepare for the
National Curriculum". Now it strikes me that

virtually any learning achieved by this age
group prepares for the NC in some form, sim
ply because children hitting school for the
first time are taught from scratch anyway to
accommodate different family backgrounds
and four to five year old attainment levels.
Thus all skills, be they tying shoelaces or
reciting the alphabet, add to the learningfrom-life which is what most four to five year

word list both in the instructions and

onscreen via use of the Help key.
If a wrong guess is made, the correct letter
flashes onscreen, but its associated word is

Big and Small is rather similar to the previ
ous task with three objects shown at a time.
Bobby the Clown points to either
the big or small box and the child
must choose the object which
cXS^i

olds do best. However, as a fun and reinforce-

Shapes and colours
CD

1

Irju on ^

painting

snap

nu

odd one out

matches his question. A correct
answer adds a coin to Bobby's piggy
bank, and when he's saved enough
the clown buys - and messily eats an ice cream.

The last selection, Shape Game,
IDDDI In
IP
B
while
fun, really doesn't seem to
olojig"
ti?
n
0 In n Hi
Olol e,
have any purpose for education.
shape game
big and small
sets
Each player picks a type of counter
with its own picture. The computer
ment program, Shapes & Colours certainly then spins a dial which ends up pointing to
does its job.
one of the player's counters. This player has
Throughout the package, Bobby the Clown
his or her board area filled by one each time a
is on hand to help the kids - and receive the counter is picked. The aim of the game is to
typical custard-pie accolade when they beat be the first to collect four counters.
the system.
Unfortunately absolutely no skill is
Included in the pack is a "colouring book" required on the part of a player. Perhaps
which offers a variety of line drawings to be allowing a player to spin after answering a
attacked. Unfortunately the palette is rather question of some sort would be more useful.
restricted - more an adult shading selection This would then combine both luck and skill
than the primary and secondary colours that since the spinner might choose someone
inn

kids are more conversant with.

board can also be used, which is handy for

where the child spins reels then clicks on the

else's counter by accident, and would help
teach a child to cope with disappointment at
an age where gaming rules and learning to
lose gracefully are important.

First Letters £7.99
Pre-school (but 5-7s will benefit too)

only given when a correct answer is made. For
small children a great deal of adult help will
be needed and the program will be used more
as an animated ABC book. Older children,

right through to junior age, will also find
something
for
them.
It's a shame that

an option hasn't
been incorporated
to allow older chil

dren to try spelling
the word

rather

than simply pick
ing the first letter.
This would give the advantage of extending

the useful life of the program, and really
shouldn't be all that difficult to achieve.

Conclusion
So have they succeeded in their aims? So far
just these two packages have been released,
with another two due by the time you read
this. Judging by the first batch they are cer
tainly worthy of consideration, but a few
snags need to be ironed out before they
achieve the polish to challenge the chart top
pers.

All in all, a worthy attempt to help out fam
ilies both by educating the brood and keeping
the bank balance happy. I'm sure that with
parental feedback, Rainbow Education will
work on teething troubles and incorporate
improvements in their future releases to
become a force to be reckoned with in the ST

and Amiga educational market.

This program is intended to introduce chil
dren to "phonetically hard letters" and works
££a/ii.

\ ^ -, "^}

on a sort of reverse I-spy principle. The setting

is a home complete with garden and garage
Given that, there are six different pictures
for the child to colour, and all control is by
mouse - perhaps a little tricky for two to three

year-olds, but fine for slightly older children.
One snag is that while pictures retain their
colours during a session, there doesn't seem

consisting of twelve separate screens. Each
screen contains ten objects which animate in
turn.

The child's task is to work out the first let

ter of the animated object then choose that
letter from an onscreen alphabet. The key

Fun School 4
The latest in this excellent series is due

out soon, and from a sneak preview I
can tell you that it looks every bit as
good as its predecessors - full review
shortly.

Pat Winstan
looks at two

promising
releases fron
new softwan
house

Good News - Seven Disk P.D. is back with better value than ever

JlU.IJ1.JIC* JLfOiJOLcllJJl 30tt*v«JT© HC #^Jpl H. fMS-K.%
No Catches - Every disk is 75p (no minimum order) - Disk - Postage- Everything is included
And for every 10 disks you can choose another for no extra (equivalentto 68p a disk!)
Yet more bargains - Buy 50+ PD disks and get a 50 capacity lockable disk storage box or buy 75

+ PD disks and get a 100 capacity lockable box for no extra charge

For a free catalogue of all P.D./Shareware disks available - send a Self Addressed Envelope (6.5"
x 8.5" or bigger if possible) with 28p or 36p in stamps to the address below (State - ST PD
catalogue request) or just send 30p with your address

Bulk packed blank DSDD disks + other supplies
3.5" DSDD 100% Guaranteed

Disk Cleaning Kits (3.5") - £2.00

10 Disks + 10 Capacity Storage Box - £5.00

10+

40p a disk

Boxes (3.5") - 10 Capacity Flip Top - £1.20

25 Disks + 50 Capacity Lockable Box - £15.00

50+

37p a disk

Lockable - 50 Capacity - £6.50

50 Disks + 50 Capacity Lockable Box - £23.00

34p a disk

Lockable - 100 Capacity - £7.50

100 Disks + 100 Capacity Lockable Box - £40.00

250+

32p a disk

520/1040 ST/STE Dust Cover - £3.00

200 Disks + two 100 Capacity Lockable Box - £70.00

500+

30p a disk

3.5" Disk Labels per Hundred - £1.00

For a "Banx" Lock & Stackable Box instead add £5 each box

1000+

28p a disk

"Banx" Lockable & Stackable Box - £10.00

AH disks DSDD with labels and lifetime guarantee

Includes

100+

labels and

postage

Cheques/Postal Orders payable to Seven Disk. Or send Access/Visa card number, expiry date and signature
Postage included for U.K. only. Overseas orders accepted by CREDIT CARD ONLY and exact postage will be
added to above prices (approximately 15% extra for European and 50-80% for outside Europe)
Credit Card orders over £100 must add 3.75% extra

24 hr credit card order line - Tel: 0438 840456
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GLOBAL COMPUTE

Lucepool Lane, Wood Houses, Yoxall, DE13 8NR. Tel: (0543) 473131

D\
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3.5" Disks 1-49
3.5" Disks 50-99
3.5" Disks 100+

40 Cap Locking Disk Box
80 Cap Locking Disk Box
100 Cap Locking Disk Box

35p ea
32p ea
29pea

£3.99
£4.99
£6.99

8mm Mouse Mat

ST Replacement Mouse

Null Modem

£3.99

4 Player

£4.99

Extension Leads
Printer Cables
Scart Leads
RF Ariel Leads

£4.99
£4.99
£7.99

£1.99

£1.99

£2.99

£14.99

(Amiga Replacement Mouse..£14.99

Amiga

£2.99

ST

£2.99

Printer

£4.99

StarLCIO

£2.99

Star LC10 Colour

£6.99

Citizen 120D

£2.99

+ 100's of Other Ribbons in Stock

(Solderless)

£49.99
(FREE Fitting Service Available)

D/RAMS

SIMMS

256Kx1 95pea

1Mb £43
2Mb £82
3Mb £120
4Mb £155

256Kx4£3.95 ea

£4.99 ,

. Monitor

Visa/Access Accepted.
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Atari ST Upgrade

CfJJPS JJW" DJiVJjVJS

DVSiCOVZffi
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6mm Mouse Mat

UPS^ADSS

LZAD5
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3.5" Double Sided Disk Drive

only £49.99
Internal Anti-Click Board (makes

drive quiet)
3.5" Disk Cleaner

£12.99
£1.99

Cheques/Postal Orders payable to
"Global Computing"
All Prices inci V.A.T.

P&P is Extra (Please enquire when

ordering).

T h e initial port of call for most people
venturing into the wide world of

1-1i c r o n e \

and simply hear the other modem
making noises of different frequen

' ;

comms is a local bulletin board. These

cies - called carrier tones - you

services are typically housed on home com
puters and contain text messages and a library

have probably set your speed
Each frequency relates to a dif

of files.

The messages can be about any subject that
the person running the board, referred to as

ferent baud rate. The modem at

the sysop, sees fit. Similarly, the online files

speed - usually 300 baud - and

library can span as many categories as he has
space, or time, for.
Some boards devote themselves entirely to
special interest groups, such as religious
organisations or charities.
Others may provide special closed user
groups (CUGs) to cater for these minority

then work its way up to the maxi

ing for you. It's a lot less tedious than having
to issue dial commands manually to the

modem's carrier this means that it did not

interests.

modem each time until the line becomes free.

because the speed setting at your end is too
high. Reduce your baud rate setting and try

the BBS end will first try its lowest

mum. Your modem will wait until

I it recognises the tone for the baud
0 6

M i c r o rr e t

After sending the dial instruction via the

The sysop set-up

comms software there should be immediate

Bulletin boards are a labour of love for their

activity from your modem lights. Most mod

operators and it is rare for a charge to be made
for providing the service.Understandably per
haps, some people find it difficult to compre
hend why sysops tie up their computer and

ern modems also have a built in speaker
which allows you to track the progress of your

modem, not to mention hard disks and the
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tion, but more
and more peo
ple are setting
up boards, so

call audibly. Hopefully within a few seconds
you should be online. If you're not then
something simple has probably gone wrong.

Don't panic!
If it doesn't work straight away, don't get frus
trated, just check the following...
If your modem fails to respond to the dial
instruction, check to ensure that the serial

there is a defi
nite attraction.

Most bulletin

again.

Registration
After coaxing your modem to talk in a
civilised manner to the BBS things become
more straightforward, and fun! Your initial
connection to any new BBS will probably
involve some sort of registration procedure.
The BBS software will ask you a series of
questions and your answers. Let the sysop
know who you are and where you are calling

£?

from. You will also be asked to select a secret

password. This will be used by you to gain
access on all your subsequent calls, so it is
important that you pay attention to the
onscreen instructions.

boards conform
<s!!i!'!: 111:- i'!!iv :!oh1!• I'm! ;;;>iw'i Ihi-nl'i "'

to

a

uniform

serial communi

cations format,

[Enter] k.-y rcontinue an!

hear the tone it was waiting for. This is usually

FCBwiJ Serial Nn. (1DVK1

itwi-.flnly tlixte Fur %0i?' (Hum)

; hi mm mit

rate it is set for.

If your modem fails to latch on to the host

like, just to provide a system for other people
to call. There is no easy answer to that ques

-•::-:/••

£?

wrongly.

making it easy
to switch between the many services avail
able.

The usual serial communications settings
required to take advantage of BBS services is
8-N-l. We will explain these settings in a

online

more detailed look at the nuts and bolts of
comms over the next few months. For the

cable between the computer and the modem

moment it is enough to set your communica
tions software's serial parameter settings to
eight data bits, no parity one stop bit. You
should also find out the maximum speed of
your modem and set the baud rate accord
ingly.
Most BBS in the UK cope with speeds from
300 baud up to 2400. There are some that will
cope with much higher speeds, but most
sysops cannot stretch their budget to mega
fast modems to receive your call.

is connected.

The faster they come
It is worth remembering that no matter how

fast your modem, the board can only respond
as fast as the maximum speed of its own

If the modem lights flicker but you cannot

number or your date
of birth.

If you are using a phone book for example,
the dialler software will cope with numbers
that are engaged by pausing for a defined
period of time and then automatically re-call-

into comms

micronet

<c>

FREEWARE

REUIEW

for credit card num

Should you get a dial tone and hear the
modem sending a series of beeps down the
line, but no dialling taking place, it means
that you are on an old pulse dial exchange.
Locate the dial prefix section within your
software's modem set-up screen and set this
to ATDP, then try again.
If you can dial out but not get a connection

sonal

»i;n»-u=n.aia.i.M j j : > i i i : u « -

tentative st

Never be tempted

bers or any very per

Anti-Uir-us Database
*M VIRUS*

takes his fir

to give in to requests

not connected to the line.

llill.«l|l|HI«»«l|tM-

McKendrich

The next unwritten rule is to never give away
masses of personal information. Some sysops
are just plain nosy. A name and address is
fine, as is a phone

connected to the telephone socket.
If your modem doesn't have a speaker, sim
ply plug a telephone into it and pick up the
handset. No dial tone means your modem is

mcRoncT

Eddie

Getting personal

hear a dial tone, check that the modem is

modem.

After getting the settings side of things
organised, it is time to "make that call". Most
good comms packages for the ST include a
phone book utility, allowing numbers to be
stored for simple auto-dial access.
It is well worth inputting board details
into a directory if your software has one,
rather than just using the ATDcommand.

There are a few simple tips to bear in mind
when registering on any BBS. First and fore
most always be honest! If you give false details
everything may seem OK, but clever BBS pack
ages have a habit of randomly asking you to
verify a particular detail before you are
granted access. What was that false date of
birth you gave again?

information

that you would nor
mally refuse to tell a
stranger. Be especially
wary of innocent

5

ST DC AT

looks

SOFT-TECH

6

BASIC

questions like: "What
other BBS's do you

after

UPDATES

12>
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discs

in-m-iina

leiesottware

Ed's

Notepad

MICRO MflG
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use?".

Many people get into the bad habit of using
the same password for all boards they call.
Make sure you don't.
In the unlikely event that a sysop is less
than honest, he could start to use your
accounts on other boards. It doesn't hap
pen often - but it does happen.
To start at least, you must remember that
the sysop is a stranger. He is not official,
just another person like you who happens
to run a board.

Given time he may become a good
friend. But it does take time.
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There's an

Due to the tremendously high demand, the
price of the acclaimed EuroLink modem
has been reduced to £149 - a reduction of £80

electronic

on the previously advertised price of £229.
This means it is now even better value - still

Aladdin's
Cave of
shareware

andPD
programs

with the same full specification and all the
advanced features of more expensive modems.
It is the easy-to-use key to the ever-widening
world of communications. Simply connect it to

your computer and your telephone and you're
ready to go.
With your EuroLink modem you can access

leading information services such as the UK's
Prestel, Micronet and Telecom Gold, the

legendary CIX, and the world-beating
CompuServe, the biggest online database and
Use the EuroLink modem as your own

complete communications centre - to send fax,
telex and electronic

And CompuServe comes free!
With your EurolLink modem comes FREE
membership of the world's biggest online
information service, CompuServe. You'll get
your own personal ID number and password, the

ideas-packed CompuServe magazine, and $15 of
One of the many attractions of CompuServe is
its vast library of nearly 30,000 shareware and
PD programs you can download directly into

to the minute with the

And CompuServe, plus your EuroLink
modem, also turns your computer into a 24-

latest news, sport,

hour, seven-days-a-week fax and telex machine!

• Autodial, Autoanswer, Auto redial

• Automatic baud rate scanning
• Auto terminal baud rate sensing

Easy-to-understand built-in Help pages
32-number telephone directory
Sixprogress-checking LED indicators
Software-controlled pulse/tone dialling
External plug-mounted power supply
Built-in 'watchdog' circuitry

0 Internal loudspeaker
• Fully Hayes compatible
• Fully BABT approved

Britain where people with the same computer
as yourself, and with similar interests, help
each other with practical ideas and advice that
you wouldn't be able to find any other way.

your own computer.

mail messages, keep up

What the EuroLink modem offers
0 Four speeds - including 2400 baud
• Intelligent microprocessor controlled

•
•
•
•
•
•

Or you can simply explore some of the many
hundreds of amateur bulletin boards all over

FREE usage credit.

information service of them all.

. . . just
waiting to
be explored!

weather and financial markets, or even roam

the world searching and retrieving data from
the leading electronic libraries.

APPR0VEM| ^uection to
telecommunication systems specified

intneinstrulM :oruse subject to
the conditions 5el out in them.

ORDER FORM
Please send me a EuroLink modem with power supply and lead to connect to my computer
for the special offer price of £175.08 (inci. VAT and p+p). Also send me my FREE
CompuServe membership pack.

I wish to pay by:

!Cheque/Eurocheque enclosed made payable to EuroLink
C Access/Mastercard/Eurocard/Barclaycard/Visa/Connect Expiry date

/

No.

Name

Signed.

Address
..Post Code.

Daytime telephone number in case of queries .
My computer is
Sfafe make and model
Send to: EuroLink, Europa House, Adlington Park, Macclesfield SK10 4NP.
PHONE ORDERS: 0625 878888. FAX ORDERS: 0625 879966

O n e of the most marvellous features

The DOSReaDA

of the Spectre GCRMacintosh emu
lator is its ability to read, write and
format Mac disks in an ordinary Atari disk

window with an ST

DOSReaDR

directory - the
"Coalesce" option
joins adjacent lines of
text, inserting line
breaks only after

drive.

This is no mean feat, for although the two
types of floppies are of identical 3.5in size,
Apple use a completely different,
variable-speed disk controller in their
machines. Once in Mac mode, however, your
drive will no longer be able to read ST disks,
and it is completely impossible, of course, to
read Mac disks while running under Tos.
This poses a dilemma for all those Spectre

blank lines between

paragraphs

users who wish to transfer ST files to

® Copy to clipboard
O Copy to desktop

Macintosh applications and vice versa. To
solve this, Gadgets by Small have included the
Transverter utility.
Transverter works very well, but it can be
cumbersome to use. For a start, you need
MFS-formatted floppies or a separate MFS
hard disk partition to make it work, and files
can only be "transverted" one by one. An
alternative provided by Version 3.0 of the
Spectre software is to use the Apple File
Exchange, but this works only with Dos for

with TIFF greyscale pictures created by

mat disks and is even more tedious to use.

Retouche Professional.

M Tent file
• Coalesce

Copyright © 1990, 1991 C Port Limited

/ wanna'de
Supercharger Dos emulator. The "Troika
Workstation" is a neat tower-housed version

The Apple
Macintosh

How much easier life would be if the Mac

Remember, though, that the Mac operating

could be taught to read ST disks directly - not
only for Spectre owners but also for those of

system will not immediately know the type of

us who would like to take their files back to

ResEdit to change the file information to - in

of the ST incorporating both Macintosh (pre
sumably Spectre GCR) and PC-AT (definitely
Supercharger SC-plus), as well as 3.5in and
5.25in floppies, a 105Mb SCSI hard disk and a

Mac-infested workplaces!

this case - "TIFF", for Mac software to be able

multisync monitor. A 16MHz option is also

to identify and load the data. In other words,
copy anything but text files to the Desktop

available for the ST and Mac modes.

sneak

No details of price and availability yet, but
watch these pages.

previews of
exciting new

DOSReaDA
And now the good news: it is possible after
all, thanks to a desk accessory, cleverly named
DOSReaDA. Intended mainly as an alternative
to the Apple File Exchange and DOSMounter
for Mac and PC users, the author has also pro
vided for Atari ST owners - probably the only
commercial Mac program to acknowledge the
existence of the ST! It works like this:

Once installed as an accessory using the
infamous Font/DA Mover, DOSReaDA is
instantly available from either the Finder or

file thus imported, so you need to go into

first.

DOSReaDA has its limitations. It cannot

386 barrier broken

write ST disks, it does not work with hard disk

partitions, and it handles only double-sided
floppies in standard Gem format. Even
NeoDesk-formatted disks will lead to erratic

functioning, and non-standard formats are
definitely out.
But it can be very convenient indeed, when
you suddenly realise that you need an ST file
and cannot bear quitting Spectre, rebooting
and going through the Transverter proce
dures, to be able to access your Atari floppies
so painlessly. At a price of £29 including VAT
it represents extremely good value.
The accessory is available from MacLine at

It had to happen sooner or later: the first Dos
emulator based on the Intel 386 processor is
out. Vortex moved one step ahead in the emu
lation arms race by
announcing
p.

l, j

.

16MHz, the new

The ultimate solution for emulation addicts

ble emulator.

has been announced by German company

co-processor,

You then have the choice of copying a file
to the Desktop as a

Beta

EGA

disk file, or to the

clipboard for direct
pasting into an open
Mac application. The

default setting is for
text files, but with

the Text option dis
abled it is equally
possible to transfer
other files - I tried it

i

problems with a
Protext Ascii file

pasted into
"Unnamed" from the

clipboard

of 15 when using
the optional fast
ram also offered

by Vortex, and
11.5 with ordi

nary ST ram. It
supports
the
80387SX-16

of

the

arithmetic
and

screen

File Edit Search Format Font Style Spelling
f Untitled!
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and ST disks from either the Mac desktop or within a Mac application,
and save these either to the desktop or to the clipboard, for
immediate pasting into the current Mac application.
This is an ASCII file written using Protext on the ST, saved to an

ordinary ST-formattedploppy disk. DOSReaDA can cope with both MSDOS
and ST disks from either the Mac desktop or within a Mac application,
and S8ve these either to the desktop or to the clipboard, for
immediate pasting into the current Mac application.

This is an ASCII file written using Protext on the ST, saved to an
ordinary ST-formatted floppy disk. DOSReaDA can cope with both MSDOS
and ST disks from either the Mac desktop or within a Mac application,
and save these either to the desktop or to the clipboard, for
immediate pasting into the current Mac application.

MacWrite had no

Norton SI rating

Wren House, Sutton Court Road, Sutton,

manufacturers

This is an ASCII file written using Pretext on the ST, saved to an
ordinary ST-formatted floppy disk. DOSReaDA can cope with both MSDOS
and ST disks from either the Mac desktop or within a Mac application,
and save these either to the desktop or to the clipboard, for
immediate pasting into the current Mac application.

VGA
modes

The Birmingham canals,
a TIFF picture
transferred from
Retouche Professional

(monochrome straight (via ResEdit) to
iee

i>

disks, and

emulation

hardware

* File Edit Tools Image Transform GrayMaps

emulator claims a

Surrey, SMI 4TL.Tel. 081-643 4626.

Systems,

read ST

ATonce-386SX.

from within any Mac application. Just click
on its Apple menu entry and when the
DOSReaDA file selector window appears,
shove your ST disk in to the drive.
My eyes nearly popped out when I saw the
directory of my common-or-garden ST disk,
especially since the manual had warned that
the utility will not work with MacPlusses but
only the high-density "SuperDrives". Yet
another complement to Dave Small's incredi

v'•'••::.

learns to

only), and all the

Digital Darkroom.

features

DOSReaDA-s "Text"

of the

ATonce 286 emu

option needs to be
disabled for this

lator.
The 386SX is a somewhat down-market ver

sion of the Intel chip, but if the German retail
price translates into anything like its straight
sterling equivalent of about £265, then Silica UK distributors of the Vortex emulators -

should have an attractive product on their
hands.

There is a snag, though. The ATonce-386SX
is at present dedicated to the Mega STE, and at
the time of writing there was no sign of Atari's
latest machine on the UK market yet...

Last month's launch Issue

was a complete sell-out!
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OUVOPRESS

f/PUBUCATIONS

Ifs never been done
before - the most

COMPLETE guide
to the wealth of
shareware and PD

programs from all
round the world

See your newsagent - or phone
051-357 1275 and order the

next six monthly issues for just £9

I he saga of FSMGDOS continues. The

Ti

latest news at the time of writing is
that Atari will be introducing its font
scaling module very soon.
As reported in this column, it will use
Imagen's UltraScript system which approxi
mates to the font handling parts of PostScript.

FONTS FEARS
Desk

File

Doc

Option

Type

Layout

This would give scaleable font handling to
any Gem program written to make use of it.
The system has been used in Fleet Street

FACE, POINTSIZE S LEADING

Publisher for the last couple of years.
This is all good news, as it opens the way
for professional quality fonts on the STwhich
are not restricted to a specificapplication. The

,32

FSMGDOS.

There is a downside to all of this, though.
The font scaling module is currently over
128K long. This is about 121Klonger than the
current Gdos and will make a significant dif
ference to the memory requirements of an ST
using it. Current calculations give a minimum
system as needing 1Mb of memory - and

Mil m t
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same fonts would be available to DTPs, wordprocessors, graphics programs, spreadsheets,

databases - in fact all programs which support

pb

Set width I

Leading above base:_75
Leading below base:_25

Paragraph leading:

POINTS

i)

years

Mouse maintenance made easy

that's without the fonts themselves.

Overlays
Although scaleable fonts take up a lot less
space on disk - you're only storing a single
font outline and not a set of pre-defined
bitmaps for each font size - they can take
more memory. This is because the module -

UltraScript in this case - required to scale the
fonts and produce the bitmaps which are

downloaded to the printer needsworkspace in
which to construct them. With only a few
fonts on a DTP page, the memory require

Is your Atari mouse playing up? Isthe screen pointer jumping around the screen? It's most likely that
the two wheels bearing on the mouse ball have become dirty and are not making smooth, constant
contact with it. Ifyou're carefiil, it's quite possible to overhaul the mouse by cleaning these wheels.
Here's how:

1. Turn the mouse upside down and turn the ball retaining plate anti-clockwise until the

embossed pointer is opposite the "O" (open) marker. Turn the mouse over and the plate
will fall out.

2. Turn themouse upside down again and you'll see three white rollers projecting through
the sidesof the blackplastic ball-retainingcup.

3. Use a piece of lint-free cloth, i.e. a Jay-Cloth - not a duster - sprayed with a small
amount of light, non-wax cleaner such as

ments can push the 1Mb limit.

The only way around this is to heavily
overlay the application software which uses
FSMGDOS, to cater for machines with lower

Sparkle. Wipe each roller along Us length with thecloth, removing anyparticles ofgrease
untilthe band of dirt is removed. You can turn the roller freely to ensure that you clean
its complete surface.

memory. This inevitably slows down the soft

4. Once the rollers are clean, drop the ball back into place and refit the retaining plate,

ware, particularly if the overlays are being
transferred to and from floppy disks.
So it looks as if a typical FSMGDOS pro

turningit clockwise until the pointeralignswith the "C" (closed) marker.

WillFSMDO

gram will need a machine with 2Mb or more

The same technique can be used with almost any make ofmouse, and should be repeated whenever
your mouse starts to play up. The use ofa mouse mat will usually reduce the amount ofdirt build

of memory to run comfortably. Still, memory

ing up on the rollers.

prices are now quite low and the cost of a
1.5Mb upgrade can be as little as £180.
The next thing to consider is the range and
price of fonts themselves. Atari maintain that
Imagen have supplied them with a "black

restricted to Atari's supply of fonts and,

starting as low as £1 per font.

depending on price, may find building a type

Fonts are notoriously prone to pirating, so a
good price structure is very important. They
need to be cheap enough for users to feel that
they're not being ripped off, but expensive

library expensive.

box" font module, and are reluctant to pro

Prices in the PC market, where the Adobe

vide details of the font format it uses.

Type 1 font is the most popular scaleable for
mat, can be as high as £50 for a single type
family. Fortunately, though, there's a prolific
supply of low-cost and public domain fonts,

Without this information, users may be

J?3/50

enough to be perceived as the product of the
hard work which they are.
Imagen need to be pressurised to release
details of their font format, as Adobe were, to

QQ

ensure third-party suppliers can generate new
or translate existing fonts from other sources
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into an ST-compatible format.

A selection of the more
bizarre fonts which
may be available for

the ST before long
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has gone
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Michael has
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ANALOCD©
ANALOGIC
/kM/A OGIC

i Telephone Mon-Sat. 9am to 9pm
' TEL: 081-546-9575

ANALOGIC COMPUTERS (UK) LTD
152 Latchmere Road, Kingston-upon-Thames,
Surrey KT2 5TU

520 STE DISCOVERY EXTRA PACK

512K

i FAX/TEL: 081-541-4671

POWER SUPPLIES WITH ONE YEAR GUARANTEE

1 Meg
Includes 1 Meg Drive and • Dragons Breath
• Super Cycle • Indiana Jones • Anarchy
• Neochrome • First Basic • ST Tour• CX40 Joystick

STFM/STE Power Supplies (Service Exchange)

MEMORY UPGRADES WHILE YOU WAIT!

1040 STE FAMILY CURRICULUM PACK 1 Meg
Includes an Atari 1040STE Personal

Computer and five different level application modules:
MODULE 1 is designed for Pre-School aged children.
MODULE 2 targets the junior school children.
MODULE 3 is designed to assist those taking GCSE Exams.
MODULE 4 contains Hyperpaint, MusicMaker2 and ST First Basic.
MODULE 5 is a business computing compilation:
Word Processor Package, Database, Spreadsheet.
PHLPS15"TV/M0NT0R
with remote control teletext TV & Scart cable .£269.00

MODEL 3332 High quality medium resolution colour monitor
with remote control TV & Scart cable

1.520 ST/STM/STF/STFM to 1 Meg
2.520 ST/STM/STF/STFM to 2.5 Meg..
3.520 STE to 1 Meg
4.520 STE to 2 Meg
5.520 STE to 4 Meg
• We specialise in Surface Mount Chips
•

1 Meg 3.5" Internal Sony Drive
1 Meg 3.5" External Drive with its own PSU

£49.95
£59.95

REPAIRS WITHOUT DIAGNOSTIC FEES
520/1040(STFM/STE) • FIXED CHARGES • FAST TURNAROUND....E59.95
* We pick upfaulty computer from yourpremises foronly £5.00+ VAT

WE PROVIDE PICKUP SERVICE FROM YOUR PREMISES FOR ONLY £5.00 + VAT

MEMORY CHIPS AT LOW LOW PRICES
16 x 256k x 1 Bit DRAM

£29.95

16 x 1 Meg x 1 Bit DRAM

£89.95

PC SPEED & Fitting
AT SPEED C16 including Fitting
• 16 MHz Clock Speed

PROGATE
PROGATE
PROGATE
PROGATE
PROGATE
PROGATE
PROGATE

£99.95
£249.95

gj

20
30
40
40DC
60
80
80DC

£279.00
£319.00
£339.00
£419.00
£429.00
£479.00
£559.00

• All prices include VAT and Next Day Delivery

MEMORY UPGRADES

2 Year Guarantee on memory!
14 Day money back guarantee!

EMULATORS
PC EMULATOR

HCS STE MEMORY UPGRADE KITS.
STE Kits come with either SIMM or SIP type modules. SIMM modules have edge

connectors, SIP have pins. All types plug into 4 sockets under the top of the
case. SIMM are most common and are supplied by default, these will be
swapped if necessary. Trade in is paid as a refund after you have upgraded your

PC Emulators sit on top of the microprocessor of the ST. When in use, they take
over control of the processor. This allows speed and a high degree of compatibili
ty. PC Speed runs 4 times faster than a PC. The AT Speed 8.3 times. The AT
Speed coprocessor socket allows the extra chip to accelerate numerical calcula
tions 5000% (Five thousand!).

computer. All kits come CM illust. instructions 2+4 Mb comes C/W FREE multi

Supplied

AT SPEED

..

Fitted
WITH 512K
TRADE IN

gg

* Please call forspecialdeals on Printers and other Atari Products

HCS Computer
Peripheral Supplies

Feed Your ST!

NORMAL
PRICE

£29.95
£89.95
£169.95

£239.00

IWliW

STE KITS

£59.95

....£159.95

mum

MODEL 2331 High quality medium resolution colour monitor

tasking software.

£44.95

WITH 1024K
TRADE IN

512KTO1024K

£22.00

2 MEGABYTE

£80.00

£70.00

.> £60.00 <C

4 MEGABYTE

£150.00

£140.00

ZE130.0Q-X

Supplied

PC SPEED

Fitted

AT SPEED STE ADAPTOR

Supplied

£220.00
E245.00
£90.00
£120.00
£25.00

MACINTOSH EMULATOR
Spectre GCR allows the ST to emulate the MAC using the ST's own processor

STF(M) MEMORY UPGRADE KITS.
There are 2 basic types of upgrade. The low cost solder in type comes complete
with sockets, capacitors, resistors and instructions, or, the much easier to install
Xtraram Deluxe kit which fits inside the computer to allow upgrading to 4Mb using
SIMMS like the STE uses.

Solder in upgrade kit to 1Mb

(as used in the Macintosh). It simply plugs into the cartridge slot and the disk
drive port. (It also has a through port to allow a second drive). It will run up to
system 6. The versions supplied will be up to date, from GADGETS.
£250.00

SPECTRE GCR
128KROMS

£70.00

£30.00
The double sided disk drive kit

Xtraram (DeCupre

Quality SIMM upgrading system
£65.00

Populated to 1/2 Mb
Populated to 2Mb
Populated to 4Mb
Fitting for above (Ex. Post)

£110.00
£159.00

£70.00

£47.00

£320.00
£446.00

HOW TO ORDER
Prices include VAT.

£24.00

replaces the internal single sided drive in the
supplied are of the highest quality and are ST

Double Sided Disk Drive
40Mb Protar Hard Drive
80Mb Protar Hard Drive

£20.00

CHIPS
16x256 x 1 Dram Chips
16x1 Mb x1 Dram Chips

STFM. The PROTAR hard drives
Format GOLD winners of 1991.

Q

Telephone ordersandenquiries welcome onTel/fax: 081-777 0751
Please make cheques/postal orders payabie to:

PlSca!
Hartland
Wa* Shirle*
CRO 8RJ
riedbcbaii Sore
ueiuie
, HCS
- , 35
goods
normally despatched
within 2Croydon,
daysofreceipt
Sending yourComputer QO

Trade-in paid asarefund

e&OE

Ignore the chain-gang!i
I often get letters offering me the chance to make my fortune,

produce and ST owners, with Christmas bills to face, might be
tempted. Don't be! Even if the scheme is legal, it has to start with
four people, each sending out 200 letters.

mostly as harmless as they are unlikely to succeed. The latest,
however, is a variation on the old chain-letter.

The idea is that you buy a "report" from each of four people on
the list at £5 a time. Then you put your name at the top of the
list and move the others down, the last one dropping off the bot
tom. You then send the new list to 200 people and, if "only" five

If you are on the first mailing, by the time you drop out there
would be over 800,000 letters in circulation. If you start at the third
batch, the figure is over 80 million (think about it). Worse, if the
take up is one per cent, which is just as likely, your return drops to
£150, for which you have laid out £20, plus postage, stationery and

per cent of them order reports and send out 200 further letters,

you stand to make £50,000 by the time your name is pushed off

time.

the list.

If you get one of these letters, send it to your local trading stan

Foranyone with a computer the letters would be easy enough to

A useful addition to the range of business
shareware is Sales Controller, by Andrew
Brown. The package enables you to set up
lists of products and suppliers and to track
stock, prices and mark-ups.
You can also create and print invoices,

dards office, or put it in the bin.

Sales Controller
The invoice form

has space for
» New Invoice

full customer

details, which

print price and stock lists and use the names

Phil Trory

can later be

and addresses in the database to run off

used to chase

orders for stock and chase late payments.

payment and

Invoices can be created for over the counter

send mail shots.

The product
price and
description are

sales, as well as account customers.

All in all, it is a very professional package
and would be ideal for a wholesale opera

temptations i
riches, hears

transferred

automatically

tion. A limited PD version is available from

from the
stocklist and the
order is checked

Goodman Enterprises and other libraries.
The full package costs £30 from Andrew

against

Brown, 2 Ullswater Drive, Wetherby, W.

•A

from a real,
live business

user and offe
help with sal

available stock

Yorks, LS22 4YF.

Payneni

considers the

flw*i ** **i

Desk

Cheque

File

Invoice

Stock

Suppliers

List Of Suppliers
Nane; Mega Soft Distributors
::

Cash
UlSfi
Recess
Account

Address:

Unit 1167384

l Big Industrial Estate
Payment

•: j terms can be

Other

selected from

a dialogue box

» Set torment for invoice «

: Please note our neH FAX nunberj

I Sone new town or other
MK99 99BB
Postcode:
Tell B8234-234867Z34
Fax: 28344-234234623
Contact: Mr. Snith

41.yz

Mega fast lightning BASIC

iuriuui

ZZ.99

47.9'!

instant Artist V99.99

SFBBBBBBBB2

S0FT8BS
S0FTBB4
S0FTBB5

14.99
18.49
59,95

41. (,'/•
37.3X

Sane-as-the-rest gane
Another flight sinulator

SF8BB8BBBB3
SFBBBBBBB84

SFBB0BBBGB1

41,V.

Word nangler professional

SFB8BBBBBB5

Cancel I I Okay
A comment line can be added to an Invoice to

highlight new facilities or special offers

The supplier database can be used to reorder low stock items. The cost

price is used to calculate the mark-up. A separate product list holds the
selling price and tracks stock against minimum and maximum levels

You're not alone
Having had my enquiries rebuffed by one well known dealer with

the words "What business use?", I was delighted to receive a letter
from Richard Choroszewski of the Neptune Shipping Agency in
Callington, near Plymouth.

Shippingagents spend a lot of time copying the same information
from one form to another, a process that is tedious and prone to
error. Neptune found that all the information about a job could be
entered into Superbase on an ST and then printed out on all the dif
ferent forms needed for customs, invoices and delivery instructions.
From one STsix years ago, they now have a 386 PC acting as file
server to STs, Megas and a TT, all on a Bionet network. The users like

the system, the reportsare easyto set up and customers get an accu
rate and fast service, at a competitive price.
Unfortunately, as the system is used more and more, Superbase is
starting to protest at being used as a multi-user database. When two

users try to write to the same record at once, the result is a corrupt
data file, which can be recovered, but is still annoying.
One solution would be to run updates as a batch process at quiet
times, but this takes away the benefit of working with the latest
information. Alternatively, updates could be send to a holding area
and one machine - a 520STFM would do - could be dedicated to look

for updates to post into the database.

lAEUtfSJ
STITCH UP
YOUR
BOOKIE

READER OFFERS •

READER OFFER

Passing an exam...

SAVE

applying for a job...
whateveryou want to do in life you need

£32.55

to be able to SPEli!

nfer

... for only tyw

There's mounting alarm about the

appalling standards of spelling

practising spelling painless but also
loadsof fun as well.

SPELL! is unique. It lets the user
among Britain's schoolchildren. MPs,
teachers, parents and employers are learn at his or her own pace. They
all stressing the vital importance of can take aslong as they like - ortake
on the computer in a high-speed chal
being able to spell correctly.

£24.95!

Yet most homes have what could

Pro-Punter is a remarkable piece of software that gives you a
much higher than average chance of winning on the horses.

lenge!

And this one package is ideal for
be the ideal means of teaching
everyone - with the lowest age group
spelling - the computer.
Instead of zapping aliens it could suitable for under-5s, while the more
be turned into the best weapon of all advanced words will stretch even the

Officially proven to the racing press and other magazines by
sending time and date franked letters by Post Office mail, ProPunter has shown that it can predict winners with remarkable

to deal a body blow to bad spelling.

With the help of a brilliant new soft
ware pack^^o-^

accuracy.

most able students.

Itincludes fivedifferent tests, each

making use of more than 5,000
I age that not words - so much variety that you'll
lonly makes never getbored.

And it is also cautious with your money. If it thinks there is any
doubt about the outcome of a race it will advise you not to bet.
For a short period, the best news of all is that you can save over
£32 off the recommended price if you buy it from us.

• 5 DIFFERENT TESTS

• OVER 5,000 WORDS
• FOR AGES 5 TO 15

RRP

£57.50

Our Price

£24.95

SPELL! only costs £8.95. It is now avail
able on disc and tape for six of the most
popular home computers. Please use the

SAVE £32.55

^order form on Page 151.

V.

A must

IROJAN

for Atari ST

Gameplayers

The Trojan Phazergun
Iopens up a whole new

phase of computer enter
tainment. This advanced

^^o^zc^e

light phazer presents a
challenge of skill and
accuracy for Atari ST
gameplaycrsof all ages.
The pack includes two
free games, Orbital

Destroyer and Skeetshoot,

whichwilltest your shooting skills
to the extreme and a full manual.

Deep G?f/> fcr-g#o</ftoncMi>ta

Advancedfeatures of the
Trojan Phazer include:
ir Opto-electronic circuitry to give

excellent accuracy |

/•5A?efrc* c/&*/
2'7S'Mfi

• Plugsinto the Amiga joystick port
• Long(1.5 metre) lead
•k Comfortable hand grip ©IROJAH

Other Games Now Available, See Order Form for Details

8

To order, turn to the Reader Offers order form on page 151 of this issue

SOITWARE

Unleash your imagination for half price!
STOS and all three add-ons

for only £49.95
OR order STOS Compiler,
STOS Sprites and STOS
Maestro for only £34.95

STOS - The Game Creator is the number one best selling

STOS Compiler: Turbochargeyour STOS programs so they run

package which has enabled thousands of ST owners to create

up to twice as fast as before. Create standalone PRG files which

stunning games quickly and easily. Commercial releases like Fun

you can select from Gem - and compile the sprite editor so you
can create bigger Sprite files. Comes with a clearly written 21

School 2,3 &4 and Prehistoric were allwritten using STOS!

page manual.

The package comprises three discs containing STOS Basic, sprite
editor, room designer, character set editor, icon editor, music

editor, screen compacter andthree superb games, plus a 280 page

STOS Maestro: Add dramatic sampled sound to yourgames and
make them bristle with atmosphere. Use any of the 50+ sound

manual packed with examplesand a quick reference card.

effects included. Provides 13 new instructions for STOS.

Whether you've never written a game before, or you're a
competent programmer, you'll find that STOS is the perfectway

STOS Sprites: More than 600 ready-made characters for use in
your STOS games: Spaceships, explosions, flying saucer, missile

to design your own entertainment or educational software. In

silos, Spitfire, prop plane, biplane, submarines, battleships,
wizard, goblin, dragon, hang glider, cars, trucks, motorcyles,
Porsche, skateboarder and many more.

additionyou are free to sellyour masterpiece as you like.
"STOS is amazing" -ST Format
"Highly recommended" - ST Action

"Go outand buy it"- ST World

STOS Products are also available separately.
See the Order Form on Page 151 for details.

ProFlight is the most realistic military flight
simulator for the home computer, based on the
Tornado fighter which has just seen front line
WiiJ

Only
£34.95
Fr^

action in the Persian Gulf.

Feel the excitement of being at the seat ofa jet
capable of climbing to 30,000 feet in less than two
minutes and test your skill at firing deadly missiles
during dog fights with enemy jets.

Unlike other programs, ProFlight doesn't forget its primary role as a
simulator and its secondary job of being a shoot-'em-up, made accurate by
using exact flight equations to mathematically model the flight of the aircraft
and its missiles.

You are tested at everything real pilots face each day buthelped in your task
with a comprehensive manual
written by a Tornado expert.

To order, please use the

form on page 151.

Atari ST Explored
This is probably the most comprehen
sive guide available to AtariGEM operating system and main ST/STE
languages. It is designed for:• Anyone considering purchasing
an Atari ST or STE and wishing to
know something of the capabilities
of the system
• The intelligent user who
wishes to explore the remark
able GEM operating system
and to appreciate its power
and versatility.

The text is liberally illustrated with diagrams

and examples making iteasy to follow and understand.

To order, please use the form on Page J51

This book is essential reading for anyone using or con
sidering using an Atari ST/STE

Only

£9.95

HiSoft - Your 2nd Manual
Want to know more about the secret, and not-so-secret

workings of your ST? Your 2nd Manual, written by
Andreas Ramos, contains all you'll ever need to know -

how to do repairs and recover lost information, hints and
tips, short-cuts, and much more. Also included are two
free double-sided disks - a Public Domain Disk containing

Master Sound 2
Capture any sound you hear
and replay it in seconds

lots of goodies, and a HiSoft Demo Disk with full demo
versions of five great programs. So what are you waiting
for? We have limited stock - buy today for only £12.95

2M mmm'tM m^mimiu

It'sso easy to use: Simply connect the samplerto your
ST or STE, load the software and immediatelyyou have
the ability to capture sounds with amazing accuracy.

Connect your compact disc player or personal stereo and
digitise soundsto incorporate into your own games and
tunes.

Thesupplied software provides complete control overthe
sampled sounds: Cut and paste them, flip andfadethem
and you're still only using a tiny fraction ofthe sound

In 1989 Western Europeans threw away over128million printer ribbons. They weighed over
9,000 tonnes in total and would reach rightaroundthe world if laid end to end.
Aused ribbon cartridge is being thrown away somewhere inthe UK every second ofevery day.
You can help putan endtothis environmental waste andsavesomemoney at thesametime
thanksto RE-INK, a revolutionary newspraywhich brings newlife to exhaustedfabric printer
ribbons.

RE-INK is cost effective and simple to use. Simply open up your plastic ribbon cartridge, spray a

few squirts ofRE-INK's special ink and lubricant formula andyour ribbon isgood as new sometimes even better!

processing tools available.
Best of all, the comprehensive instructions will soon have

* flf-Mwill save up lo 90% on what you currently spend on new ribbons
* Rl-IHK- treated ribbons give clearer, blacker print than new ribbons
* fff-ZM is avery high quality ink - no blotchy or patchy ink

you creating your own public domain demo disks complete

* flf-IMf isuniversal - itworks with allfabric ribbons

with IFF picture files.

* RC-IHK can extend the life of your printer with its special lubricant oils

The perfect sound sampling package for beginners and

BESTOFALL, RE-INK ISAVAIL

experts alike.

Master Sound 2 is a complete hardware and software

ABLE IN THIS SPECIAL READER

sampling system for only £34.95 (RRP £39.95).

OFFER FOR ONLY ^

-Amiga Computing, May 1990

REAL-TIME

3D GRAPHICS
FOR THE ATARI ST
a practical guide to 68000
assembler programming
Andrew Tyler

._ _ _

£12.95

"Is it real or is it Master Sound?"

jwTKHTjp ih High Fmoim/uki Gumbo htmml
Then here's how to write them

This accurate and up-to-date book from SIGMA Press shows how to

produce vivid 3D solid graphics. Not just pretty pictures, but every
thing you will need for your graphics project, even to writing a
flight simulator. Contents include assembler programming, screen
mapping and all the transformations you will need to pro
duce superb full-colour graphics.

At Only £ X 2.95
this represents a superb value reference book for the serious
ST User

ORDER FORM
Using a system of
strengthened steel rods
these handsome binders

will hold 12 issues of your
favourite magazine
securely in place. Why
rummage through cup

All prices include postage, packing and VAT for
UK orders. Europe and Overseas orders incur
additional postage charges as shown.
Valid to November 30,1991

BACK ISSUES
May 1991

£3.50*

9249

"June 1991

£3.501r

9250

•July 1991
•August 1991
September 1991

£3.50*

9251

£3.501?

9252

£3.50*

9253

October 1991

£4.00*

9254

All sixmagazinesMay 91-Oct91 £18.50*

9181

boards and book cases

for dog-eared

back
issues when you can
keep them safely together
in one place?

ONLY £5.95!

ST USER COVER DISK
5 assorted disks
25 assorted disks

Keep your ST free from dirt

rugged PVC, bound with
strong cotton and sporting

the distinctive Atari ST logo,
these are the perfect way to

I

I

9443

I

I

£12.95

9746

I

I _

3D-CALC SPREADSHEET *'
£24.95

9775

I Z~J _

Offer of the Month

HARLEKIN

£34.95

9136

MASTER CAD
£24.95

All backissuesinclude cover disk 4 Add £4 Europe &Eire / £7Overseas
* These include ST World

9408

YOUR#SECOND*MANUAL
£24.95

and dust with these smart
dust covers. Made from

9442

REAL TIME 3D GRAPHICS

PRO PUNTER

DUST COVERS

£7.50

£20.00

9484

£12.95

9777

£34.95

9777

PRO FLIGHT

SPELL
RE-INK SPRAY

ST

£8.95

3673

Amiga

£8.95

3614

PC 5.25in

£8.95

3615

PC 3.5in

£8.95

3616

STOS PRODUCTS*"

Archimedes/Compact

£8.95

3612

STOS

£19.95

9782

BBC 5.25 40T

£8.95

3610

BBC 5.25 80T

£8.95

3611

STOS Compiler
STOS Sprite

£14.95
£11.95

9733
97S4

BBC/Elec Tape

STOS Maestro

£19.95

9786

£8.95

3617

Bundle ofall4 STOS products £45.98

9788

£12.95

9779

protect your micro.
Plus post and packing £1.50

PHAZER GUN

ONLY £4.95!

Phazer Game - The Enforcer

£39.95

9171

£9.95

9180

TOTAL
I

I

For Europe and Eire add £4 andfor Overseas

add £6 towards postage (unless otherwise specified)

JOYSTICKS & MOUSE

DISK BOXES
These sturdy closeable
boxes will protect your

disks from damaging dust

Comp Pro Extra Joystick £13.95
Comp Pro Glo Red
£14.95

9139
9140

Gasteiner Mouse

9152

£17.95

South Wirral L65 3EB

(No stamp needed ifposted in UK)
Products are normally despatched within
48 hours of receipt but delivery of certain
items could take up to 28 days

9478

DUST COVERS
£4.95

can hold up to 50 disks.

ONLY £4.95!

Send to: Europress Direct,
FREEPOST, Ellesmere Port,

BINDERS
£5.95

Each one also features

I

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••a

particles

the Atari ST User logo and

I

9779

Order at any time of the day or night

DISK BOXES
£4.95

Orders by phone: 051 -357 1275

9735

MUSIC PRODUCTS

NEED SOME

DISKS'

Soundblaster

£47.95

Orders by Fax: 051 -357 2813

9756

Mastersound 2

£34.95

9704

Quartet

£44.95

9705

Bundle of Three

£99.95

9706

General Enquiries: 051-357 2961
Payment: please indicate method (•)

STOS GAMEMAKER MANUAL

here's always a demand for spa

£11.95

' disks - and at Atari ST User JHj

cw and have never been

used, so you can safely reformat
them and use them for any purpose
•"' e. Look at these prices

ROMBO VIDI-ST
Vidi-STA/idi Chrome-ST

£104.95 9767

RGB Splitter

£61.95

L

9760

1±

1±

/

I

Name

Signed ...
£34.95

Address.

9703

PROTEXT V4
£54.95

TO ORDER FILL
IN THE FORM
ALONGSIDE

Expiry date

No.

PFM PLUS

5 FOR £7.50!
25 FOR £20!

Access/Masteroard/BarclaycardA/isa/Connect

9476

> sell off

, They
; that have been prepared
f cover disks, but they are

I— I Cheque/Eurocheque made to Europress Direct

9745

MAVIS BEACON TEACHES TYPING
£24.95

9477

I

I

Post code

Daytime telephone number in case of queries:

Atari ST Explored
£9.95

97S7

ST11

from
3U

HI

|

Qimt 9i!b& on vj\j i\i\i\\Yvj iDliwi/s wtm you §tit)3g?11>&
A subscription to Atari ST User will bring
you 12 months of the best news, reviews

computing seriously or prefer to play toprated games, we have something for you

and features for the ST, delivered direct

from our Six of the Best package of sub

to your door. Plus, as a special thank you
for your commitment to Atari ST User we
can offer you a great choice of sub
scriber bargains. Whether you take your

scriber offers. Subscribe TODAY and
choose one item from the selection

below, and remember - these offers are
exclusive to subscribers.

15 Issues for the price of
The definitive flight simulation, Mig 29 Fulcrum sees

you flying a variety of missionsbased on real life sce
narios. Included in each software pack is a 128 page
manual, full instructions and a giant poster.

.

J.Z.

We will send you Atari ST User for 15 months for the
price of a 12 month subscription. This offer includes
ALL cover mounted games and other in-magazine
offers - an unbeatable bargain.

<&\
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Armalyte

Gasteiner Mouse
An essential tool for desktop publishers, graphic
artists, spreadsheet operators and anyone who takes
their computing seriously This mouse is a top qual
ity, precision product.

This conversion of the highly successful C64 version
really does justice to the original. Armalyte is a top
quality shoot-'em-up with intricate landscapes and
excellent animation - It's a totally addictive game
that won't disappoint.
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12 issues delivered to your
home at NO EXTRA CHARGE
FREE cover disks with

FREE 32 page dedicated
games supplement
±
« Aspects of the Atari ST

quality software

for serious users

Great reader offers

All from ONLY

Supercars II

Switchblade II
This hugely successful follow up to Switchblade will

keep you amused for hours as you battle your way
through six multi-directional scrolling levels in your
quest for the Fireblade. Can you face the challenge of
vanquishing the evil Havoc?

Another blockbuster from Gremlin, SupercarsII is a
fast-moving overhead racing game with superb
graphics and sound. There are three difficulty levels
with seven tracks on each. This is without a doubt

one of the best driving games of the year.

&
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SUBSCRIPTION ORDER FORM (including FREE monthly disk)
P/ease fr'c/c tte appropriate box

Subscriptionorders received before 26 November

12 months' Subscription (including monthly cover disk)

willcommence with the December issue

New

Renewal

UK

£34.95

9505

9506

Europe/Eire

£39.95

9598

9599

Rest of World - Airmail

£54.95

9500

9501

MasterCard

Payment: please indicate method (•)
Cheque/Eurocheque made payable to Europress Publications Ltd
Expiry

Access/Mastercard/Eurocard/Barclaycard/Visa/Connect

Date

MY CHOICE OF GIFT (UKsubscribers ONLY)
Mig29

I
I
I

£15.59 9313

3 Extra Issues

FREE

Gasteiner Mouse

£9.95 9302

Name _

93u

Armalyte

FREE s3io

Switchblade I

FREE

Supercars II

FREE 9312

-Signed.

I

Send to: Europress Direct, FREEPOST, Ellesmere Port,
South Wirral L65 3EB (No stamp needed if posted in UK)

Order at any

By phone: 051-357 1275

time of the

| Address-

I

9311

-Post Code

Daytime telephone number in case ofqueries -

day or night

By fax: 051-357 2813

Don t forget to give your name,

General queries: 051-357 2961

address and credit card number

J
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Cartoon Capers!
It's time to announce some more lucky

Atari STUser Competition winners. The
competition in question this time is our
4096C one. The artistic exploits of three

managed to salvage a few high quality win
ners. Socongratulations to W Brookefrom

George cartoon is good enough to be cover

readers have won them the chance to

artwork (Shame we are not a political mag

exploit 4,096 colours on their STs. Each

azine-Ed).
D A Wood is also a winner, thanks to
his monstrous encounter with the ST, and

winner will receive a 4096C upgrade board
and a copy of DeluxePaint, the perfect

paint package to make the most of the ST.
We askedyou to draw us a cartoon feauring the ST in some way.The entries
have been pouring in thick and fast
mainly thick it has to be said) but wehave

lheAe> cwmAfi ceAtMritM m/Mie- tfungfr aon& i

Norfolk. We think your Maggie and

finally congratulations to 12 year old Steve
Downeswho picks up the last pile of prizes
for his "all singing - all dancing STE".

Sorry to everyonewho didn't win, but
better luck next time eh?

Two disk or not to disk?
Our more observant readers will have noticed two things.

Firstly, there is only one pellet of plasticsellotaped to the
cover and probably most importantly, we are a meagre
£2.99 again.

What did you think of our double disk issue? Do you
think a second disk cram packed with utilities and demos
is worth the extra 76p we charged?
Like the extra charge or not, it has given us an idea for a

£ Dear Mr &Mrs Newsagent
Please reserve me acopy of

each

and every month. Iwould like to start with the
DECEMBER 1991 issue which you should have
for me on the second Thursday of November

competition. What we want you to do is write down ten
things you can do with 76p. They canbe funny, clever,
downright boring even, but we areinterestedto know
how 76p would change your life.

Send your entries to 76p, The Last Word 69, AtariST
User, Europa House, Adlington Park, Macclesfield, SKIO
4NP.

You had best deduct 24p from the 76p in order to pay

for a stamp. The best entrieswill win a "suitable" prize.
Name

Address

Next month's

Please deliver it/I will bring afork lift and pick it up
l/fc
Notes to Newsagent:

Atari ST User is published by Europress Publications
and is available on full SOR from Comag

Atari ST User isa brilliant magazine and you should
order an extra six and display them full-face

I

Mabi%
The next action packed instalment of STU will be in the
shops on Thursday November 12, 1991.
You can't afford to miss it.
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RLEKIN 2

Highspeed

- your dreams can come true
*

Harlekin 2 is a unique collection of utilities and

applications foryour Atari STand TTcomputers. All
programs are available from a single desk accessory,
providing maximum convenience while taking up only
one slot on the Desk menu:

extremely powerful appointment diary/calendar/
ideas organiser called the Manager. This allows
you to make notes ofany size and assign dates,
times, priorities, icons and alarms to them. Then
printout yournotes by day, month, year etc. for a

Pascal 1.13
Version 1.13 of this new, already immensely popular

compiler is now available. Additional features are:
inline assembler

- complete time management system.

ni_

*

Harlekin II

•

help desk accessory
i/o-mapped maths co-processor support
faster, improved editor
more compact libraries

dynamicprinterspooler that takesjust as much
memory as it needs, comprehensive printerfilter.
full macro processor allowing keyboard shortcuts
for Hariekin's modules and extensive keyboard
macros, all totally under your control.

'
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•

ET

absolute-address variables

communications package allowing X-Modem and
Y-Modemprotocols plus full modem set up and
an extensive dial directory.
many, many more utilities too numerous to

and is very closely compatible to the immensely
popular Turbo Pascal on the PC, even including the
graphics unit from the PC.

wire-bound manual.

Harlekin 2 is available now at a price of £59.95

complete editor with search and replace, blockmarkingwith the mouse, externalclipboardwith
cut copy and paste, fullpage setup options For

inclusive. Upgrades from version 1 cost £24.95; just
send your master disk back to HiSoft, together with

printing, word wrap and more.

your remittance.

HiSoft C

We are pleased to announce the release of version 1.2
of ProFlight, our immensely popular

The ideal way to learn the difficult C
language is with an interpreter and HiSoft C

Tornadoflight simu-

for the ST has all you need:

^_ lator, loved by

reviewers and users ls^^fl|
This new version of
simulator includes

graphics, the ability
set-up, a pause key,
the view angle and

alike.

•

our Tornado flight
improved colour
to save your cockpit
more control over
more ... it even

works on the TT!

Registered users can upgrade by sending their master
disk back, together with £2.50.

•
•

try out your new Cprograms quickly
and easily
interactive editor with on-line help
debugger with single-step

•

extensive GEM toolbox

•

complete manual with C tutorial

HiSoft C is alused and
well

ready widely
has been

x<^

r

its users

ceived by
'\ ;; "

and

reviewers |

alike.

So take %.','
out of C

Compilation speed is roughly 20,000 lines per minute
with excellent code generation for the ST and the TT.

Priority Order Form
Yes, please rush me

copy(ies) of

[j Harlekin version 2 @ £59.95

Q
•
[j
Q
Q
D
[j

HiSoft C Interpreter @ £59.95
Lattice C 5.06.02 @ £149.00
ProFlight Tornado Sim @ £39.95
HiSoft BASIC 1.3 @ £39.95

HiSoft Devpac 2.25 @ £39.95
Highspeed Pascal 1.13 @ £99.95
Your FirST BASIC book @ £14.95

Name:
Address:

<• the hassle
"

and learn the

Your FirST
BASIC the official guide
language
talking about.

everybody's

When you're ready, move up to Lattice C 5.

The comprehensive reference guideandtutoriaj to the popular FirST BASIC
package which is supplied with your new AtarriST computer
•

£2.50 from version 1.1.

For those not in the know, Highspeed Pascal comes
from Denmark, is extremely fast and friendly to use

mention in this small space, plus a 150-page,

ProFlight 1.2

Upgrades from earlier versions cost £7.50 inclusive, or

Postcode:

L.i
•

/ enclose a Cheque/Postal Orders
I would like to pay by:
Access/MasterCard/EuroCard etc.

L.j

Visa/TrustCard etc.

Card No:

Expiry Date:

SignalLiie

Full command reference'.for FirST BASIC \

•

Extensive tutorial, guiding yoMt.hrough using BASIC from first

•
•

principles. Includes many examples plus how to use GEM

Detailed descriptions, ofnil th%%EM\and:'other.operating system
libraries supplied with FirST BASIC {.
Concepts chaptei'which explains',in.easy^to.-.understand language, the
modem, structured aspects of FirSTBASIC j

•

Many technical appendices giving a fascinating insight into the

workings of the Atari ST
Use the order form to obta'rimiurFir-SI fcASIWttM well include a freemouse mat
printed with the SI ASCII churucterpit icompleteiy frepof charge.

All prices include UK VAT and postage within
the United Kingdom. Goods willnormally be
despatched within 2 working days of
receiving your order. Call, write or fax for
export prices. All offers subject to availability.
Please post this coupon to HiSoft at:
The Old School. Greenfield, Bedford
MK45 5DE UK.

Tel: +44 525 718181, Fax: +44 515 713716
Free mouse mat with

HiSoft
High Quality Software

The Old School, Greenfield
Bedford MK45 5DE UK
Tel: 0525 718181, Fax: 0525 713716

every order!
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Vidi... No 1 in UK & Europe (Leading the way forward)

£179

"fleshy,,

•-— -

T^sg0Ml
Get the most out of your ST by adding:
-^ «r^t•

'The Complete Colour Solution"
The Worlds ultimate creative leisure product for your
Atari ST. Captures dynamic 512 or 4096 colour
images from video into your ST in less than a

—-Jll
£«

Mill

££~r >_JB|

second.

And Look No Filters
Images can now be grabbed from either colour

. 3*3i?<Sjr%StLVlCiL4

mM'

video cameras, home VCR or in fact any still video'
source. The traditional method of holding three filters

in front of your video camera is certainly a thing of
the past. Because Vidi splits the RGB colours
electronically there are no focussing or movement
problems experienced by some of our slower
competitors. Lighting is also less of an issue as light
is not being shut out by lens filters. Put all this

together with an

already proven Vidi-ST /

VidiChrome combination and achieve superb quality
512 or 4096 colour images. (4096 colours only
available on STE). Mono images can be grabbed in
real time from moving video.

PUSH YOUR ATARI ST TO ITS LIMIT ...
You will see from independent review
comments that we are undoubtedly their first choice.

v,deo -W"4?«fJ*iaE]
•Actual unretouched digitised screenshots•

THE SOLUTION ENABLES YOU TO
Capture colour images from any still video
source.

Have perfect freeze frame from any video.
Grab momo images from any video source

1 JgiaM

in real-time.

Digitise up to 24 mono frames on a 1 meg
ST

Animate 16 shade images at a choice
of speeds.
Grab 3-D images from TV.
Replace many scanner features.
Add images for D.T.P. applications.
Import images into art packages in mono

"Full colour demonstration disk available for only £1.95 to cover P&P. **

Livingston Scotland
Telephone 0506-414631
Fax 0506-414634

£?-i^-*ii?±*

